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noticed that some of these things are
(garble and
SPACECRAFT
guess you want those done right at
called out time critical.
Is that correct?
the time indicated.
I

1

And Columbia, Houston, to
That's correct Henry.
try and keep you advised of the overall plan, we're going to
spend today in bottom sin and then we're going to go to tail sun
for the rest of the mission eventually after spending tonight in
Today is going
PTC with a little bit of PTC then prior to entry.
to be pretty heavy as you can see by your CAP update, but the
rest of the days should be a little bit lighter, probably give
you a chance to get some of your shopping list items in.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Thank you Lewis.

We've got a short break
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
We'll stand by,
Madrid
few
seconds.
Dakar
and
of
a
here between
through
Madrid.
overlapping
coverage
of
a
little
bit
have
Columbia, Houston, we're going LOS.
CAPCOM
through Yar ragadee at 17:15.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We'll

We'll

see you

see you then.

Columbia has moved out of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
Next acquisition through Yarragadee in 29
range of Madrid now.
Today is Hank Hartfield's wedding anniversary
and 1/2 minutes.
and on this first air/ground pass of the day, he received taped
Columbia will stay
messages from his two daughters and his wife.
in bottom sun attitude today to, in case there's any moisture
left in the tiles, this will help continue to bake that out.
Today is a full schedule for the continuous flow electrophoresis
experiment.
There will be some additional activities with the
induced environmental contamination experiment, however, that
experiment will not. be used in conjunction with the remote
manipulator system today. And there's considerable activity with
the tactical air navigation system today using tack end stations
in the United States, Mexico, Australia, and Africa in tests to
determine whether that system might be helpful for on-orbit
navigation.
As time allows, the crew will also attempt to
The time set out in today's
troubleshoot the getaway special.
flight plan for that activity is 2 days, 19 hours, 35 minutes.
At 2 days, 16 hours, 48 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is
Shuttle Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Shuttle Control at ? days, 17 hours, 14
Columbia is about 30 seconds away
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
from a short pass at Yarragadee.

Columbia Houston through Yarragadee for 4
CAPCOM
minutes.
Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds
Standing by.
We'll have a short pass through Orroral in a couple of
LOS.
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you then.

Okay.

Yarragadee has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
Columbia's track on this orbit just skirts the edge of
We may or may not be able to get
the Orroral acquisition range.
At
We'll stand by and see.
station.
through
that
communications
20 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is
2 days,
17
Shuttle Control, Houston.
PAO
signal.

Columbia, Houston through Orroral for about

CAPCOM
mi

nute.

You 're

5

a

by.

on

Stateside next
Columbia, Houston, we're going LOS.
the fuel cell purge should be done

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

the hour and a reminder,
prior to the gas release.

END OF TAPE
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Columbia, Houston, we're going LOS, stateside next
on the hour, and a reminder the fuel cell purge should be done
prior to the gas release.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia's out of range of
Heading out over the Pacific Ocean, next
Ourroral now.
acquisition through the Merritt Island, Florida Station in 32
Columbia in orbit now of 163.4 by 160 nautical miles,
minutes.
At 2 days, 17
hour, 30 minutes, 37 seconds.
with a period of
Control,
this
is
Shuttle
elipsed
time,
mission
hours, 28 minutes,
Houston.
PAO

1

This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 17 hours, 59
Columbia has started orbit number
elapsed time.
mission
minutes,
from acquisition through Merritt
away
seconds
about
30
and
45
is
Island, Florida.
PAO

Columbia, Houston, with you through the states for
CAPCOM
about 8 minutes.
Hey, Brewster, it should would help when
Alright.
send up DAP pages to use the DAP codes in the book that
we already got set up.

SPACECRAFT

you guys

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Columbia, Houston,

Dakar at

1

3.

This is Shuttle Control, Bermuda has loss of signal
PAO
This is the
Next station Dakar in 4 minutes.
with Columbia.
Monitor gas
Contamination
time in which the Induced Environmental
is being
hydrogen
and
A mixture of neon
release is taking place.
this
and
after
released, and then Columbia is maneuvered during
be
can
the
IECM
in
release, so that the mass spectrometer
Dakar,
calibrated to a known gas and a known quantity of gases.
minutes,
hours,
10
2
days,
18
At
little over 3 minutes away.
a
mission elsapsed time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
18 hours,
This is Shuttle Control at 2 days
now on
coming
up
Columbia
time.
minutes, mission elapsed
Dakar.
through
acquisition

PAO

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston for

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're still

5

12

minutes.

here.

We're seeing what we think is ar,
Roger, T.K.
CAPCOM
Could you verify that you did go back to
erroneous indication.
position 2 on the IECM?

.
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ve
,

sir

Brewster, you folks indicated that you didn't get
SPACECRAFT
can
guess the only thing that
our summary from yesterday.
ought
probably
you
remember from what we out on the summary that
in
plays
only
it
rewind,
to know, is our VTR no longer will do a
it
direction
guess it's fortunate that the
one direction,
c
forward.
in
chose to play
I

I

1

i

CAPCOM
Ocean at

.

Okay, we copy that, T.K.
3

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston,

Indiar,

3.

Okay,

Shuttle Control, Madrid has loss of signal
We should get a little bit of
or Dakar has loss of signal.
we M
a half or so,
a minute and
about
coverage through Madrid in
standby for that.

PAO

This

,

is

1

This is Shuttle Control, loss of signal now through
PAO
half
Next station Indian Ocean station in 11 and a
Madrid.
Mattingiy
ken
commander,
Columbia's
During this pass
minutes.
At
rewind.
reported that the video tape recorder no longer will
is
this
mission elapsed time,
2 days, 18 hours, 22 minutes,
Houston.
Shuttle Control,
END OF TAPE
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During
station in eleven and a half minutes.
PAO
that
reported
the pass Columbia's Commander, Ken Mattingly,
18
days,
At
2
the video tape recorder no longer will rewind.
Shuttle
is
hours, 2 2 minutes mission elapsed time this
Control, Houston.

Here's the contents on the COMM check,

air to

ground two.
This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 18 hours, 32
The Indian Ocean station should
minutes mission elapsed time.
acquire Columbia in about 30 seconds.
PAO

CAPCOM

Columbia,

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

You

CAPCOM

Columbia,

if

Houston for

that's

too,

Henry.

Houston,

have

go back

there.

switch on panel All,

a

you have time.

SPACECRAFT

Okay I'll

CAPCOM

Whenever

SPACECRAFT

Okay go ahead.

CAPCOM

Roger sir,

OFF

minutes.

and clear.

loud

a

6

it's

convenient Henry.

CRYO,

tank

02

4

heaters

8

to

off,

.

Okay .low
SP "TCSAFT
all, both the tanks say

I

have no
four.

heaters on and

the

tanks,

Okay, we're trying to even up the quantity in
CAPCOM
the CRYO tanks and while you're there, He^.ry, could you verify
tnat the recorder voice, which is on panel Al, in the proper
configuration?

They are OFF now, off.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
channel one
please.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,
to

air

Okay,

we'd like audio center voice rr-ord select
ground one and channel two to ICOMM A,

to

you've got

it.

Thank you sir, that'll help us preclude losing
CAPCOM
any more of your voice recording.

We've turned both of those things on to ICOM
last night when we put our stuff off.

SPACECRAFT

A

.

1

,

.

CAPCOM

Ok

''

J

"

1

h
n
r

l

1

-

nnv that

Ok ay, see you
SPACECRAFT
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We've completed tne (garble)
Okay, Houston.
SPACECRAFT
the 1905, everything checked
at
out
called
check now that's
the maneuver and go to
stop
by
to
standing
out okay, and
(garble)

Okay Henry that sounds good,
CAPCOM
you're not getting too far behind.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we'll

PAO
signal

This

END OF

TAPE
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Shuttle Control,
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Yarragadee has

loss of
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Houston,

Roger.

next,
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for

1

1

minute.

Yarragadee has
minute.

if)

''AGE

loss

of
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minutes.
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loud and clear.

Columbia, Houston, 40 seconds LOS, states
you could, we'd like you to switch cabin

if

tuns.

Okay,

S P A it C R A F T

b a

to

ck

C A P C

i

1

k

,

M

S P A C F C R A F T

is

that

r

now,

you want

to

go

that's correct.

cwstcr,

there

is

CAP COM
It's just
the ORBIT OPS, T.K.

SPACECRAFT
Yeah,
oppos te unit.

A

t

sir,

Yes
[)

we're running on fan
you want to do 7

* h a

a

reason

a

that's what

I

running on

A

redundant checkout on 5-8,

the

per-

not

for-

thought, we switched

to

?

in

the

i

CAPCOM
Yeah, it also Has you go back to the original
configuration, and it's to keep the loads balanced.

SPACECRAFT

All you do
that what you're sayina?

CAPCOM

Yes

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

sir,

is

crank

it

up,

you

don't run on

it,

is

that's exactly correct.

thank you.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Columbia out of range at
Orroral Valley.
Next acquisition through Merritt Island in 2 9
and a half minutes.
At 2 days, 19 hours, 3 minutes, mission
elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 19 hours, 32
minutes, mission elapsed time.
The Merritt Island tracking
station will lockon to Columbia in about 30 seconds.

CAPCOM

Columbia,

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

loud

the

Houston with you for about
and

star

12

minutes.

clear.

trackers were tuned back on at 1854.
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CAPCOM

We're

standing by to copy.

Okay,

ID

are 3 turn
IMU 3, +06

minutes,

0

CAPCOM
1

y

a

1

1

are

U

+

.03

-.16 +.33,
seconds.

Roger,
busy, but

IMU

angles

?60M, angle

all
it

81:09:50

through with the free war

just got
bono.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

1

zips

+

at

510.

torqued

was

if
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inspection

you don't have them.

head on, .01, the anqles
2, -.12, + .07 - .05,
days, 19 hours, 12

IMU
at 2

Columbia, Houston, we know
thank you Hank.
you have a minute this pass, we'd like to
the flight plan that we think will help you
if

suggest a change in
later this morning.

out

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

Roy,

go

ahead.

Okay, what we would like to talk to you about is
CAPCOM
Right now, they are scheduled in the
the payload bay door test.
And we think
CAP that 3 days and 3 hours after lunch today.
we've got that too close to the backup NAV test and the L A jet
And what we would like to do is discuss moving that an
test.
hour earlier to give you more time to get it done.
1

SPACECRAFT

Well,

getting

a

little extra

time

to

do something

never hurt us.
Okay, if y'aH like that, I'll give you the times
CAPCOM
would
suggest that you do things.
when we
Roy, one of my problems
SPACECRAFT
mental image of what today looks like,

is,

and

I'm
1

trying to get a
haven't succeeded

yet.

we're not
Roger, T. K
about the number of changes.

CAPCOM

.

,

surprised,

and we're sorry

The changes aren't bad, and the teleprinter message
SPACECRAFT
It's just taking me a while to, we haven't had
was easy to read.
to sit down and look at it and say now, what does the
a chance
And we're trying to clean that picture as
revised day look like?
we go along so we get ahead of the game again.

Roger, we can hold off on discussing this a little
The problem was you needed to move your random ploy up
about 4 hours before the payload bay dcor test, so we just didn't

CAPCOM
bit.

.
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It's just
Teleprinter message was easy to read.
SPACECRAFT
down
and look
taken me a while to, we haven't had a chance to sit
and
like
at it and say now, now what does the revised day look
of
ahead
qet
can
we're to clean that picture as we qo along so we
the game again.

Roger.
We can hold off on discussinq this a little
CAPCOM
The problem was, you needed to move your rad
bit with you.
deploy up about 4 hours before the payload bay door test, so just
didn't want to let that time slip by.

understand.
Roger.
T
that you ran into, Roy?

SPACECRAFT

What was the time constraint

Well, it looked like starting at about 3 days and 4
CAPCOM
hours, you guys have a very heavy schedule doing the backup NAV
test and the LlA jet test, and we were afraid that if you didn't
get the payload bay door test finished and ran into that it would
cause you a lot of rescheduling.

SPACECRAFT
(garble),
an hour

is

that's not a good thing to do.
Okay.
T guess
bay door test plus or minus
payload
that
the
guess
T
critical.
not very

What we'd like to do
It's not critical.
Roqer.
CAPCOM
you
can take the whole 2
and
earlier
hour
it
an
start
have you
going to be
you're
realize
because
we
up
finish
it
to
hours
interrupted for the other activities.
That sounds good.

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

is

The other constraints is, we'd like for you
Okay.
to put the high load duct heater to alpha 30 minutes before you
start the payload bay door test, and we'll give you a reminder on
that

CAPCOM

.

SPACECRAFT
I"ll just,
her e

Can you tell me what the revised time is right now,
I'll just put my, make a little message for myself

looks like a good time is 3 days and 1
Also we would like to have the RAD deploy at 20 hours and
hour.
45 minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
It's 3
it.
heater to A.

Roger.

Wait
c*ays

a

and

It

minute, now you're faster than I am typing
1 hour when you want to put the high load

CAPCOM

Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

What was the next thing you read me?

.
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Hang on just a second and we'll give you the rad
CAPCOM
Okay, T.K., we think a reasonable time to do the rad
deploy.
be 2 days and 21 hours.
would
deploy

On this rad deploy now, are we going to
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
deploy it now and just leave it leave it out, or are we going to
start going back to what was in the original CAP, or what do you
have in mind?
What we have in mind, T.K., is we want them
Okay.
out for at least 4 hours before you do the payload bay door
After you finish the payload bay floor test, we will leave
test.
And just to make sure we all in sync, the
the radiators stowed.
time we had in mind for starting the payload bay door test would
be 3 days and 7 hours.

CAPCOM

Hank's trying
Let me concentrate on that.
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
that for a
about
to
you
to crank up CFKS and he needs to talk
minute
CAPCOM

Roger.

I've got 4 hours of
fired up the CFES.
I
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
10858, 403158.
RPM
21435,
RPM 31452, RPM
limit parameters.

CAPCOM

Okay.

We copy, Hank.

We'll get back to you on it.

Columbia, Houston, see you at Dakar at 49.
try to have you something for the CFES by then.

CAPCOM

We'll

Bermuda has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
minutes.
The backup CAPCOM on
3-1/2
in
is
next
Dakar
signal.
this shift, Astronaut Roy Rridges, has been communicating with
the crew during this pass over the United States, discussing this
That test will be moved up
afternoon's payload bay door test.
Pilot, Hank Hartsfield, is beginning the continuous
slightly.
We're about 2 minutes, 45
flow electrophoresis work for the day.
We'll stand by for that pass at 2 days,
seconds away from Dakar.
This is Shuttle
19 hours, 46 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE

.
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left Hank Hartsfield beginning the continuous
T
PAO
We're about 2 minutes,
flow electr icalphoresis work for today.
We'll stand by for that pass at 2
45 seconds away trom Dakar.
days, 19 hours, 46 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle
Control, Houston.

This is Shuttle Control, 2 days, 19 hours, 49
PAO
Shuttle oominq up on acquisition
minutes mission elapsed time.
at Dakar now.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston with you for

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM

And, Henry, have a couple of words for you on CFES

SPACECRAFT

Alriqht

5

.

Roqer, they think vou just had a couple of SDare
CAPCOM
bits left over in the register and it looks like the flow was
okay to clear everything out and they would like for you to cycle
the system's power and restart.

Okay, I am in the Dower (garble! is on tr.e card, I
SPACECRAFT
You want me to do
had already gone into the systems zero check.
a restart for this point?

CAPCOM

Standby we're checking

SPACECRAFT

And my readings now RPM3 114 35, RPM2 11433 and RPMl

850,

no 860.

CAPCOM

Hank, what we'd like are the flows

SPACECRAFT

01

CAPCOM

Roger, thank you.

022,

02

143,

03

1,

2,

and

3.

152.

Okay, those numbers all look good and you're clear
CAPCOM
to press ahead.

just let

CAPCOM

Cay

so you think all those numbers are okay,
it operate and continue then.

SPACECRAFT

I'll

Right, no restart required.

Okay sir, must have been just a changing on the
SPACECRAFT
The same kind of thing happened
those numbers.
that
set
startup
2.
on day

CAPCOM

Roqer

.
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CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS. We'll see
you at Indian Ocean at 08 and T.K. when you have time to get
around to the qas troubleshooting we have some drawings down here
chat makes it a lot easier to read the end plots, so if you 11
let us know we'll help you out on that.
'

SPACRCRAFT

Alright.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Dakar has lost of
signal.
Columbia moving down across the continent of Africa,
next acquisition through the Indian Ocean station in 11
minutes.
At 2 days, 19 hours, cj1 minutes mission elapsed time
this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Shuttle Control, at 2 days, 20 hours, 7
minutes mission elapsed time.
Columbia should be within range of
the Indian Ocean station shortly.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston with you for

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston
have one switch on Rl

if

8

minutes.

you have any time this pass wo

SPACECRAFT

Okay hang on I'll be there.

CAPCOM

Roger, we'd like pay load at Main B off.

SPACRCRAFT

It's of f

CAPCOM
turn

it

Go ahe.id.

.

Okay, in 3 minutes I would, I'm going to ask you to
back on and we'll give you a reminder.

SPACRCRAFT

Alright

The reason for the switch action, T.K. is wo had an
CAPCOM
anomaly on the IKCM and we're trying to cycle the Dower to get it
back known operating mode.

SPACRCRAFT

Alright

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, the IRCM has apparently
been operating on internal battery power and
END OF TAPR
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SPACECRAFT

to cycle the power
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PAGE
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1

back

Right

This is Shut t lo Control, the IECM has been
apparently operating on internal battery power. Trying to get
back on the Orbiter power.
PAD

it

What I guess is, we're trying to tell you that,
SPACECRAFT
yesterday - did we tell you that we got the - some of the ENT
data and T think it was around, I think it's between 6 and 6:30
And I'd like to know whether we need to do that thing again
MET.
Apparently someone will
or whether we can stop on it on for now.
set up the gains
(garble)
we
if
have to take a look at it and see
look at it and
to
have
will
Someone
a little higher this time.
out.
see how it's coming

CAPCOM

Okay we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you, sir.

Columbia, Houston, TK we checked on that, the
CAPCOM
quality of the data was good and the gains were good and we'd
like to get some more of that when you have the time.
Rut, we've got
Okay.
Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
now.

the right configuration

CAPCOM

Roger

CAPCOM
aft main

Columbia, Houston wr're ready to throw tho payload
to OMS.

n back

SPACECRAFT

And main R's on.

CAPCOM

Thank you

don't think we told you, we took one
off to use for DC utility - (garble)
power
cables
of the two MliR
MO r>?,T.
off
was
and the one we took

SPACECRAFT

Ann Houston,

CAPCOM

Roger copy and we'll

SPACECRAFT

Thank you sir.

CAPCOM

2

SPACECRAFT

Okay

r
>

seconds

r.OS

,

make

Yarragadne

a

note to remind you.

is

next at 24.

This is Shuttle Control, the Indian Ocean station
PAO
Yarragadee will pick up the
has lost signal with Columbia.

.
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At 2 days 20 hours 17 minutes, Mission
Spacecraft in 7 minutes.
Control, Houston.
Shuttle
Elapsed Time, this is

This is Shuttle Control at 2 days 20 hours 23
PAO
Columbia coming up on Yarragadee
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time.
secnds.
30
about
in

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you for

SPACECRAFT

Houston, you called?

CAPCOM

Roqer

SPACECRAFT

i.ouston, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Go ahead

,

with you for

8

8

minutes.

minutes.

It sounds to me like we owe somebody down there a
SPACECRAFT
Your little fix for the first try on fixing up
great big cheer.
the gas and we got the relay 02 and 00 systems from laten to hot.

Well that's really great news, your going to make a
lot of folks happy down here so, thank vou.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

That was

CAPCOM

Roger.

a

very clean scheme.

This is Shuttle Control, Yarragadee has r,oss Of
PAO
Valley will pick up Columbia in about 20
Orroral
Signal,
Columbia's Commander Ken
We'll stand by for that.
seconds.
Mattingly, reporting during this Yarragadee pass that he has been
successful in the get-away special repair, and that canister
experiment canister is now activated.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we've been in a keyhole for the
for 3 minuter, through Orroral.

last 30 seconds, with you

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we have one request

sir.
for

you on

the DAP.

SPACECRAFT

yes,

sir.

Roger, we see in DAP R we d like to request that
you go to DAP A for propel lant consumption reasons.

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

'

„ ..

.

.
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Columbia, Houston, we have one request for you on

CAPCOM
the DAP

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir.

Roger, we see in DAP D, we'd like to request that
CAPCOM
you go to DAP for a propellant consumption reasons.

SPACECRAFT
change?

Okay, you got A, did we miss that, or is that a
think we forgot to tell you.

CAPCOM

I

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, thanks,

I'll

split the difference with you on that.
sir.

30

seconds LOS, see you over

the states at 08.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia is out of range
Heading out over the Pacific Ocean, next acquisition
at Orroral.
At 2 days, 20 hours, 37
through Marritt Island in 31 minutes.
Shuttle Control,
is
This
time.
minutes, mission elsapsed
Houston
This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 21 hours, 7
PA0
coming up on
minutes, mission elapsed time. Columbia is
acquioition through Marritt Island.

PA0

12
Columbia, Houston, through the states for

CAPCOM
minutes
SPACECRAFT

Okay,

read you

loud and clear.

Columbia, Houston, we
You five by as well, Hank.
rivccm
you'd have a minute
think
you
h^ve six minuteS leftin'this pass,
to talk?

SPACECRAFT

Okay, qo ahead Hrewster

PAO folks.
r-AoroM
We have a couple of requests from the were
wondering
they
now,
from
On the next stateside pass/ one REV
Payload ba
if

you

you

,

couVtake

a

moment to configure one

^^

over

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I

don't see any problem with that.
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Okay, that would be super, and we'll be sure to
CAPCOM
remind you in plenty of time to give you a chance to do that.
And the other question was, later on today, on REV 50, there's
T. V. downlink scheduled, and we were wondering if you had any
cassettes that had already been rewound that you might use for
those, and what the subject matter might be?

a

We had some things we wanted to show you, we took a
That I
some RCS (garble) on the nose (garble) at nighttime.
thought was spectacular and unfortunately it's not rewound.
We're talkinq about now what we want to try to put together for
you this evening.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, when you come up with your plan, maybe you
CAPCOM
could let us know so the folks know what to expect.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Thank you,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

a

lot.

Columbia, Houston, Dakar at

2

4.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia has loss of
PAO
Columbia now on its 47th orbit of the
signal with Bermuda.
Next station is Dakar in 3 minutes. Columbia's pilot
Earth.
Hank Hartsfield responding to question from the ground on this
pass says sees no problem in providing some Earth viewing
television during orbit 48 over the next pass over the Merritt
And
Just under an hour and a half f ;om now.
Island station.
from
television
downlink
to
plan
is
SO,
the
orbit
number
on
then
on
prior
to
report
later
and
we
expect
a
recorder,
tape
video
the
The rewind
that orbit on what the video tape recorder contains.
has failed on the tape recorder, hut it can be rewound by hand.
We're about a minute and a half away from acquisition throuqh
We'll stand by at 2 days 21 hours 22 minutes mission
Dakar.
elapsed time
END OF TAPE
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We're about a
..But it can be rewound by hand.
PA 0
we'll stand
Dakar,
through
acquisition
minute and a 1/2 away from
Time.
Elapsed
Mission
minutes,
22
by at 2 days 21 hours

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger.

for

8

minutes, standing by.

This is Shuttle Control, Ken Mattingly is running
Pilot Hank Hartsfield continuing to
TACAN test at this time.
operate the continuous flow electrophoresis equipment.

a

PAO

Indian Ocean at 44.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you there.

CAPCOM

Yes sir.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia's out of range at
PA 0
Next acquisition through the Indian Ocean station in
Dakar now.
At 2 days 21 hours 33 minutes, Mission
11 and 1/2 minutes.
Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
This is Shuttle Control at
PAO
Columbia
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time.
now.
station
Ocean
of the Indian

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Hello there.

for

6

2

is

days 21 hours 44
coming within range

minutes.

Say, wc hope that you fellas brought along some
CAPCOM
warm clothing, wo' re told the temperature right now at Edwards
SI degrees.

SPACECRAFT

How much?

That's gonna brinq that density altitude right

CAPCOM
down, T.

is

K.

SPACECRAFT

That's centigrade

I

guess.

Wo do however, expect
than that on Sunday.

CAPCOM

it

to be

a

little bit warmer

when wo get back Hank said
Okay Hrewster
some
TV plans, it'd be a good
about
talk
to
you folks wanted
What did you guys have
idea, we ought to got our tales in sync.
to propose?

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

,

.

.
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The first thinq we were requesting was that for the
CAPCOM
next stateside pass, if you could just point the delta camera
straight up out of the bay and turn it on with the zoom, zoomed
in to get us the widest coverage, we would watch the states go by
underneath you. And, the second one was, we were interested in
what the subject matter was going to be of the playback on rev
to
50, if you had a cassette that was rewound and you'd have one
play for us.
think we told you, our machine doesn't rewind
I
SPACECRAFT
little bit by hand, but it is kinda
I can rewind a
anymore.
tedious, and I was going to do that routinely. So, I'm kinda
stuck with having to take a picture and just kinda hope that it
is all there and available, and you can, I can play it back or
you can watch it on real time, but some of the things I had hoped
to do of editing and putting it together - unless I can work on
that tape recorder sometime later on today, that's not going to
happen

CAPCOM

Okay, T.

And we had yesterday you might of noticed we had an
And, today
to put together something special.
time
lot
of
awful,
want to put
f
flow,
CFES
the
of
pictures
some
take
to
waiting
I'm
sit
just
than
rather
that,
and
sequence
one
in
together
that
there and run it real time.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay.

Ho you know what our attitude will bo when we're
SPACECRAFT
(garble).
coming across the states?
Yes, T. K. wo understand everything about, that you
CAPCOM
said about the cassettes, we though perhaps that vou had some
We don't propose
that had been rewound prior to the failure.
know your very
wo
by
hand,
that you spend any time doing that
across
the states, wo
coming
attitude
And, as far as the
busy.
bottom-sun
figured since you were in

END OF TAPE
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We know you're very busy and as far as the attitude
coining across the states we figured since you were in bottom sun
that we'd be able to get something as you swept across it.

CAPCOM

Yes, I think that's okay, but I think there's a
SPACECRAFT
chance that maybe if I use the handheld camera out the window T
might be able to that also has a color lens and that might just
do you better than what I can let you have from the payload bay.

Okay TK whatever you think

CAPCOM
tr y

i

ng

is

We were just

best.

to ....

SPACECRAFT

....(garble)

fix

it

and not allow

to move.

it

Okay that's, the plan we had, was not to involve
much of your time, but whatever you think is
up
take
and
you
to have.
be
glad
we'll
best,

CAPCOM

was just looking to see what's going on in that
SPACECRAFT
didn't
T
Okav, it looks to me like we'll have time.
timeframe.
want to go run on the treadmill while the CKES was doing it's
So I war, going to
flow cause that thing really shakes the deck.
could try to hold that
so maybe
do that after we finish CFES
line in realtime and see what happens, and T ve done work on the
payload bay cameras as an alternative.
I

,

I

*

CAPCOM
best.

Okay that's sounds great, and whatever you think
You obviously have the best picture overall of it.

is

Well on that score we have got a pretty good
SPACECRAFT
It's really too bad cause T wanted to be able to, Hiere
picture.
were several things I've been trying to put together, but it
wanted to show you
t
requires using the VTR in the sample mode
you run into .is you
tint
formation;;
cloud
of
kind
a sample of the
there
are some very
varied
and
quite
it's
and
make one lap,
can look at
where
to
qot.t.en
I've
patterns.
cloud
distinctive
think I'm
of
world
the
part
which
about
tell
now
and
clouds
the
interesting
of
kind
but
it's
minutes
taker,
few
a
only
and
it
in,
and I'd also hoped to b~ able to show you some sunrise ,md sunset
pictures that are, oven if the color:; aren't perfectly true,
think the size of them might be very interesting, I'll still try
,

I

I

1

to work on

that.

that sounds great TK, we have 20 seconds
Yarragadee is next at S') and we'll be more than happy to
left.
have anything that vou can work out.

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

The Indian Ocean station
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
Next acquisition is through
has loss of signal with Columbia.
h s pass Ken
Pur rig
minutes.
Yarragadee Australia in about 8
i

t

i
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some of the
Mattinqlv and CAPCOM Brewstor Shaw discussed rocordor. fce 11
television possibilities for tho video tap«
Matt nqly has
loarn more later about what actually is on there.
he'll be able
whether
some ideas of what he would like to record,
is
a
rewind
the
to do that because of the problem with
time
elapsed
mission
*>2
minutes
At 2 days 21 hours
question.
at 2
Control
Shuttle
is
This
this is Shuttle Control Houston.
is
Yar-aqadoe
time.
elapsod
minutes mission
days 21 hours
about to acquire Columbia.

minutos.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, for

SPACECRAFT

Riewstor you're loud and clear.

8

Columbia, Houston, 40 seconds LOS we 11
Rnqnr.
CAPCOM
Hawaii we
V™
have about a minute throuoh Orroral, -nd at
^-J* s
actmM
the
of
summary
ho
a
will
that
a teleprinter mossaqo
doorbit prop and post
o %ho rost of tho dav, much Hko your
contmuo oach day
If you liko that wo M
insertion cue card.
with somethinq like tha*.
a qood
Okay, thank you v-ry much, that rounds like
SPACKCRAPT
dea
'

1

1

i

.

CAPCOM
KN'D

OF TAPF

Ves,

I

think

...
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idea.

Yes I think we should have thought of it before, if
will help you aoe the flow, for us too, of the 'lay alot hotter
think.

CAPCOM
it
I

Okay,

SPACECRAFT
PAG
signal.
Orroral.

Yarragarlee has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
About a minute and a half before acquistion, through
Short pass at Orroral, about a minute.

CAPCOM
Va

1

1

oy

thank you sir.

for

1

Columbia, Houston we are with you through Orroral
minute.
loud and o.ear.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston we will see you at Hawaii at 28.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

see you there.

Loss of signal through
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
Columbia now heading toward acquisition at the Hawaii
Orroral.
At 2 days 22 hours 11 minutes
tracking station in 17 minutes.
This is
Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
Shuttle Control, at 2 days 22 hours, 27 minute;;, Mission Elapsed
The Hawaii tracking station should lock onto Columbia
Time.
shor 1 y
1

Columbia, Houston through Hawaii for 2 minutes.
CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston through Hawaii for a minute and a half.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston see you over

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

t

ho States at

37.

Hawaii ha?; loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
S
minutes.
nuckhorn
nuckhorn,
in
W2
station
is
signal, next
some
television
we
expect
by
Morritt
Island,
be
followed
will
At 2 days 22 hours, 32 minutes Mission
through Merritt Island.
This is Shuttle
Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
Control at 2 days 22 hours, 3fi minutes Mission Elapsed Time,
nuckhorn should acquire Columbia in about 20 minutes - 20
seconds

CAPCOM
mi nutes

Columbia, Houston through the States for about

Okay we
SPACECRAFT
to start the TV.

(jot

you

loud and clear.

19

When do you want
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CAPCOM

That will be over Mila, Hank.

CAPCOM

How much longer

CAPCOM

Okay, Mila comes up at 44 past the hour.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

is

2

that?

CAPCOM
And Henry, if you're gonna do that okay, we have a
request that you tell us which cameras you are going to use, and
once you get them setup, if you would go to TV power control
command on A7, then we can adjust the intensity and the light and
everything.

SPACECRAFT

That's what I'm supposed to be doing.

CAPCOM
Well we thought we would try and off load you,
little bit T.K.

SPACECRAFT

You don't know where I'm going next.

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
got forks

I

for

or

a

think we can get more hands in the pie, than we
something like that.

CAPCOf*
Okay T.K. it's your show.
get started on that, we have one panel,
All

And Columbia before we
or one switch on nanel

.

SPACECRAFT

All

CAPCOM

Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT

07.

CAPCOM
and we are

END OF TAPE

one on All?

tank

07.

4

tank

4

heaters Bravo to AUTO.

Hravo heaters AUTO.

Thank you sir.
Columbia Houston Mila
ready anytime you are.

is

locked up
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Okay, and right now, I'm trying to get you out the
SPACRCRAFT
overhead window, using the flight deck camera.

CAPCOM

Okay.

What we're taking at look
Have command and enable.
You guys
now is the, should be coming up on the Gulf Coast.
let me know when you have a picture.

SPACRCRAFT
a

Okay, we don't have anything
us which camera you're using?

CAPCOM
tell

SPACRCRAFT

It's the flight deck camera.

CAPCOM

Okay, we have

a

yet.

T.

can you

K.

picture now.

Okay the picture I'm trying to show you now is
SPACRCRAFT
looking back at the Gulf Coast and you can look out on the
horizon you can see the Earth's rim and a lot of light cloud
patterns and as vou come down, okay we're going to track right
along the Gulf Coast here, you can see some clouds and I don't
know how much resolution you have on those clouds.

CAPCOM

We can see them quite well, T.

SPACRCRAFT

Well

let me

know

if

K.

you can see distinct cloud

build up.

CAPCOM

Yes, we can sec all

that

Okay, those are some fairly large clouds that are
SPACRCRAFT
And there's a, those are typical of what you
showing up there.
*m not sure there's enough
The Gulf Coast see in this area.
color contrast for it to stand out, we're seeing mostly small
There a little puffy
clouds that are down along the water.
Hnf orunate
(garble) I imagine their probably not too large.
go ng backwards, so I'm having to tell you where
this is pas
the left f o d s and I
f rom
looking down and I
we've been
I 'm
beginning to see in the bottom of the picture her f
i

1

i

i

,

1

'

.

CAPCOM

Right, we see those

That should be, about the area coming out of the
SPACRCRAFT
And there's a some little crescent Islands there
Mississippi.
recognize,
that ought to be off the coast of Mobile.
that you can

CAPCOM

Okay.

And you should be able to see some of the Coastal
SPACRCRAFT
Is the contrast good
features and then it swings around here.
enough to pick up the Coast, or am I wasting your time?

.

CAPCOM

No,

qpAPFTRAFT

Okay

we can see
,

.he

on

Page
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it.

monitor,

it's not all that swift.

^^°*„

1
'
*r
inland, my guess is, that last
little
we
h
'
across wtiere
back
sweeping
be
should
,
rJ
we
wt.
Ann
An
hlM area.
rpa
(garble)
looking down now, and
1
--Pa. I lot ofVouds in the
£S IZ.lTllKlU To
And there's Tampa Bay.
area.
,

UrtZf*

Wo have it.

CAPCOM

sorry to back into this
Okay, and we should he
way
w
no «f f-hina we can see would be working our
«e had a
and
attitude,
other
the
we din this for on
theVaoe
Okay, down
forward and lf« rather a spectacular.
now.
to the bottom of your picture

SPACECRAFT
...

^w ^in"

It's

CAPCOM

right in the middle of our

picture, T.

K

.

and

looks great.

SPACFCRAFT

SIS

that's

Yes si/,

you pick up things
Yes,

CAPCOM

a

familiar sight,

I

don't know

if

suw-

liko hake Okochobee.
I

think wo can see the ShF

Flor i da and von can
Okav, and we can sweep in with
tne
and all of the lands o
nick up the whole area with Miami
hn
where you can see
S^uth and'you can walk down the Keys

SPACECRAFT

rt

S«e:

a
a Ja- h « pB ?iuy-yo..-U.b»

don't know what your color resolution
Well

CAPCOM
Flor ida

,J.

the color,,.

.

is.

looks pretty good,

it

to see

that wa:

a

super shot of

.

of the off r.hor"
Okay, we're coming up now on some
on t.hmr
coloring
TM^nd" vtrl they have a very agua blue green
change
clouds
the
eewad' side, and you can see that the way
t he
the col or,
and
sides,
n
leeward
hetween the'windward and
the
at
back
looking
Okay,
w^t^r are also guite distinct here.
here,
pass
this
on
you have
hoJi^on here^how much more time do
Hrewster ?

SPACECRAFT

i

CAPCOM

We have about:

fi

minutes

!'•><:
me duck inside, and
6 minutes, okay,
SPACECRAFT
if that's alright?
you a cook's tour whi e were here,
1

just give
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CAPCOM

Okay* we have

total.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay

3

minutes of TV coverage,

6

Page

3

minutes
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Okay, we have
CAPCOM
minutes total.

3

minutes of TV coverage.

1

Six

Okay, now we're back inside Columbia.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, good.

CAPCOM

We have it, looks good.

If
SPACECRAFT
Okay and that was someone you might recognize.
you think this is a junkpile, this is what every kid always
wanted, it's a 3-d irr.ens iona 1 room so he doesn't have to pick his
They don't lay on the floor and they go everywhere.
toys up.

CAPCOM
housekeeping

Looks like you've been keepirvj up with your

Okay, I'm going to swing down the lower deck and
SPACECRAFT
Henry - okay I'm gonna come down one side and Hank's going down
the other, and we're looking over at the inside, I'd hoped to be
able to give you a map of where we're headed so you could
understand the picture* This little article that's right in here
is a Volkswagon pouch and we've got it filled with camera
magazines and things. On the end of my foot there is a set of
the, can you see those shoes, those are suction cup guys we're
eva luat ing

CAPCOM

That's

a

good picture.

You looked out of control

TK.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, do you know it's early, you're right, and
there's the CFES, Hank why don't you point to the bottom where
The samples go in down here, they
the stuff goes in the bottom.
run up this pole all the way up through, that'"? filled with a
buffer fluid, and the column separates it, on the camera, if you
would please Hank, I think that clears it, take it away, that
clears it, take the camera down.

CAPCOM

Okay TK, we're starting to lose the picture now.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, all right and
samples, reported that Hank.

CAPCOM

It's gone.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

it

ends up at the top when the

thank you.

Hey, that was super, thank you very much.
CAPCOM
Dakar is next on the
Columbia, Houston, we're 1 minute LOS.
alot
for
the
hour, we want to thank you
TV show, the pictures
good
color, everything looked
were excellant, good contrast,
enjoyed
the
description
you
gave us TK, and we look
great. We
forward to seeing more of that whenever you can fit it in.

PAGE
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our best.
Okay, thank you, we'll do

2

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
you enjoy

Okay,

and lunch is next,

for

the next hour, hope

it.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

This is Shuttle Control
^^^^-^irSaJtingly
During this pa-s over Mi la^
signal with Columbia.
° oa *
tour of the
Ne xt
gave us a live television
olumbla
cks oC
At
2 days
and of the flight and «" ldd f
, and
««te
minutes.
H a
* hal
naif m
acquisition through the Dakar in 2
22 hours 57 minutes mission
hours 59 minutes
_

fc

.

^
^

e^P^/V"*'™^

^io^ll^ orbit
SPACECRAFT

^

•

<™

number 48.

through Dakar on

CAPCOM
standing by.

.

Columbia, Houston,

through Dakar for 10 minutes,

(garble)

lunch time aboard
mTlUS *«= chnHMo Control it's
PA0
the members of the
e
Control
01 Center
Mission Cont
the M-^lon
Here in iL
Columbia.
lnning
>^nn
9 to arrive,
controllers are
bronze team of the flight
£ewi
Chuck
hour
we'll have a handover herein
Di
Plight
^going
off
Jhe
Director for that team
t
for the cja g
about
Draughon estimates 10 30 a » ^DTJSC Newscen
conference in ^om 135 at
Qf
&
P^s
minutes remaining in this Dakar
standby,
sta
^
y
fce
11
Ascension,
overlapping coverage through
s

END OF TAPE
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Columbia Houston,

30

1

18.

:14:04
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seconds in this pass Botswana

is next at 8.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Ascension has lost signal
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
Botswana in 8
through
acquisition
Next
Columbia.
now with
Elapsed Time this
Mission
minutes
10
hours
days
23
2
At
minutes.
at 2 days 23
Control
Shuttle
This
is
Houston.
Control
Shuttle
is
hours 18 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia is about 30
seconds away from acquisition through Botswana.

CAPCOM

Columbia Houston, with you for

SPACECRAFT

Hello, Houston,

minutes.

loud and clear.

Roger you are 5 by.
LOS see you at Yarragadee at 35.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

4

Columbia, Houston 30 seconds

Okay, see you then.

Columbia has moved beyond
This is Shuttle Control.
Heading out over the Indian
the range at the Botswana station.
At 2 day 23 hours
Ocean, toward Yarragadee, in 12 1/2 minutes.
Control,
Shuttle
is
23 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this
hours,
days
23
35 minutes
This is Shuttle Control, 2
Houston.
through
acquisition
on
up
Mission Elapsed Time, Columbia coming
Yarragadee
PAO

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston with you for

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

8

minutes.

Columbia, Houston before we go
Roger you are 5 by.
CAPCOM
test that we would like to
self
TACAN
a
discuss
need
to
LOS I
request at Hawaii AOS if you have a minute.

SPACECRAFT

Standby.

Roger, we'd like to discuss
CAPCOM
you at Hawaii AOS if you have a minute.

a

SPACECRAFT

can't talk right now, standby.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT

Getting to where

I

TACAN self test with

can talk new, go ahead.

Okay sorry to bother you, but we noticed on Ascent
CAPCOM
that TACAN 2 airing data was very squirrelly, and the GNC folks
would like to look at a self test while we are in Ops 8, and
Hawaii AOS I can give you the steps now or wait till then.

.

.
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When is it sir, I'm, we're down on the middeck
SPACECRAFT
How much time do we have?
trying to get some stuff done here.

CAPCOM
Hawa i i

We've got quite awhile, I'll read

SPACECRAFT

Okay, when does that come,

f

it

to you

in

just give me a time

eel

That's about 19
Okay we'll be coming up at 01.
CAPCOM
see you in
we'll
LOS
Columbia, Houston 30 seconds
minutes.
Hawaii at 01.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

Columbia is out of range
This is Shuttle Control.
it across northeastern
carries
that
On a track
of Yarragadee.
the next acquisition
Ocean
Pacific
the
Over
part of Australia.
hours
44 minutes
day
23
At
2
minutes.
through Hawaii in 17
Mission
Houston.
Control,
Shuttle
is
this
Mission Elapsed Time
Time,
Elapsed
Mission
minutes
48
hours
23
days
Control, Houston 2
of
tip
northern
the
over
up
passing
Orbit
#49
Columbia on
Australia. We are still planning on hold our change of shift
press confernance with off going Flight Director Harold Drauqhon
2
of the crystal team, at approximately 10:30 am in building 2.
Mission
is
this
Time,
Elapsed
Mission
minutes
48
days 23 hours
Control, Houston.
PAO

END OF TAPE
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Mission Control Houston, 3 days 0 hours 1 minute,
Just completed 3 full days of flight on
Mission Elapsed Time.
STS-4, we're about to pass within range of the Hawaii tracking
Crew is currently in their scheduled meal period at
station.
They'll be performing some TACAN activity that is
this time.
verifying the use, the potential use of TACAN, the tactical air
And the day is
navigation system as an on orbit navigation aide.
well.
taken up with also some electrophoresis activity today as
3 days 0 hours
PAO

.

CAPCOM
minutes

Houston with you through Hawaii for

SPACECRAFT

We're here.

7

and 1/2

And Columbia, Houston, we need this TACAN sub test
if you have time.

CAPCOM
now,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I've got all

3

TACAN s to GPC and somes out on

13.

CAPCOM

Roger, thank you very much.

Okay, it looks to me like the TACAN test is
SPACECRAFT
complete now, we ran that once before (garble).

Columbia, Houston, we've copied the TACAN sub test,
and we thank you for your cooperation.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll go back to your next data point.

Columbia, Houston, for your info, the TACANs look
CAPCOM
good to us right now, we still can't explain the anomaly with
that on ascent we're still thinking about.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Columbia, Houston, 1 minute LOS, this' 11 be the
CAPCOM
last pass for the Crystal team, we've all been very conscience of
your very busy schedule this morning, we have a lot of admiration
work
for the enthusiatic way you approached it and for the great
you ve done
'

Well we thank you, you guys have been
SPACECRAFT
We'll get it all.
we're working.

CAPCOM

Roger, we'll see you in the morning.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir,

a

big help,

take care.

This is Mission Control Houston, 3 days 0 hours 9
PAO
On orbit number 49, Columbia has
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time.

RTS-4 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT tl27j 6/30/82 GMT 181:14:59 PACK
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They have
just past out of range of the Hawaii tracking station.
we
before
here
minutes
2
of
about
period
a brief Loss Of Signal
of
pass
a
For
States.
United
Continental
reacquire over the
During that time we have scheduled in the Crew
several minutes.
Activity Plan, a private medical communication with the flight
surgeon here in Mission Control where they have an opportunity
for the crew to discuss anything they would like with the
The crew is currently scheduled to be finishing up
surgeon.
And, as they noted in the pass over
their meal about this time.
Hawaii, they were performing the checks of the TACAN system and
that apparently came through very well according to the flight
Be reacquiring
controllers here in Mission Control.
3
communication in about 1 minute here over the United States.
Mission
is
this
days 0 hours 10 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time,
Control, Houston.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 0 hours 11 minutes,
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time, standing by for reacquisition of signal
through the Western United States.
Columbia, Houston, with you through the States for
CAPCOM
about 19 minutes, and the Bronze team is wishing you a good day.

SPACECRAFT

Hello there.

CAPCOM

And we read you loud and clear T.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

how are you folks doing today?

We're doing just fine Hank, and
CAPCOM
guys are right on top of things today.

SPACECRAFT

We're

in

K.

proximity,

Roger, and
CAPCOM
that.
care of

if

it

looks like you

it's hard to tell who's on top.

you start to get ahead, we'll take

You realize, I'm having (garble) program the mals
SPACECRAFT
obsolete program, and the changes, you have a slight edge.

CAPCOM

Roger, we understand.

That CAPCOM is
This is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
just speaking
was
astronaut Mike Coats of the Bronze team that
with the crew.

Mike, will you let me know when they get through
SPACECRAFT
with the TACAN tests so we can go ahead and start in on the
transitioning the ops back to to 2 and get ready for the next
blitz?
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SPACECRAFT
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a

Roger T. K. we'll do that, and just a reminder
PMC coming up at Mila here in a few minutes.
Okay.

And are we going to qet the..

.

.
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scheduled
--wo going to get the burn pad at the
SPACECRAFT
before
time or Ice you gonna have to have it
the right books out.
have
to
want
just
I
you,
I'm not rushing
And Columbia, Houston the burn
Roger, standby T.K.
CAPCOM
pad will be on time.
1

^J™™^^^

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
wait on the
there

SPACECRAFT

Okay.
And Columbia, Houston, T.K. wo would
transition to G2 until wo are bOS, after

*°

the CNC

Okay.

Mission Control, Houston.

?A 0

special
And Columbia, Houston the getaway
CAPCOM
room and
Viewing
Center
Control
the
investigators are here in
ou
you.
for
would like to pass up their great appreciation
J
their
for
and
Many thanks
standing In Flight Maintenance task.
on
turn
giant
and a
words here it was one small switch for NASA
turn
to
ready
And we are getting ready, we're getting
for them
you over to PMC here.
However thought that (garble) I thought was
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
Somebody gets a gold star for that one.
pretty clever.

Wayne Bosic down here did that one for
Roger, T.K.
us, and did a fine job on it.
Off going Flight Director
This is Mission Control.
PA0
for the press
Harold Draughon has left Mission Control now
shortly.
arriving
be
Should
conferance over in building 2.

CAPCOM

another
And Columbia, Houston we've got you for
CAPCOM
1/2 minutes over the States.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
if

you want

SPACECRAFT

7

Okay.
And Columbia, Houston we've got the RCS
it now or we can wait for Dakar.

2

burn pad,

(garble) and we will be there.

get the burn
And Columbia, Houston you don't need to
attitude
couple of
pad 'out, we don't a burn here just a

CAPCOM

maneuvers

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

(garble) okay.

That's affirmative.

.
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2

mo to write flown?

Roqor Hank, the RCS 2 translation is not required,
CAPCOM
wo would like you to maneuver to the following attitude, at 1
hour 10 minutes, if you are ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT

Ho ahead.

r
We
Okay, roll 5 r>.00 1, pitch 2 >7.48, yaw 104.75.
CAPCOM
procedure
to
RCS
the
through
attitude
the
hold
you
to
like
would
until the end attitude time of 2 hours 0 minutes, and then qo
back to the bottom-sun attitude, and we've got that, if you'd
like to copy that too.

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
LOS.

(Garble)?

Okay, we've qot that.

And Columbia, Houston we are 10 seconds to
Roger.
We will talk to you again through Dakar, at 0+18.

didn't know you guys had
I
Okay, sir.
SPACECRAFT
down there that let you know when CFES was going.
CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

a

tell-tell

Roger, we understand.
It's uncanny.

Mission Control, Houston 3 days 0 hours 11 minutes
PAO
Columbia has just passed out of range of
Mission Elapsed Time.
across
the United States and will be
station
the tracking
through the station at Dakar
minutes
about
6
1/2
reacquiring in
right now.
3 days 0 hours 32
Orbit
#49
is
on
Columbia
centical.
Houston.
Control,
Mission
this
is
Time
Elapsed
Mission
minutes
signal
of
acquisition
for
standingby
Houston
Control,
Mission
Dakar.
through
And Columbia, Houston with you through Dakar for
CAPCOM
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

10

(garble)

Roger, Columbia we're here for about 9 1/2 minutes,
And Columbia, Houston if you're up there on the flight
over.
deck, and we think you are could you get on panel Ll high low
duck heater to B please.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

It's there now.
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Roger.
And we are trying to warm up the (garble)
CAPCOM
before the payload bay door ops, and just as a reminder we would
like you to keep your radiators stowed after the payload bay door
test

have
T
Okay, we will keep it stowed, afterwards.
(garble) showed that I was suppose to turn that duction at 1
Did I miss something there?

SPACECRAFT
the
hr.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Roger, and we're trying to warm up the FES enable
before the payload bay door OPS and just as a reminder we'd like
you to keep the radiators stowed after the payload bay door test.
the,
Okay, we'll keep it stowed afterwards.
I had
SPACECRAFT
my list there showed I was supposed to turn that duct on in I
hour.
Did I miss something there?

We'd like
That's a negative TK, you were correct.
really
doesn't
make a
to go ahead and get it on now though, it
lot of difference.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I just want to make sure I'm not working the
wrong schedule.
in 2 hours.
T show the door
CAPCOM

That's correct Ken.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're 20 seconds to LOS.
One more reminder you don't need to go to a dual G2 GPC since
we're not doing a burn here, and we'll talk to you again through
Yarragadee at I plus 12.
Okay, I was just getting ready to answer you about
that, and the only reason I was thinking about it was, when we go
to do the door closing, if we have to stay there any length of
time, is it alright to stay in the verniers?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
at 51.

Roger TK, we'll talk to you through Botswana here
Get back to you on that one.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, 3 days 0 hours 48 minutes
mission elapsed time.
Have about a 2 and a half minute loss of
signal period here between Ascension Island and Botswana.
Columbia is on orbit number 49 and passing out over the southern
Atlantic just off to the east of Africa at this time.
3 days 0
hours 49 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control
Houston
And Columbia, Houston, with you through Botswana
minutes and we gave you a bad call on the 2 GPC's. We do
need to G2 GPC since we're gonna be using the FES and for the OlA

CAPCOM
for

8

test.

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir.

And Columbia, Houston, we're 40 seconds to LOS,
CAPCOM
we'll talk to you through Yarragadee at 1 plus 12 and just a
reminder we'll be set up for TV at Hawaii through the states at

1

.

.
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3

I'm glad you reminded me,
Ho ho ho
that, okay.
of
place
last one took the

SPACECRAFT

I

thought that

.

Mission Control Houston 3 days 1 hour 11 minutes
PA0
with
mission elapsed time we're about to reacquire communication
minute
half
Columbia through Yarragadee for about a 6 and a
This is Mission Control Houston.
pass.

CAPCOM
for

6

And Columbia, Houston, with you through Yarragadee
minutes, over.
sir.

SPACECRAFT

All right,

CAPCOM

Okay, go ahead TK

Houston, Columbia.

Okay, can you tell me how long
SPACECRAFT
coverage on this next pass.

is

the video

Columbia, Houston,
Roger, stand by a second TK.
CAPCOM
then
12 more minutes
and
Hawaii
what we've got is 7 minutes over
there.
minutes
to
19
We've got up
over the states.

SPACECRAFT

Henry says thanks alot.

CAPCOM

Roger, we thought you'd appreciate that.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll be ready.

Roger TK, we'd appreciate whatever you can give
and we'll
And Columbia, Houston, we're 25 seconds to LOS
us.
talk to you through Guam at 1 plus 25.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Mission Control Houston 3 days 1 hour 19 minutes
PA0
mission elapsed time. They have loss of signal through before
Then about a 5 minute loss of signal period
Yarragadee.
for about a 5 and
we reacquire over the tracking station at Guam
or so away from
minutes
They're just about 5
a half minute pass.
the 3 days 1
at
Columbia
orbit number 50 on the fourth flight of
Control
Mission
is
hour 20 minutes mission elapsed time, this
Houston
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Mission Control Houston 3 days 1 hour 24 minutes
mission elapsed time standing by Cor acquistion of: signal through
Guam.

CAPCOM
and

a

And Columbia, Houston, with you through Guam for
half minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

5

Hello Houston loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Roger Hank, we read you loud and clear.
And
Columbia, Houston, we just saw a camera overtemp, we believe,
could you tell us which one it was?

SPACECRAFT

Mike,

that's what happens when you run the tapes

back

CAPCOM
Okay, understand it's a VTR problem then.
And
Columbia, Houston, we're 45 seconds from LOS, be advised
teleprinter message 31 delta should be onboard.
It's a procedure
to repress the forward manifold.
We'd like to work that in this
afternoon and we'll take up with you later on it, we're looking
forward to the TV here at Hawaii.
PAO
Mission Control Houston, 3 days 1 hour 30 minutes
mission elapsed time.
Had a loss of signal through Guam tracking
station on orbit number 50 and we have about a 6 and a half
minute loss of signal before we reacquire at Hawaii where we
expect to have some television downlink from the spacecraft.
Crew is also scheduled shortly to begin in about a half an hour
or so, a pay load bay door cycle test.
And they continue to run
samples on the continuous flow electrophoresis system. On orbit
number 50 at 3 days 1 hour 31 minutes mission elapsed time this
is Mission Control Houston.
Mission Control Houston 3 days 1
hour 37 minutes mission elapsed time we're standing by for
acquisition of signal with Columbia over Hawaii.
Hope to get
some downlink television on this pass, this is Mission Control
Houston

CAPCOM
Hawaii for

8

And Columbia, Houston, we're with you through
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay you're already with us in Hawaii?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative TK, we're with you through

Hawai

i

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I tell you what, Hank's still cleaning up one
the CFES activities.
How about letting me run about a minute
and a half worth of tape to you.
I can't view it, but I can let
you do it, and what it is is some pictures over the nose of jet
firings.
I'll describe what we saw, and let me run you that on a
VTR downlink first.
of

.
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We need the
Roger TK, we're ready for that.
CAPCOM
and Columbia,
to
command,
the
control
downlink to enable and
now.
Houston, we're ready

What you're looking at now is
Okay, we're running.
This is in moonlight and Li-sat was,
the nose of the Orbiter.
those are jet firings, and this is taken with our arm-mounued
This wjs during yesterday's test with the arm where we're
TV.
looking for interactions between the dynamics of the arm and the
jet firings, we're trying to look at the plume, measure some of
the plume stuff, find the pressures, and contamination that the
plumes conduce.
So you'll see another sequence here in just a
The biq ones are normal
second, that was a vernier firing there.
jets, the 900 lb thrusters, the little ones are 25 lbs, and they
burn tor a little bit longer pulse, and they aren't as big in
diameter, in their wakes which are, ?,t least the part that's
visible.
We should have another sequence of this coming up.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

And Columbia...

guess
I
(garble)
I'm gonna turn this one off.
SPACECRAFT
I
thought it had another one on
we've already seen the firing.
her e

Roger, we saw some firings TK.
CAPCOM
spectacular picture down here.

We've got some

SPACECRAFT

Okay, now I'm switching to the middeck camera.

CAPCOM

Okay, we've got

that TK.

All right, and be down there with you for just a
SPACECRAFT
second.
Hank is currently finishing up a CKES exercise and we'll
turn some lights off here, it'll give you a better picture.

END OF TAPE
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1

Okay Mike, can you see the picture now?

That's affirmative TK, we've got both
both look great.

CAPCOM

oil

you.

You

Okay, well we kind of thought we'd do, you're
SPACECRAFT
getting all of it in unrehearsed, live entertainment, and may
What we kind of
find out why people don't do Lhat anymore.
little example of a
you
is
give
a
thought we'd do for the today
in
the morning and you
started
out
we
If
day, kind of synopsis.
get up and shave
like
doing
things
start
to
want
get up and you
it's not as easy
many
ways
forth.
Tn
so
and
clothes,
and change
things off
You
take
used
to.
we're
environment
in
the
as it is
dropped you've
know
is
thing
you
next
the
away,
and
go
they
and
You
all at works pretty good until you have 3 things in 2 hands.
might notice that I've got something on my feet here called
It's not
suction cup shoes, that we're trying to learn to use.
Once you're in place you can sort
as simple as you might think.
of stay there as long as you don't rock too much, but it's not
Just to set the stage, we're stand ing in the
the same thing.
The waste management
middeck, Hank's hanging on the corner here.
syrtem is behind me, the food warmer is over here, and the
These are our lockers, we're going
airlock is right behind us.
After you get up and get
to show you some of what we have now.
started in the morning, one of the first things you're gonna be
So we put
interested in doing is getting something to eat.
together a food package that Hank, why don't you pick that, and
One that we're calling the
it's got two kinds of food in it.
operational food, and one that we're calling the normal food
we've been using, and we'll try to show the differences in the
Typically we've laid out
packaging and some of what's involved.
our utensils and things on the counters, and couple of things you
always have to got out in advance for anything in zero g's, you
want to be sure and get out something to scoop up fluids with.
The water gun is right here behind me, that we reconstitute our
We've got our alcohol wipes that you can use to clec';n
food with.
So
we try to put everything in one place, and then you
up there.
look for a way to stay here while you do your chores and use two
Today I've been trying to learn to use my shoes, and T
hands.
Hank's been using his toes,
haven't completely mastered it yet.
and you may have noticed when he was working on his CFRS, that
sticking your toes underneath these lockers right down here,
although it faces his back to the camera, is really the best way
Once you start doing something,
you can hold yourself inplace.
you can flow free, but everytime you reach for things and set
Hank's gonna turn around now and
them down it gets in the way.
we'll split up the food and kind of show you the food packages,
and why we do what we do.
lose you in
And Columbia, Houston, we're gonn
CAPCOM
We'll be back with you through the states
about a minute here.
in about 2 minutes.
t>

.
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How about
Loud and clear.
Okay, read me now Hank?
SPACECRAFT
Batteries coming. Okay.
me? Okay, we're both on vaud box.
Can you
Will be as soon as I get ahold of it here, oh I had one.
Hank?
hear me?

Mission Control Houston 3 days 1 hour 46 minutes
PAO
We have a brief gap in the coverage while
mission elapsed time.
Columbia passes between the limits of the ranges that the Hawaii
tracking station and those in the western United States. We
should be picking up the television again in about 30 seconds or
so

SPACECRAFT
hearing on

1

it,

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

,

whoops, this is

"just

my

okay.

And Columbia, Houston, we're copying you now, we're
CAPCOM
going through the states for about 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you got the video back?

CAPCOM

Not yet, we should pick

SPACECRAFT

All right.

CAPCOM

Roger,

END OF TAPE

it

Got the video?

up

in

about 30 seconds.

How do you read?

we copy you loud and clear.

We don't have

.

1
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picture down here yet.
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We don't have the

But you can read in ACQ can't you?

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

That's affirm.

Now we've got the picture.

We've

got you both.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Okay, I want to show you how we work the ops
we have this little nozzle that fits o;i the end of the
Now this a
comes in a little plastic container.
water gun.
We insert the no;>zle right in the (garble) right in
beverage.
Easier said than done (garble) as this one goei
the side here.
Got a problem with -through the side.

SPACECRAFT
food.

SPACECRAFT

Here use-

We'll try again with some food, if T. K. doesn't
This is green peas, we just shoot 2 ounces of
water, dehyrdate it, let the water soak in and then we will - we
take these peas and put them in our food warmer and warm them
This is
Get rid of this nozzle here.
up.
By contrast (garble).
trusty
Dehydrate that by taking your
a (garble) type food bag.
scissors out and try not to cut you (garble) into. Closing the
If vou
If T don't fall here,
little valve on the end of it.
gun
water
And insert the
cou Id fall up hero si nee T m (garble).
three
two
potato,
One potato,
and ths calls for 1 ounces
a good little old dish of noodles and
potato.
And this i
This is what T had for
Actually this is very tasty,
chicken.
r>ut
good.
this
in the food warmer,
out
real
Came
lunch today.
(garble) I think
along
this
next
out,
snip
So, when it comes
I'll
Did
get
yours out?
food
warmer.
you
one
the
got
in
we've
This is a food warmer if you hadn't
see if it'ss in th.-?re.
When i''s
really not a traveling kit. (garble)
guessed.
It'
(garble) they got nice
all warmed up and this is a heat clement.
We can have a room on the back side you can stick the
and hot.
cold drink bags, little round ones, like the water (garble)
can fill
T
Let me show you.
This one's all filled up.
alright.
Fill these up and then stick them in the
it up right quick.
Okay, then you close this fella up and the
warmer, that's good.
third kind of package is one that just has things like meat,
vegetables that are reconstituted already and put those in, close
it down, turn AC power on and let it cook for about 20 minutes.
In about 20 minutes that will be about, almost at perfect eating
Something else is new at this time, that is a
temperature.
Will hold about
freezer but can also be used as a refrigerator.
they'll f ul
showed
you.
When
those little water bottles we
3 of
oouplo of
We
had
a
(garble) the other day, war. it flight day 2?
fluffed
up
thing
gets
all
This
these filled with ice cream.
plastic
have
water
there
you
a
in
after you've gotten tho

SPACECRAFT

run over me.

'
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What you have to do then, is take
membrane yu have to pull out.
Why
but it's kind of neat.
scissors,
or
off,
a knife and cut it
the
one
of
it
up,
hang
and
we'll
out
don't you cut that one
things that's kinda nice here is you don't have to worry about
Specially (garble) while Hank's cutting it
spilling anything.
one of the things we have in here,
(garble)
curiosity
out just
you can see, at the bottom of the
here
bottom
the
down
at
look
picture is a treadmill, we use that to exercise with and plan to
I
come back and give a demonstration of that, on that later on.
Pull you down approximately 1 g
put this on as (garble).
(garble) treadmill sit there and run away and it's like
force.
Makes a lot of noise.
being on Earth they say.
END OF TAPE
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All of the rest of these
Makes a lot of noise.
SPACECRAFT
lockers have things like cameras and hose in the middle. Got a
Boxes full of towels
NOSL experiment that gets stowed in here.
that (garble) how much water you spill when you, well anytime you
That is a
do something it seems like it goes the other way.
water
in Lhem, you
much
Don't put too
package of peas up there.
at a table,
sitting
were
can go ahead and eat them just like you
water
there that
enough
they won't come out and float away, just
we have
things
that
other
Some
of
the
they all stick these....
Let us
equipment.
all
our
EVA
bottom,
we
have
down here in the
isn't
all
stuff
maintenance,
that
inflight
the
talk about
down here we have a set of tools, got everything in here you can
imagine, from a (garble) of wrenches, pliers, about as much as we
(Garble) these kinds of tools and then a
had when we started.
whole lot of extra equipment, electrical pin kits that you guys
All kinds of
suggested we use (garble) get away special today.
goodies in their just waiting for some good excuse to us them.
And Columbia, Houston, we're losing our picture
1 minute and
1/2.

CAPCOM
here,

for

about

Okay, we'll

SPACECRAFT

stand by.

(garble) go over and show - take the camera down.
SPACECRAFT
Show them where the teleprinter and the (garble).

SPACECRAFT

Hut there

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

I'll

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

I'D

-

: ;

.i

some sr ssor

Cot

i

can

take

it

off.

?

-

just

take

(garble)

off

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

it

off?
(garble).

And Columbia,
the picture again.

CAPCOM

(garble)

Houston, we're back with you and we

Okay, how do you road?

Roger, Hank, read you loud and clear, and we've
CAPCOM
a good picture down here again.

Okay,
little message.

SPACECRAFT
the

,-jnd

it.

Got

SPACECRAFT

T

use that cutter.

SPACECRAFT

got

message there

Yeah. Why don't you

SPACECRAFT
hold

1

(jot

at the teleprinter now, and you see
The save lights on, you folk:; have been busy

I'm over

.
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Open up
again.
Tell you what that little operation looks like.
the door, push receive button, run off a little paper, (garble)
this out.
(Garble) it's doing it the other way and I trim my
There's the one of interest, take the rest
little message off.
of it and throw it in the trash bag that's conveniently located
Need a little more paper down this way for the
right here.
teleprinter.
That's a take-up spool and that's all there is to
to
I want
T'm trying to read this right now.
the operation.
This is our
show you one other thing while I'm over here.
Open this
freezer, temperature in that is 4.4 positive Celsius.
up here (garble)

CAPCOM

Roger Hank, we read you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

I'll
Okay, I'll open up this, can you hear me?
SPACECRAFT
cold
out
nice
gotten
2
drawer
here.
In
there
we've
open the
drinks right now.
All ready to (garble) apple drink and a
grapefruit drink. We try to keep a couple cool here all times,
and pull them out 2 or 3 times a day to drink through the day.
Okay?
This has been a real pleasure tc have on board here.

CAPCOM
ice cream?

SPACECRAFT

And Columbia, Houston,

(garble) Mike.
you got on your video scan?

END OF TAPE

I

understand you ate all the

We sure did.

How much more time

.

'

.
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CAPCOM

Roger, we got about

PAGE

1

video scan
4

minutes and 20 seconds, T.K.

One of the things that you have to learn to
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
of trash,
do early in the game is, everything you do creates alot
home.
at
(garble)
just
peculiar
not
is
and it's a problem which
that
find
you
packages
little
these
of
one
Every time you open up
these
are
of,
think
can
T
that
one
First
things float out.
peanuts, and the poor guys are just hard enough, when they hit
One of the
something in zero g, they fall back off (garble).
things that I thought you might get a kick out of, everything in
(garbel)
zero g goes in a straight line does'nt it?

CAPCOM

Roger, T.K.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

That little plastic bag I'm holding in my

hand?
Roge r

CAPCOM

Alright, I'm just going to let
SPACECRAFT
And you know what happened to if
now.

it

go straight

Roger, can we see that again T.K. we've lost that
CAPCOM
And Columbia,
Standby for a second.
picutre for a second.
And Columbia,
minute.
for
Houston we ve lost the video here
now.
back
Houston we ve got out picture
1

What happened, why we don t answer ya
Alright.
while
at times, I generally have something stuck in my mouth
Alright.
trying to hold on to things.

SPACECRAFT

'

1

Roger

CAPCOM

I'm going to let
Did you see it turn?

SPACECRAFT
turned.

\

it

go in

a

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

CAPCOM

Why do you suspose that

CAPCOM
cabin

Roger, we are assuming that

straight line now.

It

is?
it

is

airflow

in

the

The only reason I wanted to show
you get an A.
And the neat thing
that is that, those are really tiny forces.
gravity, now you
from
about this environment, after you get away
what: this
that's
can use these pre tiny forces to (garble)
we got out. of
once
about
all
experiment called electrophoresis is
forces can
tiny
very
these
how
the massive G field on the earth,
right
here
one
is
there
fact
get hold of it (garble) and in

SPACECRAFT

Oh,

.
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and I don't know if you can see that, but it starts right
here, and it comes up and fits in a tube, right up here and the
two lines are rather destintively separated in one here and one
The
over here, separated by about 5/8 of an inch when it stops.
it
gravity
only reason it can take place, once we've gotten the
effects,
makes out of it, now these very small forces of thermal
electrical effects and the like. That's one of those things, a
think we probably
I
bad thing it's alot of fun, (garble) Hank.
ought to go back to work and (garble) and I tell you this is a,
hope, we got
T
thing this morning we showed you the (garble).
taking thing
breath
across to you the way we see it, because the,
and to see
world
whole
the
is what a beautiful sight it is to see
are
all
and
clouds
it past by that fast, the colors and the
real ly spec
now,

.

.

Roger, Colombia, Houston wo are going LOS at this
time, and we will talk to you again through Ascension at 2+16 and
that was a fantastic show, we really appreciate that.

CAPCOM

Mission Control, Houston 3 days 2 hours 4 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time we have iust completed that pass over the
Continental' United States and had several minutes of downlink
They
cabin TV, on Orbvt tour of the middeck by the astronauts.
12
about
in
Columbia
with
communication
will be reacquiring
minutes over Ascension Island. That will bo about a 7 minutes
At 3 days 2 hours 4 minutes Mission Elapsed Time this is
pass.
Mission Control, Houston 3 days 2
Mission Control, Houston.
We are about to reacquire
Time.
lapsed
K
Mission
minutes
hours 16
and tracking station.
si
T
Ascension
the
over
with
ion
communicat
that
time.
at
pass
minute
7
or
6
about
a
It will
PAO

END OF TAPE

.
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1

And Columbia, Houston, with you through Ascension
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Alright sir.

CAPCOM
And T. K. we know you're busy, just one note.
We'd like you to delete the experiment OPS documentation
scheduled at 2:50.
was just going through that,
Alright sir.
T
SPACECRAFT
looking to see what we're doing here.

CAPCOM
plus 40.

Roger, and

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
guys did

a

a

Didn't you

reminder you've got

a

meal

prep at

2

just watch us do that?

Affirmative, and that was a great show T. K. you
Maybe your in the wrong
real fine job there.

bus i ness
Tt was
(garble) my wireless just bit the dust.
SPACECRAFT
to
unit
I've
gone
out
show,
and
and
all
during
that
cutting in

C.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that. Hank.

Okay, Houston let me make sure I'm on schedule
SPACECRAFT
with you now. We need to, we're going to delete the
experiment (locum en t on actually we have time to do that if
you'd like.
Your doing it just to off load, I think we can
handle that.
If you really don t need it, why we'll just can
And as
keep on going with the things toget a he.id here.
understand it, we're coming up at 1 hours, we go ahead and
start the pay load bay door stuff?
i

,

'

I

Columbia, Houston, roger we plan to reschedule
CAPCOM
And you're
that experiment ops documentation, tomorrow.
correct pay load bay ops performance at 1 hours.
Is there going to be a
SPACECRAFT
Okay.
Thank you sir.
tomorrow,
you think Mike?
exercise
in
chance to get our little

and we'd like to go
CAPCOM
Roger, we hope so T. K.
do
load
floor
test
here, as soon as you
and
the
bay
ahead
pay

can.
Okay, I thought you wanted us to wait.
Good show.
press on.

SPACECRAFT
we'll

SPACECRAFT

How about the DFI jy>wer

,

do you need that now

Mi ke?

CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

And T.

Sorry,

K.
I

Yes,

that's affirmative.

missed the times on those.

.

.
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Roger T. K.
two, and that's fine.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

we just need that for a minute or

Heh, you through with it?
Not yet.

SPACECRAFT
f

2

Okay,

that's

just holler when you're ready,

ine

What about this message we got on manifold
SPACECRAFT
repress? When are we supposed to do that?

CAPCOM

Roger,

1

stand by Hank.

And Columbia, Houston, we're looking at doing
CAPCOM
that repress over at Hawaii and Conus at about 1 plus 20,
about an hour from now, we'll get back to you on that one.

Okay Mike, what I'd like to do is not get so
SPACECRAFT
many things going in parallel, if we're going to go
concentrate on getting the doors, we'll try to get them done,
And
if we can, then the repress would bo a good thing to do.
we got CFES running in the background and it's time
constrained and I'd like to get back on to doing things
serially instead of parallel whenever we get a chance.

CAPCOM

Roger

.

If it's alright with you, I'm going to press on
SPACECRAFT
We'll get the
can.
with the doors and do that as fast as
the
CFES
in
the background
we'll
run
sidings on those fellas,
for ttm
to
be
ready
we'll
try
stop
and
it,
because we can't
us a
give
You
might
next
time.
Hawaii
over
repress activity
let
slip
don't
it
so
we
remind
us
that
and
before
just
tag up
going
the
doors
I'm
nd
with
beh
getting
if
we're
us.
Hut
by
I

i

to go ahead and

CAPCOM
repress

is

SPACECRAFT
be one of

finish that chore.

And the

Roger, Columbia, we concur with that.
your call whenever you get around to it.

Okay, we'll

make

it

today.

I

think

it

needs to

the sights where you can watch us.

And Columbia, Houston, we're about I r seconds
from T,OS here, we'll talk to you through Rotswana again in 2
And if you turn on the floodlights for the payload
plus 27.
And
bay door test we'd like to note the time if we could.
we'd like to remind you to use a thermal gradient pad for this
test

CAPCOM

>

Okay Mike, I'm going ahead and turn
SPACECRAFT
so T don't forget them.
on
now
lights

CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that T. K.

\

he

flood
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Put all five switches on although
two of them are going to work.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

I

know only

Roger, we copy.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 2 hours 24
PAO
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We've lost communication with
Columbia through the range of the Ascension Island tracking
station, but we'll reacquire in about 3 and 1/2 minutes over
This is Mission Control, Houston.
Botswana.
END OF TAPE
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Mission Control. Houston 3 days 2 hours 27 minutes
PAO
mission elapsed time standing by for reacqu isit ion through
Botswana
And Columbia, Houston, with you through Botswana
And Columbia, Houston, with you through
for 7 minutes, over.
Botswana for 6 and 1/2 minutes.

CAPCOM

Roger, and Mike Henry just reminded that that
SPACECRAFT
separation that we're getting on the sample he's running now is
much cleaner and nicer than the wider separation and a cleaner
separation than what we got on flight day 2.
And Columbia,
thank you.
Roger, we copy that TK
CAPCOM
to
you again
talk
LOS.
We
from
U
Houston, we're 20 seconds
through Guam at 2 plus 5 9.
,

'

Okay Mike, and I've got the theodolite set up here
and as soon as T turned it on, instead of getting the usual train
of dots, T got a R dot Cha-lie 1 dot 8 looks like C's and dots
I'm gonna press on and see how it lioks, but it
and so forth.
like
my normally expected display.
look
doesn't

SPACECRAFT

Roger, we copy that TK.

CAPCOM

Mission Control Houston 1 days 2 hours 35 minutes
PAO
Just passed out of range of the tracking
mission elapsed time.
station at Botswana and we have a 23 and 1/2 minute loss of
Commander T. K.
signal period until wo reacquire over Guam.
Mattingly reporting on that last pass that he war, engaged in the
payload bay door cycle test and the theodolite sightings involved
During this operation, the crew cycles the payload
in that test.
bay floors while the vehicle is in the bottom to sun attitude.
The payload bay has been cold at that time, and they observe any
resulting deframations in the Orbiter structure that might result
3 days
from the temperature gradient differentials there.
Control
Mission
is
this
time
elapsed
hours 36 minutes mission
r
minutes
hours
>8
days
Houston
3
Control
Mission
Houston.
mission elapsed time standing by for acquisition through Guam.
2.

2.

CAPCOM
Guam for

8

And Columbia, Houston, we're standing by through
minutes, over.

theodolite sightings,
Okay Mike, we iust had our
SPACECRAFT
The door closed normally, the
and we're closing the port door.
forward latches closed on schedule, and the art latches, we let
them go to little over a minute, and have no indications of any
Observing the aft
They show 0 0 0 0 on the latches.
activity.
end while this is going on, Hank said he saw it, the door moving,
and it appeared to me that the door kinda, was getting pulled out
In looking at
instead of it the centerline being pulled down.
forced in it,
being
it, it looked to me like it kinda had a hall
2.
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like something was being pulled off at the aft end.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that TK.

And so I'm gonna invoke step 4 here for a second
SPACECRAFT
The checklist
Mike, and let you think about it before I go on.
says things to do, but I want to make sure we have your
concurrence since you're here.
And Columbia, Houston, we'd like
Roger, standby.
you to go ahead and proceed with the sightings as is, set up the
CCTV on the aft latch group, and we'd like to open up the latches
over a sight where we can watch.

CAPCOM

I'd kind of like to
Okay, how far away is that?
SPACECRAFT
this in the
of
much
do
as
wait and save my flashlight and
run out on me,
doesn't
flashlight
daylight, as I can, so this
too.
floodlights,
since I'm down a few

CAPCOM
m nutes

Roger TK

,

we should have daylight

in

about

1

i

And Mike, T also enabled the (garble) and stayed on
SPACECRAFT
you hadn't mentioned going to norms, but I
because
verniers
the
figured you could lot them watch ...

END OF TAPE
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figure you could let them, watch the cycling
to
and if its to much we can get off the (garble) you might want
go
and
dead-band
wirier
to
a
go
to
me
If yo want
save some gas.
to the norms let rne know.

SPACECRAFT

I

Roger, T.K. we'll watch that and get back to you if
And Columbia, Houston we copied your first
it's a problem.
description, we'd like to know if the door, where the door
appears with the respect to the aft bulkhead, and if there is
distortion in a center line, is it aft center line, mid center
And Columbia, Houston we've got
line or where is it dostorted?
to talk to you again through
have
we'll
LOS
to
about 45 seconds
3+13.
Hawaii, at

CAPCOM

Mission Control, Houston 3 days 3 hours 7 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. We have just passed out of range of the
During that pass Commander T.K. Mat t ng
Guam tracking station.
performing the payload bay doors cycle test, which is a test to
determine if there is any warping of the doors, or any
difficulties encountered after the Orbiter has been in an
cold
attitude which part of the vehicle is exposed to a cold very
noted
Mattingly
temoeratur s while other parts are very warm.
that there appeared some difficulty in latching the aft latch's
on the doors, and the aft bulkhead latches an-i the payload bay
Flight Controllers
doors appeared to have some warping in them.
the warp. ng
where
to
as
horn have asked for a clarification
to the crew
talking
be
will
They
appeared to have taken place.
will he in
That
Hawaii.
over
pass
we
again in a few minutes, as
F.lapsed
Mission
r
minutes
hours
8
3
day
After 3
minutes.
about
Houston.
Control,
Mission
Time this is
PAO

i

1

>

And Columbia, Houston with you through Hawaii
CAPCOM
1/2 minutes, over.

for

7

We're using camera Hrovo to look at
Alrigh';, sir.
SPACF.CRAFT
really hard to get a good view of
is
it
and
the,
the latches and
exactly what we are seeing, I don't know if you can take anv of
this on downlink and look at it with us.
we are recording on
And Columbia, Houston, roger
A reminder to watch
video, we'll try to have it at Goldstone.
You might try camera C to get
your camera pointing angles here.
it.
a good v ew of

CAPCOM

,

i

It looks like
We've looked the two of them Mike.
to run down
prepared
bo
We'll
can see more of the latch on A.
the back end with both C and A.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston d d you mean camera C and
i

P,rovo?

SPACECRAFT

sir, what did

I

say'

I
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CAPCOM

You said that

SPACECRAFT

What

I

2

—

meant to say,

And Columbia, Houston we'd like
Roger, there T.K.
ever
for you to select downlink when ever you are ready, on which
we'll
back,
that
play
to
And we will try
camera you desire.
record it. play back.

CAPCOM

We are going to start with camera Charlie
Okay.
and we are going to start with the center line and work our way
down

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, we are recording in Hawaii

Mike, I just finished scanning with Charlie and all
SPACECRAFT
to
of the equipment on that bulkhead gets in the way, I'm going
monitor
and
Brovo
on
downlink
you
a
give
and
switch over now
Brovo, and I will work it from the center line again,

Go ahead with the
Roger, T.K. we copy that.
CAPCOM
survey, get your comments on an ops recorder if you could, we
We are trying to
will be recording now, and then at Buckhorn.
Buckhorn.
at
get realtime TV
I'm not sure which one we are looking at here, but
hook
it looks like we've got one that's clearly identified as a
count
that just puts its lip on the roller, and I think it must
down the end, but I think it must be the first one we come to.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, T.K. we copy that. We're about 30 seconds
CAPCOM
We
to short LOS and we hope to get realtime TV over Goldstone.
verbal
detailed
would before we leave the States to get a
description if we can, we've got a long LOS after that.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay, there's not much we can add
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That's

SPACECRAFT

1.

(garble).

Mission Control Houston, standing by for acquisition
PAO
through Goldstone.

CAPCOM
for about

7

And Columbia, Houston, with you through the states
minutes, over.

Yea sir, I just got one piece of data I want to add
to it, now that it's gotten a better lighting angle, it looks to
me like, looking at the base of the vertical fin on the port door
side, it looks like I've got some door that I can see sticking up
toward the base of the fin it goes up the distance of one tile, I
was trying to get a picture of it on the camera Charlie, and
Hank would you put that on
that's what's on there right now.

SPACECRAFT

downlink? Camera Charlie on downlink show that picture, and that
looks to me like there's a gap in the door right at the end. And
it's right at the back end where I can't really tell if there's
anything that's descrepant, but I think there's a little
curvature in the door like, it's like the tail end of the door
from here looks like It's kinda pushed up over the seal on the
And that makes me kind of wanna back off a little to
back end.
see what happens, see what it looks like with it partially
think we, I know we identified 2 latches on port aft
I
open.
bulkhead that seemed to be partially over their rollers, and the
description I gave you of how the doors seem to be flexing is
know
I don't
consistent with what I see now, that is slighter.
seemed
me
like
I
to
anything about what would happen, but it
bit
and
see
if
off
little
a
could afford to get that door back
deflection.
it's
permanent
a
it's bent or if

CAPCOM
now,

and

Roger T. K. we're getting a good picture down here
let's not move anything just yet.

And Columbia, Houston, we're getting good picture
now, if you want to give us a verbal description or zoom in as
you want.

CAPCOM

to say, cause I can't see the
SPACECRAFT
I don't know what
It looks like there's a lapse that
view that the camera sees.
goes around the roller there, but also looks like the door is
I'm not sure, I think that latch pointer and
open with a gap.
that roller that we're seeing is really the inboard latch on the
starboard door side.

CAPCOM

Roger T. K. we can sae the gap there.

I'm try to see now if, I'm showing you a wider v.'ew
SPACECRAFT
And you can see a bow, en
of the door taken from camera Charlie.
apparent bow there.

CAPCOM

That's affirmative T. K. we can see the bow.

PAGR
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I'm going to leave that there for a second, I'm
SPACECRAFT
downlink
going to work on another view on another camera before I
it.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy.

And Columbia, Houston, we're going to run out of
CAPCOM
l
downlink here shortly, and we'd like you o record anything on
some still photos
take
And
the VTR that you think might help.

if

you could.

SPACECRAFT
it

Okay, what you want me to do,

just sit with it like

is?

CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

Roger, just keep it like

it

is

for

right now T.

K.

Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, could you try camera nravo on
CAPCOM
latch number 2?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, can you still see?
No, we

just now lost our downlink here T.

X.

took it away, I thought you said you were
I
SPACECRAFT
Can you see it now Mike?
You got Bravo on 2 now.
through.
No, that's a negative T. K. we past over Goldstone,
CAPCOM
we're going LOS here in about 30 seconds for a long LOS. What
we'd like you to do is use your TV cameras, use the aft TV
cameras zoom in and take a picture and then step it down, zoom
good
out zoom in again step it down, and then zoom it out, get a
recording that way, if we could.

Okay, where should I be prepared to downlink
SPACECRAFT
cause I'm going to have to manually rewind it for you.

it,

Roger, probably be next Hawaii pass, and we'll talk
CAPCOM
to you over Ascension in 3 plus 54.

SPACECRAFT

Alright sir.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 3 hours 31 minutes,
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time. During that recent pass over
END OF TAPE
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--recent pass over the western United States within
PAO
range of those tracking stations the crew downlinked video to
Mission Control where flight controllers observed the distortion
in one of the doors, the payload bay doors and attempted to
discern how the latches were fitting or not fitting on one of
Flight Controllers are
those doors to cause that distortion.
currently discussing backing the latches off of that door and are
attempting to observe the phenomenon which may or not be
It's about another 23 minutes before we
thermally related.
reacquire in a brief pass over the Ascension Island. This is
It's 3 days 3 hours 32 minutes Mission elapsed
orbit #51.
Mission Control, Houston, 3 days
This is Mission Control.
Time.
Just to review what was
3 hours 40 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Many
going on and we had a briefing going on at the same time.
video
downlink
There was some
of you may not have cau.jht it.
from the spacecraft during the pass over the western United
States. There was some video recorded over Hawaii and played
back of the payload bay doors looking at the port door near the
aft bulkhead from the inside cameras looking out to observe the
alignment of the doors and perhaps the position of the latches if
This was being done to
any data could be obtained from that.
crew was going through
the
when
that
occurred
analyze an anomoly
was
one of the planned
That
test
test.
a standard door closing
done
after the
is
which
relates
which
objectives
flight
for
a considerable
attitude
bottom-sun
the
has
been
in
spacecraft
Testing is to observe any structural
period of time.
deformations that could occur because of the thermal gradients.
That video was the release of that video in realtime was
inhibited to ensure that because the cameras were in the payload
bay that there was no compromise of the security of DOD
That video will be released shortly, as soon as we can
payload.
configure the equipment to play that and will be released over
Mission Control, Houston, 3
the normal NASA video circuits.
We're currently
days, 3 hours, 42 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
about 12 minutes away from reacquiring communication with
During that pass, flight
Columbia over Ascension Island.
controllers will most likely ask the crew to release the aft
bulkhead latches and observe what happenes with the latches and
There was
To repeat.
the distortion that was seen in the door.
and the
over
Hawaii
video of the door operation during the pass
video
was
During the Hawaii pass the
western United States.
During
ground.
downlinked to the ground and was recorded on the
was
video
the pass over the Goldstone tracking station the
downlinked directly to the ground and received here in Mission
Control in realtime and flight controllers have observed that.
The release of that video in realtime was inhibited to ensure
that we do not compromise the security of the DOD payload, and
apparently there was nothing within that video to, that would
actually compromise the security and there are plans to release
that video shortly, just as soon as the equipment can be
configured to release that video over the normal NASA channels.
At 3 days 3 hours 44 minutes Mission Elapsed Time this is Mission
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Mission Control, Houston,
Control, Houston.
acquisition through Ascension.
CAPCOM
over

?.

stand ingby for

And Columbia, Houston with you through Ascension,

.

Okay, Mike wo have had a chance to look some moro,
looks like we are starting to run out of daylight here, hut T
used the theodolite to look along the center line and bay, all
the latches seem to go kind of uniform steps, and just at the
back end of the payload bay there is one of these rollers that
takes fore and aft loads and as T recall it's associated with
Tt looks like
that little short panel segment on the aft end.
dimension.
that's about the right

SPACECRAFT

END OP TAPE
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aft end, that looks like that's about the right
SPACECRAFT
dimension, and it appears to ho, it looks like that's at the
point where there's a d scon t nu t y in the arrangement of the
run down the little seal, this little
When
pay load bay 'ioor
black seal that goes along the door here, and T can trace it, and
it makes a nice little band that
it makes, with tho theodolite,
fin.
And it looks
n front of the vertical
runs right up on,
can see a little bit of monkey fluid that's been up, and
like
so it confirms from here that there is some kind of a fairly
Now when we took a tape
substantial distortion at the back end.
Again, from
which we're finishing up now, and ran a survey.
camera n, and we took it and started at the centerline and worked
our way in, and it appeared to us that we had at point 61 on our
don't know if you have any way of correlating that,
counter.
zoomed in on, what looked to me like a
but it looked like
possibility of a hook that was outside, on the outside of the
rolW, and then I went in further to point 114 where it looks
like there is, I'm convinced I'm looking at a hook which is
partially over a roller, and it's the hook we thought was the one
closest to the longeron ...
i

i

i

I

.

(

I

I

I

TK

CAPCOM

on the latches.
you copy ove r ?

,

and TK we'd like you to go ahead and back off
Get it on VTR to get the loads off the door, do

,

Okay, we're gonna back off, and let me tell you
SPACECRAFT
believe
the one closest to the longeron is latched.
that T
Okay, we copy that and we'll talk to you again
CAPCOM
through Botswana at 4 plus 3.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

Mission Control Houston 3 days 3 hours 57 minutes
PAO
mission elapsed time. We just passed out of range of the
Ascension Island tracking station. We're about to replay the
television in just a few minutes here, about 2 and 1/2 minutes,
television that was of the payload bay door test that was
Initially when the crew
occurring back earlier in this orbit.
was performing that test, they noticed some distortion, or
failure to latch along the aft bulkhead, and ground controllers
They did point the
asked them to take some video of that.
cameras at that, and that was while they were passing over the
Hawaii tracking station that was downlinked to the ground and
It was downlinked live over Goldstone in the western
recorded.
The release of that was initially inhibited cause
United States.
In order that we not compromise the
it was payload bay TV.
security of the Department of Defense payload, that video was
It is being released in it's entirety
reviewed, but not edited.
in just a couple of minutes here, and we will be passing back
within range of Botswana in just about 5 minutes here, but
momentarily we now are preparing to release that video of the
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3 days 3 hours 58 minutes mission
payload bay door cycling test.
Mission Control
Houston.
Control
elapsed time this is Mission
Had a
time.
elapsed
mission
minutes
Houston 3 days 4 hours 3
up
bringing
be
We'll
video.
that
of
replay
slight delay' in the
the
with
ready
is
television
building
A
the
shortly, as soon as
About to acquire communication with Columbia here in just
tape.
about 20 seconds over Botswana in southern Africa orbit number
This is Mission Control Houston.
51.

Columbia, Houston, with you through Botswana
CAPCOM
over.
minutes,

for

7

All right sir, and we opened the latches and they
SPACECRAFT
The forward latches opened in about 28 seconds, and
both opened.
the aft about 31, and Henry's gotten the TV working now, I'm
looking at it. We found out that the one we know was closed, is
now open, and we're still trying to find the other latches to
identify them. Visually to the theodolite although it's dark
with a flashlight, it looks to me like the bow is out of the aft
part of the payload bay now.

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Roger, we copy that TK.
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fi.MO-'H?

i

1

K.

,

>

PACK

,

we'd
and

1

i

if

to qo ahead
you qot a ch.inco
started to clor.c tho
ko you

Hip MKT when you first
ho p us on our data retrieval.
1

Oh hoy Mike,
h
kind of
t

Okay,

CAPCOM

4

ilousl on

And CnlninM

CAPCOM
and opon up

1

ropy thai T.

wi'

,

t

i

novcr

I

tvi

don't know how to give you that.
normally write down.
I

mind on that one

t.

K.

we'll

qot

that.

toll you, it was
ought to,
Lot mo think about,
PACK CRAFT
wo had ju:;t looked at each othor and said
lust prior to our AOS
"uh oh" at the time th it vou ratio up and railed us, can so T said
wanted to wait for some dayliqht, and you said wo d havo
You can pin it down, that':-, as close
sunrise in about 2 minutes.
as I can qot it in a timo history.
S

I

1

,

'

1

CAPCOM

Okay, T.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, but

K.

wo qot

thank you.

that,

lot mo confirm,

you do want

to open

the

door ?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I'm qoinq

to open

it

now.

And Columbia, Houston, qo ahead and clean up from
the door test here, and you can pick up in the CAP wherever is
comfortable for you, if you can do the back up nav test, that's
fine, if not, go ahead and skip that.

CAPCOM

Okay, hey Mike, we're just sitting here trying to
SPACECRAFT
What would think of our
would be useful data.
which
figure out
the door about say
opening
and
sunlight
some
we
get
until
waiting
of TVs to look
couple
from
a
scan
a
run
and
and
stop,
degrees
90
you
Or do you think you have enough data that
at the back end?
don't need all that?

Roger, stand by one T. K.

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, I'd like you to take the RF
CAPCOM
switch on panel Lll to the umbilical position.

SPACECRAFT

Okay that's done.

CAPCOM

Okay, and now you can do whatever you like to with

the door T.

to see what the back end looks like.
you guys?
with
moxnix
tell you its

SPACECRAFT
Did

I

K.

I'd kinda like
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That's a f f r ma t vo T. K. qo ahead and do what
CAPCOM
difference to
you'd like to qet some data foe us there, makes no
i

i

us

Okay, well if there's nothinq adverse ahout it,
SPACECRAFT
s to stay
remember I'm still in verniers, my present intention
take
a TV of
I'll wait for daylight, open the door,
in verniers.
door,
the
open
we'll put it all in the same tape, we'll then
it
we
meantime,
net the hiqh load off, oick up the TAP, and in the
for
available
will hand rewind the cassette and try to have it
you, plugged in ready for a downlink.
i

sounds like a qood
Roqer, we copy that T. K
CAPCOM
we re
Hawaii is our only station left here for video, and
plan
through
briefly
you
to
We'll talk
going LOS in about 20 seconds.
.

TOR at

4

plus IS.

SPACECRAFT
be

Okay, what time

is

that Hawaii

pass?

I'll

try and

ready.

CAPCOM

That's at

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roqer,

I

4

plus 50.

think we can meet that.
thank you.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 4 hours 11 minutes,
PA0
Just passed out of range at Botswana we'll
Mission Elapsed Time.
station in
have bout a 48 second pass over the Indian Ocean
minutes.
about

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 4 hours 13 minutes,
PA0
about a
Mission Rlapsed Time. We are preparing at this time in the
from
minute and a half to get the playback of that video cycling
test
door
bay
payload
the
of
earlier
Spacecraft recorded
doors and flight
in which there was some distortion in the
information
on that so they
some
for
ask
had
controllers here
could analyze the distortion of the door.

CAPCOM

...two minutes, over.

Initially, the video was recorded while the
pA0
That
Spacecraft was passing over Hawaii on orbit number 51.
the
as
ground
recorded video was, it was recorded on the
Western
Spacecraft passed over, and then over Goldstone and the
was
video
that
of
A release
U.S. was linked to the ground.
security
the
of
compromise
inhibited to ensure that would be no
Video was reviewed and is now being released
of the DOD payload.
in it's entirety.

CAPCOM

Through IOS for about

a

minute, over
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We further expect some additional TV to be recorded
PAO
Again, that
on the ground as we pans on orbits number 52 and 53.
will be reviewed to determine that there is no compromise with
the security of the payload.

END OF TAPE
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compromise of the security of the payload, and we
PAO
to celease that in it's entirety then, if there
then
would expect
3 days 4 hours 14
video in that downlink.
compromising
were no
Houston.
Control
Mission
is
this
elapsed
time
minutes mission
CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you through IOS, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're here.

We'd like you to
Roqer TK, and 2 things tor you.
CAPCOM
stay in the bottom sun attitude, and we'd also like you to do the
We'd like you to dump tank B bravo to
water dump on time here.
20 percent, 2 0 percent, and it should dump for about 1 hour,
over
.

Okay, you'd like to have tank B to 20 percent at
SPACECRAFT
Does that
the scheduled time and you want us to stay bottom sun.
mean delete the IMU stuff?
Roger, we'll get back to you on the IMU alignment
CAPCOM
We'd like you to stay bottom sun for toniqht though.
TK.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, if you can go ahead and get
the IMU alignment, that'd be great, otherwise we'd like you to
stay in bottom sun.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
that?

Okay, we'll get you an IMU alignment, how about

CAPCOM

You guys are doing good work TK.

SPACECRAFT

It's all that overtime.

CAPCOM
LOS.

And Columbia, Houston, we're about 20 seconds from
We'll talk to you again through Guam at 4 plus j5.

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir.

Mission Control Houston 3 days 4 hours 21 minutes
PAO
mission elapsed time. We now have a continuation of the video
There was a
that was taken of the payload bay door cycle test.
gap in that video there as we had passed through a keyhole in the
Hawaii tracking station area when that was originally recorded.
The video has not been edited and is being released in it's
entirety. What the cameras have been looking at here is the port
door at the aft bulkhead where the latches were cycled, and there
was some distortion in the rear portion of that port door, which
you've been able to see on the video playback. This was part of
a regular payload bay door cycle test, which was one of the
normal flight test objectives, which is normally scheduled to
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occur after the vehicle has been in the bottom sun attitude for a
considerable period of time as we have been for, during the
Just during one of
night, and for several hours during the day.
the recent passes, the crew noted that they released the latches
and that the door appeared Lo resume it's proper shape, and that
So, apparently it's back in the
the distortion had disappeared.
configuration as it was, the condition as it was, before they
attempted that latching and the door has been opened and Mission
Control flight controllers here will continue to review the data
that was taken during that test to determine the, perhaps the
causes and the effects of that latching in the payload bay door
We do expect again, to have some television
cycle test.
downlinked on orbits numbet 52 and 53 relating to the payload bay
That video will be inhibited as
door situation and observations.
it is sent down, and reviewed to determine that it does not
indeed compromise the security of the Department of Defense
payload, since those cameras are in the payload bay, and once
that determination has been made, then those, we expect that that
video will be released in it's entirety, assuming that there is
At 3
no problem in the camera pointing angles in that video.
days 4 hours 23 minutes mission elapsed time Columbia is about to
This is Mission Control Houston.
start on orbit number 52.
Mission Control Houston 3 days 4 hours 35 minutes standing by for
acquisition through Guam.
And Columbia, Houston, with you through Guam for
CAPCOM
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay sir, we have the VTR tape rewound, and

...

7
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.VTR tape rewound and waiting for sunrise to move
the door, the tape will be ready to dump, I've got more than you
You dump it in real time, or can
can dump in a 7 minute pass.
you, there's no other way you can do it, I can't dump it in fast

SPACECRAFT

.

forward can I?

CAPCOM

Roger, we have real time only on that T.

K.

Okay, and I'm going to start you in, start in about
third of the way, I'll start you about halfway through and then
get you the last half of that tape.

SPACECRAFT

a

Roger T. K. ':<> got another Hawaii pass a rev later
that we can dump the rest of it.

CAPCOM

think we can do that, why don't we do it? Why
SPACECRAFT
I
don't I give you what you can get the first time and give you the
rest of it on the second pass?

CAPCOM

Roger,

that's

a

good idea.

Okay, and we're prepared to do your L1A test, I
think that won't conflict with your dump if you want us to wait
and do that at Hawaii when you can watch it, which is what I
understood you to say.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, stand by T. K.

And Columbia, Houston,
LlA test whenever your ready.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

you can go ahead and do the

OK

And T. K. just like to clarify we're deloting the
CAPCOM
Right now the
PTC tonight, we're going to stay in bottom sun.
rough plan is to stay in bottom sun until tomorrow and then try
PTC for 10 hours, and then back to tail sun.

Okay, sir.
I understand you want to go bottom sun
SPACECRAFT
and that's the attitude we are in right now.

CAPCOM

Roger, we concur.

And Columbia, Houston, we'd like you to repress the
CAPCOM
left OMS tank before you do the LlA test.

SPACECRAFT

I'm sorry, your

CAPCOM

Roger.

late on that one.

Mike, I'm
Wait a minute, we are, just a second.
SPACECRAFT
sorry we are getting our signals crossed, I've got my tongue

.
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this forward manifold

.

CAPCOM

Roger, we see that T. K. and that's fine.

Okay we're showing 90 oxidizer,
I'm sorry sir.
can follow us through.
(garble)
you
know
you
fuel, do

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That's affirmative T.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

K.

130

we have the data.

And Columbia, Houston, we'd like you to do the
CAPCOM
staged repress.

SPACECRAFT

That's in work here.

And Columbia, Houston, we're 20 seconds from LOS,
CAPCOM
we'll talk to you through Hawaii at 4 plus 50.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

And Columbia, Houston, we'd like you to close
CAPCOM
manifold one and leave it closed, copy.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, manifold one is closed, and staying closed.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy,

thank you.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 4 hours 44 minutes,
Mission Elapsed T n>e. Just passed out of range of the tracking
station at Guam and we're going to reacquire over Hawaii in about
Commander Mattingly reporting that he was
4 and 1/2 minutes.
of the LlL, the manifold in the
repressur
i zat ion
working on the
which
the fliqht controllers saw a
jet
in
system
control
reaction
that that leak also
appeared
had
It
mission.
in
the
early
leak
stopped after a period of time and this was a test to determine
And
whether or not the manifold will indeed retain the pressure.
flight controllers are looking at the data from that test as
Columbia is currently on orbit number 52,
conducted over Guam.
we're about 4 minutes away from reacquiring communica. on over
Hawaii.
3 days 4 hours 45 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is
Mission Control Houston.
PAO

;

1

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 4 hours 49 minutes,
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time standing by for acquisition through Hawaii
in about 20 seconds.
And Columbia, Houston, with you through Hawaii for
and 1/2 minutes, over.

CAPCOM
7
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we've got the downlink (garble)

Standby.
SPACECRAFT
Mike when we just opened this door. We
opened it up about 30 degrees, and as soon the door started to
move, the back end of it really o.ave a big jump like it had been
And the door was
laying up on top of the back seal or something.
really warping and it popped loose when the door started up.
And Columbia, Houston is
Roger, we copy that Hank.
CAPCOM
the VTR rolling? We are not getting it down here now.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir.

Roger.
CAPCOM
got a downlink

Just keep it rolling.
Yes we had

SPACECRAFT

(garble).

CAPCOM

Okay, we've got

it

it

then

And Columbia we've
(garble)

now T.K.

When I
Let me ask you another dumb question Mike.
look aft at the door, right where the door makes it's bulk of
it's curvature back around the 1, 2, 3 about the first latch,
just first wheel latch inside of that, the door is partly opon,
I've only seen
do you normally see that mechanism hanging down?
look at it
didn't
because
I
clearly,
remember
it once and I can't
see.
that closely to

SPACECRAFT

And Columbia, Houston could
Roger, standby T.K.
CAPCOM
T.K.?
for
us
again
that
you describe

When I, right at the aft end of the door when you
formed by the
look at it, normally you see the bold line that
where the
latch
moors
outboard
In the vicinity of the
radiators.
the
like
looks
is
a,
there
door
aft bulkhead on the payload bay
to
want
I
Dust
And
isn't.
it
of
rest
linkage is visible, and the
them
of
enough
at
looked
haven't
I
cause
make sure that's normal
in this position to know for sure.

SPACECRAFT

i

CAPCOM

Roger, T.K. we think that's normal.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

I

couldn't be sure whether

it

was or wasn't.

Roger, T.K. and we've got the good video down here
to
We've got a long LOS after this pass. We would I i ke
now.
u«
tell
could
you
if
and
closed
out
was
CFES
make sure that the
what time that was done.

CAPCOM

Done during the middle of the payload bay door
over here?
In fact we got, have you got something else
stuff.
Mike?
away
right
Do you need it

SPACECRAFT
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That's a negative T.K. and the CFES people wouldyou
and we need
like to thank you for a job very well done here,
to get the water dump started please.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Oh, okay.

And Columbia, Houston, if you get some time a
CAPCOM
And Columbia,
you.
little later we will get the IMU results fromtest for today.
Houston we would like you to delete the I.1A
of
Good show. Mike I can give you one other piece
SPACECRAFT
without
position
The door closed to the ready to latch
data
There is no visible distortion in
getting a fan works perfect.
the door at all.

seconds
Okay, we copy that T.K. we've got about 35 complete
to
work
some
got
we know you've
to a very long LOS here
like to re.nind you that you gotta
would
We
doors.
oVthe
Sere
to get something good to
meal b?eak coming up here, we'd like you
radiators stowed please.
eat, and a reminder to leave the

CAPCOM

,

I've got the doors
Okay, thank you for that.
ors
oJt of 202 and we'll leave the radia
openef^,
re
we
think
I
and
water,
stowed, got the temps coming up on the
(garble).
bit
little
a
here
going to powerdown

qpArFCRAFT

letting

VTR again
Roger, that and we will pick up the
CAPCOM
Hawaii on the next rev.

SPACECRAFT

in

Okay, good

you to get the RF
And Columbia, Houston we'd like
CAPCOM
position.
switch back on panel Lll, to the antenna
hours 58 minutes
Mission Control, Houston 3 days 4
p A0

41 minuted.

END OF TAPE
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...last pass we had some downlink from the
PAO
Spacecraft of video recorded onboard the Spacecraft. That video
was of the latches along the payload bay doors so that there
could be some analysis of that by the flight controllers here in
Mission Control. That video was inhibited since it was payload
bay video to determine and ensure that there is no compromises of
We intend at this time to release that in its
the DOD security.
At 3
entirety as soon as that can be turned around technically.
Mission
is
this
Time,
days 4 hours 59 minutes Mission Elapsed
Control Houston.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 5 hours 1 minute
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time, currently planning on releasing that
downlink of the payload bay door television at 3:05, in just
This is Mission Control Houston.
about 3 and 1/2 minutes here.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 5 hours 13 minutes,
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time. We completed the playback of the video
During that playback there was a
downlink from the Spacecraft.
that was the condition of the
black
part where the video went
Spacecraft, it was, the video
the
from
it
video as we received
in its entirety as received
back
played
was
was not edited and
on orbit number 52,
currently
is
Columbia
from the Spacecraft.
we'll be out of
and
America,
South
of
the
west
to
and just off
minutes until we
25
another
about
for
crew
the
with
communication
At 3 days
Botswana.
at
station
tracking
of
the
range
within
pass
Mission
is
this
Time,
Elapsed
Mission
minutes,
14
5 hours
Control, Houston.
Mission Control Houston, 3 days 5 hours 35 minutes
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia is currently out over the South
Atlantic and orbit number 52. We're about 3 minutes away from
acquiring a communication through the Botswana tracking
Just to summarize the activities that have occured
station.
The crew was
lately relating to the payload bay door tests.
is one of the
which
test,
performing a payload bay door cycle
flight
in
the
listed
stated flight test objectives, as
requirements document, to be accomplished after the vehicle has
As
been in the bottom sun attitude for a long period of time.
tiles
the
out
dry
to
previously
sun
bottom
you know, we were In
on the underside of the vehic.'e to get rid of the water that had
Tt was
accumlated during the heavy rain storms before launch.
for
a
attitude
that
In
been
had
we
since
determined that
considerable period of time that it would be wise to go ahead and
get the thermal test data that was planned for that attitude, the
bottom sun attitude, was a standard attitude planned for this
So, the crew was proceeding with the flight test
Mission.
closing the payload bay doors to observe any
of
objective
distortion that could of occurred, structural misalignments that
might occur when the doors were attempted to close because of the
thermal differences from one point of the vehicle to the other.
We observed that the crew reported a misalignment, they brought
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the doors down, and it was no problem getting the ready to latch
signal on the doors, and as they close the aft bulkhead latches,
there appeared to be a distortion or a misalignment of the doors
and the latches did not properly close, there was some
misalignment there. That was on the port door, they were just
testing one door at that time.
There was noted on flight number
3, STS-3, a problem in closing the payload bay doors.
Misalignment was experienced there following an extended period
of tail sun exposure.
After T.K. Mattingly, the Commander,
reported that problem with the door today, the door was left in
it's partially closed configuration, while documentary video
photography and optical measurements were obtained.
in
additional, development flight instrumentation data will be
acquired on the door structure on latch mechanisms.
The latches
were subsequently opened to relieve the stress resulting from the
uneven latching and the door was opened.
Crew reported the
opening with the onboard

END OF TAPE
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that recorded the opening with the onboard video
PAO
recorder, and replayed a portion of that video to the ground
during a recent pass over Hawaii on orbit number 52. The
remainder of that will be replayed on the upcoming Hawaii pass
orbit number 53, which should the door opening. Flight
controllers in Mission Control continue to evaluate the data
this evening and plan to develop a thermal conditioning
procedure for the Orbiter before attempting again to close the
The doors remain open at this
doors, probably tomorrow.
The stress was relieved from the port door when those
time.
latches were opened back up, and the vehicle remains in the
bottom sun attitude. There was a plan to take the vehicle to
pass a thermal control, and that may be done, or it may be
another attitude to thermally condition the vehicle.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston, through Botswana for
,

6

over

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

read you loud and clear.

Roger Hank, we copy you loud and clear.
CAPCOM
for you, if you got a second.
notes
got a few

SPACECRAFT

We've

Okay, go ahead.

Okay, we're hope you're getting something to
As far as the
We hope we're not interrupting it here.
eat.
forward manifold I repress, it was looking pretty good to
We'd like to go ahead .jnd
No leakage is indicated.
us.
complete a couple more repress cycles over Indian Ocean where
we can watch it, and then we'll make a decision whether to go
The repress cycles for the
ahead and open it up tonight.
message 31 D.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Is

there any hurry about opening it up Mike?

That's negative. We'd like to go ahead and get
CAPCOM
No hurry to open it up, but we'd
it up to operating pressure.
could tonight where we can see
we
if
to get the repress cycles
them.

Okay, and what time do you do that?
SPACECRAFT
stairs eating.

We're down

Roger, we'll go ahead and wait for Hawaii here
CAPCOM
minutes yet. One thing we do need to check, if
few
Is
a
which
last time was the RF switch on Panel Lll to
copy
didn't
you
antenna.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM
position.

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

I

understand it's in the antenna
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CAPCOM
Okay, one thing we didn't get was the IECM did
not pick up the switch cycle during the GAS release.
We'd
like you to repeat that at 6 hours and 14 minutes, if you
could.
All you need to do is take the switch to position 1,
wait 30 seconds and back to positon 2.

SPACECRAFT
What is it you wanted us to do with the GAS
cycle switch when?
CAPCOM

Roger Hank, at 6 hours and 14 minutes we'd like
you to take the IECM switch on panel Rll, cycle it to position
1, wait 30 seconds and then back to position 2.

SPACECRAFT
Do they think it didn't work when we tried
during the maneuver?
CAPCOM
That's affirmative, the IECK did not pick up
that switch cycle, and we don't want you to maneuver, we'd
just like you to go ahead and cycle it again at 6 hours and 14
minutes

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do it.

CAPCOM

Roger, we're still here Hank.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, did you have anything else for us?

Anything else Mike?

CAPCOM

Just a few items of information, and we'll pass
those up over Guam or Hawaii, so go ahead and finish your
meal

SPACECRAFT
it

Okay.
I'm sitting out by about
was closed out at 3:31.

CAPCOM

Roger Hank, and thank you much.

and

a

CFES cue card

SPACECRAFT
The times in our flight plan don't seem to be in
sync with the actual trajectory.
When you tell us you'll pick
up something at Indian Ocean or Hawaii, you're gonna have to
give us a hand about the time.
CAPCOM
Roger TK, we'll be switching over to Indian
Ocean here at > plus 47, Guam at 6:13, and Hawaii at 6:25, and
we'll call you on those.
We'll give the times from now on.

SPACECRAFT
If I just knew that it was, it's going to be
minutes early, that's close enough.

5

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're going through a
short LOS here, we'll pick you up over IOS, and all the sights
in the CAP, we're picking them up about 7 minutes early now,
than what you see in the CAP.
END OF TAPE
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in

the CAP.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

And Columbia, Houston, we're with you through
CAPCOM
for about 8 minutes.
here
Indian Ocean

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear,

I

have the IMU angles

if

you

want them.

CAPCOM

Roger, we're standing by to copy.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

Roger, Columbia, we'd like to pass up a note here
first about going to PTC tonight, because the door problem we're
going to have to set up and go to PTC and we've got some data to
pass up for you, if you're ready to copy.

CAPCOM

Okay Mike, before I copy that, did you get my
SPACECRAFT
comment about verifying that the doors close physically, without
any problem and it looked like it was the latch mechanism that
caused our problem?

CAPCOM

Roger, we copied that comment T. K.

And you want me
Okay, and I'm ready to copy now.
SPACECRAFT
and do the
ahead
go
to
Hank
for
like
you
in parallel, would
repress?

that's affirmative, if Hank can go
Roger, T. K
CAPCOM
I'll pass up the pad for the PTC
and
repress,
the
do
and
ahead
tude
att i
.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I'm ready to copy,

and Hank's getting ready

to start.

Okay, for the auto maneuver to the PTC attitude,
CAPCOM
the maneuver option is roll 138.0, pitch 230.1, yaw 56.9, we'd
like you to initiate the maneuver in DAP A, that's Alpha Auto
normal, once your in the attitude, we'd like you to change DAP A
rotation discrete rate vernier to .4.4 that's a negative .4, make
that a 0.4 T. K

SPACECRAFT

I

can't put in negative numbers

in

the DAP.

Roger, we're sorry, that's 0.4, my mistake, body
CAPCOM
vector of plus 4, we'd like you to initiate the rotation at
hours and 15 ninutes.

.
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Okay, now I understand you want to do PTC
SPACECRAFT
normal, rather than in vernier jets?

2

in

Roger, T. K. we'd like to do the PTC in verniers,
CAPCOM
rotation discrete rate vernier .4, and..
Okay, and
thought you were in normal, (qarble)
I
SPACECRAFT
can you give me a DAP number instead of just - It's definitely a
.4 waiting for PTC?
,

Roger,

CAPCOM

stand by T.

K

And Columbia, Houston, we'd like DAP A2 for that
CAPCOM
And why don't you go ahead and cancel that GAS
rotation rate.
That conflicts with the attitude
release if you would.
requirements there.

.4

Okay, you just don't want me to do it, or I can
SPACECRAFT
work it in probably if you want it, but I'll stop if you don't.
Roger, T. K. it conflicts with our attitude
CAPCOM
we need to go PTC at 6:15, so go ahead and
here
requirements
cancel the GAS release.

Jets F1L is (garble)
Mow far is repress.
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
reselected and got a normal configuration, is that what you want
now, how much longer.

CAPCOM
we'll watch

it

Roger, Hank, why don't you leave it right there,
for awhile and get back to you.

Okay
SPACECRAFT
intended Houston?

T

have completed the message is that what you

Roger, Hank we're in good shape right now, let's
CAPCOM
just watch that for a while.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, we'd like to reconfigure the
CAPCOM
cryo H2 tank heaters if we could, panel All and Rl, if your ready
to copy.

SPACECRAFT

Go.

CAPCOM

Roger, on panel All, we'd like the H2 tank 4 heater
panel Rl, we'd like the H2 tank 3 heaters A and

B to off, and on
R to auto.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, which tanks on Rl?
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CAPCOM

Roger, H2 tank

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM
and we will

SPACECRAFT

I

3

1

heaters A and B to AUTO.

have H2 tank

3

A and B to AUTO.

Roger, we see that Hank, and we are going LOS
Good work guys.
talk to you through Guam at 6+13.

Alright.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 5 hours 56
PAO
Passed out of range of the
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia is just about to
tracking station at Indian Ocean.
start Orbit #53 as it crosses the Equator in just a moment.
We have about almost a 17 minute loss of signal period here
During that pass Henry
before we reacquire over Guam.
Hartsfield the pilot was proceeding with a manifold
repressur izat ion of the forward reaction control system jet in
That they
which there was a leak seen earlier in the flight.
jet
by
that
shared
which
is
manifold
ized
the
have repressur
is in
Everything
jet.
that
reselected
and
have
and 3 others,
will
here
controllers
flight
the
and
configuration
the normal
perhaps
to
performs,
it
how
to
see
awhile
it
for
be observing
observe whether or not that system bleeds back down or remains
pressurized and to determine whether that is fully functional
Flight Controllers also read up to the crew the time
again.
to begin to initiate the passive thermal control mode, that is
So
scheduled to begin in about 17 minutes from now.
apparently we will not be in the bottom-sun attitude tonight,
the spacecraft will go in the slow rolling mode which evens
And that will
out the temperatures throughout the structure.
be done at about 6 hours, 3 days 6 hours 15 minutes Mission
Crew is only about 1 hour away from their
Elapsed Tine.
beginning of the scheduled sleep period in the crew activity
Their still taking care of a number of detail here,
plan.
they are trying to get squared away before the beginning of
On Orbit #53, about 14 1/2 minutes away from
that period.
At 3 days 5 hours 59
communication with the spacecraft.
is
Mission Control,
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this
days
6 hours 12 minutes
Houston,
3
Mission Control
Houston.
1/2
about
we
are
1 minute
Orbit
#53
on
Mission Elapsed Time,
over
spacecraft
the
with
communication
reacquiring
away from
Just about 2 1/2 minutes the crew
the Guam tracking station.
which
will put the spacecraft in the
roll
the
initiate
will
passive thermal control mode, sometimes referred to as the
barbecue mode which will equilize the temperatures throughout
the spacecraft equally exposing all portions of it to the sun
The spacecraft is coming out of
for the same period of time.
Flight Controllers here in Mission
the bottom-sun attitude.
Control feel that temperatures at this point have reached
equilibrium and that they have all the data that they will be
gathering from this particular test. There will be some
conditioning in the PTC mode before going to the tail-sun
attitude tomorrow so, that the data can be gathered for that
thermal testing.
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And Columbia, Houston with you through Guam for
1/2 minutes, over.

CAPCOM
3

SPACECRAFT

Alright, Houston.

Roger, Hank we read you loud and clear and we've
CAPCOM
got a few things for you again when you've got a chance to
copy

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

Okay, Hank, we've got some clean up items on Ll
On Ll we would like for you to take the high load
and A7.
evap to off, the high load duct heater to off, you don't have
to wait for 30 minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

That's done.

Okay, on panel A7 T.K. we'd like the payload bay
off please.
all
lights
flood

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

And Columbia, Houston if you get a chance we're
CAPCOM
ready to copy the IMU results and be advised that no check, SM
check point is going to be required tonight.

Okay, no SM check point and here comes the IMU
SPACECRAFT
Angles IMU
Okay stars 20 and 17, angular error .01.
results.
-.03, +.03,
(garble)

1,

END OF TAPE
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.22, -1.8, + .03, + .01, + .09, -.14, +
hours 27 minutes 10 seconds.

Roger, we copy that Hank, and be advised you can
CAPCOM
go, once you start the PTC rotation here you can go take the RCS
to normal feed.
Okay.

SPACECRAFT

And once that's going,
back to a single G2 GPC.

CAPCOM

you can collapse the set

Alright, roger.

SPACECRAFT

And we're about 15 seconds to LOS here at Guam.
CAPCOM
Excuse me, we're going through a keyhole here. Just a reminder,
we're waiting for the VTR dump at Hawaii.

And Columbia, Houston, T. K. if you would, you
CAPCOM
might be thinking about where you'd like to pui; your summary
message tonight. We'd like it to be during an LOS period, if
possible.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

And Columbia, Houston, just a reminder T. K. you
CAPCOM
might need to hold down that vernier push putton when you
collapse the set there.

Collapse the deadband sir?

SPACECRAFT

Negative, when you collapse to

CAPCOM

?

ingle GPC T. K.

I'll
Oh that's right, okay, thank you, thank you.
SPACECRAFT
tell you what, how about if we try and dump it over this flight
called FAA?

Roger, T. K. we'll

CAPCOM

run that by INCO see what he

says
Okay, the last time T did that,
SPACECRAFT
scratchy, sounded like a lot of static.

it

was kind of

CAPCOM

Roger that.

SPACECRAFT

That's what you gev from INCO anyhow.

CAPCOM

Roger, T.

CAPCOM
Hawaii at

6

K.

And we're going LOS, we'll talk to you through
plus 25.
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Okay, we'll be there.

Mission Control Houston, passed out of range of the
PAO
station
at Guam, we'll be reacquiring in 7 minutes over
tracking
6
hours 18 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, this is
Hawaii.
days
3
Mission Control Houston.
Mission Control Houston, 3 days G hours 24 minutes,
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time, we're standing by for reacquisition of
signal with Columbia over the Hawaii tracking station in about 20
seconds or so.
on, we're with you through
And Columbia, Ho
CAPCOM
f you let us know when your
AhHawaii for 8 minutes, over.
ready we'll give you a go for th< JTR downlink.
.-

SPACECRAFT

Are you ready on the tape?

CAPCOM

Roger, stand by T.K.

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, you havo

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, and we see it down here T.

the tape

is

a

qo.

rolling.
K.

thank you.

And Columbia, Houston, just be advinrd T. K. that
CAPCOM
manifold one, forward Manifold one is looking good to us, and
your go for leaving it open through sleep tonight.

thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Sir, are we cleared for

CAPCOM

Roger,

CAPCOM

Roger Columbia, you're go for

item 48?

stand by.
item

And Columbia, Houston, we got about a minute left
this pass and we'll have to tell you to stop the VTR here in
And bo advisod,
just a minute and pick up the rest tomorrow.
opportunity.
And
your state vector is go for the next Edwards
us
today.
Things
guys we really appreciate your patience with
got pretty hectic and you guys really hung in thore.

CAPCOM
in

Sure
I
think it's probably a little ea: Ur here.
SPACECRAFT
out
a lot
helped
us
you
for
us,
the
store
appreciate you watching
but
problems,
all
our
(garble)
our
within
At least Mike
today.
we thought about them all in advance.

CAPCOM

Roger, T.

K.

we understand that.
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And Columbia, Houston, we're about 10 seconds away
from LOS you might as well go ahead and stop the VTR and we'll
pick it up tomorrow on the first pass that's available.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir

And we'll talk to you again at Santiago,
the last call tonight.

CAPCOM

that'll be

CAPCOM

6

plus 53.

SPACECRAFT

I

would guess you got about half of the tape dump?

CAPCOM

Roger that, we'll talk to you at Santiago at

6

plus

53.

Okay, and just as a by-product, we did find out how
SPACECRAFT
manually almost as fast as the tape recorder does
tapes
rewind
to
it.

CAPCOM
END OF TAPH.

Roger that T. K.

.
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winding tapes manually almost as fast as the tape
SPACECRAFT
recorder does it.

CAPCOM

Roger that TK.

PAO
Mission Control Houston 3 days 6 hours 34 minutes
mission elapsed time. We passed out of range of the Hawaii
tracking station. We have about a 20 minute loss of signal
period before we reacquire over Santiago.
During that pass the
crew completed relaying down, or continued to relay down the
video that they recorded early of the payload bay door latches.
That video has been cleared as not compromising the security of
the DOD mission, and we will be releasing that shortly, as
quickly we can get it turned around.
That will be unedited, and
issued in it's entirety, and we will be informing you as to the
time we will begin replaying that tape.
On orbit number 53 at 3
days 6 hours 35 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Mission
Control Houston. This is Mission Control Houston, Plight
Director John T. Cox and his granite team of flight controllers
that have checked into the Mission Control Center beginning to
tag up with the off-going team Plight Director Chuck Lewis and
his bronze team are preparing to relinquish authority of the
mission, and that handover should occur at about 5:00 local
time.
The change of shift briefing with Chuck Lewis is scheduled
at 6:00 pm Central time.
Columbia on orbit number 53 acquisition
of signal through Santiago Chile in about 12 minutes, this is
Shuttle Mission Control at 3 days 6 hours and 40 minutes.
This
is Shuttle Mission Control at 3 days 6 hours 53 minutes, just
moments away from acquisition of signal through Santiago Chile,
that'll be the last contact with the crew before the sleep
period, and their Flight Controllers will ...

CAPCOM

Houston, with you through Santiago for

4

minutes,

over

SPACECRAFT

Okay you're still loud and clear.

Roger, we read you loud and clear. We've got one
CAPCOM
question for you. When you powerdown the GPC 2 there, by any
chance was the GPC mode switch placed back in run after wa3
placed in standby. We've got a couple, we had 2 fault messages
here about 7 seconds apart, we're trying to resolve that one.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Mike, we got 2 fault messages, and I think
that switch in the standby position is kind of a soft detent, and
I think I may have bounced
It between standby and back to run
without realizing it. That's the only explanation I can think
of.

CAPCOM
Okay TK we copy that, one more thing. Have you got
any thoughts about where you're gonna put your comments on the
recorder tonight?
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We're about to finish dinner, so that's our next
SPACECRAFT
order of business.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT

Do you want me to give you a time like 7:15 to

7: 30?

And Columbia, Houston,
Roger, that sounds good.
CAPCOM
We wish you a good night's
we're about 30 seconds from LOS.
You
sleep, once more thank you for putting up with us today.
We're gonna turn it over to
guys seem right at home up there.
the granite team now, who'll watch it through the night.

Before they can talk to us
The granite team, okay.
SPACECRAFT
their
name.
got
where
they
they got to explain

CAPCOM

Roger,

that's John Cox's nickname there TK.

This is Shuttle Mission Control loss of signal has
PAO
concluded any further discussion of the Flight Control team's
Handover to the
nicknames. We're at 3 days 6 hours 58 minutes.
granite team has been accomplished in the Mission Control
Columbia on it's 53rd
Center. Crew sleep period now beginning.
orbit of the Earth, and during that last pass through Santiago,
last opportunity to talk to the crew before the sleep period, the
flight control team got a good look at the data, verified that
systems onboard Columbia continue to be in good health and
indications are that the crew will spend a restful night. Some
TMBU's, table maintenace buffer updates, have been uplinked to
the vehicle setting higher tolerances to the caution and warning
alarm systems onboard Columbia just to preclude the chance that
there will be any alarm system disturbing the crew rest period.
Mission elapsed time now 3 days 6 hours 59 minutes this is
Shuttle Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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(garble)

Columbia on
This is Mission Control at Houston.
Just acquired signal at Guam and Mission Control
Center's processing data and all's quiet onboard the vehicle.
Flight Director, Chuck Lewis, will be available for the Changeof-Shift Briefing with the mecia and we expect that to occur on
Mission Elapsed Time is 3
time at 6:00 o'clock Central Time.
This is Mission Control, Houston.
days, 7 hours, 51 minutes.
PAO
orbit 54.

Shuttle Mission Control, 3 days, 7 hours, 57
PAO
minutes.
All continues to be quiet onboard Columbia on orbit
The Change-of-Sh if t Briefing with Charles R. Lewis, Flight
54.
Director, from the Bronze Team will begin momentarily in building
This is Mission Control, Houston.
2, room 135.

Columbia on
This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
orbit number 55.
Just passed ground station at the Ascension
Island.
Data indicates, affirms that Columbia is in a sleep
configuration onboard and it's quiet onboard the vehicle. All
systems continue to perform flawlessly.
A leap second is coming
up very shortly to set clocks throughout the world at Greenwich
All clocks are National Bureau of Standard
Meantime of midnight.
clocks.
They're going to stop for 1 second to correct that
imperfection. That occurs in just about a little over 8 minutes
from now.
Mission Elapsed Time is 3 days, 8 hours, 52 minutes.
This is Shuttle Mission Control.
This is Mission Control, Houston at 3 dayB, 9
PAO
Five ami one half hours remaining in the
hours, 26 minutes.
crew's sleep period.
All continues to be quiet onboard
Now on orbit number 55, we are presently in an
Columbia.
acquisition of signal period over Guam and Mission Control Center
flight controllers are now processing data through that site.
The decision has been made by NASA management to perform a door
Philosophy will be to mimlck the
test tomorrow on flight day 5.
entry day door testing and the flight control team will be
working tonight on scheduling that test. The procedure
essentially will be to go from as would be the process on entry
day door closure, to go from passive thermal control which the
vehicle is in presently to a tall sun attitude, then to effect
door closure and collect data.
Although on entry day, no
theodolite data would be performed. There will bp a theodolite
reading done tomorrow. A theodolite being the surveyor-like
optical Instrument, and again, the timing of that door test will
be determined by the Granite Plight Control Team here overnight
and will be upllnked to the crew in the form of a revised crew
activity plan through the teleprinter tomorrow morning. Again
Door test which Is
the door teat will mimlck the entry day.
detail*) In the de-orbit prep crew activity plan. Mission
Elapsed Time 3 days, 9 hours, 28 minutes. This is Shuttle
END OP TAPE
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This is Mission Control, Houston. Columbia on it's
56 orbit of the Earth, all's quiet aboard the vehicle, systems
continue to perform flawlessly. Flight control team in Mission
Control Center is working on the update of the crew activity plan
for tomorrow including details for cycling the payload bay doors
again, sometime during the crew's day, which will be at 5th in
space.
The mission elapsed time is now on 3 days, .11 hours, 27
PAO

minutes, this is Shuttle Mission Control.

This is Mission Control, Houston, everything
PAO
continues to be quiet aboard the Space Shuttle Columbia.
Slightly less than 3 hours remaining in the sleep crew for
astronauts Ken Mattingly and Hank Hartsfield. Columbia now on
orbit 57, just over North Africa.
Here in Mission Control Center
here in Houston flight controllers are planning tomorrows
activities which will include another closure attempt of the
payload bay doors.
Controllers suspect that the present
situation is similar to one experienced during STS-3, when a
closure difficulty was remedied by achieving a stable thermal
That generally will
condition in Columbia's exterior surfaces.
be the plan for Thursday's flight activities soon after the crew
is up and completed post-sleep activity.
The flight plan will
call for them to get Columbia out of the passive thermal control
configuration that it's in presently where it's performing a wing
over wing roll to stabilize the vehicle exterior's surfaces from
a thermal standpoint, then go to a tail Sun attitude, close the
doors and take some data, and that is being worked into a revised
crew activity plan which will be uplinked to the crew tomorrow
morning in a teleprinter after the wakeup call. Mission elapsed
time, 3 days, 12 hours, 15 minutes.
This is Mission Control
Houston

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, 30 seconds from
acquisition through Dakar, Senegal tracking station at which
station the flight plan update will be teleprinted up to the crew
of Columbia, so the initial contact of my voice will be quite
brief, because we need to use 6 minutes of this pass for
uplinking the teleprinter message and there's no backup air
ground at this site currently, so there's only one loop for a
voice and teleprinter.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, over.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, over.

CAPCOM

Columbia Houston on air to ground two, over.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, over.

SPACECRAFT

Good morning, air.

CAPCOM

Good morning T.K.,

is

your teleprinter running?
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Right this second it is.

Okay we had so ;e COMM
it
new flight da five
we re trying to get a
pagg
9
unless
... nothing all that critical
for us at 16:08?
you could start a maneuver

^^^-^^Su^te^e

CAPCOM
.

SSlrr^tha^iJrtilr

let me get this.

SPACECRAFT

Hang on,

CAPCOM

left at this pass.
Okay and we have one minute

SPACECRAFT

Ready to copy.

CAPCOM

pUch

Roll plus 192,
Sun
Okay the maneuvers to tail
is 16.10,
time
maneuver
Plus 278.9, yaw plus 336.8,

SPACECRAFT
execution

Okay, that's tail Sun, 192, 2789,

oKav, ,ood

cev

™ '.ni
;

from now at Dakar.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM

Have

orbit from now,
END OF TAPE
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a

good breakfast.

hour and 26 minutes away.

3368,

h ,ns
i

«#:

16:10

s;;r

a
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...relaxed and now we think you'll handle it all
right, and we'll see a rev from now at Dakar.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Have a good breakfast.

Thank you.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston.
Loss of signal through
Dakar.
Next contact with the Columbia will be at Dakar again one
orbit from now in an hour and 26 minutes away.
This time of the
morning, the orbit ground tracks miss practically all the
stations.
Flight plan updates being uplinked during this most
recent Dakar pass by teleprinter and even though the crew didn't
acknowledge CAPCOM's first call at AOS, they could tell on the
ground that they were about and stirring because the indications
were that the food warmer was plugged in and cooking breakfast.
We'll be back in an hour and 25 minutes at Dakar again at day 3,
15 hours, and 19 minutes.
Mission Control, Houston.

Mission Control, Houston. Thirty seconds away from
acquisition through Dakar. Crew should be wrapping up their meal
period at this time.
Also, through Dakar, we'll attempt to
uplink the balance of the teleprinter message for the day's
flight plan activities.
Not all of it got aboard last pass.
PAO

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston through Madrid.

SPACECRAFT

Hello there, Houston.

CAPCOM

Reading you

CAPCOM
that

ths»

5

Loud and clear.

by as well, Hank.

Columbia, Houston, by your configuration we see
teleprinter message did get onboard.

SPACECRAFT

want to talk to you about that.
I
hints on the teleprinter (garble)

CAPCOM

We're taking

Okay...

Teleprinter's got some (garble) but I think we get
the jist of it.
Lines 15 through 17 are pretty garbled and I
think you're going to have to retransmit to us pages 3, 4, and 5
of the CAP.
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Okay, Henry.
They should be on their way now. We
should be sending you up three messages during this Dakar and
Madrid pass and one of them Is a complete resend of the CAP
update.

SPACECRAFT
right?

Okay.

Can you folks tell when it's not getting up
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Not through Dakar.
We don't get any tone at Dakar
CAPCOM
since (garble) were on low data rate down.
And Columbia, Houston, a bit of explanation, the
CAPCOM
previous thermal attitudes have wiped out a lot of the tests we
were going to do today, so the main activity today is make sure
the doors are healthy for entry and then we've got some of the
hot fire tests and an OMS 5 burn that will help us out a lot for
Over.
our entry maneuvers.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
you

And

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM

I

We copy that.
have one note on the DAP we'd like to get to

On the, in the DAP B2, we'd like to modify
We'd like to change the deadband attitude
degrees. Over.

Okay.

it with one step.

vernier to

3

SPACECRAFT

DAP B2, attitude vernier to

CAPCOM

That's right.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

3

degrees.

Deadband for the vernier attitude.

And one thing for T.K., he'd been promised some
CAPCOM
time today to do his EMU exercise and, unfortunately, that got
wiped out by the payload bay door problems, but we're going to
promise it to him again for tomorrow. We hope to have the time
between breakfast and lunch all open for him to do that.
just, I don't want
I
SPACECRAFT
Brewster, that's no big deal.
to start on something like that and then get halfway into it and
That's
find out that I got everything out and I have to stop.
the only reason 1 need some planning on it.

Well, T.K., that's the plan for now unless
Okay.
CAPCOM
something unforseen happens, you should have all tomorrow morning
to do that.

Well, that'll help me do some
All right, sir.
SPACECRAFT
planning and for your planning purposes, we have ...
T.K., we're 10 seconds LOS.

CAPCOM

...capability to give a tour of the flight deck
SPACECRAFT
with a little explanation if you want to do some TV's later on
somet In* and we can, if you'll let us know what times and how
much time, I think we can put together something to show you a
little bit of the inside here.
.

ST3-4 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

END OF TAPE
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inside here.

together something to show you

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

a

I

little bit of the

We'll talk to you that at Yarragadee at 22.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston.
Twenty seconds away from
predicted acquisition through Yarragadee, Australia.
Columbia
nearing the end of its 61st orbit on this 4th and final orbital
flight test.
It's meant to have acquisition in Australia at this
time

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston through Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT

Hi.

CAPCOM

Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Brewster, are you there?

CAPCOM

Yes sir.

6

minutes.

Ms

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
We just, just coming up, I guess
is
western coastal Australia here. Must be the same area oS the
folks sent us a message that said those folks said to say hello
and I'll tell you, it's one of those queer days with some
spectacular cloud formation and an awful lot of country.
A
geologist flying over here could have a ball for a lifetime.
CAPCOM
assume from that that the weather
I
have a good view.

SPACECRAFT
four

liner

CAPCOM

(garble) you know, Henry says
into a two pager.

I

is

good and you

can make almost any

He wouldn't say that would he?

SPACECRAFT
You bet I would.
Hey, we'd like to say thanks for
the good words from all those folks in Garden City down there.
The flight's going well and we appreciate their kindness.
CAPCOM

Okay.

I'm glad,

I'm sure that they're glad to hear

that.

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, we're 50 seconds left in
this pass.
Orroral Valley Is next at 30 and we'll be ready to
talk the TV plan for the day with you whenever you'd like.

SPACECRAFT

Oka".
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CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston through Orroral Valley for

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

2

4

We're with you.

CAPCOM
And T.K., I'll take
we're still talking about it.

it

back, on the TV discussion,

SPACECRAFT

Okay Brewster, and we got a talk summary on the
board.
It looks good.
I have,
as I told you earlier, the
detailed timeline 3, 4, and 5 we need retransmitted.

CAPCOM

Copy.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM

Roger.
need to talk to you a little bit about
I
your timeline.
We won't be able to get this up to you quite in
time.
We want you to set up the VTR if you can to play back over
the next MI LA site, the remainder of the cassette that had the
payload bay door cycle test from yesterday. Can you do that?

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
We've got
in MILA to dump it to you.

it

in

the VTR and we'll be ready

CAPCOM
Okay.
That sounds good, and then 1 minute after
MILA AOS, we're supposed to do an auto maneuver to tail sun, and
I
probably ought to read that up to you now so you'll be ready to
go with it.

SPACECRAFT

When does that occur again, Brewster?

CAPCOM

The maneuver initiate would be 1807.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

That's it.

SPACECRAFT
okay.

Okay.

Got that, and

I

got a maneuver to 192278336?

That part of the flight plan came through

CAPCOM
Okay.
Fine.
That's on the top of page
thought you hadn't gotten that.

3

and we

SPACECRAFT
(garble) I think page 3 c ,in-lt through all right.
was, Hank looked at it more closely thin r have. We did have
some trouble with page, the bottom of pm-j 3 had trouble.

CAPCOM
Okay. We plan to ship you
again at the states.

3,

4,

and

5

all over

It
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SPACECRAFT

Okay.

3

Thank you.

And Columbia, Houston, we'd like the fuel cell
CAPCOM
purge heaters to off please. We're 40 seconds LOS and MILA is
next at 1806.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roger.

Thank you.

Thanks for the reminder.

See you there.

Mission Control, Houston here. Should be in
PAO
acquisition momentarily through MILA and Bermuda. The start of
revolution or orbit number 6]...
END OF TAPE
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Roqer, see you there.

CAPCOM

Mission Control Houston here, should be in
PAO
acquisition momentarily through MI LA and Bermuda. The start of
revolution of orbit number 61.
CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston with you through the States for

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're here.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston we're standing by for TV on your

8

go.

I'm ready to go

if

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Okay, we're ready.

SPACECRAFT

It's running now.

CAPCOM

Okay, we have a picture.

you are.

my TV (garble)
I noticed that I got a
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
we discussed that
remember,
don't
setting in reverse here and I
with the play back
problems
some
chasing
were
at one time when we
not going to
I'm
there.
it
want
you
whether
unit I don't know
change it now, but if you want me to put it back let me know.
,

right now we have a good picture, T.K.

CAPCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

Would you like some eye viewers on it?

CAPCOM

Roger,

sir,

go ahead.

Okay, TMU number one minus .04 plus .09 minus .15.
SPACECRAFT
Number three, plus
IMV numbel two minus .10 plus .06 minus .02
Kxecution 3 days, 17 hours, 43 minutes
.11 plus .08 minus .15.
and 5 seconds.

Copy

CAPCOM

the capsule
Okay and we got your note about putting
SPACECRAFT
mention the forward
flood lights circuit breakers and you didn't
bulkhead but that's also been a problem for us.
Columbia, Houston, we've noticed that the
Roger.
CAPCOM
recheck it.
maneuver did not execute, if you'd like to

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
execute,

Say again please

did not
Koqir, we've noticed that the maneuver
If you'd like to recheck it.

.
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Thank you, that's a good ca tch , I don' t think I
SPACECRAFT
Sorry (garble) go from future to
understand what happened.
thought that was
We didn't get an immediate start but I
current.
do to the (garble) difference.

CAPCOM

T.K., we're not sure why it didn't start.

SPACECRAFT

Thanks for watching

it

for me.

on
Columbia, Hoiston, from your comments yesterday
CAPCOM
we
and
opening
door
bay
payload
thS S?R we thought we would see a
VTR?
the
on
that
of
any
did not see that, did you get
down to you
Alright, you refer to the stuff we sent
SPACECRAFT
yesterday?
Negative, the stuff that just ceme down.
CAPCOM
we had
Let me get my light out here, I thought
SPACECRAFT
picture.
the
with
Looks like we had this stuff
tlat
Say again

CAPCOM

stop, we've got this
It looks like when I had you
SPACECRAFT
I can find
HtUe mileage marker back here buried let me see if
it.

Roger.
CAPCOM
coverage right now.

out of TV
And Columbia, Houston, we're

the last
Oh, the notes I have show that
Okay.
door as it
the
wf had on there was the partial opening of

SPACFCRAFT

?Mng

unloaded
,
copy,
Roger,
take a closer look

CAPCOM

to tell,

w

again and
w#»U1
nave to play
ll have
we
y «y it back

I'll g° back and look at

U

real q

^^

Columbia, Houston we're ?° k 8eco 8 of
rt
the
should have a complete copy
See ™u at Daka^at 22, you
CAP onbard now
Btyle you sent it to
Okay and from looking at the
SPACECRAFT
that's really good.
us in? iy hat's off to aotnebody,

papcom

Roger.

CAPCOM

Roger, thank you.

CAPCOM
thraa and

a

^

through Dakar for about
Columbia, Houaton with you
half minutea.
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Okay, and from looking at the style you sent it to
us in and, my hats off to somebody, that's really good.

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston, with you
Roqer, thank you.
CAPCOM
minutes.
half
through Dakar for about 3 and a
Looks to me like the end of my picture
Okay, Roy.
SPACECRAFT
tell what it looked like the scene
I couldn't
was really bad.
That may have been the
to
2 seconds.
changed for the last 15
be
sure.
door opening, but I can't
Roger, T. K. don't worry about it, we did not see
CAPCOM
but our next T.V. pass over the states we'll be
to
open
it start
of the payload bay door test, and we'll just
TV
live
looking at
that.
go
with
and
wait

Okay, well, hopefully, we won't get to show you
SPACECRAFT
what we saw yesterday.

CAPCOM

We're counting on that to, sir.

SPACECRAFT

We got our summary comments from last night, good.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copied all that, thank you very much.

Columbia, Houston, if you have some questions on
the T.V. for later today, after you've had a chance to look over
the CAP, we'll be happy to discuss it with you further.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Columbia, Houston,
CAPCOM
at Indian Ocean at 4 0.

SPACECRAFT

30

seconds, LOS, we'll see you

Okay, thank you.

This is Mission Control, Houston, acquisition in 20
PAO
seconds through Indian Ocean station.

Columbia, Houston, with you through Indian Ocean

CAPCOM
for

8

minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, mike it up.

CAPCOM

Roger, Columbia, you're

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

5

by,

how me?

loud and clear, now.

Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds LOS,
Roger.
CAPCOM
Yarragadee is next at 5 6.

SPACECRAFT

Alright, sir.

.
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minutes.

Okay, and we're setting up our TV cameras now and
SPACECRAFT
just to make sure we don't qet out of sync at the last minute.
Number I lower is the one closest to the launch run, is that
correct?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

We've got our cameras set up, and when you
Okay.
from camera Charlie, you're going to
picture
the
take £ look at
we set it up with is the center of
What
shot.
oblique
see a very
believe
is centered on the number 4
what
we
is
picture
the
like that at first glance, but
look
really
doesn't
it
And
latch.
find that we zoomed it
you'll
And
are.
where
we
that's
think
I
out so that the vertical fin is in the top of the picture along
And when
with the numher 4 latch roller for the starboard door.
you look at it, it'll take a little getting used to to orient
yourself to the field of view.

SPACECRAFT

Columbia,
Roger, T.K., thank you for that mount.
CAPCOM
We may be
Houston, we're 20 seconds LOS for about a minute.
voice only at Orroral.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston, with you through Orroral for

5

Columbia, Houston, with you through Orroral for
CAPCOM
about 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Alright, Houston, we have you loud and clear.

Roger, and you're 5 by, and be advised we do have a
plan in the event the payload bay door cycle test goes as it did
yesterday, .-..id we'd be happy to discuss it with you if you'd
like or we can give it to you blow and blow in realtime.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

CAPCOM

You're

5

Houston, Columbia, how do you read?
by now, T.K.

Okay, we got a few minutes, if you have the time,
SPACECRAFT
just outline what you're thinking.
you
don't
why
Roger.
Okay, basically we're going to go ahead and
have you do all the preps and be ready to do the closing of the
And if that is successful,
port door, when we come AOS at MILA.
okay, we will continue with the procedure in DEORBIT OPS
CHECKLIST.

CAPCOM

You mean you want and try the latch the aft
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
bulkhead latches, is that correct?
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go ahead and have you do all the preps and be ready
CAPCOM
And
to do the closing of the port door when we come AOS at MILA.
procedure
with
the
if that is successful, okay, we will continue
in the DEORBIT OPS CHECKLIST.
You mean you want and try and latch the aft
SPACECRAFT
bulkhead latches, is that correct?

Right, that's correct, if the closing of the port,
aft
latch groups are successful, we will continue.
fo* a rd and
If unsuccessful, we'll have you do the theotle light pad group R,
And then we will stop there and wait
as listed in the checklist.
until we have TM coverage again before we reopen the port,
forward, and aft latches.

CAPCOM
,

Okay, can I suggest you think about, I'm convinced
SPACECRAFT
And whether that's
the forward latches went over the top.
What I would
thermal induced or not, or course I have no idea.
propose to you is that I watch that aft door deflection like a
hawk, and the first time I see that thing bend upward, I'm going
to stop.

CAPCOM

Okay, T.K., we concur with that.

SPACECRAFT
that door

I'm sure we had a very substantial

deflection in

the plan
Roger.
In the event we are unsuccesr f ul
CAPCOM
would have us go to top sun for 2 revs before we proceed further.
,

Okay.
Roy, refresh memory, is this, this is the
same set of bulkhead latches that we had trouble with before,
isn't it?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, T.K.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, in looking at the data from
CAPCOM
the test yesterday, we see that the torque limiters did work and
we did not see as a high loads as we did on flight 3.

Yes sir, I concur that the torque limiters were the
SPACECRAFT
My concern is bending that door by
things that were working.
getting the latches, some of them under the rollers and some of
them over the rollers, and getting something jammed so that it
doesn't back off. The door was closing, my impression is the
door closed completely normally until we tried to latch the

latches.
Roger.
And we're about 30 seconds LOS, we'll be
CAPCOM
picking you up at MILA at about 1940 or 41.

.
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thank you very much.

Loss of signal
This is Mission Control, Houston.
through
at Orroral Valley, 29 minutes away from reaoqu is i t ion
Merritt Island Launch Area and in Rormuda, at which time the crew
will be running another payload bay door cycle test, following
Tail to sun, I should say. This will
some too sun exposure.
Probably from the flight deck
also be downlinked on live video.
cameras. Well, I stand corrected, it's aft bulkhead cameras as
opposed to the fliqht deck cameras that will be viewing the
28 minutes now from
payload bay door latch mechanisms.
reacquisition through MIL A, at day 3, 19 hours, 12 minutes,
Mission Control, Houston.
PA 0

-phis is Mission Control, Houston, about 10 seconds
pA0
now away from acquisition through Merritt Island Launch Area and
The crew should be ready to begin the payload
Bermuda stations.
That scheduled to begin at day 3, 19 hours.
bay door cycle test.

CAPCOM
mi nutes

Columbia, Houston, through the states for 12

SPACECRAFT

Sir, stand by,

CAPCOM

We're ready when you are.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, here comes the doors.

CAPCOM
picture now,

We don't have any picture yet.

SPACECRAFT

Here comes the door to close.

END OF TAPE

let's go, come on.

Okay, we have good
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SPACECRAFT

Houston.

CAPCOM

We're ready when you are.

SPACECRAFT

Okay here comes the doors.

CAPCOM
picture now.

We don't have any picture yet.

PAGE
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Okay, we have qood

SPACECRAFT
More com^s the doors to close.
'ley, that's the
number one (garble) you're seoinq there.
I'm qoinq to stop it
just short of closure.
CAPCOM

Okay

SPACECRAFT
Okay everythinq
Charlie camera aqain.
CAPCOM

is

nice and smooth.

We're showinq

Okay

SPACECRAFT
Okay there's
around the roller.
CAPCOM

Yeah

it

n

and you can see the hooks qoinq

looks qood.

SPACECRAFT

Okay I stopped it, then I qot it in close, I have
normal indications for the doors.
You want me to qo ahead
with the two latches?
Is that correct Bruce?
all

CAPCOM

Okay T.K., we're ready, qo ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Standby, mark, close.
one real clean I'll tell you that.
CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
all.
Okay

looks qood.

Yeah that
.

tl <-y

She's qoinq around number

ure looks

like

it's hookinq down perfectly normal

olose normally.

CAPCOM

Okay wo copy that.
T.K., everythinq looks qood to
us you can continue with the normal procedures.

SPACECRAFT

Okav,

thank you, sir.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, before you qet to far into it.
Could somebody switch the hiqh load of that to enable for us?

SPACECRAFT

Okay done

CAPCOM

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Houston,

the sub is centered riqht down the center
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lino so I can't road any of tho labels.
Mow about if I typo up
the deadband till I got tho resicjhtinq?
F.ooks like tho deadband
wo have is enough for some walking around (garble)

CAPCOM
That'll ho fine T.K.
Columbia, Houston, we're back
with you through Dakar for 7 minutes.
SPACECRAFT
Okay wo finished that on like (garble) R we're now
going to tho close tho starboard door until near close and check
its and chock

its

CAPCOM

Okay sounds good.

at

(garble).

Columbia Houston, Indian Ocean

16.

SPACECRAFT

Okay see you there.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston loss of signal at
Dakar. We're 8 minutes out from Indian Ocean station.
Over the
States the 'row of Columbia sent down a live television picture
of the pay load bay door latch test and tho port door was
successfully latched all the way down snug and the TV downlink
lasted 6 minutes 34 seconds and was subsequently replayed from
the ground recorders.
Soven minutes now away from roaquisition
through Indian Ocean station at 1 days, 20 hours, 8 minutes,
Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
at Dakar, R minutes out from Indian Ocean
station. Over the states, the crow of Columbia sent down a live
television picture of the payload bay rJoor latch test.
And the
port door wan successfully latched, all the way down snug, and
the TV downlink lasted 6 minutes, 14 seconds, and was
subsequently replaved from the ground recorders.
7 minutes now
away from r eacqu s t on through Indian Ocean station, at 1 days,
20 hours, 8 minutes, Mission Control, Houston.
i

CAPCOM
minutes.

i

i

Columhia, Houston, throuqh Indian Ocean for

Okay, we're here.
SPACECRAFT
thouqht
I
somewhere, don't see it riqht this minute.
Lll

back there

I
I

8

saw it around here
ouqht to put that

(garble)

CAPCOM

That affirmative, T.K.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

thanks.

CAPCOM
back

And T.K., another cleanup would be to get the DAP
into normal config.

SPACECRAFT
Thank you.
That's not much margin for error
there.
When that sun comes around here, it just brings
everything to a halt.

CAPCOM

We copy thac.
things to talk to you about

And T.K.,
you have

if

I

do have
time.

a

couple more

SPACECRAFT
(garble) talking about the television perans.
We
interrupted last time we started this.
no you want to say
something about that now?

got

CAPCOM

That's one of the topics, yes.

SPACECRAFT
Do you have some other things you want to do?
We're all cleaned up here.
I
was getting ready to go exercise.
CAPCOM

Okay, let me yell at you for a minute then before
you start.
We've seen an increase current, we'd like you to
check the WCS and make sure it's got everything in good
conf iguration

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
In particular we'd like to check that the mode
switch is off.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Hank's checking

CAPCOM

Okay,

fine,

it

now.

while he does that, we have

a

dual G2,
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GPC OPS coming up at 2110, thereaoouts
and we want to ask you a
question about the operation yesterday.
When the GPC was
inadvertently
taken to run, and it was followed by going back to
halt, did you wait and standby long enouqh to get a talkback
barherpole before goinq back to halt, or do vou recall?
,

SPACECRAFT

This is what, what happened is, as T recall it, T
took it from run to standby when we were getting ready terminate
his operations for the day.
And standby, (garble) is kind of
soft, and I saw him mavbe gone on to halt, so I put it in standby
with a talkback barherpole.
There is some indication that it may
have gone to run, on the switch although the talkback never went
back to run, it never went barherpole.
And then when it came
back home 1 just too* i t on over to halt.

CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that

SPACECRAFT
noticed on your message that yv
I
about we might have to react the (garble).
Wh<
to get vou in trouble there"5

said something
is the scerario

CAPCOM

Okay, if the GPC ever did see the run command and
then was taken directly to halt without going through standby for
an orderly cleanup, we would not know the status of the GPC
subsequent, we might get a fail to sync later on.
What we would
like you to do is before you do the ?, G2, GPC, we'd like you to
re I PI, that GPC using the SSR.

SPACECRAFT

You want

re

CAPCOM

Yes sir,

we think so.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

IPL'ed

in

any event?

that makes sense

CAPCOM
Okay, as far as the TV plan goes, you have a TV
option scheduled a couple of revs from now. Hut it occurs in the
same time frame as your FlL test, the RCS hot fire and the PRCS
attitude hold, which would keep you pretty busy
So we would
like to know whether you move that up one rev earlier to a
lighter time frame.

SPACECRAFT
Hang on and let me look here real quick.
the scheduled now?

where is

CAPCOM
Okay, at 2252 is the scheduled VTR playback option,
and that could have been live or VTR playback.
However, the RCS
tests lay in that same general time frame.
And those are goinq
END OF TAPE
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1

(garble)

Okay at 22:52 is the scheduled VTR playback option
and that could have been live or VTR playback.
However, the RCS
tests lay in that same general time frame and those are going to
be time critical with us looking at some data, so we'd really
like to know if you'd rather do the TV at this next Mila pass?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir,

T

think that would be a much smarter move.

Okay and that would put
OPS and before the meal.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM

And we would like

the

.

it

right after your G2 GPC

to know whether you'd be doing

.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

approximate time and duration?

CAPCOM

Okay the Mila pass is from 21:17 to 21:24 and we'd
like to know whether it's going live or TVR and if you know what
the subject title will be.

SPACECRAFT

We

CAPCOM

Sure

(garble)

SPACECRAFT
What I've got is, while Harry was exercisin-g this
morning between (garble) got a VTR rap and I thought I can ship
you a few squirts of that activity and then a little bit of live
of around the cockpit here.
CAPCOM

Okay that sounds real good.

SPACECRAFT
expect

Okay we'll start with the VTR so you know what to

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

That's all we're on

CAPCOM

That's correct

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM

And T. K.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

thank you alot.
(garble)

for today,

right?

we're see you over at Yarragadee at 32.

30

minutes
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SPACECRAFT
Houston, loud and clear and
implying number two successfully.

I

just got through

CAPCOM

Okay Henry we copy that, thank you.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we'll be LOS for about

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia Houston for

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

You are too Henry.

CAPCOM

Henry are you upstairs?

SPACECRAFT

Hello Houston?

CAPCOM

Roger, are you upstairs?

SPACECRAFT

I'm ready.

2

2

a

minute.

minutes.

loud and clear

CAPCOM
Henry, we see the high load duct heaters still on,
we'd like for you to get it off if you could?

SPACECRAFT
Okay
it.
So thank you.

I

guess my time run out and

I

didn't catch

CAPCOM
And Henry one other comment relative to the payload
bay doors, since we had the problem in the thermal attitude with
the doors warping or the vehicle warping, if for any reason you
have to reenter quickly, we would want you to go immediately to a
top Sun attitude and remain there as long as possible, delaying
closing the doors until as close to TIG as you could. Over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay we understand that.

CAPCOM
Okay creat. And Columbia, Houston, we'll see you
over Buckhorn at 21:10 and we'll be ready for your TV.

SPACECRAFT

Okay thank you, see you then.

CAPCOM

Roger.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, lost of signal at
Orroral.
During the end of orbit number 62, 25 minutes to
reacqu isit ion at Buckhorn followed by Mila and Bermuda. The
spacecraft will have additional downlink television, both the VTR
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recorded and live during this upcoming Stateside pass.
Orbit
measurements currently for Columbia, 162.5 nautical miles at
apoqee and 160 nautical at perigee for a period of 1 hour, 30
minutes, 36 seconds.
At day 3, 20 hours, 46 minutes this is
Mission Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
...orbit measurements currently for Columbia, 162.5
nautical miles at apagee and 160 nautical at perigee, at a period
of 1 hour, 30 minutes, 36 seconds.
At day 3, 20 hours, 46
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
Fifteen seconds
This is Mission Control, Houston.
away from acquisition through Buckhorn and stateside par;s during
which we'll have some live television from Columbia of flight
deck activity by the crew.
The TV won't come down until we get
to Merritt Island Launch Area Station coverage though.
Should
have AOS at Buckhorn through Buckhorn.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston through Buckhorn initially for

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

4

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, we'll have to wait until we qet
AOS for the TV.
We'll let you know.
SPACECRAFT

(garble).

CAPCOM

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, MTLA in about

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

(garble)

M T LA

back in the TGBC OPS.

We see that, Henry.

Looks good.
1

minute.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston through MILA through
and we need you go for the TV.

8

minutes

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

And we're ready, Columbia, we have no picture yet.

We'll dump a little VTR first.

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
(garble).
Something's going wrong here.
we're going to switch you to (qarble)

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM
Yes sir, we sure can.
there with you.
SPACECRAFT

So

Some kind of funny animal up

Oh, that's no way to talk.
Since I talked to you
last, I've been to the gym, taken a shower, gone to the bathroom,
and I even... If you work real hard at this sort of stuff, you can
kind of make life in space just about the same kind of times as
you have on Earth.
Takes a little learning (qarble).
We didn't
get all that much stuff done in the same length of time when we
first started.
What wo thought we'd do, don't know what happened
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We'll try salvage that and
to our video tape of the exerciser.
Kind of thought we might show you how we
show it to you Inter.
got the cockpit arranged and what we do with it.
You folks ship
up flight plan changes and one of the things we do is keep a
couple of files around, one of them on the side of the bulkhead
contains all the messages that we've gotten that have general
observations, kind of like a (garble) file, and then in the
middle of the flight deck here, I generally use one of these big
C-clamps and put (qarble) today's flight plan markup and it gets
clipped to our regular flight plan here, and we generally put
those over and make notes in them.
T use my kneeboard to carry
the notes when you call us and say what's going on, I'll write it
on here and then I'll just take and cross it off when I get
through, put my kneeboard back on my leg, and we'll be all in
business.
The calculator gets programmed and it just sits here
and T have it beep at me and say, hey, it's time to go collapse
the deadband and if you're watching and wondering why we're
in... most of the flight control is done from here if you saw a
picture of the ohms 4-burn, the control was here.
The engine
gages are in the middle. The screen CRT's are used for vour
information (garble) and the keyboards and the setter, which are
right in the front here, by the way we talk to the computers that
control spacecraft, the rest of these switches are used for
controlling various functions, generally to do with the autopilot
control system.
Across the top, we have general status
instruments which tell us about the consumables for crvoqenics,
the oxygen and the hydrogen that generates electrical power
through our fuel cells, and the things we breathe and the things
we use to pressurize the cabin to maintain the atmosphere we live
in, so it's just like being on Earth.
END OF TAPE
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SPACRCRAFT
Across the top, Hank if you could drop your camera
little bit, is it there? Okay.
These controls generally
handle the RCS, that's the engines that control our attitudes, so
that when the spacecraft rotates, or translates in small amounts,
these are the systems that take care of that.
Next payload over,
is a set of panels that control our larger engines the 6,000 lb
thrust OMS engines on the back, that's the one's we use for the
major thrusting adjustments and we're gonna use this afternoon.
While we're about it, this is the temporary home for the NOSL
camera.
It's picture, it's a experiment being used to study
We've gotten a couple good shots of some night work,
lightning.
and we keep it floating out here in the center of the cabin
because you can run to a window right over Henry's head back here
or any of these out front, and as soon as you see a thunderstorm
Next thing:, back here
area you can run up and grab some shots.
use of the
are just the circuit breakers that control the genera
spacecraft.
Over on my side further, down in this corner, T
don't know how much you can see from there Hank, if you push down
here, all of the environmental control system is managed from
this area, and that's the things that's runs the C02 that we
produce when we breathe, that replenish the oxyqen, maintain
cabin pressure with nitrogen and oxygen to maintain a normal
earth-based environment.
It scrubs the water out, and all of the
controls that we use for the evaporators to reject heat, some of
the radiators we can't show you a good picture of it right now,
but the payload bay doors have big radiators inside of them and
they reject most of the heat that the spacecraft generates.
Any
thing that's left over, like durinq SM entry when the doors are
closed, we use a water spray boiler system augmented by some
ammonia, and that's all controlled from this panel.
Now on
Hank's side of the cockpit, (garble) pencil.
a

1

,

CAPCOM

30

seconds TK

SPACRCRAFT
come through Hank.
Okay over on this side of the
cockpit is where we control all the electrical power and the main
engines controls are down on the bottom here, down in here is the
main engine controls, the hydraulic system, the APUs that
generate our power to drive the elevators down here, electrical
systems, the cryogenics and the oxygen and hydrogen that go to
our fuel cells to create electricity are in the back corner that
you can't see, and all the fuel cells control are right in the
center.
So that's sort of a summary of what we have in the front
end of the cockpit.
Now if we move back a little bit we can
probably see what goes back here, and Hank why don't you let me
hold the camera and you kind of walk around the back end.
CAPCOM

Henry.

SPACECRAFT
Okay on my right over here, (garble) side is the
control panel from which we control the mechanical arm the RMS.
The control handle over here and it's the panel which we use to
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drive the arm up and down.

CAPCOM

Henry.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir.

CAPCOM

Guess what, we're out of TV coverage.

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir.

We're sure sorry we missed the rest of the tour
there, but that was a real good cook's tour of the forward flight
deck.
We sure appreciate it.

CAPCOM

Okay Brewster, if you want we can do the aft scan
and get the rest of that exercise and have it ready next time
you're interested.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That would be real great.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We'd like to see that.

And in the meantime TK, when you changed DAP last
time, we saw that one of the contacts in the AUTO PBI for the DAP
didn't mate.
We'd like you to repunch that PRI, and that's on
C3.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

I'm not sure which PR I you're talking about.

CAPCOM

The AUTO DAP PRI.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I

just hit

it,

how does that look?

CAPCOM
You need to hold it a little bit longer for us
TK.
Okay TK, f hat's good, all the contacts made that time, thank
you alot.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

-

-

TK, you broke up on the last transmission, say
CAPCOM
again please.

Was that maneuver that we had, that wont from the
SPACECRAFT
star sighting attitude to the tail sun - I put it in as a future
option and it didn't execute oven though the future to current
asterisks moved, and it's remained in AUTO control the whole
time.
Rut, go ahead and point it out to us if we hadn't started
the maneuver so, that one still has me surprised.

CAPCOM
Roger.
And Columbia, Houston, in the last few
evening reports we've gotten, there hasn't been any mention of
the NOSf. experiment, do you have anything to report on that, or
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did you inadvertantly leave it out.

SPACECRAFT

No sir, we inadvertantly left out the time during
the day to do it.

CAPCOM

Okay

SPACECRAFT
spare time.

You might be surprised, but we haven't had much

CAPCOM
No sir, we're not surprised, I guess maybe we were
just looking for a negative report, and we understand.

SPACECRAFT
And Columbia, Houston, Dakar
enjoy your lunch.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay,

thank you.

is

next at 32, and
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32 and

thank you.
8

minutes, standing by.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston.
We're about 30 seconds LOS
And we'll see you at Indian Ocean at 54.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
3 minutes.

Columbia, Houston with you through Indian Ocean for

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
I wondered
mode recall

SPACECRAFT

And I know you guys arc eating lunch right now but
I
could ask you one question.
Hank, on the ops ?
this morning.

if

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, Hank.
We're trying to t roubleshoot this DAP
button contact disagreement. We wondered if you push
the auto
DAP PRI drawing or right after that ops mode recall.

SPACECRAFT
I'm trying to hold down the 3 DAP buttons duringIt s during the change engine.
I
came off momentary as I oushed
away a little bit and got it back.
That could had gave impulse
in there
^
"

.

'

'

CAPCOM
Roger, thank you very much that helps.
Columbia,
Houston we're 30 seconds LOS. We'll see you at Yarraqadee
at
We ve noticed a couple of specs 76 comm messages and wanted
08.
to remind you to check your cameras and make sure
they're not
overheating.

SPACECRAFT

Yeah, we're playing with the VTR.

CAPCOM
Roger.
Houston.
minutes, standing by.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roger.

Columbia we're with you for

Roy you still

8

there?

SPACECRAFT
r
m just looking through here - somewhere in my
cleaning up and juggling around I have misplaced or lost or
something, your earlier message on the F one L hot fire.
I
'
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remember readinq it.
It was a short little thinq.
Could you
lust read that to me and let me jot down the key ooints here as
go?

CAPCOM
Roger, standby.
ready to read.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

if

i

you're ready to copy I'm

Go ahead.

CAPCOM

r
Okay, step
s we want to qn to DAP alpha
and
up prior AOS.
r.ike to be in a auto vernier, DAP
translation, halt, normal, halt, rotation, discrete brake,
free.
Spec 23, override, manifold, foxtrot 3 to close.
Primary
RJD's 8 of them on, fliqht control power on.
And I'm ready for'
step 2 if you copied.

set

1

i

1

>

it

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
The set. up
DAP alpha IS, orior AOS.
We'll be in A auto burn.
We'll have translation, if pulse normal
pulse, rotations will be discrete all 3.
Spec 23 will override
manifold foxtrot 3 to close.
All the RJD's are on.
i

fJ

CAPCOM
That's affirmative and of course flight control
power is on and step 2 is wait for MT go to proceed, then dap to
A manual normal deflect transnational hand control lor *y
second, wait 30 seconds, then repeat 2 times.
And T. K. that's
all there is other than the reconfiguration.
We can qive you
that after the test.
1

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I didn't got any of step
were - you dropped out there.
CAPCOM
Okay,
ahead and read it.
END OF TAPE
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from you Roy.

You

fine.
We're about 30 seconds T.OS so I'll qo
If wo miss it T'll qive it to you in Hawaii

.

,

.
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DAP A MAN
It's wait for an MCC qo Lo PROCEED.
repeat 2
seconds;
then
second;
wait
plus
1
30
NORMAL; THC
Y
times.
And we'll see you at Hawaii at 34.

CAPCOM

We're at

This is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
acquisition throuqh Hawaii.

— With

CAPCOM
we will

have

a

SPACECRAFT

you at Hawaii for ahout
keyhole in about a minute.

Okay.

6

minuter, total,

but

We're standinq by.

Okay, t. k. I don't know if you ever copied step
CAPCOM
We didn't qet a Roqer on that.
at Yarraqadee.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

what was step

CAPCOM

Okay.

The step

(qarble)

-

2

we did.

-

{qarble) A AUTO vern, I've qot translation pulse
We have selected
discrete
rate in all 3 rotations.
normal pulse;
forewards.
I've qot
close
the
to
override
on
number
3
manifold
we're
qo.
ready
to
all the (qarble) on and T think

SPACECRAFT

Roqer.
Ready to qo with fliuht control oower ON.
second
Deflect TH^ plus Y for
you
to
qo
We want
A MAM NORMAL
you're
clear
to
repeat
times.
And
seconds
and
wait
30
2
then
and

CAPCOM

1

.

qo.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
r

econ

f

i

qu r a

t

i

We've completed

it.

We see it complete and we're ready for
Roqer.
on
I'll rear! that up to you if you like.

the

.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
OPEN

Spec 23,

SPACECRAFT

It's done

override manifold foxtrot

3

status to

Fliqht Control power OFF; DAP A, AUTO
Ok.iy.
CAPCOM
NORMAL; DAP translation pulse, pulse, pulse; rotation discrete on
all 3; then DAP A, AUTO VERNIER.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roqer.

SPACECRAFT

And we're press inq on with our hot

CAPCOM

Roqer T.

It's all done.

Thank you.

K.

We concur

.

You're

in

fire test.
the proper
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And for your information the jet look

Okay.

Columbia, Houston, we're
in 4 minutes.

30

seconds LOS.

See you

Okay.

We
And this is the last pass for the Crystal Team.
CAPCOM
the
you
in
see
we'll
and
morning
this
you
with
working
enjoyed
morning

SPACFCRAFT
on the day.
it

And many thanks for helping us get started
Okay.
We really appreciate
was a real organized plan.

It

.

Thank you sir.

CAPCOM

This is Shuttle Control at 1 days 22 hours 43
PAO
minutes Mission F.lapsed Time. Columbia about 50 seconds away
The shift handover is
from acguisition through nuokhorn.
complete in the Mission Control Center. Off going Flight
Director Harold Drauqhon estimates a 9:00 a.m. central daylight
time for his change of shift briefing. Change of shire at 9:00
'-':ight
a.m. central daylight time, room 135 JSC newscenter
are
CAPCOMs
Lewis.
Director on this oncoming shift is Chuck
nuckhorn
for
by
stand
We'll
George Nelson and Michael Coats.
acqu s t ion
.

i

i

Columbia, Houston the bronze team is with you
CAPCOM
through the States, looking forward to working with you for the
rest of the day.

We're going through our hot fire.

SPACFCRAFT

Alright, sir.

CAPCOM

Copy.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Go ahead Columbia.

You've got enough time you want to try to do the
SPACFCRAFT
attidute roll test here?

We're just standing by hoping you'd
Roger, T.K.
ask that, yeah you're go to do that.

CAPCOM

SPACFCRAFT

Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Columbia.
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I'm waiting for your call

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger

SPACECRAFT

Say, are you still there?

CAPCOM

Roger, Hank loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

END OF TAPE

,

we copy

to terminate.

..

.

.

.
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Columbia, Houston.
You can go ahead and terminate
Must have sounded like the great war up there.

SPACECRAFT
orchestra

Yeah, we could probably sell

CAPCOM

Roger

SPACECRAFT

Syncopated rythm.

PAO

This is Shuttle Control.

it

to like some

Crew's comm entry refer

to the attitude hold test that they have just concluded about a
minute test using the primary rafter control system.
Engine
requires a number of firings of those engines during that test.

2

The change of shift briefing with flight director Harold Draughon
is scheduled for 9 am central daylight time in room 135 of the
JSC news center, that's about 5 minutes from now. We got 8-1/2
minutes remaining in Columbia's pass over the United States.
We 1 1 standby
'

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia, you still there?

CAPCOM

Roger, T.

K.

We're standing by.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, George.
Does our states onboard pretty good
shape
I've been trying a
- I loaded the AOS program this
morning with a new state but our times are - seems thad our map
tracks :eem to be significantly off and T thought I'd trv it
aga in
didn't know how current our state was.
T
:

CAPCOM
Okay, standby 1.
Columbia, Flouston.
state vector should be real good at this time.

SPACECRAFT

OKay, we'll reset

it.

T.

K.

your

See what happens.

CAPCOM

Okay.
Columbia, Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS.
Dakar will be next at 23+08 and just to give you some idea what
we're thinking of we'd like to give you a chance to finish your
cabin tour on the TV and we're thinking about the states pass,
the rev after next.
That'll be at 4 days, 1 hour, 56 minutes and
that's your call on that

SPACECRAFT
(garble) we must be on the right team this time
was just about to call and ask you if you would like to do
that.
We got it on the VTR we're ready to narrate it.
CAPCOM

Okay, good show.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control.
nermuda has loss of
signal.
Next acquisition through Dakar in 1 minutes 45 seconds,
that'll be overlapping coverage through Ascension.
Crew just
confirmed that they will provide some television through the STS-

4
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Goldstone station on orbit number 66 at mission elapsed time of 4
days 1 hour 56 minutes.
It will be scenes that have been
recorded on the video tape recorder. A tour the cabin.
At 3 days
23 hours 5 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control
Houston. This is Shuttle Control at 3 days, 23 hours, 8 minutes,
mission elapsed time. Columbia's about 20 seconds away from
acquisition through Dakar.
CAPCOM
11 minutes.

Columbia, Houston through Dakar and Ascension for

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Botswana

is next at

23+25.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control.
Columbia is out of ranje
over Ascension on orbit 64.
Next station is Botswana in 5-1/2
minutes.
At 3 days 23 hours 20 minutes mission elapsed time this
in Shuttle Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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This is Shuttle Control, at 3 days 23 hours 25
PAO
Botswana station is about to lock
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
onto Columbia.

Columbia, Houston

CAPCOM
fo»"

is

standing by through Botswana

1/2 minutes.

5

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
to LOS.

Yes sir,

loud and clear.

Columbia, Houston 50 seconds
And you are the same.
Yarragadee is next at 23+43.

SPACECRAFT

Hank, hand me the....

CAPCOM

Say again.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Botswana has lost of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
is
Yarragadee
in 12
Next
station
srgnal with Columbia.
Elapsed
Time this
minutes
Mission
23
hours
31
At
3
days
minutes.
at
Shuttle
Control
3 days
This
is
Control,
Houston.
Shuttle
is
about
20
Columbia
is
Time.
Elapsed
minutes
Mission
hours
43
23
seconds away Crow acquisition through Yarragadeo.

Columbia, Houston through Yarragadeo for

CAPCOM

7

1/2

minu tes

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
have

a

Sir, we read you

loud and clear.

Columbia, Houston
Roger, and you're the same.
couple of short notes for you during this pass.

SPACECRAFT

I

Okay, go ahead.

Roger, Hank, the first one is we would like to go
back to the original DAP Bravo 2 for the next couple of hours.
That will he changing DAP B 2 back to dead-band of 0.1 degrees,
over

CAPCOM

.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, 0.1 dead-band,

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do that.

is

that vernier?

Roger, and we'll give you a call
CAPCOM
hours then go back to a 1 degree dead -band.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

in

a

couple of

.

.
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And Columbia, the other note is an omission from
CAPCOM
when
the CAP from this morning, at 4 days, 4 hours 58 minutes,
you are ready.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Say that time again, George.

We left out minor items from the CAP this
Roger.
CAPCOM
morning that we sent up to you at 4 days 4 hours and 58 minutes
elevon
we would like to get a (garble) pressure readout and an
over.
time,
that
position report at
04 and

minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, Hank.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you want the

7

That's

4

days

(garble)

4

hours and '8 minutes.

gauges on.

That's affirmative, and we would also like to get
CAPCOM
an elevon position report at that time.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Columbia,
Roger, and that will be an Hawaii pass.
CAPCOM
the state
with
hero
ground
Houston we got an HP 41 running on the
keeping
it's
and
one,
requested
vector in it about the time you
is
your's
how
wondering
-just
We're
track within about a minute.
doi ng

Okay, it's on the back wall.
SPACECRAFT
and check it, but I just reloaded it, and

I

I'll have to go back
haven't seen (garble)

yet

There's no rush or, that. Columbia,
Roger, Hank.
CAPCOM
Hawaii will be next at 00 and
LOS.
to
seconds
Houston we are 45
folks have a suggestion in
NOSf,
the
information,
just for your
the long foresite of
through
looking
trouble
case you are having
There is a ring site that's down in locker MF28M if
their lens.
you care to use it, over.
thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, we'll see you in Hawaii.

This is Shuttle Control.
pA0
range at Yarragadee.

END OF TAPE
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At 3 days 23
PAO
Next station is Hawaii in 17 minutes.
hours 52 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control
Houston

CAPCOM
8 minutes.

Columbia, Hoiston.

SPACECRAFT

Hello, there.

CAPCOM

You're loud and clear.

Standing by through Hawaii for

George, why don't you tell your friend Ellen there
SPACECRAFT
that she's got some data at 3:23:52 and the period extends up
through 4:00, say 09.

CAPCOM

Roger, T. K.

We'll pass that along.

Columbia, Houston.
We're 45 seconds to a short LOS
CAPCOM
before the states.
Just a reminder, we've got a visit with the
world's fair coming up over the next Mila pass at 27 after the
hour.
And that the TV playback will be on the next state's pass
an hour and a half from now.

Over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.
And how are you going to initiate that
radio pass.
You going to tell us when it's set up?
Is someone
going to talk to us from the ground or what?

CAPCOM

Roger, T. K
We'll give you a lead-in and let you
take if from there.
It's a one .

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

And it's a one way ...

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

CAPCOM

Yeah.

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

About 15 seconds ought to be enough.

And it'll be a one-way conversation.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control.
Hawaii has loss of
signal.
Buckhorn will acquire Columbia in about 20 seconds.
We'll continue to standby at 4 days 19 minutes mission elapsed
1

t

ime

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston through the states for 16 and

a

half.

SPACECRAFT

You're loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston.
We'd like to get the right ADI
mode switch to inertial so we can monitor it on the ground.
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CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston through Mila. Today is the
opening day of the NASA exhibit at the World's Fair in Knoxville,
Tennesee. We're patched through live to the PA system throughout
the fair grounds at this time for the opening day ceremony.
And
the people there are standing by for few words from the crew of
the Columbia.
Over.

SPACECRAFT
Alright.
And good morning to
Thank you, Houston.
the people at the World's Fair.
We're talking to you from the
spacecraft Columbia which is currently passing just south of the
United States. When the call came in we were viewing the Gulf
Coast.
We just passed Houston.
Little to our north we were
looking out and picking up the signs of places like the
Mississippi emptying into the Gulf.
And looking ahead to the
state of Florida.
The view is spectacular to say the very
least.
The things that people talk about from space, often
concern themselves with the view.
There's probably a great deal
more that's worth saying about it than just the immediate
impression.
And my pilot Hank Hartsfield has a couple of those
words he'd like to mention to you.
Hello, all you folks down there.
SPACECRAFT
This is our fifth
day in orbit and we're on our 65th orbit of the earth. Our
spacecraft is in good shape and we've had a challenging mission
so far.
We've been really busy but it seems to hang in there.
As you probably know, this is the last of the designated test
flights on the Space Shuttle system. We'll be landing on the 4th
of July and at that time we anticipate declaring the Space
Shuttle transportation system operational.
It's kind of fitting
that we land on July 4th and celebrate the ushering in of a new
era

—

END OF TAPE
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just as our forefathers ushered an era of
SPACECRAFT
democracy for the whole world over 200 years ago on the same
date.
The operational era of the shuttle I think is going to
We're going to explorit space, we're
mean alot to all of us.
going to put it to work for ourselves and make it pay off like it
The NASA
never has before.
There is a whole frontier out there.
exhibit there is open today, I think hopefully it will shos you
some of the things that we have done in space and maybe some of
think it's time to
I
the things we hope to do in the future.
renew our thoughts on where we've been and remind ourselves of
that are direct out
the things that we utilize from day to da*
growths of the space program and then be chrilled when we think
think there is a, the
I
about what the future may hold for us.
Again
things we can begin to imagine are going to happen for us.
greetings from the Space Shuttle Columbia, and you folks have a
good time.
,

CAPCOM
thanks alot.

Roger, Columbia we copied that loud and clear, and

Bermuda has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
signal.
30 minute pass over the Continental United States, the
crew sent greetings to people visiting the opening day of the
NASA exhibit at the Worlds Fair in Knoxville Tennessee.
Columbia's next station is Ascension in about 10 minutes.
At 4
Private medical communication is scheduled for Ascension.
days 37 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control,
Houston
Columbia, Houston we're 30 seconds to LOS.
CAPCOM
Ascension will be next at 0+48. That will be a private med
conferance.
We got word back from the World's Fair that your
talk was well received with a big round of applause, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control we finally do have loss of
signal.
Columbia is in a keyhole earlier.
We are 10 minutes to
Ascension.
This is Shuttle Control, 4 days 48 minutes Mission
Elapsed Time.
The Ascension Island tracking station has acquired
Private medical communication is scheduled during this
Columbia.
Ascension pass. We'll standby.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston back with you for

SPACECRAFT

Alright, sir.

3

1/2.

Columbia, Houston 2 minutes left this pass. We're
CAPCOM
seeing very small problem. We think it is in the power cable on
the middeck TV camera.
The cable is still functional, but we'd
like you to go ahead and put a piece of tape on it just to mark
it so we can look at it post flight, and when you're using that

STS-4
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camera, check the video and make sure you've got good quality
when you're using it, it should work alright, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston 20 seconds to LOS, Botswana is

thank you.

next at 0+59.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

see you then.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control.
Columbia has moved out of
range of Ascension on Orbit #65.
Next station is Botswana in 3
minutes, at 4 days 56 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is
Shuttle Control, Houston. This is Shuttle Control at 4 days 58
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia is about to be acquired
through Botswana.

CAPCOM

Columbia we're standing by through Botswana for

1/2.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

You're the same.

END OF TAPE
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You're the same.

I
George, this is a qeologist delight up here.
never had a chance to look at the patterns in Africa before, but
you can see the rift's and the fault zones and you can see all of
the various volcanic sequences and trace and it's really complex
It's (garble) which you see out in the some part
and facinating.
of the western U.S. but on a much grander scale.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, T.K. wish we could be there.

As we tick along here today George, we are making
SPACECRAFT
rather notible progress in cleaning up our shopping list of
getting the photos, and try to, maybe T can give you a summary of
On an organized day
that a evening wrap up of where we stand.
and
can plan around it
we
what's
coming
know
like we did today
real
good advantage of
able
to
take
what
we
have
been
and seeing,
about
helping us
been
super
opportunities.
You
guys
have
our
to
other
things.
attention
advert
our
on
tracks
to
stay
the

Columbia, Houston we
Roger, thank you sounds good.
CAPCOM
haven't given you much on the NOSL yet this flight. There is a
chance of some thunderstorm over South America immediately
following our next State side pass, over Venezuela, Columbia and
Brazil, if you have time you miqht take a look at those.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we've got a, some spectacular stuff down
around Rio and Buenos Aires the other evening, what was that
It was really dramatic, and I think we got 2 mags
flight day 2.
haven't been able to coordinate look angles and
of that stuff.
I
areas of the world since that.
And since we are coming up on
Roger, we copy that.
CAPCOM
the night time here in about 1 minutes and 1/2, we'd like to get
We
a confirmation that the forward bulkhead light is really out.
did see shorts on the forward port, and aft starboard lights.
When we go into darkness if you could turn on the forward
bulkhead for us we would like to see if it's working or if you
can confirm that now.
Just turned it on, but we tried them all
SPACECRAFT
(garble)
The lights
individually and there is just no joy.
on
for
an entire
had
the
switches
that we told you were out we
of them.
from
any
one
payload
never
lite
up
night pass and the
.

Okay, Hank we copy that you can go ahead and leave
CAPCOM
those switches off then and cover them if you want.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

Columbia, Houston, Hank is there, there is one
CAPCOM
coming out, there's a flood light electronic assembly #1 which

.
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that we have locked out in the

Okay, well then maybe our failure point is in there

Columbia, we are 30 seconds to
Roger, could be.
Yarragadee is next at 1+21.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you th*n.

Columbia is moving over
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
During this pass
Botswana.
at
the Indian Ocean now out of range
Ken
Commander
Columbia's
over the southern part of Africa
delight,
geologist
was
a
world
Mattingly said that part of the
area as
the
observing
enjoyed
He
full of rifts and fault zones.
of
amount
considerable
had
course
Mattingly of
he flew over.
also
is
crew
The
Program.
Apollo
the
geology and training during
over
photography
NOSL
for
chance
advised that there will be a
South America on a next pass
END OF TAPE
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- on the next pass thunderstorms are in that area
Ken Mattingly reported that they got some
spectacular photography of a liqhtning on flight day 2 in the
South America area.
The payload bay floodlights are still
inactive, not working.
Columbia is 12 minutes away from
acquisition through Yarragadee at 4 days 1 hour and 9 minutes
mission elapsed time this is Shuttle Control Houston.
This is
Shuttle Control at 4 days 1 hour and 9 minutes with a summary of
the private medical communication that was conducted over
Ascension. The crew continues to be in good health, feeling good
and eating well.
They each got about 6 hours of sleep last
night, and report they slept well.
At 4 days 1 hour 10 minutes
mission elapsed time this is Shuttle Control Houston.
This is
Shuttle Control at 4 days 1 hour 20 minutes mission elapsed time,
Shuttle coming within range of the Yarragadee station now.

PAO

of

-

the world.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston, through Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir.

CAPCOM

You're loud and clear.

4

SPACECRAFT
Henry was waiting, dark adapted to the cockpit
here, been sitting here since sunset, trying to see what we can
see with the dark adapter, which is something we haven't had a
chance to do much of, and Henry noticed that obvious horizon, is
not the horizon at all, but it's the horizon of the atmosphere,
and he noticed he could see stars setting through this apparent
horizon, and track it all the way clown until it was occulted by
the actual Earth's limb, which is amazing to space types and
astronomers (garble) of the satellites and all.
But then I
turned the payload bay TV on it, and Hank and I were able to pick
out, he's looking at it visually and I'm looking at the TV, and I
was able to make a tape that records all of that, and it's really
impress i ve

CAPCOM
Houston,

Roger TK, we copy, sounds like fun.
to LOS.
Guam will be next at

30 seconds

SPACECRAFT

1

Columbia,
plus 31.

Okay sir, thank you.

This is Shuttle Control Yarragadee has loss of
PAO
signal.
Next acquisition is through Guam in 6 minutes.
At 4
days 1 hour 25 minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle
Control Houston.
This is Shuttle Control at 4 days 1 hour 31
minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia is about 30 seconds away
from acquisition through Guam.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, through Guam how do you read?

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

—
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CAPCOM
Roger, you're loud and clear.
about 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT
next at

SPACECRAFT

We're with you for

Alright, thank you.

CAPCOM
is

2

1

Columbia, Houston, we're 40 seconds to LOS.
plus 45.

Hawaii

Okay, we'll see you there.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control.
Columbia has loss of
signal with Guam on orbit number 66.
Next station is Hawaii in
just under 6 minutes. We anticipate television on this
revolution - and
END OF TAPE
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tho Goldstone station.
At 16 minutes from
hour 40 minutes Mission Elapsed Time this is

Shuttle Control, Houston.
This is Shuttle Control at 4 days 1
hour 44 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia is coming up on
acquisition through Hawaii now.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston through Hawaii

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we still qot you loud and clear.

for

7

1/2.

CAPCOM
You're the same.
And Columbia, a reminder we'll be
looking for some TV over Goldstone, we've got about 6 minutes on
this up coming States pass.
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Ruckhorn

is

Okay.

Columbia, Houston we're 40 seconds to LOS.
next at 1+55.

SPACECRAFT

Okay see you

CAPCOM

Roger.

PAO
Buckhorn

in

a

This is Shuttle Control loss of signal at Hawaii,
minute and a half. We'll continue to standby.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston with you through the States.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir,

CAPCOM

And you're the same.

SPACECRAFT

Let us know when you are ready

loud and clear.

for

the TV.

CAPCOM
Roger, be about 20 seconds.
And Columbia, Houston
we'd like the downlink enable thf
control to command.
i

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
the TV.

Got

it.

Are you ready for

(garble)?

Standby.
And Columbia, Houston you're at go for
Columbia you are at go for the TV.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, should be coming down to you now, this was
taken this moring, when I was doing my exercise bit. This is
using the treadmill that we have onboard.
The harness that I
have around my waist carries most of the load, the shoulder
straps carries a small part of it. The bungee that pulls down on
the harness apply a load of about 160 lbs. to my lower legs which
is about my approximate weight.
So, I'm really getting about a 1
G load on my legs.
The idea of this device is to be able to keep
the musle tone in the legs, and keep the cardiovascular function
in good shape, such that during entry and also when we return
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back to the 1 G in OMS that the burn will not tend to bruse so
badly in the lower portion of the body.

CAPCOM

Roger, Hank we copy and we're getting good video,

SPACECRAFT

Say again Houston.

CAPCOM

We're getting real good video.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and there is also a device thats about
clipped on my ear, which I can monitor my heart rate.
The little
device also keeps up with how many miles if I get that far, that
run, or walk on this thing.
I
It can keep time for me or how
long I was on it.
This morning I have calculated I walked about
So it is a pretty good device.
6,000 miles.
CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
caught some

Grant you that

got a good run on it this afternoon.
We also
millimeter events which we will be able to show
you after we return to Houston.
Bill (garble) can be proud of
this thing, it is really a great device.

CAPCOM
Bill.

T.K.

16

Roger,

thanks.

Hank and we will

forward that on to

SPACECRAFT
(garble) you want to continue a survey of the
cabin.
Pointing out here the gas controller, this is a device
that we did the mile on and worked off the controls a little gas
payload in the back of the bay.
Back on the right side over
there is a panel for which we control the OMS the mechanical
arm.
This arm is built very much like the a, the human arm.
Imagine the end of your finger with a controller the controller
on my right hand

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
... the human arm and if you could imagine you
control it with the end your finger with the controller.
The
controller I had on my right hand allows the controller to move
and move in on (garble) move the arm very much like the end of my
finger.
If I yaw moving yaw I pitch up and down the end (garble)
moves up and down and can also make it roll.
The controller that
have on my left hand on is the control I use to make the end
I
effector go back and forth, up and down and left and right.
So
with those 2 controllers I can drive the remote manipulator
system just much like I would drive a - move my own arm.
We have
mode selector (garble) which can use to select the different
modes on the controller. Moving over one panel.
The longer
switches that were used to control the closed circuit TV system
or one like that we recorded this on, we have the option to
select 5 different (garble) cameras.
Actually, 2 of them on the
arm and 4 in the payload bay.
We also have 2 in flight in the
deck inside cameras that we can use on flight deck.
The 2
markers i'm touching on the right over there are the TV monitors
I
use to monitor the TV system.
To the left of that is the
control panel which we control the auto pilot and there is the
anchor controller we use from aft station to when we're flying
the vehicle from the aft station.
Turn it around here a little
bit then get a look at what's on the starboard side of the aft
deck, if we can get the camera turned around here.
Before I do
that let me show you one thing.
This is our world map. We have
on here our roller that has on the plastic the trajectory of the
orbit and then we have a world map that we can adjust it to
trajectory use and the computer I hold in my hand, we calculate
the longtitude, descending node, and the time for the descending
node, and that way we can keep up with where we are and if at all
times.
After we get the calculation on the computer we adjust
this longtitude of descending node and I'm pointing to there.
I
slide the plastic over the map and then we can look at along the
track, measure the time from the ascending node which the
computer tells us and we can tell where we are and where were
going to reach, what time we'll reach it other points in our
orbi t

CAPCOM
picture.
minutes
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston, Hank. We just lost the
We're going LOS. We'll come back over Mila in about
Okay.

Thanks alot, that was

a

great show.

Do you want us to have the rest of that now?

Negative, Hank.
Okay,

thank you.

We won't have any TV over Mila,

2
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She was back

PA0
This is Shuttle Control.
About a minute LOS period
between Goldstone and Merritt Island.
As CAPCOM George Nelson
informed Columbia's pilot, Mrs. Hartsfield is in the viewing room
here at Mission Control Center at this time, was here during the
television pass.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

And Columbia, Houston's back with you for

4

minutes.

Okay, we read you.

CAPCOM
Roger, Columbia.
And we'd like to get the deadband
widened back to 3 degrees on DAP BRAVO.
That's deadband attitude
burn item 23 and 3 degrees.

SPACECRAFT
I
can barely read you George.
I understand
you
want to go back to the 3 degree deadband on the DAP B.
Is that
cor rect?
CAPCOM
That's correct, Hank.
Columbia, Houston. We're 40
seconds til LOS.
Ascension is next at 2+25 and I'll have the pad
for you to read after that time for the oms 5 burn, over.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
P A0

it's signal.

END OF TAPE
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(garble).

Okay, see you then.

This is Shuttle Control.
Merritt Island has lost
Columbia's going down across ...

..

.
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going down across South America on orbit number
Next station will be Ascension Island in 14 minutes at 4
66.
days 2 hours 11 minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle
Control Houston.
PAO

-

-

CAPCOM

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

you're Ascension for

6

and

1/2 minutes.

Columbia,
Roger, and you're loud and clear.
CAPCOM
Houston, we have transferred the target load for OMS 5 onboard,
I'm standing by to read up the pad.
how about standing by

SPACECRAFT

Yes,

CAPCOM

Roger

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead with the pad.

a

minute.

Roger Hank, the OMS 5 we burn from the left OMS TV
plus 0 decimal 5 plus 5 decimal 0 minus 5 decimal 1,
decimal 0 plus 0 0 1
TIG
weight 2
2 9 8 9.
9.
decimal 0 all balls, all balls burn attitude
TGO plus
Delta V total 0 0 15 decimal 0 0 0 17.
decimal 1 7 plus 0 0 3 decimal 0 0 plus 0 0 3 decimal 8 9. HA
169 HP 162, readback.

CAPCOM
roll

18

0
2

004033300

c

34116332
0014

Okay, it's the left OMS 18 0 plus point 5 plus 5
SPACECRAFT
point 0 minus 5 point 1, 2 2 2 9 8 9, 4 hours 3 minutes 34 days
hours 33 minutes 0 seconds plus 1 5 decimal 0 all zips all
zips.
Attitude
9, 15 decimal 0, 17 seconds, 1
that's plus 1 4 decimal 1 7 plus 3 decimal 0 0 plus 3 decimal 8

34116332

9,

"

t

169 by 162.

CAPCOM

Roger Hank, that's a good readback,
is next at 2 plus 35.

this pass.

Botswana

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger

30 seconds

left

see you then.

This is Shuttle Control loss of signal through
Columbia will be picked up by the Botswana station in
Over Ascension CAPCOM Gecige Nelson read up
3 and 1/2 minutes.
That burn designed to target the
the PAD for the OMS 5 burn.
crossrange, such that we can do some of the maneuvers that are
Ignition time of 4 days 3 hours 33
programmed during entry.
minutes will be a single OMS engine, the left engine, duration of
the burn 17 seconds for the change of velocity of 15 feet per
second posigrade. The resulting orbit is expected to be 169 by
162 nautical

PAO

Ascension

.

.
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- - at 162 nautical miles.
PAO
Columbia's current
orbit is 162.7 by 159.5.
4 days 2 hours 33 minutes mission
elapsed time this is Shuttle Control Houston.
This is Shuttle
Control, Botjvnna has acquired Columbia at 4 days 2 hours 36
minutes mission elapsed time.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you through Botswana for

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM
LOS.

And you're the same.
Talk to you through Guam at

SPACECRAFT

3

7.

Columbia we're 50 seconds
plus 0 7.

Okay.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control.
Columbia moved out of
range at Botswana.
Columbia's groundtrack misses Australia this
time, the next acquisition through Guam in 24 minutes.
We't°
about 49 minutes 20 seconds away from ignition of the OMS 5
burn.
At 4 days 2 hours 43 minutes mission elapsed time this is
Shuttle Control Houston. This is Shuttle Control at 4 days 3
hours 6 minutes mission elapsed time.
Columbia has just started
orbit number 67, and is about 30 seconds away from acquisition at
Guam.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, through Guam for

7

and 1/2.

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
While I'm waiting for this thing to get to
attitude, we were discussing how this changes the entry setup,
and our guess was that by changing the period, we can change the
phasing so that you adjust the crossrange for entry, is that
right?
CAPCOM

That's affirmative TK, you got

it

psyched out.

SPACECRAFT

And since we're going higher I presume we're trying
to force the orbiter to move back a little bit on the
groundtrack, and what does it do to crossrange? That's the point
we couldn't sort out.

Roger TK, we increased the crossrange about 25
mil^s, up to about 579 miles now.
Should give you a little more

C/^PCOM
t

ima

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you guys do good work.

is

that about the same as the original 113?

it's within 20 miles TK

CAPCOM
Thank you.
Columbia, Houston, before we get too
busy with the OMS burn, there's a water dump coming up post the

.

.
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OMS burn. We'll be dumping tank bravo to
should take approximately an hour.

5

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger that.

that's bravo to

5

PAGE
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percent, and it

percent.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I tell you, I sure appreciate you getting all
that stutf up to us early like that.
Let's us do some planning
ahead.
It really makes our life easy.
CAPCOM
Our's too TK, the bronze flight just told me we're
really enjoying the pace of today's shift, and we don't plan on
chang ing

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
You guys need someone to work with you
again, one of these days I think we just got two volunteers.
CAPCOM

Maybe we can swap sometime.

CAPCOM

Fair, but unattractive choice.

CAPCOM
Roger.
Columbia, Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS.
Hawaii is next at 3 plus 21.
If you think you've got time over
Hawaii, you could give us the IMU alignment results, over.

SPACECRAFT
I'm sorry, I could ve given it to you now, and
forgot all about it, okay catch you in Hawaii.
'

CAPCOM

Okay, no problem.

SPACECRAFT

Got

CAPCOM

Got 30 seconds TK

END OF TAPE

time for

it

now.

I

.
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That's 30 seconds T. K

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Guam has loss of signal.
Next station Hawaii in 6 minutes.
4 Jay 3 hours 15 minutes
mission elspsed time.
This is Shuttle Control Houston. This is
Shuttle Control at 4 days 3 hours 21 minutes mission elapsed
time.
Hawaii has acquired the Columbia.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston thru Hawaii for

SPACECRAFT
check now.

Houston loud and clear.

CAPCOM
check.

It

7.

We are running the gimbal

Roger.
Columbia Houston. We see the gimbal
looks good and the targets loaded and they look good.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and how about a little IMU pad?

CAPCOM

Roger, and we're ready.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, stars 41 and 34, angular error of .01, angles
for IMU number 1: -.01 + .08, -.07.
IMU number 2: -07 + .11 all
zips.
IMU number 3:
+04 +07 -19.
Execution time 4 days 2 hours
50 minutes.

CAPCOM
Okay, T. K. we copy, thank you.
One other note of
information.
Post the oms burn you may get SM alert, left oms
valve, right oms valve and that's not a worry, it's just to let
you know that your helium valver, are open, over.

SPACECRAFT

That the helium valves are opened.

Okay

I

under stand

CAPCOM
in

Columbia, we're 30 seconds to LOS.
2-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, my

States are next

...

PAO
This is Shuttle Control. Hawaii has loss of
signal.
Buckhorn picks up Columbia in 2 minutes.
Columbia's 3
minutes 19 seconds away from the oms 5 burn.
That burn will be
done within sight of the nuckhorn tracking station.
We'll
continue to standby for acquisition through Buckhorn.
Mission
elapsed time is 4 days 3 hours 30 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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L ° S WG
Gre showing Columbia in
V
Wlth an orbital
period of 1 hour 30
it will require some additional
trackinu
flne that
rMt
That is the initi
"suuS
of
he mark
u°
based on ..
the short
amount of tracking at Buckhorn.
At 4 davs
y
m
teS MiSsion Ela P sed Ti
this ^ Shuttle
Con?™? Houston. This is Shuttle
Control
Control, at 4 days 4 hours
10 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia is about 30 seconds
away from acquisition through Botswana.

In-orbit of lfiq% by
hv l61
; fi1
m! n *l
„o
'I
minutes
48 seconds.

h^

c

*

5

^

^

-

T

CAPCOM
for

7

Columbia, Houston standing by through
Botswana

1/2.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
Columbi a
minutes
steak

™

Okay

Columbia Houston 1 minute LOS before
IOS.
Houston back with you through Indian
Ocean
for 6 1/2
Hope you are enjoying your shrimp
cocktail and beef

^^ ^

KC

°f
Sl ° W °" this
we re trying
we-re
t?v!na to
toTl'
get some general documentation of
it faarhlp/
camera out and see if we can't get
that stuff a? c Lined up
"
n,t haVG t0 mGSS With at th
of tne next
°
*
mission?

^

^

CAPCOM

Roger

SPACECRAFT

Hey, George?

CAPCOM

Go ahead T.K.

SPACECRAFT

You might

on flight day

CAPCOM
Columbia

tell Robert that we only got the
VTR
when we got his 16 millimeter on today.

1

Roger, T K, we copy, we'll pass
it on
And
you're on the flight dock you're at
go "o do'the
.

lf

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you sir.
C

ult?l

nr

bigger"

S-band?

SPACECRAFT

^fnext

U

^

?l llmbi ^
'

"

Okay.

4

fjj|™

^

a

We'll do that.

bia
at

^

»nso Y^'re up there to save
t0
B ' avo
«»
*° "°

s

" our ton w *
'

'

'

" ™

seconds to

r.OS.

Guam

h ^5
S Sbuttl * Control.
Columbia has moved out
or
o?°ranae
^^
range of ^hI
the ^Indian
Ocean station, heading toward
acquisition at Guam in 17 minutes. At 2,30
central dwlioht
C ° U 10 of mlnut «» fr
now, we expect to ev
of the
?
Challanger's arrival at the Dryden Flight
Research FaciHty
after it's overland trip from the Rockwell
plant in

Ch^n

1

™

s^
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Palmdale.
First part of. the transmission will be video tape,
and then we will go to a live picture.
That's scheduled for
2:30 pm central daylight time.
At 4 days 4 hours 28 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time this is Shuttle Control Houston. This is
Shuttle Control at 4 days 4 hours 43 minutes Mission Elapsed
Time.
Shuttle coming up on acquisition through Guam.
Columbia started #68 Orbit a short time ago.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Columbia, Houston through Guam for
Alright.

5

1/2 minutes.

.
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CAPCOM

loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

George, you still there?

CAPCOM

Roger, T.

,

.

.
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Standing by.

K.

What's taking us so long is
SPACECRAFT
m trying to get some
pictures on the middeck. We finally tried taking all the
sleeping with the shades. It had a very nice shiny illuminized
surface on one side and we plastered the other side with it in
1
umi n i zat ion lights and
between all of the flood lights and the
everything else, we finally got the omination up there up to
where the (garble) all your lamps will work.
i

i

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Sure

'

1

that's good thinking.
is

time consuming.

Roger.
Columbia, we're r>0 seconds till LOS
CAPCOM
Hawaii is next at 4 + ^7 and we'll be looking for a tiro pressure
readout at Hawaii and then a view of aleron position.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

And Columbia,

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

PAO

This

the TPR onboard

is

hi orkwn.it

her

.

thank you.
is

Shuttle Control.

Columbia's out of range

at Guam now.

CAPCOM

affirmative,

PAO

We' re

r,t

CAPCOM

We'll

talk

SPACECRAFT

What

i

CAPCOM

1

got

t

itvj

dat

to you at

time left

Quam has
At A days
1/2 minute?;.
this is Shuttle Control
days 4 hours r>K minutes
approaching acquisition
PAO

1

a

.

Hawaii

at

A

r

>7

hern?

loss of

signal

Hawaii's next in T-.~
me
4 hours
i? minutes mission el-ipsed
Houston.
This la Shuttle Control at A
mission ol,ip«-.od 'irne. Columbia':!
through Hawaii.
now.

r

Columbia, Houston, we

t

.jot

through Hawaii

for

i

8

mi nut es

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
on now.

okay.

Columbia, Houston.
You can get the string gauges
We'd like you to (jet those tire pressure readouts.
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Could you get the wideband mission power to off.,
on that panel.
over.
And Columbia, Houston, i ve got about 2 minutes worth of
chatter to start closing things out for sleep, over.
'

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

I'll take down my list for sleep
Roger, Columbia.
tonight, we'd like to go hack to the nominal data bravo 2, that's
There'll be no SM
a tenth of a degree deadband in the vernier.
Because of your tail sun attitude
check point required tonight.
We
we're expecting the cabin might be 3 or 4 degrees cooler.
just wanted you to be aware of that in case you noticed it.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
in DPC than

it

Okay, be sure and noticed that
had boon the other day.

is

was

a

lot warmer

Also before sleep, we'd like
Okay, we copy.
the right ADT switch back to inertia! so we can watch that
through the n ght

to get

CAPCOM

i

SPACECRAFT

.

Okay.

Roger.
CAPCOM
A couple more things during this pass.
to
note
the position of the eleron.
you
We'd like

The eleron on the right outboard are off 70 and the
almo ^ full, not <tu e the ]eff inboard is up
full it looks like and the left outboard is down some amount
where we can't, see it.

SPACECRAFT
inboard:-,

are

tip

1

i

t

,

i

t:

'

ho
Roger, T.
thank you.
Mid in regards to
CAPCOM
problem we had this morning with the auto maneuver, after we did
the
MM alignment, t.ho maneuver to tail sun, we went back and
looked at a playback and what we naw was that the coordinates
were entered and the maneuver time wan entered but we never saw
e
the item 18 or the a
sk
P. looks like the software was
working okay on that one, over.
>'

.

t

,

i

*; t

SPACECRAFT
EN!)

OF TAPE

You think

r

i

I

.

just

failed to put

it

in,

okay.
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sure wouldn't remember

Okay, and we're through with the tire pressure
CAPCOM
reading now, you can get the strain gauges off, and the last
thing, there's one more thing we'd like to get some idea of when
you're planning on doing the summary on the ICOM tonight, and we
prefer during an LOS period if we could.
Okay, it'll be during an LOS.
from now, make it an hour and 1/2.

SPACECRAFT
hour

It'll be at least an

Okay, that's all I have on my
Roger TK, we copy.
Botswana will be next at 5 plus
to
now,
we're
minute
LOS
list
a
just
watching the TV monitor here
we
were
other
note,
47, and one
companion
vehicle the
saw
your
and
we
ago,
a little while
Challenger rolling out, and he's on the ramp at Edwards waiting
for you

CAPCOM

.

.

sooner we fly

Okay, I can't even think of
it the better.

CAPCOM

Roger

SPACECRAFT

that,

I'll

a

retort.

Guess the

talk to vou through Botswana

5

plus 47.

Columbia has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
Next acquisition through
signal with Hawaii on orbit 68.
Crow is an hour and 13 minutes away from
Botswana in 41 minutes.
At 4 days r hours 6 minutes
beginning their sleep periods.
This is
mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.
Columbia
hours 46 minutes.
Shuttle Control at 4 days
approaching acquisition through Botswana.
>

•>

standing by through Botswana for

CAPCOM
6 minutes.

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Hello there.

CAPCOM

You're loud and clear.

We're now participating
SPACECR AFT
performance of dinner.

in

a

live television

Columbia, Houston, we've
Okay, en "joy your meal.
CAPCOM
been looking around for something for yc. j to do, hut haven't been
able to find anything, so I'll just let you finish your meal.
We'll be back with you through Indian Ocean in about a minute.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
Ocean for

Okay,

thank you sir.

Columbia, Houston's back with you through Indian
7

anri

1/2.

.

.
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Okay.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, you still up in the flight
deck? Columbia, Houston, 40 seconds to LOS.
Guam is next at
plus 23, and at your convenience we'd like to return to the
original DAP bravo 2 with the 10th of a degree deadband, over.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

6

about the deadband, you want it now you

say?

CAPCOM
deadband

Roger, the nominal DAP bravo

SPACECRAFT

You're not coming through very clear, say again.

CAPCOM
DAP n

2

with

a

2

with

a

0.1 degree

Roger, that's, we'd like you to go to the nominal
0.1 degree deadband, over.

SPACECRAFT

but

then,

is

I

You're getting clearer, I hear a nominal R,
hear something that sounds like point 1 deadhand,

what you mean?

CAPCOM
PAO

That

'

s

af

f

i

that

rmat i ve

This is Shuttle Control.
Columbia is out of range
Indian Ocean station now.
Next acquisition through Guam
in 17 and 1/2 minutes.
Columbia has just started orbit number 69
during this pass at Indian Ocean station.
At 4 days 6 hours 5
minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle Control Houston.
at

the

END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Shuttle Control at 4 days 6 hours 22
minutes mission elapsed time.
Columbia approaching acquisition
through Guam for a short pass.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM
Houston,

Roger Hank and you're loud and clear.
Columbia,
to LOS.
Hawaii is next at
plus 13.

20 seconds

SPACECRAFT
for you

through Guam for

Okay Mike,

4

and 1/2

f>

I

hope we got the right configuration

now.

CAPCOM

Roger, you're looking good to us TK

SPACECRAFT
still owe you

Okay, so we're about to point left and back out, we
a summary.

CAPCOM

Roger that.

PAO
signal.

This is Shuttle Control.
Guam has loss of
Next station Hawaii in 6 and 1/2 minutes.
Hawaii
nominally will be the last station at which we'll talk to the
crew today.
Their sleep period due to start in 12 and 1/2
minutes.
At 4 days 6 hours 27 minutes mission elapsed time this
is Shuttle Control Houston.
This is Shuttle Control at 4 days 6
hours 32 minutes mission elapsed time.
Columbia is approaching
the range of the Hawaii station now on orbit number f>9.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston,

last

pass through Hawaii

for

8

SPACECRAFT
All right then.
Has anyone got a short summary of
tomorrow right off the top of your head? Just, a general outline
of where we think we're headed.
CAPCOM
Roger, stand by one.
Columbia, Houston, TK I'll
give you a rundown on what we're thinking for tomorrow.
There's
still might be some changer,, and I'll give you what we've (jot.

SPACECRAFT
idea of

Okay, well just tell me if T have a,
the major activities you ve planned.

iust

a

broad

'

CAPCOM

Okay,

here it comes.
We plan on doing an IMt; align
the morning.
Then moving on to the F3F pulse
the morning.
In the afternoon we'll be doing a
single F 3 F test. We still plan on doing the RMS unloaded test in
the afternoon.
We're going to try and get in the IK.CM GAS
release, and that. 'r, what we've got so far.
We should, with the
first thing
test, still

in
in

.

.

.
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plan we've got so far, we're still plan on leaving the CDR free
in the morning, over.
Okay, that's what
was wondering, if I ought to
SPACECRAFT
plan to get starter! early in the morning on my own activities.
It's going to be light enough to get started.
[

CAPCOM

Well,

that's the way we're trying to work

it

TK

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and how about clarifying that GAS release
thing.
As I understand it, we did everything, we thought we did
everything right the first time, but apparently the IECM didn't
see the switch provision, is that right?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative TK.
We're still looking at
that, and trying to unsort the IECM, but it looks like it didn't
get the GAS release, and that if we cycle it one more time we'll
get it, over
Okay, so we'll go ahead and do the whole thing with
SPACECRAFT
the maneuver and all this time.

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

Alrighty, and the predominant attitude for tomorrow
SPACECRAFT
is going to be tail sun?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT
If we didn't get their GAS released, is there any
question in your mind, or anybody's mind whether we got the
contamination and the plume survey?

CAPCOM
Hank, we're looking at that real hard, now we're
sure we got the contamination survey, we're taking a hard look at
the pi ume

SPACECRAFT

Can you determine that on the ground?

Columbia, we have a pretty indirect way of
CAPCOM
determining that now, and they're still looking at it.

SPACECRAFT
Is there any recovery on that?
mean, have we
T
gone past, the sequence so there's no recovery now if you found
out you hadn't gotten it before?

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

I
I

I

think it's too early to tell
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Can you determine that on the ground?

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
determing

PAGE

it

Columbia, we have a pretty indirect way of
now and they're still looking at it.

Is there any recovery on that?
SPACECRAFT
so there's no recovery now
sequence
the
past
hadn't gotten it before?

I

if

mean have we gone
you found out you

think it's too early to tell right now but it
I
CAPCOM
looks like there might not be any recovery if we've lost it.
Okay, well I was just wondering if maybe we ought
morning
to hold up until we find out what you're doing in the
it.
at
chance
more
because we still have 1

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, we're still looking at

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

it.

more plan for knowing
Columbia, Houston. We have
CAPCOM
If you'll hold off
when you got the summary for us on the tape.
on turning off the last CRT until after you're done we'll see
that on the pulse summary page and know when to go back and
rewind the tape.
1

SPACECRAFT
dangerous

Okay, you guys got any more (garble)

CAPCOM

Roger.

it'll

he

(garble) can you confirm that wo'.-e on the flight
SPACECRAFT
plan schedule for wake up time?

Wake up time will he nominal.
Roger, Columbia.
CAPCOM
minute till LOS if you should need us
Columbia, Houston, we're
Think it's
in this next pans we'll be Santiago at 700 hours.
working with
enjoyed
we've
everybody,
been a pretty good day for
tomorrow.
again
it
doing
you and wo look forward to
1

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we sure had

good time.

a

Roger, and the granite team will be watching with
in
you over the night and the crystal team will be with you again
the morning.

CAPCOM

guess they call the granite team because they
SPACECRAFT
have such hard heads, huh?
I

The granite head is just cominq on
Roger, that.
CAPCOM
Your state vector is good
And Columbia, going .OS.
shift here.
for next Edward?
I
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SPACECRAFT

Okay, and thank you alot.

CAPCOM

Roger, and got

a
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good nights sleep.

This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
Columbia's moved out of
range at Hawaii now and crew is getting ready to retire for the
night.
We won't be calling them again.
Next station is
Santiago, Chile in 18 minutes in case they want to put in a call
to the ground here in the Mission Control Center.
Trying to
change shifts of fliqht controllers.
Flight director Chuck
Lewis's team is handing over to the team led by John Cox.
Lewis
estimates his change of shift briefing for 5:30 p.m. central
daylight time in room 135 at the JSC newscentor. Wo expect the
change of shift briofinq to bo 5:30 p.m. contra! daylight time.
At 4 days 6 hours 4 3 minuter, mission elapsed time, this is
Shuttle Control Houston.
FAO
Mission Control Houston, 4 days 7 hours mission
elapsed time.
About to acquire communication with Columbia
through Santiago.
Mission Control Houston, 4 days 7 hours 7
minutes mission elapsed ti m
Wo just passed out of range of the
Santiago Chile tracking station and we've got about 25 minutes
before wo reacquire.
That'll bo over the Indian Ocean station
for about a 7-1/2 minute pass.
Columbia's currently on orbit
number 69.
Just passing over South America.
Data coming down
from the spacecraft, althouqh there was no voice on this pass,
indicated that all the CRT's, the displays and the on the flight
deck were on indicating the rr»w is still active and working with
those.
Flight controllers hero in mission control reviewed the
data coming back on all of their svst.ems that they're rosnons bl e
for and indicated that everything looked good at this time.
.lust
a review of few of the items that could bo highlighted during for
today's activity today.
The crow performed a door close early
today, latched the doors and everything latched perfectly.
That
was the port door which was the one that had given k nda of
everyone some difficulty yesterday.
There war. a hot fire of the
reaction control system jot.
.

i

i

END OF TAPE
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latched the doors and everything latched
PA0
that hart
That was the port door which was the one
perfectly.
There was a
qtven kind of everyone some difficulty yesterday.which had ear y
jet FTL
hot rice of the reaction control system
system performed well
that
and
in the mission indicated a leak
con ol
Was a hot fire test of the «ac ion
and is Sack on line.
checked
"9
system which is a normally scheduled test and
cross
the
up
sot
which
burn
five
out well on that, and an CMS
Crew is not
Sunday.
range properly for the entry maneuvers on
scheduled sleep
yet asleep vet, although we are into their
mission elapsed time,
At' 4 days, 7 hours, 8 minutes,
period.
this is Mission Control, Houston.

^^

Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 7 hours, 28number
Shortly be starting orbit
minutes, mission elapsed time.
That
Africa.
Columbia is now over the southern section of
70
Team
Bronze
going
off
change of shift press conference with the
delayed
will
5:30,
for
fltght director, Chuck Lewis, scheduled
So that's currently scheduled for
about 15 minutes.
room 135.
approximately 5:45 central dayliqht time in ouilding 2,
Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 7 hours, 31
PAO
pass with:n in
minutes, mission elapsed time. We're about to
on o bit
start.ng
he
We'll
range of the Indian Ocean station.
with the
communication
any
number 70 very shortly, not expecting
to
down
ay
re
to
something
rrew'on this pass, unless they have
time,
elapsed
mission
minutes,
days, 7 hours, 32
4
the ground.
this is Mission Control Houston.
p AO

Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 7 hours, 39
PAO
Columbia has lust passed out of
minutes, mission elapsed time.
Re ,bout anothe, 19
range of the Indian Ocean tracking station.
Ther.^ are i^lica ions
minutes before we reacquire over Guam.
a
although we haven't
that the crew is still active onboard,
hour.,,
days,
passes.
7
4
any voice communication on the last two
Control,
Mission
is
this
time,
elapsed
40 minutes, mission
Houston
Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 8 hours, 36
PAO
Columbia is on orbit number 70 at
minutes, mission elapsed time.
tracking
About to pans within ranqo of the Santiago
this time.
to
continue
Control
Mission
Ground controllers here in
station.
well
going
be
to
appears
monitor vehicle systems and everything
crew is in the r « «p Ponod
aTtMs time. They expect that the
up in about 6 hours to
at the present time, they're due to get
hours,
36 minutes,
begin their work on day 5, at 4 days, 8
Houston.
Control,
Mission
mission elapsed time, this is
Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 8 hours, 54
PAO
Spacecraft is currently within
minutes, mission elapsed time.
station on the last
the range of the Ascension Tsland tracking
170 by 162 nautical
a
in
is
Columbia
Piece of orbit number 70.
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mile orbit. Takes about 1 hour, 30 minutes and 47 seconds to
circle the Rarth one time.
Astronauts Mattingly and Hartsfield
are well into their scheduled sleep period at this time.
They're
due to get up about 5 hours and 45 minutes, to begin to get an
early start on the next fliqht day.
Temperature in the cabin is
about 81 degrees at the present time, and 32 percent relative
humidity, according to the data coming back from the
spacecraft.
At 4 days, 8 hours, 55 minutes, mission elapsed
time, this is Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 9 hours,
35
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia is currently within range
ackl
tati °n at Guam on orbit "umber
71.
Crew is wel?
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into m
their scheduled sleep period at this time
and there is not
ind cate .that they may be awake at
this t me
FUaht
??
lBtS ihefG in Missi <™ Control continue
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spacecraft and are observing9
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Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 10 hours
14
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
We're currently within range of
the tracking station at Santiago on
orbit number 71.
We expect
that the crew is asleep at this time.
They turned off thlir
th
cathode ray tubes at about Scours ago.
FHg£t
"f jf?' fhere in Mission
controllers
Control will continue to look at the
data coming back from the spacecraft
whenever we pass over a
site.
Everything appears to be working well at
this time
Cabin
temperature is about 80 degrees.
Humidity in the cabin Is 33
percent.
Crew is scheduled to wake up at abou
'
2
0
m
Central Daylight Time.
Not really backer's hours on this f! oh^
unless you happen to be on Greenwich
Meln Time
At 4 days
?S
mnUt€S MiSSi ° n F l **«*« Ti »*< this is Mission^roU
Houston!'
.
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Mission Control, Houston.
Four days
.
10 hour^
71
minutes
Mission Elapsed Time.
Spacecraft is currently wUhtn
range of the Ascension Island Tracking
Station and
st
completing the last portion of orbit number
11.
Fl ght
10 " C ° nt
1 are Preparing the
teleprinter
m^ssagos for
messages
for^n^hf
in the morning and updating the
activity
plan for
tomorrow's events. Crew has about 4 hours
remaining
in
the ir
l
le * P Peri ° d
The
be getting up a
l
0
minu
es
l.?*
fn«
before 1:00 a.m. on Central Daylight
Time.
All
systems
on
the
vehicle appear to be operating normally
at this time
Four Says
2
n
eS MiSSi ° n Elap
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™is
is
Mission
ConJro":'„ou ston
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PAO
Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 11 hours 9
minutes mission elapsed time.
Columbia is within range of the
Guam tracking station and data is coming down from the
spacecraft.
Flight controllers here in Mission Control have
observed the status of the systems on board the craft all
during the evening hours here and everything continues to look
good.
Columbia's on orbit number 72, mission controllers here
are preparing the teleprinter messages to be sent up to the
crew, in the not too distant future.
On the timeline here the
crew is scheduled to wake uo in about three and a half hours
to begin a day very early.
One item of interest (garble)
people have reported that there is a piece of space garbage
come within a, oh perhaps as close as 20 kilometers or so of
the spacecraft and the crew may be able to observe it.
The
information we have at this time, that it is a Soviet upper
stage of a launch vehicle relating to the Intercosmos 14
flight and we will be having some more information on that for
you later as it becomes available.
The flight dynamic's
people are currently calculating the closest approach to the
Orbiter as it, of the Intercosmos 14 upperstage and at what
point the crew might be able to see it. That event should
occurr, probably about an hour after crew wakoup and should he
somewhere close to 2 a.m. this morning Central Daylight Time,
we'll have some more information on that for you a little
later.
4 days,
11 hours, 11 minutes mission elapsed time,
this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 11 hours, 58
minutes mission elapsed time, Columbia's now over South
America on the very end of orbit number 72, a little more
information for you about the piece of space garbage that the
vehicle may encounter and shortly after the crew wakes up at
about 4 days, 16 hours, 2 minutes and 51 seconds they will
have a time of closest approach with an upperstage from a
Soviet vehicle the Intercosmos 14 which launched a satellite a
scientific satellite in December 11, 1975. At the figures,
the calculations are continuing to be refined at this time, it
appears as if that upperstage may passback as close as about
3.8 miles from the vehicle, crew should see it out the front
window, approaching from the nose about 60 degrees above the
nose and it will pass over the vehicle and disappear right
behind the tail. That object, the Intercosmos 14 upperstage,
is listed as having an orbit with a perigee of 314 kilometers
and an apogee of 1155 kilometers.
Flight controllers
continuing to review the data and keeping an eye on a close
approach of this piece of space garbage that will occur in
about 4 hours or so from now.
At 4 days, 12 hours mission
elapsed time, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO
Mission Control Houston at 4 days, 13 hours
mission elapsed time. The improved data coming into Mission
Control here on the status of the piece of space junk that's
going to pass fairly close to the Columbia indicates that now
that the point of closest approach will be about 7.7 miles
away rather than the 3.8 miles that had been indicated by the
earlier data so it appears that the, perhaps the crew will
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still bo able to see that but just to review the item that it
is in orbit will cross fairly close to the Columbia a distance
of almost 8 miles is a upperstaqe of a Soviet launch vehicle
called the Intercosmos 14 and about seven minutes after two
this morninq Central Dayliqht Time that object will pass
within about 7.7 miles of the Columbia. The crew perhaps may
be able to see that out, lookinq out the nose of the vehicle
and it should pass out of their view back over the tail area
of the spacecraft.
That would occur on orbit number 75 at a
latitude of about 16 deqrees, 52 minutes, south lonqitude 135
degress, 3 minutes East or over North Central Australia just
out of range of the Yarragadee tracking station.
Ho just to
review the object, the Intercosmos upperstaqe would, current
calculations put that closest approach at nearly 8 miles.
4
days, 13 hours, 2 minutes mission elapsed time, this is
Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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Mission Control, Houston.
Four flays, 14 hours,
minutes Mission elapsed Time. Columbia is currently on
orbit number 74.
We're about an hour away from our next pass
over a ground tracking station where we'll have communication
with the spacecraft.
All systems onboard the Columbia
continue to function well through the night.
Flight
controllers here in Mission Control monitor the data, as it
comes down, from the ground and everything looks good at the
present time.
Astronauts Mattingly and Hartsfield are due to
be awakened in about 25 minutes to begin their busy day.
Among the items on the schedule for tomorrow are demonstration
of the preparations that would be made before a crewman
would
go outside the spacecraft.
T.K. Mattingly will enter the
airlock and don the space suit and go through the other
procedures that would precede an exit from the spacecraft.
There will be some testing, additional testing, with the
Remote Manipulator System and the RMS cameras will hn used to
observe the radiators on the soace shuttle pavload bay
doors.
Some additional information on the earlier announced
close pass of a piece of space -junk that has been tracked by
the NORAD peoole and observed by the trajectory ooople
in
Mission Control.
The item, an upper stage of an' I nnercosmos
14 Soviet launch vehicle, which launched a scientific
satellite in 1975, is on an orbit which intersects that of the
spacecraft. That will occur shortly after 2:00 a.m. Central
Daylight Time, hut had a rather rapid closing soeed and at
such an angle that the crew may not be able to view it.
Also,
as the calculations are improved with additional data that
comes in, it appears that the range will not be as close as
originallv thought.
The object may pass as close as about 8
miles to the spacecraft, but will he coming at such an angle
and at a closing speed that the crew may find it difficult to
see it at all.
The scheduled press conference with the off
going flight director, Change-of -Sh f t Briefing, with off
going Flight Director, John Cox, originally scheduled for 1:30
a.m. may be cancelled due to lack of interest.
We'll make a
final decision on that in about 30 minutes.
At 4 days, 14
hours, 18 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
15

i

PAO

Mission Control, Houston.
Four days, 14 hours,
The Change-of-sh f t Press
Conference with off going Flight Director, John Cox, which we
had scheduled tentatively for 1:30 a.m. Central Daylight Time,
we're considering cancelling that at this time due to lack of
interest.
We'll probably announce a final decision in about
15 minutes.
This is Mission Control, Houston.
24 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.

i

PA0
Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 14 hours, 39
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Spacecraft is currently on
orbit number 74, and we're just nearing the crew wake time.
Crew is currently scheduled to be awake at any moment,
however, the next time that the ground can communicate with
the crew to pass up the wakeup call is in about 40
minutes.
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t i
nun on DAP P>2 on this DAP Al in a backup
some of tho IMU work and occasionally going to
a different
DAP as called out tho CAP.
Early this morning you
have tho PRCS thormal soap back initiation, and interconnect
right OMS to RCS ami tho backup NAV tost in tho nighttime.
Then after breakfast, the CDR has a EMU demo.
There is 2 and
ours allowed prior to lunch for that, and ho can uso
a h.ilf
as much other t imo as he thinks necessary.
And while T.K.'s
doing that, Henry, you'll have tho PRCS thermal soap back
test.
Then after lunch you have a GAR release that will call
for a change of DAP, a VTR option.
Tho RMS work, consisting
of RAD survey, singularity handling, and unloaded RMS PRCS
interaction.
Then after dinner, you'll have a DAP chang? and
the PRCS thormal soap back.
And those are the major
activities for the day, over.

in

to be use!

1

i

tor

li

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
now, or
ne?
1

is

Is

Columbia?

okay

it

that going

to

if we go ahead and get the water dump
interfere with something down the

i

CAPCOM
Standby, one.
Henry, in response to your
question about the water dump.
You have about an hour before
you get into the backup NAV test, and the stars are rather low
magnitude.
nut other than that concern, you can go ahead and
do it and we think it will take about 40 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM
numbers.

And,

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

I'll get

Henry,

CAPCOM
Roger.
percent, over.

T

it

going right now then.

got an update for your water dump

Dump A to 90 percent, and R to zero

SPACECRAFT

90,

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you then.

B

zero.

We'll see you next at Yarraqadee at

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston.
Mattingly and
Hartsfield's wakeup music this morning was Chariots of the
Gods, beamed up through the Dakar tracking station.
And
spacecraft communicator, Brewster Shaw, also briefed them on
what today's flight plan activities looked like.
Which
includes for Mattingly a 2 and a half hour period in which he
will go through EMU demo, which means spacesuit tryon in the
airlock.
This was scheduled originally back on STS-2, but had
to be deleted when the flight was cut short, and it was really
not in the original crew activity plan for STS-4, except in
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tho ono day oxtnnsion timeline that war, added.
So this is a
bit of real time fliqht planning.
Also, durinq tho 'lay, there
is some othor tosts of tho small RCS thrustors as part of tho
onqinoerinq evaluation that complotos tho shakedown and
rinqout of tho Orhiter systems on this final orbital fliqht
tost.
29 minutes away from Yarraqadoo, Australia on tho 7 r)th
orbit.
At day 4, IS horrs, 29 minutos, Mission Control,

Houston
CAPCOM

Columbia, Hous'ion,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, qot you loud and cloar.

for

a

minuto and

a

half.

CAPCOM
Uonry, people aro worried about tho star
trackers and tho wator dump.
We'd liko you to stop tho wator
dump at this pass, and then continue it aqain after tho backup
NAV tost and use the same numbers
qave you earlier.
I

SPACECRAFT

Okav,

stoDpinq tho dump now.

CAPCOM
And Henry,
you could copy.

SPACECRAFT

I

have

a

NOSh opportunity for you

if

Ho ahead.

CAPCOM
Roqer, there aro some nocturnal thunderstorm
activity over Central America.
The data start is 4 days, 16
hours, and 38 minutes, 40 seconds; latitude 6.0 north;
lonqitude 87.0 west. Comments, it's a niqht pass, you
END OF TAPE
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hero,
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night
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I

got

that

and wo

1

1

1

try to look

for

it

if

wo

Okav, understand it's during vour backup NAV work
CAPCOM
and we're 20 seconds LOS, wo
see you stateside at 41.
1
'

SPACECRAFT

1

Okav.

Mission Control, Houston, about S soconds now away
PAO
from roacqu s t ion of Columbia throuqh Hormuda and MIT, A, for a
very short pass.
i

i

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston with

SPACECRAFT

Hollo thoro.

vo:i

for

mintuos.
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Good morninq, T.K.
And Columbia, wo'ro qoinq to
havo to updato your dump number one moro timo.
it's duo to
chanqinq tho times of tho dumps around.
We'd liko you to dump
tank bravo only down to 10 percent
And that will finish us up.

CAPCOM

.

SPACECRAFT
that

is

Okay, bravo to 10, forqot about
from now on.
Is that corroct?

SPACECRAFT

Finish your

last

A.

And cloar to do

backup NAV tost.

CAPCOM
That's affirm.
And T.K., for your information, the
mission summary that you qot up this morninq was not qui to what
we intended to send you.
And the one comment in there that you
commented about Hank's response yesterday morninq, was an
erroneous comment on our part, and you should not have gotten
that.

SPACECRAFT

That's alright.
These little I page timelines that
you folks are putting together is, those things are really
helpful.
Turns out that we use one of those as our master log to
keep track of where we are and the details item we pass back and
forth to verify any actions.
And they really work out slick.
Whoever put that together is doing a good job on that stuff.

CAPCOM
Well, we try to help.
And T.K., this is not a
suggestion or a push in any way, merely a question.
If you do
intend to do any live T.V. coveraqe of your EMU work, we'd like
to know about in advance.

SPACECRAFT
Yeah, I understand Brooster, until I get the camera
setup and see what the lighting was like I really don't know what
to tell you.
I'm going to be recording a good bit of the work on
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just
I
think wo ro us inq our VTRr, up and probably wo
depends
on
busy
put. it on and lot it run continuously, and it
Hank is, whether hr> can manaqe it and put it (garble) wait till
we qet in a little closer.

VTR,

but

1

1

1

I

Okay, that's fine, we understand that Hank's qoinq
It's "just if
to be prettv busy as well while you're doing that.
in
know
sometime
lot
us
something
you'll
to
do
if
you decide
ho
for
you.
ready
advance so we can

CAPCOM

sum

will.

SPACECRAFT

Yos sir, we

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we'll see you over Dakar at 54.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM
for

about

ft

sir.

Columbia, Houston with you throuqh Dakar and Madrid
minutes, stand inq by.

And Roy, in the continuinq saqa of
Okay, sir.
SPACECRAFT
where elevons, noticed look inq out the window just now that the
It's not
starboard outboard elevon has qone almost full up.
And my quess is
quite all the way up compared to the inboard.
that the riqht starboard inboard is probably very close to full
And I can't see the port outboard, it's far enouqh down, I
up.
can't qet to it, we'll see where it is when we qet the arm out
and

look at

it

with the t.V.

Columbia,
Okay, we copy, thank you for the roport.
CAPCOM
Houston, for your information, we've been monitorinq the VCS
The rate is,
number 2 system, we have been seeinq an into leak.
And we'll
looks like about 3 pounds in the last hour and a half.
other
system
to
the
and
we'll
be
qoinq
be keeping you advised
probably pretty shortly.
END OF TAPE
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thank you for the report.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, for your information we've
boon mop. tori nq the pes numlmr n systems, wo have boon seeing
an into leak, the rate is, looks like about 1 pounds in the
last hour ana" a Via If and we'll bo kropinq you advised and will
bo qoinq to the other system probably nrottv shortly.
i
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riqht olevon now and my quoss
qui to
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TV camera on liftoff
almost full down, not

K

SPACECRAFT
Pll toll you, once you qnt used to the idea of
handling these TVs. it 's ami zing what you ran do with them.

CAPCOM
Yeah that's a qroat capability we've boon very
impressed with Hie fliqht.
SPACECRAFT
wish T knew what, the color comes out as.
There's some thinqs I'd show you if
had any feel that you
wore netting the same colors wo are and 1 just don't have the
appreciation for how w^
it's workinq out.
I

I

1

CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

Well
I

wo

1

just

need

to qo back and do

think that's riqht

I

may need

a

it

again.

remedial

cou rse of this.

CAPCOM

That would bo

a

fun one to tak>>.

SPACECRAFT
There's one that, when wo got a chance I'd like
to dump you on a little snatch of a tape that
took last
niqht, we were watchinq stars set into the horizon, we
thought, and we were surprised when we realized that the stars
kept qoinq below the horizon and then wo realized that we were
seeing the atmosphere, there's a very sharp demarkation above
the F.arth's surface.
That's very, very pronounced and it
appears at night to go higher then it does in the daytime.
And with the TV I could track stars through there and Hank can
track them visually and I can track them on my TV and
correlate our results.
That was very impressive it shows you
how thick the atmosphere is, it explains why people are so
anxious to get their telescopes and things out here sc you
don't have to penetrate all that.
I

CAPCOM
We would like to see that and we'll coordinate
some times with you later today when you have an opportunity.
SPACECRAFT

Okay what I was going to do is try to pick up,
I've got a couple little snaps here and things here now I was
going to try to pick out a couple of interesting ones and see
if I could put together enough to make you worth your while to

dump

it.

.
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CAPCOM
Roqer that sounds qood, bo advised on your CAP
summary there is a VTR dump sot up for 2244.
And we're about
5 seconds LOS and we'll see you at IOS at 15.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, with you at Indian Ocean for
about 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

sir,

I'm with you.

CAPCOM
Roger, Columbia, this is Houston with you for
about 5 minutes through Indian Ocean we had a slight problem
momentar i ly

SPACECRAFT

Okay we're still here.

CAPCOM

Roger we're just standing by.

SPACECRAFT

Roy

I've lost track.

What orbit number are wo

on?

CAPCOM

We're on orbit number 76.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston,
Yarragadee at 30.

30

seconds LOS, soo vou at

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you over Australia for

six and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, you still

CAPCOM

Roger go ahead.

there?

SPACECRAFT

Okay I think when Hank went to do his exercise
forgot to give you IOB readings, did I give you those?

CAPCOM

Roger we would like then if you have time.

SPACECRAFT

Okay I'll

CAPCOM

Okay

SPACECRAFT

Okay, plus 34 and 41.

let.

Hank read them to you.

CAPCOM
Break, break. We just copied them off of
playback so you don't need to read them.
SPACECRAFT
03.
.07.

Plus 4 plus 4 and 01, plus 4 and 01, plus 4 and
Zero and plus .01, minus .01, plus .06 minus 402 plus
Torqued at 4 days, 6

END OF TAPE
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and 41

CAPCOM
nroak, break, wo -just copied
playback, so you don t need to road thom.

thorn

off of

'

SPACECRAFT
-.02, +. 07.
seconds

Swift. +.01, +.01., +.03; 0 +.01, -.01, +.06,
Tor quod at 4 days, 16 hours, 20 minutes, 0

CAPCOM
Roger, thank you very much, Hank.
Columbia,
Houston, we're going to loose you for about a minute, we'll
see vou at Or roe a

1

.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you then.

CAPCOM
5 minutes.

Columbia, Houston, with you aqain at Orroral for

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger, you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
I
just got a treadmill cleaned up and I'm
getting some coffee and a sweet roll.
It's very, what Ken
told you about the treadmill broke this morning.
CAPCOM

No,

we hadn't heard

that.

SPACECRAFT

What happened, the little pin you stick through
the belts and then slip the large cottered pin through, ripped
loose from the oord.
It was tied in there with thread and it
broke.
Found a way to improvise by taking the push cords an]
hooking thom directly to the belt.
Tt kind of hooks you over,
but you still get the load and exersie although it's not quite
as good.
We'll explain it all to nill when we get back, and
show him what happened.

CAPCOM

Okay, great.

to try to use

it?

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

But understand you're still going

CAPCOM
Okay, thanks for the report.
And I would like
to check with you just a second about some more information on
TV today and this is just information and not a suggestion.
If you do decide to give us any live TV during the EMU demo,
say like on orbit 78,
Just let us know over Orroral,
preceding the stateside pass, so wo can set it up.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, about what time

CAPCOM

Okay, orbit 78 TV would be at 4 days, 19 hours
It would be a 7 minute pass over M I LA

and 50 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

is

that?
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Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS, see you

CAPCOM
at M I LA at

PACK

IS.

Okay,

see you there.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston.
Loss of
signal through Orioral Valley.
30 minutes across the Pacific
now on orbit 76 and 77, to AOS M I LA
Hank Hartsfield reported
that the onboard treadmill for exercise is now caput, but has
been improvised where it's workable aqain.
The straps for
restraining the exercising crewman, apparently had some thread
or seizing where they loops are made, that came loose.
And by
his improvisation the straps are somewhat shorter and you have
to hump overt a little bit as he put it.
The spacecraft
systems people are watching for gathering statistical data on
a nitrogen leak in system 2 at a rate of about 2 pounds per
hour.
This same leak was experienced on STS-3.
It then
somewhere downstream of the regulator inlet valve leaks
overboard. This leak is not mission threatening, nor does it
involve any crew safety.
And the system could be isolated if
it became necessary to stop the leak.
Rut by watching it over
several orbits, they can establish a trend on rates and
quantities in leak, and perhaps even isolate where the leak
is.
28 minutes to the states, at dav 4, 17 hours, 47 minutes,
Mission Control, Houston.
.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, about 8
seconds away from acquisition through Merritt Island and
Bermuda.
At this time, Ken Mattingly should be in the midst
of getting ready to do the F.MU
that is the Extravehicular
Mobility Unit space suit demonstration in the airlock.
,

END OF TAPE
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This is Mission Control, Houston, 90 seconds awav
PAO
At this
from acquisition through Merritt Island and Bermuda.
time Ken Mattingly should be in the mist of getting ready to due
the EMU, that is the Extra Vehicular Mobility Unit, or space suit
demonstration in the air lock while Hank Hartsfield busies
himself with the thermal soakback series of pulse firings of the
RCS thrusters.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear

CAPCOM

I

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia,

CAPCOM

Say again Columbia

hear you loud and clear, we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT

Okay we just went through a (garble) and we'd like
Ken and I would both like to pass our thanks to Senator
Denton for his kind remarks. We're both mighty proud of our
university at Auburn and me being a native Alabamian.
I'm
especially appreciative of his remarks and like him to know that
we appreciate it very much.
to,

Thank you very much for your comments and we'll

CAPCOM
pass

it

along.

Houston, Columbia, when you look at your RCS dat<? 7
SPACECRAFT
had a configuration error when I made the first attempt to no the
change in the pulse, (garble) your first crack at
t we sent the
norm and got the 30 second burst.
i

we copy

CAPCOM

Roge r

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

,

30

seconds

I.OS,

Dakar's next at

31.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
minutes.

Okay see you there, sir.

Columbia, Houston, with you at Dakar
Standing by.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, you're five by.

CAPCOM

Columbia Houston,

at

for

about

6

loud and clear.

30 seconds

[,OS,

Tndian Ocean next

50.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir, see you then.

Columbia, Houston, with you for eight and
CAPCOM
minutes, standing by.

a

half
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SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, you're five by.

SPACECRAFT

Calling Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Columbia

2

loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Could you have someone verify the EVA flight
assemblies and the fit check on the helmets that are in the air
lock?

CAPCOM

Roger, we'll check.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, T.K. in answer to your question
we understand the light assembly has boon fit chocked/

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

30

seconds LOS, Yarraqadeo

is

next at 06.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you then.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you at Yarragador? for eight

and a half minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okav, road you loud and cloar.

CAPCOM

Roger, you're

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we're with you on 2^68.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

sir,

five by.

you want to go back to

CAPCOM
We're just monitoring you,
you go back we'll switch back.

if

2

r

>97?

you lot us know when

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Carl, (laugh) we wore doing the count chock.-,
on the EVA thing and I got back on 2968 and forgot to tell you I
was switching.

CAPCOM
up with you

That's no problem at all, we're

just

trying to keep

SPACECRAFT
Roy, want tine did you say that tentative possible
TV package was?
CAPCOM
pass,

4

days,

Okay that would be coming up on next stateside
19 hours, and r>0 minutes.

.
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CAPCOM
That's no problem, at all.
keep up with you.

SPACECRAFT

PACK

I

We're just trying to

Roy, what time did you say that

tentative possible

TV pass was?

CAPCOM
pass,

4

Hays,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.
That would be coming up on next stateside
19 hours, and 50 minutes at M I LA
19:50, copy.

CAPCOM
And if you'll let us know at Orroral before wo go
LOS whether or not you want to do it, we'll have everybody
standing by.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we're about;
in about 30 seconds.

15

seconds LOS.

see you at Orroral

We'll

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston, with you

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

(garble)

See you there.

Loud and clear,

you're

at

Orroral

for

5

Roy.

by.

5

SPACECRAFT

Okay.
T
think we'll go ahead and I think Ken will
point where we might get some TV.
You might be
interested in this, so why don't we go ahead and plan on it?

be at

a

CAPCOM
you,

Okay.

We'll set up for live TV at MI LA.

Thank

Hank.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, we've got a NOSL opportunity
approaching Baha, California at 19:44.
It's pretty close to your
TV and it's your choice whether you want it or not.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We'll

see

if

we can work

it

in.

CAPCOM
Okay.
The time is 4 days, 19 hours, 44 minutes,
seconds at latitude 15 north, longitude 110 west, TIG one
magazine, that'll be at night no grading, and this will be
tropical storm Carl.via southwest of naha, Mexico.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

at

50.

We'll

be

4fi

looking.
10

seconds LOS.

See you at MI LA

STS-4 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT
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See you then.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston.
Loss of signal
through the two Australian stations on orbit 77.
Thirty minutes
across the Pacific again to the states during which time we
likely will get a television downlink from Ken Mattingly's
activities in the airlock as he tries on the shuttle space suit
for the first time in space.
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The countdown clock will hold in 5 seconds.
3, 3,
T-9 minutes and holdinq.
This is a planned 10 minute builtin
hold.
The final one in our countdown for launch of STS-4 at
11:00 a.m. KDT this morninq.
All of things in our countdown have
proceeded satisfactorily up to the present time, and we are
anticipating an on-timf liftoff.
The countdown T-9 minutes and
holdinq.
This is Shuttle launch control.
This is Shuttle launch
control T-9 minutes and holdinq.
Approximately 5 minutes
remaining in this built-in hold, p,:ior to picking up the count
once again.
Prior to doinq that, we'll have a status check to
ensure that we're ready to resume the count and go on to
launch.
Followinq ignition of the solid motors and liftoff the
vehicle will take approximately 7 seconds to clear the tower.
At
that point the Shuttle velocity will be qreater than 100 feet per
second and increasing.
When the velocity reaches 121 feet pet
second the vehicle will begin to pitch over followed by a roll
maneuver to align it properly with the flight azimuth.
At 53
seconds into t'.e flight, the vehicle will encounter the greatest
structural loai s on it.
And the crew will reduce the main engine
thrust to 72 percent to help keep the dynamic pressure below 58
pounds per square foot.
At
minute and 3 seconds into the
flight, the vehicle is through the maximum que region, the crew
will increase the thrust back to 100 percent.
At approximately 2
minutes into the flight, the solid rocket booster chamber
pressure will drop below 50 lbs per square inch and the
separation sequence will start. The main engines will continue
to burn for 8 minutes 81 seconds and the external tank will
separate 18 seconds later.
At that point, the orbiter will be at
an altitude of approximately 60 nautical miles.
The orbital
maneuvering system will be started at 10 minutes 31 seconds into
the fliqht, and will burn for approximately 1 minute and 38
seconds.
This will place it at an egg-shaped orbit with an
apogee of 130 nautical miles and a perigee of 58 nautical
miles.
A second orbital maneuvering burn will, also be conducted
to circularize the orbit and then 2 additional ones which will be
used to raise that orbit to a circular 165 nautical miles.
At
present time, the system's engineers are discussing measurement
on the number 1 fuel cell to determine whether it is acceptible
to come out of the hold which should be up 3 minutes from now.
The countdown clock at T-9 minutes and holding.
This is Shuttle
launch control.
This is Shuttle launch control, T-9 minutes and
holding.
We have about 56 seconds remaining before coming out of
the hold at the T-9 minute point.
We have had a go on the fuel
cell and are presently getting goes from the various managers
monitoring this morning's launch. Al O'Hara, the launch
director, has wished the crew a successful liftoff and mission
and says that we will see them in California on the country's
206th anniversary.
Center Director Dick Smith wished them a good
trip and said God's speed and a war eagle.
The war eagle being
the battle cry of the Auburn University teams, of which both of
our astronauts on this morning's flight are alumnus as well as
center director Dick Smith. Coming out of our built-in hold T-9
1.

1
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minutes and counting.
The launch events are now being controlled
by the ground launch sequencer from now up to
T-25 seconds when
they switch to the onboard redundant SEP on sequencer
The
ground launch sequencer is part of the launch processing
system
and operates by relaying command for the orbiter's
onboard
computers which then report back to the launch processing
system,
that the commands have been executed.
The primary job of the
computers is to check that all of the launch commit
criteria,
such as propellant loads, temperatures, pressures,
and other
measurements are proper. The Launch and recovery director
has
ordered the chase planes to take off.
t-8 minutes 15 seconds' and
count l
ng

END OF TAPE
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minutes

KSC
A number of events will happen during this final
munutes of the countdown.

8

In TD flight

KSC
That's T -7 minutes.
The orbiter access arm which
has remained in place will be retracted.
And the astronauts
asked to close their visers, and verify their seats in the launch
position.
At T -6 minutes, they will perform the APU or
auxiliary power unit prestart
At 5 minutes there will be a qo
for APU start.
The countdown at T-7 minutes 20 seconds, and
counting everything continuing to go smoothly towards an on time
lift-off at 11 a.m. Eastern daylight time this morning.
The
liquid oxygen fill and drain valve and the external tank has been
closed and topping of the tank completed.
The crew access arm
will be retracted just seconds from now, and has started to
move.
This is the walk way used by the crew to walk fron' the
service structure on the pad to the Orbiter.
If an emergency
occurs, it can be replaced, within 15 seconds.
.

SPACECRAFT

6:45

KSC
The crew has been advised to lower their helmet
visor's and verify that their seats are in launch position.

SPACECRAFT

The hydraulic bus recorder

that T-6

KSC
T-6 minutes, 35 seconds and counting.
At the 6
minute point, the crew will perform the auxiliary power unit
prestart, which consists of positioning a number of switches and
verifing that they are in the proper position.
Then, throwing
the 3 propellant isolation valve switches, which allows the
hydrazine fuel to start flowing from the tanks, toward the
APUs.
Coming up on the 6 minute point

SPACECRAFT

T-6 minutes

KSC

T-6 minutes, and counting.
The pilot Henry
Hartsfiel.d has been asked to perform the APU prestart.

SPACECRAFT

Flight OTC.

SPACECRAFT

Transmitt recorder command.

CAPCOM

Copy, Wilco.

KSC
T-5 minutes, 30 seconds and counting.
The
development flight instrumentation recorders are on. The DFI
provides measurement on temperatures, pressures and physical
stresses in the Orbiter.
The recorder stores this information
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Coming up on the 5 minute point, 12
playback after landing.
seconds awav the Orbiter flight recorders are on
for

SPACECRAFT

Coming up on T-5 minutes

KRC

Cominq up on t-S,

SPACECRAFT

Mark.

KSC
start.

And we have a go for APU
t-S minutes and counting.
T-4 minutes 50 seconds and counting.

SPACECRAFT

OTC,

reconfigure heaters.

The APUs provide
The APU start is complete.
main
hydraulic power to move the aero space, aero surfaces, and
The
counting.
and
T-4 minutes, 30 seconds
engines for steering.
range
and
ignition
firing circuit for the solid rocket booster
motor
safetv distructive vices have been on. This is done with a
15
minutes,
T-4
driven switch called a safe 7 arm device.
At 4 minutes, and 30 seconds the main fuel
seconds and counting.
engine start.
valve heaters were turned off and preparation for
Orbiter will
the
on
engines
The main
T-4 minutes, and counting.
for
seconds
takes
3
Tt
actually bo started at T-S.8 seconds.
ignition
rocket
solid
the
them to reach 90% thrust at which time
T 0.
sequence starts, culminating with ignition and liftoff at
starter),
has
engine
main
The final helium purge of the Orbiters
the area at
to ensure there is no surplus hvdroqen or oxygen in
counting.
and
seconds,
30
T-3 minutes,
the time of ignition.
a
The elevon soeed brakes and rudders are moved throuqh
to be
ready
are
they
ensure
to
point
preprogram pattern at this
power,
internal
on
now
is
shuttle
The
used during flight.
from
however the fuel cells are still receiving their fuels
5
minutes,
T-3
minute.
another
for
ground support equipments
is
seconds and countinq. The engine gimbal or movement check
T-3 minutes, and counting.
under way.

KSC

END OF TAPE
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T-2 minutes 54 seconds, the liquid oxygen valve for
filling the external tank is closed and pressur i zat ion has
begun.
After the tank is pressurized, the hold capability is
T-2 minutes 40 seconds and
limited to 3 minutes and 36 seconds.
T-2
counting, the gaseous oxyqen vent arm is be retracted.
minutes 30 seconds.
The fuel cell ground supply of oxygen and
hydrogen has been terminated and the vehicle is now using it's
onboard supply.
The gaseous oxygen vent arm has been retracted,
The main engines have been
T-2 minutes 15 seconds and counting.
moved to start position.
The astronauts have cleared the caution
and memory warnings in their onboard computers and verified there
The
are no unexpected errors.
T-2 minutes and counting.
astronauts are configuring auxiliarv power units for liftoff.
The liquid hydroqen vent valve has been closed and flight
The comouter
pressur i zat ion underway.
T-l minute 45 seconds.
will automatically verify the readiness of the main engines to
T-l. minute 20
'•tart at T-l minute.
T-90 seconds and counting.
seconds and counting.
The liquid hydrogen tank is at flight
Ccming up on the
pressure.
minute point in our countdown.
1

SPACECRAFT

Coming up on T-l minute.

T-l minute and counting.
KSC
The firing system for the
sound suppression water system on the pad is on.
T-45 seconds,
we're 14 seconds away from switching command of the countdown
from the ground computers to the onboard computers :nd the
development flight instrumentation recorders are on.
T-35
seconds, the GOX vent arm is fully retracted and we're switching
control of the countdown to the onboard computers.
T-25 seconds,
the SRR hydraulic power units have started.
T-20 seconds and
counting, T-15, T-10-9-8-7-6 we have main engine ignition 4-3-2-1
and we have solid motor ignition and liftoff.
Liftoff of
America's Space Shuttle on it's 4th mission and we have cleared
the tower
t

Houston now controlling Mission Control confirms
26
maneuvers started.
20 seconds thrust looks good.
seconds, the roll maneuver completed, 30 seconds 1 nautical mile
in altitude throttling engines down to 65 percent now as
programmed.
36 seconds plot board status looks good Mission
Control.
42 seconds, Columbia now 1 nautical miles altitude, 46
seconds coming up on (garble) a maximum air dynamic pressure on
the vehicle.
52 seconds, Columbia now 4 nautical miles in
altitude 56 seconds past through max que still looking good,
throttling engines give it a go at throttle
PAO

roll

Roger, go at throttle up.

SPACECRAFT

PAO
Mark, 1 minute 10 seconds Columbia now 7 nautical
1
miles in altitude 4 nautical miles downrange.
minute 20
seconds now 9 nautical miles in altitude, 6 nautical miles
downrange.
minute 30 seconds, Columbia now 12 nautical STS-4
1

1
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miles in attitude, 9 nautical miles downranqo Velocity now
readinq 3900 feet per second.
minute 42 seconds cominq up now
1
on neqative seats where altiude is too hiqh for election seat
use

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, neqative seats.

SPACECRAFT

Roqer,

neqative seats.

minute 57 seconds, Columbia now 21 nautical miles
altitude, 21 nautical miles downranqe 2 minutes 3 seconds
standing by for solid rocket booster separation.
2 minutes,
14
seconds confirmed solid rocket booster separation.
2 minutes 20
seconds onboard quidance is converqinq as proqrammed.
PAO
in
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Columbia

PAO
space

SPACECRAFT
I

'

vo got

i

(garble)

t

20

HM'T

']

now straying

is

station,

Roqor, Columbia.

a

1

procinc ono

you'll watch

if

in

(garble)

for

us,

Columhia now 11 nautioa'.
soconf':;

...you're mode boundary
CAPCOM
a depressed traiectorv.

SPACECRAFT

Alriqht,
2
i

sir,

minutes,

Wo'ro watch inq.

Wo copy.

15 second.
PAO
2 minutoR
41
2 minutes,
miles in altitude.

i 1

for

PACF

on

t

CAPCOM

PAO
TAL capab

IS; 02: 21

1

c

1

1

.

.

1

s

.

will

bo

liqht duo to

thank vou.

50 seconds.

We'll

standby for

2

enqine

ty

CAPCOM
capabi I i ty

Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roqor,

2

You have two enqine

TAI.

enqine TAL.

That call up by CAPCOMM,
3 minutes,
12 seconds.
PAO
Dave Griqqs says that Columbia now has landinq capability at the
20 seconds.
1 minutes,
DACAR airport should I engine qo out.
nautical
miles
Columbia now 44 nautical miles in altitude, 81
mission
control
by
f liqht
downranqe.
A return status check in
seconds.
Mattingly
and
minutes,
15
director, Tom Holloway.
1
minutes,
40
seconds.
qo
to
continue.
1
Hartsfield give it a
Columbia now 48 nautical miles in altitude, 102 nautical miles
3
...
downrange.
Velocity now reading 7800 feet per second.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

PAO

Standing by for negative return.

CAPCOMM

Standby for negative return, mark.

Neqative

return.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, neqative return.

With that call up Mattinqly
they can no longer turn
IS seconds.
launch site.
4 minutes,
miles in altitude, 142 nautical miles
Columbia now
on 3 good engines.
4 minutes,
30
traveling at a velocity of 9100 feet per second.
seconds, of flash evaporators activated to provide cooling for
46 seconds, we'll standby for the press to
4 minutes,
Columbia.
4 minutes 55 seconds, STS-4
MECO call up by CAPCOM Dave Griggs.
PAO

4

minutes,

and Hartdfield committed
around and return to the
Columbia now 53 nautical
Still ridinq
downrange.

8

seconds.

to Space travel,
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Columbia now 57 nautical miles
downrange

in

altitudo,

Columbia, Houston

SPACECRAFT

Roqer

CAPCOM

Standby for press to MFCO.

SPACECRAFT

Roqer,

qo at

5

2

101 nautical miles

You are qo at

CAPCOM

,

PAOF.

5.

.

pross to

Mark, press to MFCO.

MF<~"0.

16 seconds of press to MFCO call from
5 minutes,
PAO
enqine, press on,
CAPCOM Griqqs says should Columbia lose but
keep flyinq forward, Columbia's enqinos have enouqh enerqy to
Columbia now 58
achieve normal altitude and velocity at cutoff.
nautical miles in altitude, 243 nautical miles downranqc.
Mark, 5 minutes, 45
Velocity now readinq 12,000 feet per second.
seconds.
Columbia now 58 nautical miles in altitude, 262
58 seconds.
We'll standby
5 minutes,
nautical miles downranqr-.
for sinqle enqine TAT. capability.
Columbia now 58 nautical miles
in altitude.
1

Columbia, Houston.

CAPCOM
capabi

1

i

You have sinqle enqine TAL

ty

That report from
Mark, 6 minutes, 12 seconds.
PAO
CAPCOM Oriqqs indicates if a 2 enqine failure occurred, Mattingly
and Hartsfield are capable of an emerqency landing at the DFCAR
Columbia now 58 nautical miles
airport.
6 minutes, 25 seconds.
Velocity now reading
in altitude, 358 nautical miles downrange.
Trajectory plots in
6 minutes, 40 seconds.
15,400 per second.
6 minutes, 48 seconds.
mission control still on target.
Columbia now 57 nautical miles in altitude, 412 nautical miles
Columbia pitching over now, diving to increase
downrange.
velocity, decrease altitude, givino Columbia a more favorable
Columbia now 50 - standing by
attitude.
7 minutes,
5 seconds.
for single engine press to MFCO...

CAPCOM

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

Roger,

you are sinqle engine press to MECO.

single engine press.

18 seconds.
That report says that
7 minutes,
PAO
Mattingly and Hartsfield could achieve normal engine cutoff
25 seconds,
target even if 2 engines go out.
7 minutes,
Columbia now 56 nautical miles in altitude, 5>5 nautical miles
downrange.
Velocity now reading 19,9C0 feet per second.
7
G force is building for Mattingly and
minutes, 40 seconds.
Hartsfield now coming up to 1 q's. Columbia now 56 nautical
miles in altitude.

END OF TAPE
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7 minutes,
55
PAO
570 nautical, milo down ranqe.
seconds Columbia's 3 main engines, slowly being throttled back
now, should be throttled at 65%, at 6 seconds before main engine
Flight dynamics reports velocity of 23,000 ft. per
cutoff.
Mark 8 minutes, 10 seconds, Columbia now 57 nautical
second.
8 minutes 20
miles altitude, 6v">6 nautical miles down range.
minutes
29
good
Mission
Control.
8
seconds, status looks
8 minutes 40
seconds, standing by now for main engine cutoff.
Columbia returned to space for the
stconds, confirmed shutdown.
Standinq by now for
fourth time, not yet returned to orbit.
Confirm external tank separation.
external tank separation.
GO/NO GO
Columbia now mov i nq below and beyond the external tank.
status check in Mission Control by Flight Director Tom Holloway,
for the first OMS burn, and shutting down the auxiliary power

un i ts

Columbia, Houston, you're go for nominal OMS one,
CAPCOM
APU shutdown on time.
SPACECRAFT

Thank you David.

PAO

9

first OMS burn.
att itude

minutes, 30 seconds Columbia given a go for the
Columbia will now be maneuvering to OMS one burn

Columbia, Houston, the thermal evap heater messages
CAPCOM
can be ignored.
was wondering about that.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thanks.

PAO

Using the two 6,000 lb. thrust engines.

CAPCOM

Houston, and the APU thermal can be ignored also.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you David.

T

OMS one will be (garble) moving Columbia forward
10 minutes mission elapsed time
and higher on her flight path.
Columbia
about a minute and a half away form the loss of signal.
Prop systems
now in proper attitude for the first OMS burn.
engineer reports ignition on both OMS engine looks good.
PAO

Columbia^ Houston, we are 30 seconds to LOS.
CAPCOM
Configure LOS. Talk to you next at the DAKAR.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

See you there Dave.

11 minutes, 40 seconds mission elapsed time a loss
PAO
of signal
now with Columbia with Bermuda, the next station to
This is
acquire will be DAKAR, in a little less than 6 minutes.

Shuttle Control Houston, 13 minutes, 18
Shuttle Control Houston.
seconds Mission Elapsed Time, flight dynamics officer Ron F.pps,
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reports the following predicted numbers for the first OMS burn.
Delta V 153.5 ft. per
Time of ignition 10 minutes, 39.3 seconds.
Burn duration 1 minute 30.5 seconds a resulting apogee
second.
A resulting perigee of 33.3 nautical
of 130 nautical miles.
miles.
At 14 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle
Shuttle Control, Houston, 17 minutes 28
Control, Houston.
seconds standing by for reacquisition.
(garble) DAKAR for about 6 minutes,
and we are standing by for gimbal check.

CAPCOM

Okay
SPACECRAFT
manifold left one.

Configure AOS

(garble) we just got a forward RCS message on

CAPCOM

Roger, Columbia, we see that.

PAO
leak message
to monitor.

18

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, configuration we would like see

RT3 on GPC

minutes, 40 seconds, that was a report of a RCS
We ll standby and continue
The RCS known as F1L.
:

3,

The RCS jet in question is forward manifold 1 left
PAO
19 minutes, 40 seconds, continuing to monitor this is
firing.
Shuttle Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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<iont
see anv divergence between
Houston, cooy.
I
no you?
the fool and option that X saw on the pad (garble).

SPACECRAFT

'

Columbia, Houston,
Standby, Hank, we're lookinq.
CAPCOM
Currently with yovir forward RCS configuration,
we're satisfied.
we'll continue to watch it and advise you of the changes.

SPACECRAFT

Okav, sir,

thank you.

That was CAPCOM, Dave Griggs speaking with Hank
PAO
2? minutes mission elapsed time,
Hartsfield aboard Columbia.
little ever a minute away now from loss-of-signal with
We'll standby and continue to monitor.
Columbia.

Columbia,
CAPCOM
You
configure L-O-S.
You're onboard
good.
you'd like to DFI PCM

a

We are 30 seconds to L-O-S,
Houston.
PVC looks
are go for a nominal OMS 2.
good.
As a reminder,
target solution looks
vacumm
inciting.
to high sample after your

(garble) just got an (garble)
Thank you, Dave.
It's popping on and off
and 1.30.
tempt on low on fuel cell
between 1:30 and 1.11.

SPACECRAFT

1

CAPCOM

Roger, Columbia.

We copy.

25 minutes, 20
This is Shuttle Control, Houston.
PAO
now
with
-s
Eoss-of
gna
elapsed
time.
1
mission
seconds
i
in a bit
be
Botswana
will
to
acquire
station
Columbia.
next
The
over 9 minutes, however, that's a verv short duration pass.
Yarragadee will be
That's less than 40 seconds in duration.
The - Hawaii will be the
acquired at about 26 minutes from now.
At 26
next station to acquire in which we will receive data.
minutes, 15 seconds mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle
Shuttle Control Houston, 28 mission elapsed
Control, Houston.
Fl iqht dynamics officer Ron Epps has passed along a
time.
The resulting - for the refined
further OMS burn numbers.
The time of
numbers for the first OMS burn are as follows.
The delta-v in fact was
ignition was 10 minutes, 32.6 seconds.
The burn duration was 1 minute, 37.7
154 feet per second.
The apogee read 130 nautical miles and the perigee read
seconds.
His forecast for the second OMS burn qlves
33.3 nautical miles.
a time of ignition of 37 minutes, 40.6 seconds, delta-v of 175
feet per second.
A burn duration of 1 minute, 47.1 seconds,
T'he
giving an apogee and periqee of 1.30 by 130 nautical miles.
The OMS transfer bringing the perigee up close to
OMS 2 is up.
We're at 29 minutes, 30 seconds mission
make a circular orbit.
Shuttle
This is Shuttle Control, Houston.
elapsed time.
34 minutes, 20 seconds mission elapsed time.
Control, Houston.
Less than half a minute away now from a short burst of acquistion
That's a pass of 37 seconds in duration.
through Botswana.
We'll continue to monitor in the event we have any voice contact
36
Shuttle Control, Houston.
with Mattingly and Hartsfield.
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No contact through Botswana.
minutes mission elapsed time.
This is
than
16 minutes away.
Yarragadee is a little less
Houston.
Control,
37 minutes,
Shuttle
Shuttle Control, Houston.
station
of
out
we're
Although
time.
35 seconds mission elapsed
for
ignition
of
time
the
on
up
coming
be
should
contact, Columbia
next,
the
in
occurr
must
events
major
Three
the second OMS burn.
few

—
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PAO
hours for Mattingly and Hartsfield aboard
Columbia to stav on orbit. First the onorbit computer system
must be reloaded from OPS 1 to OPS 2.
This is needed to aline
the inertial platforms.
Also, one computer will be loaded with
OPS 3 the entry program and put to sleep
taken off-line.
Second the payload bay doors mu?t be opened to provide cooling
through the radiators to Columbia. The flash evaporator has a
lifetime of several hours. Third, at least two of the three fuel
cells must be purged with hydrogen and oxygen to rid the
impurities the fuel cells can survive only so many hours without
purging. We're at 38 minutes 39 seconds mission elapsed time
this is Shuttle Control Houston.

—

PAO
This is Shuttle Control Houston at 51 minutes
mission elapsed time less than a minute away now from
reacquisition of Columbia through Yarragadee this will be a voice
contact only station. We'll standby and monitor the conversation
as it takes place.
This is Shuttle Control Houston.
_

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, with you through Yarragadee for
approximately 7 minutes, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Hello there sir, we're here and everything on QMS 2
Out of the seat we're getting all stored, things like
that.
-- So far is that we get a nuisance a lot on that fuel
cell exit temp, it's come on numerous times.
(garble) a little
over 130 but it's been as high as 134 which it is right now, it
gets down to 130 and starts toddling (garble) C&W.
(garb'.-).

CAPCOM
Roger, Columbia, we're having a little trouble
picking you up through Yarraqadee on downlink but we copied most
of that and we recommend changing cryo tank 02 tanks 1 and 2 A
heaters to OFF to improve the low temperature exit temperatures
on fuel cell

1.

PAO
That was CAPCOM Have Griqqs speak inq to both
Mattingly and Hartsfield. Mattingly spoke first as we acquired
Columbia through Yarraqadee.

CAPCOM
heaters OFF

Columbia, Houston, did you copy 02 tanks

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia, you're breaking up bad we can't

1

and

2

reach it.

CAPCOM
Roger, Hank, I'll try again.
To improve the fuel
coll
exit temperature problem, recommend 02 tanks 1 and 2 A
heaters OFF.
1

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, Hank we copy.

T

have 02 tanks

I

and

2

A heaters

to OFF.

A

.
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Shuttle Control Houston 55 minutes mission elapsed
PAO
time very scratchy communications on this first station pass over
55 minutes mission
Yarragadee is a UHF station.
Yarragadee.
elapsed time we'll continue to monitor. This is Shuttle Control
Houston.
Shuttle Control Houston 55 minutes 30 seconds mission
elapsed time we've also had a report, of course, that the second
CMS burn went as programmed.

CAPCOM
next

Columbia, Houston, we are 30 seconds to LOS Hawaii

SPACECRAFT

Okay Dave, see you there.

CAPCOM

Roger.

This is Shuttle Control Houston at 59 minutes
PAO
Loss of signal now with Columbia through
mission elapsed time.
Yarragadee.
The next station to acquire will be Hawaii in a
This is Shuttle Control Houston.
little more than 18 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Houston.
hour 12 minuts
mission elapsed time. We've just received the hearu rate numbers
from the flight surgeon.
During the ascent phase of the mission
both the commander and the pilot peaked at 110 in the case of
commander Ken Mattingly, his heart rate peaked at 110 right at
lift off and it would appear in the case of pilot Henry
Hartsfield, his rate peaked at 110 very close to main engine
cutoff time.
At 1 hour 13 minutes mission elapsed time, this is
Shuttle Control, Houston. Shuttle Control Houston.
1 hour 13
minutes.
It also appears in the case of pilot Hartsfield, he had
peaked at 110 at liftoff as well as main engine cutoff. This is
Shuttle Control Houston. Shuttle Control Houston.
17
1 hour
minutes mission elapsed time.
Reacquisition of signal coming up
through Hawaii.
J.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston.
With you through Hawaii for
approximatly 6 minutes.
Go ahead.
SPACECRAFT
Houston, read you loud and clear.
We got the dips
transmission complete.
Ken's in the aft station shutting some
switches.
And Dave, how do you read.

CAPCOM

Roger, TK we got you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, sir.
Working in the aft.
I'm on the wireless
now and the only thing I've seen so far is pedal R12F,.
The
galleys supply - I've got a barber pole talk back on that fellow
I
just noticed and I think he's generally - it says opener close
and just giving you that for information.

CAPCOM
Roger, TK.
We copy that.
We'd like the BFS to halt.

And Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
Wo getting over that way.
just haven't
I
gotten out of my seat to go over and do that.
I'll take care of
that.
Complete everything on that transition Dave, except the
final switch configuration.
That's the only thing left.

CAPCOM
Roger, Hank.
Columbia, Houston.
We need you in the
payload bay door opening attitude or delay the opening until 1 +
40.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I'll

start us on our way.

CAPCOM

Roger.
Columbia, Houston. We need you to go to
track on your maneuver, current maneuver.

PAO
Shuttle Control Houston.
I hour
22 minutes mission
elapsed time.
About 2 minutes remaining on this pass over
Hawaii. Columbia's onboard computer system now configured for
ops 2.
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And Columbia from Houston v.'e'd like to upstate the
CAPCOM
veribal parameters if you give us SM spec 1.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I'll give them to you on the CRT pass.

Columbia, Houston. We're about 45 second till L-OCAPCOM
We're going to get behind on our dumps unless we can get the
S.
BFS to halt to permit INCO to uplink.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
SM spec

1.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll get it now.
Roger.
And Columbia, Houston.
We're through with
We'll need spec 1 GNC at the states.
Okay.

This is Shuttle Control Houston at I hour 24-1/2
PAO
minutes mission elapsed time.
Loss-of-signal now with Columbia
now through Hawaii.
We will next acquire Columbia during her
first stateside pass.
Meanwhile, the crew will be coming up on
the work on the pay load bay door, both Mattingly and Hartsfield
are at the back station for this operation.
Unlike STS-3, no
fuel lights sighting will be taken prior to the start of the
first door opening operation.
END OF TAPE
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The
PAO
The door opening sequence goes as follows.
port aft bulk head latches are first cycled. These were replaced
after use on STS-3.
The payload bay doors are then automatically
opened. The port door is closed, then the starboard door is
brought down, close, before closing and latching. Both doors are
again automatically opened this time for on-orbit operations. We
are a little less than 2 minutes away now from reacquisition
this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
This is Shuttle Control
Houston, at 1 hour, 27 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, less than 30
seconds away now from reacquisition of Columbia during her first
state side pass. We will standby and monitor.
Shuttle; Control,
Houston 1 hour 28 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, we have
acquisition of signal through Buckhorn.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, with you through Buckhorn on
UHF, how copy?

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Dave.

CAPCOM
problems.

Okay, we are having some S-Band downlink
And we've tracked down the galley supply barber pole
talkback, we beleive that's normal for your current configuration
circuit bicaker on ML86B to be set Later will correct it.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Sir.

SPACECRAFT
Down in the middeck right now.
Be back on the top
deck in a minute and Henry's still switching comm units.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston to improve comm we would like
you to select manual upper left antenna.

SPACECRAFT

How do you read PLT.

CAPCOM

Roger, Hank.
We got you loud and clear.
And Hank
we are having S-Band downlink problems, request you go manual,
select upper left antenna.

SPACECRAFT

Now you got it.

CAPCOM

Roqer.

PAO
Shuttle Control, Houston, 1 hour 32 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time.
Because of the S-Band, and downlink
problems we are still not receiving data in the Control Center.
CAPCOM Dave Griqqs, Is presently talking to Mattingly and
Hartsfiold through UHF. Wo are 1 hour, 32 1/2 minutes Mission
This is Shuttle Control, Houston.
Elapsed Time.

.
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CAPCOM
antenna

Columbia, Houston, request select lower riqht

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Columbia, Houston, we are still without
Roqer
Columbia, Houston with you
Band, request upper riqht antenna.
through MI LA for 10 minutes go ahead.

CAPCOM

.

SPACECRAFT

Okav, Dave got vou loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roqer.

S

and we do have fi-Rand downlink at this

t iine

—

PAO

Shuttle

SPACECRAFT

Got you GNC spec

1

on

(qarble)

Thank you.
Roqer, we see it.
CAPCOM
it.
with
through
we
are
call when
Shuttle Control, Houston,
PAO
Now receiving data
Mission Elapsed Time.
throuqh MILA.

SPACECRAFT

1

in

We will give you
36 minutes
Mission Control

hour,

(qarble)

Columbia, Houston, we are through with GNC spec
one and you can go back to GPC on the antenna's.

CAPCOM

hour, 39
This is Shuttle Control, Houston,
PAO
Monitorinq, the oayload bav door
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
displays no activity vet, on the payload bay door opening.
1

END OF TAPE
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We show
PAO
hour 41 minutes mission elapsed time.
1
the port aft latches on the bulkhead have been released, the
The port afc bulkhead
start of the paylooad by door ooerations.
latch has been cycled back.
Closed again. We're 1 hour 43
About 3 and a half minutes
minutes mission elapsed time.
The automatic door openinq sequence has
remaining on this pass.
Latches 5 through 12
bequn.
Center line latches are coming open.
We show
now show open.
All center line latches are now open.
We now show the starboard
the starboard bulkhead latches open.
door is ooen.
We're at 1 hour 45 minutes mission elapsed time.
All the
The port latches are beqinninq to open or be released.
latches are released.

We arenot go for
(garble) LOS.
Columbia. Houston.
CAPCOM
We
to be qo by
expect
due
to
temperatures.
this
time
VRCS at
You're qo to clear the
Ascension.
Entry REFSM-MATs are onboard.
CAMs and we'll have some information on fuel cell 1 con f iqur t ion
changes due to the temperature problem, for you at Ascension.
I'm just qetting the port door open
Okay, David.
now and all the thinqs are running a little bit ahead of time and
We're back on
think we've got most of our chores here.
schedule.
We ought to make up a bit here in the next few
minutes.
And I'll copy that stuff from you next time qo, DAKAR.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy.

See you at Ascension

Loss of
PAO
1
hour 46 minutes mission elapsed time.
At the close of that pass we showed
signal now with Columbia.
47
1 hour
both the starboard and port doors as being open.
minutes mission elapsed time.
hour 52 minutes mission elapsed time less than a
PAO
minute away now from r eacqu s i t on of Columbia through DAKAR.
This is a very low elevation pass so we'll stand by and see if we
Acquisition with
actually have any contact with the crow.
hour 52 minutes mission
1
Ascension is about 3 minutes away now.
1
hour 53 minutes elapsed
elapsed time. We have AOS DAKAR.
1

i

t

ime

i

.

Columbia, Houston
CAPCOM
for
9 minutes.
Ascension

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Dave.

CAPCOM

Roger.

With you through DAKAR and

We copy.

hour 55 minutes
Shuttle Control Houston at
PAO
mission elapsed time.
The crew aboard Columbia continuing with
their payload bay door sequence.
They presently have the portWe're
door closed and the starboard door close to being closed.
1

.

.
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hour 55 minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle Control

Houston

SPACECRAFT
PAO
now
END OF TAPE
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Shuttle
The bulkhead latches - are all latched.
mission
elapsed
time.
All of
Control Houston, 1 hour 57 minutes
latches
are
presently
line
the latches, the bulkhead and center
closed and latched.
PAO

SPACECRAFT

Houston, you still with us?

CAPCOM

Roger, TK

,

we got you loud and clear.

Go ahead.

Okay, just give you a little status on where we
SPACECRAFT
of the times coding in - we checked the 2 doors
all
got
are.
I
I'd have to say that all. the latches are going
The
together.
to hit exactly the same time and they all look like - absolutely
nominal drawing you had in your PDP we're currently in the
process of opening the doors for what we hope will be the last
time for a couple of days.
--

Roger, TK

CAPCOM

.

Sounds good down here.

That's CAPCOM Dave Griggs responding to commander
PAO
We presently show all of the center line latches
Ken Mattingly.
released now.
We got the star hoard door is now in
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Dave.
it's opening cycle and it moves with an (garble) riqht but it's
It's a smooth but a very rate.
not jerky.
Roger, copy.

CAPCOM

We believe that to be normal.

wasn't throwing any concern over
Oh yes sir.
I
It's kinda hard to be quiet.

SPACECRAFT
it.

CAPCOM

Roger,

I

understand.

hour 59 minutes 48
1
Shuttle Control Houston.
PAO
the
show
star board door open
elapsed
time.
We
mission
seconds
minute mission
hours
hour
7
Houston,
Control
Shuttle
now.
elapsed time. We show both the star board and port doors open
now.
This will conclude the payload bay door activity for
Less than 1 minute away from Loss-of-s igna 1 with Columbia
today.
This is Shuttle Control Houston.
through Ascension.
1

SPACECRAFT

1

And Dave, wo got the doors open and we're setting

up shop.

CAPCOM
1,-0-S.
the re

Sounds good. We're 20 seconds to
Roger, Columbia.
Talk to you
Botswana next at 7 minutes past the hour.

1

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.

CAPCOM

And prop informs mo that you're go for verniers.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, I understand.
That the temoeratures are good
verniers and as soon as I get the high load off we'll, transition.
CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Roger.

Talk to you at Botswana.

PAO
Shuttle Control Houston.
elapsed time.
Standing by for r eacqu s
Botswana
i

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston.
about 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
message.
it

2
i

t

hours

7

minutes mission

ion of Columbia through

With you through Botswana for

Alright, sir.

Columbia, Houston.
You can disreqard the H20 tank
That's on tank b at 10 percent. We should have changed

prior to flight.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Go ahead Columbia.

thank you, Dave.

(qarble)

Houston, Columbia.

Wo have vou

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Dave.
didn't remember whether you had
T
given us a formal go for orbit or not.
CAPCOM
Wo hadn't yet but we intend to.
qo for orbit.

SPACECRAFT

You have a formal

Alriqht, sir.
In that case, we'll got out or our
formal go for orbit clothes and get into somothinq more
comfortable.
Henry's on the mid deck, starting...

END OF TAPE
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I'll of

Roger, we copy.

PAO
Shuttle Control, Houston, 2 hours, 12 minutes,
Mission Elapsed Time, that was CAPCOM Dave Griggs passing along
to Commander Ken Mattingly onboard Columbia.
A formal go to
remain on orbit.
The remark from Mattingly indicated that they
would change out of their space suit.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston we are 30 seconds to LOS at
Botswana, Yarragadee next.
UHF at Yarragadee was shakey ORB one,
if we don't ^alk to you there not to worry.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Dave, thank you very much.

PAO
Shuttle Control, Houston, 2 hours 14 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time loss of signal now with Columbia through
Botswana.
We acquire Yarragadee in a little less than 13
This is Shuttle Control, Houston.
minutes.
This is Shuttle
Control Houston, at 2 hours, 27 minutes Mission Elapsed Time
stand ing by for
eacqu is i t ion of Columbia through Yarragadee.
i

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston with you through Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger.

Dave.

I

how mo?

can read you,

Much better this time T. K..

SPACECRAFT
You are very weak, so we will have to go slow.
Wc
were "just getting ready to finish our middecks configuration and
Hank was getting ready to do his suit/doff.
And t got my
temperatures nown.
Each time I took the payload heat exchanger,
put it to the pay load position for both loops
and loops 2, I
got a master alarm at the time T took the switch to paylaod heat
exchanger position.
And on
pec 03 I ve got a couple of missinq
parameters on loop
and it makes me think I got a signal
conditioner problem somewhere.
1

1

1

CAPCOM

Okay, we copy all that T.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, T.
missing parameters?
SPACECRAFT

Sorry,

just

a

second.

K.

EKCOMs looking at

K.

can you

What

it.

identify the

is

Columbia, Houston believe UHF
CAPCOM
have not copied the missing parameters.

is

breaking up.

We

6

t28j
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Dave, go ahead now.

SPACECRAFT

you better now, go
Right, I think we are hearing
CAPCOM
parameters.
ahead now with the missing
go on the assumption
Okay, you are very weak, I'll
qPACFCRAFT
BB up
me
^nterch^n er

rehear

^spec

^^^^^^

^^
™

de 5 !* e
spec,
left hand corner of that same
and high/lows, both A
evaporator section, I have topping
parameters.
zero's and low. That's four
the lower

po.Tas-cn-tsnit.rciSi::

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Okay,
Roger

I

am

in

B,

TTiASi^r*

payloads this time.

SPACECRAFT

s

payload Dave.
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Hawaii

seconds to L-O-S.

30

1

+ 51.

Okay, Dave.

This is Shuttle Control Houston at 2 hours 33
PAO
Loss-of -signal now with Columbia
minutes mission elapsed time.
through Yarragadee. We should reacquire Columbia in about 18-1/2
minutes over Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, contacts Sunnyvale paycomm.

Read you loud and clear, Ken,
CAPCOM
getting good checks.

You

it's good.

Houston contact, this is Sunnyvale. Can we verify
to ground 1 and UHF simultaneously?

that we're keying to air

CAPCOM

Roger, you may try.

Alright, I'll give you a call on air to ground
Houston, contact, Sunnyvale on air to ground 1 and UHF
simultaneously.

CAPCOM

Give

it

to me one more time.

Roger, Houston contact,
on air to ground 1 and UHF simul.

this is Sunnyvale, paycomm

Now you're only keying on air to ground
CAPCOM
not keying on UHF.
Roger, but we keyed all

I.

You're

three individually without

trouble?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.
Okay, we'll

CAPCOM

look

in'.o

that.

Okay.

Sunnyvale out contact.
Shuttle Control Houston.
2 hours 51 minutes
PAO
mission elapsed time. We're standing by for reacqu s t ion of
Processing data through Hawaii now.
signal through Hawaii.
i

Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
approximately 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

1.

Okay, sir.

i

With you through Hawaii for

\_

,

I

•

ri
j

:

!.M'

1

'

-

'

-

;

'

1

-

i

.

1

9
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Santiago is

See you there.

Mission Control Houston, 7 hours, 45 minutes
PAO
Ju"t passed out of the range of the Hawaii
Mission Eiapsed Tiine.
Have a long swing out over the Pacific Ocean
tracking station.
here and we will reacquire in about 21 minutes in a brief pass
over the Santiago tracking station just skirting the northern
Crew finishing up their meal period at this time;
edge of that.
is currently maneuvering to an attitude to align the inertial
measurement units. We're about an hour and 43 minutes away from
Crew will be
the scheduled beginning of the crew sleep period.
going to sleep a little bit early on this mission and getting up
very early in the morning to begin their day. At 7 hours, 46
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission Control Houston.
Mission Control Houston, 8 hours, 6 minutes Mission
PAO
Elapsed Time. We're standing by for acquisition of signal with
This will be a
Columbia through the Santiago tracking station.
Following that, it
very brief pass over the Santiago station.
will be about another 18 minutes or so before we reacquire at
Botswana in southern Africa. We are approaching that time of the
evening where the passes are few and far between as the orbit
They'll be many periods of long
precesses westward during day.
loss of signal during the night here, but the crew will be
entering their sleep period in about an hour and 20 minutes.
This is Mission
Eight hours, 7 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Control Houston.

CAPCOM
Santiago.
END OF TAPE

Columbia Houston, we're 30 seconds through
We've got a teleprinter ....
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Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds through
PAO
Santiago, we've got a teleprinter coming up to you, we'll see you
again about Botswana 8 plus 27.

SPACECRAFT

OK.

Mission control Houston, 8 hears, 26 minutes
CAPCOM
mission elapsed time. We're about to reaquire signal with
Columbia over the Botswana tracking station on orbit number 7,
flight controllers and mission control looking over the items
which need to be relayed up to the crew before the crews sleep
period which begins in about one hour. One of the things they'll
be looking at is the sequence in which the crew attempted to
initiate the getaway special experiments, so that an attempt can
be made to determine what position the switches or the relays in
The crew
that experiment are set so that it can be activated.
warning
caution
activities,
of
number
has been going through a
crew
the
in
listed
items
other
many
and
tests, calibrations,
the
from
away
minutes
or
30
20
about
activity plan and they're
presleep activities.
PAO
over

Columbia, Houston

..

Through Botswana for

5

minutes,

.

SPACECRAFT

Copy.

PAO

Roqer and reach fly by.

Columbia, Houston, can you verify that you received
PAO
the teleprinter message in Santiago, over.
PAO

Columbia, Houston, how do you read?

I'm trying to take a COAS mark can you
will it hold for a minute George or are we running out of time?
Cause I'm going to run out of nighttime here in a second.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir,

PAO

Will stand by.

IOS is
Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS.
PAO
you
for
attitude
SUN
bottom
the
have
we'll
next at 8 plus 35 and
over.
there if you need it,

SPACECRAFT

OK.

Mission Control, Houston, 8 hours, 33 minutes
CAPCOM
Passed out of range at the Botswana
time.
elapsed
mission
reacquire in about two minutes over
will
we
station,
tracking
Crew is working,
Indian Ocean station for a 9 minute pass.
And
taking sightings now for the crew optical alignment system.
when we get over the Indian Ocean station its expected that the,
there'll be some discussion of the payloads, the getaway special,

.
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activation primarly and many minor items that I think the flight
controllers are looking at to get them squared away before, the
crew enters their sleep period scheduled to begin in less than an
hour from now.
At 8 hours, 33 minutes mission elapsed time, this
is Mission Control, Houston.
Mission Control, Houston, standinq by for
CAPCOM
of
signals through the Indian Ocean station.
acquisition
PAO

Columbia, Houston through IOS for

8

minutes, over.

OK, I'm having trouble getting these marks from the
SPACECRAFT
The first time we took them at point two,
COAS to come down.
then we took some at point 15, and got that dressed up and now
I'm getting like a point 18 and the vehicle seems to be moving
around alot, I think this water dumps handling making it a lot
harder than it ought to be. Do you have any ideas on these
limits?

PAO

Roger, stand by, ok.

Columbia, Houston, TK we see you with almost 8
PAO
minutes of nighttime left, you want to dress up the DAP to give
Item 21, then enter
you some rotation compensation on spec 20.
point 003, that should give you some help on attitude hold, over.
It's not attitude hold George,
SPACECRAFT
pulse plus you've qot an end going.

PAO

it's background

Roqer and copy.

We're going to forgo the COAS work tonight and
PAO
press on, over.
END OF TAPE

in
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Okay George, we got through that last one, one
SPACECRAFT
Looks like we're getting around .12, might want to quit at
up.
that.

CAPCOM

Okay TK

we copy.

,

Columbia Houston, we're still curious as to whether
CAPCOM
you've received any teleprinter messages. Over.

SPACECRAFT

We looked

,

we heard one, we'll go take a look.

Columbia Houston, we'd like to get your attitude
Over.
right up to for the bottom sun if you're ready to copy.

CAPCOM

to say why don't
I was going
I'd like to do that.
SPACECRAFT
you tell me where to go instead of telling me to go (garble).
That's just right (garble).

The
Roger.
That would be the easiest way.
CAPCOM
maneuver to bottom sun is going to be 35 degrees off of normal
bottom sun to expose the bottom of the Orbiter, we think was the
wettest. We'd like to go to DAP RRAVO 2. The attitude is roll
Over.
271 decimal 8, pitch 59.6 and yaw 298.2.

SPACECRAFT
298.2.

read that.
Okay.
I
Now I'm on my way.

CAPCOM

Roqer.

BRAVO

2,

271 decimal 8,

59.6,

Good read back.

Columbia Houston, we still see the DAP in A, we'd
Over.
like that to be in BRAVO 2.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
You mean you want maneuver
hold BRAVO when I qet there?

in

BRAVO, or do you want

a

CAPCOM
BRAVO 2.

We'd like to do both TK.

SPACECRAFT

All

Both maneuver and hold

in

right.

minute loft in this pass. Guam
Columbia Houston,
For your presleep, we will want
will be next at 9 plus zero 4.
an SM checkpoint toniqht, and when we do the voice recorder, we'd
like the time that you switch the IECM for us, and that was back
Over.
in the PI, post insertion book, on paqe 117.

CAPCOM

1

Sir, we haven't had
George, you're hard to road.
SPACECRAFT
chance to catch up and right OMS or do anything today. Just as
soon as wo got a chance to do that we sure will.

CAPCOM

Roger TK

.

Wo copy.

a
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Roger.
If you wanted the time we cycled the IECM
SPACECRAFT
switch, it was 3 hours, 38 minutes, and 38 seconds when we went
back to two.

CAPCOM

Okay Hank.

We copy.

Thank you.

Mission Control Houston at 8 hours, 45 minutes
PAO
Loss of signal through Indian Ocean
Mission Elapsed Time.
Station and it will be about 20 minutes before we reacquire over
Columbia is
the Guam tracking station for a low elevation pass.
Fliqht controllers and the crew
currently on orbit number 7.
working on squaring away the items that need to be taken care of
before the crew sleep period, now about 45 minutes away, at 8
hours, 45 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission Control
Houston

Mission Control Houston, 9 hours, 2 minutes Mission
PAO
Standing by for communication with Columbia
Elapsed Time.
tracking station, a very low elevation pass.
Guam
through the
Not much opportunity for communication on this pass here.

CAPCOM

Columbia Houston, through Guam.

SPACECRAFT

Okav George.

END OF TAPE

We're still

here.

Over.

.
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Roger, TK, you're loud and clear, you verify for us
the teleprinter is working.

CAPCOM
if

SPACECRAFT
message

I'm just now getting around to reading the

Yes sir,

Columbia Houston, we're
CAPCOM
Okay, that's good, thanks.
Hawaii is next at 9 plus 13 and be advised
20 seconds to LOS.
we'll have a Sunnyvale PAYCOM with you at Hawaii, over.

SPACECRAFT

Understand PAYCOM

CAPCOM
over

We'll give you the AOS and hand over to the PAYCOM,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

'

S

will be talking next time?

.

Sir.

Mission control, Houston, standing by to
reestablish communication with Columbia through Hawaii.
Last
opportunity before the crew goes to sleep to clear up any
remaining items.
9 hours, 12 minutes, mission elapsed time, this
is mission control Houston.
PAO

CAPCOM
Columbia Houston, through Hawaii, for 7 and
minutes, teleprinter message coming up is weather data.
Columbia Houston, through Hawaii for

CAPCOM

7

a

half

minutes, how

do you read?

CAPCOM
Roger, TK
copy you with
I
background, say again please.
,

SPACECRAFT

Can you read mo now?

CAPCOM

Roger,

a

squeal

in

the

loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, T'm guessing you on the upstairs speaker box,
checkout f or a lower deck.

we'll

CAPCOM

Roger, TK

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia, how do you read?

CAPCOM
in

,

it

Roqer
Hank,
the background, over.

vou

,

SPACECRAFT

'

re

readable, but there

is

a

squeal

Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, a word on the gas.
Sometime
you haven't
«<d
to switch those relays, we'd like
r
it one try to art ivnte the gas as per the procedures on
just in case it's
tie ptok,
the information coming back from

CAPCOM

tonight,
to give
44,

sounds good to us.

if

i

t
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the gas to the hand controller that we're missing, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, George, go ahead.

CAPCOM

Roger, TK, did you copy the information on the gas?

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir,
set up here, go ahead.

I

sure did.

We're trying to get the boxes

We'd like to try and get the
Okay, good comm now.
CAPCOM
We think we may just be missing the
gas activated tonight.
So
information coming back from the gas to the hand controller.
we'd like you to go through and try setting those relays, each
once, over.
thought I
I
Okay, you'll have to be more specific.
real
quickly
what
Can you talk me through
had tried to do that.
you want done?

SPACECRAFT

Roger, TK
Can you verify that you've tried to do
CAPCOM
the enter to change the state of those relays?
.

Yes sir, T can get no readout, all I get
SPACECRAFT
and trying to make entries doesn't seem to do anything.

is a dash,

And Columbia, Houston, this
CAPCOM
Okay, we copy that.
time we're going to hand over to Sunnyvale, PAYCOM.

PAYCOM
do you read?

Columbia, this is Sunnyvale on air to ground, how

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

Roger, Columbia, you're not loud and clear with us,
PAYCOM
so we'd like you to go ahead and go up to oanel Lll and perform
the following procedure as I read it.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

Roger, Columbia, the first step is for you to
PAYCOM
And then verify that the
perform experiments C power on select.
on LED is on.

SPACECRAFT

Verified.

Roger, Columbia, the second step is for select
PAYCOM
cover open and then verify that the open LED is on.
End of

tape.
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that's no joy, and no visual joy either.

PAYCOM
Now step 3, we'd
Roger, Columbia, I understand.
like you to select cover closed.
Columbia, Sunnyvale, we would
like to then get a status of the closed LED.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, that's been done, both the opened and the
closed are off.
PAYCOM
Roger, Columbia.
Now we would like you to select
And now we're
cover open, and then cover closed, one more time.
going to turn you back to Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Same work.

And Columbia, one more activity we'd like you to
PAYCOM
perform at tab Charlie.

SPACECRAFT
procedure.

Tab char lie, that was part of our normal
You want to do it again after this, is that correct?

PAYCOM

That's affirmative Columbia.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we've completed your second try with no joy.

PAYCOM

Roger, understand.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're back with you for 50
seconds, real short tag up, we really don't have any major issues
Vehicle looks real good, nothing for you into the sleep
going.
period, we hope you get a good rest, it's been a pleasure working
with you tonight.
One reminder, if you haven't got the circ.
pumps on, we'd like the hydraulic thermal conditioning done
sometime before sleep, till then, we'll be with you for a while
tonight.
The entry team will be with you, and get you up in the
morning, and have a good rest guys, good work.
Okay George, we just been falling further behind
all day.
We're trying to get some of the com things done and
We're going to be
some of the things you can see from presleep.
awake for awhile, we haven't got around to dinner yet, so we're
going to go clean up our chores and see if we can't keep from
getting behind tomorrow.
Don't hesistate to call us for another,
won't get a chance
in fact we'll probably sign off with you.
I
to do the data dump, probably for 45 minutes to an hour, and I'll
go ahead and do it then, and I'll tell you when I'm signing off,
if you'd let us just kind of wander around here and do things, if
you need something, holler at us, we're going to put you on the
soup box.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
now.

Roger, we copy Hank, we've got nothing for you
We'll give you some time to work, over.
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Mission control, Houston, 9 hours, 22 minutes,
PA0
mission elapsed time. Just passed out of range of the Hawaii
station. Crew reported that they have quite a number of
activities to catch up with before they actually get into some
a lot
time for sleep and TK Mattingly reporting that he has quite
he
before
hour
of things going, it may be 45 minutes or an
completes some of those activities. Commander Mattingly also
noting that they had not had an opportunity yet to have their
And they will be
evening meal which was scheduled some time ago.
here as they
activities
continuing to perform many checks and
may be yet
there
and
number
7
pass out over the Pacific on orbit
later.
little
a
communication
some further opportunity for
Columbia will pass within range of the Santiago tracking station
At 9 hours, 23 minutes, mission elapsed
in about 17 minutes.
time, this is mission control, Houston.
End of tape.
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Mission control, Houston at 9 hours, 39 minutes,
PAO
time.
We're coming within range of the Santiago
elapsed
mission
station.
Mission control flight controllers did
tracking
Chile
not plan on initiating any communication with the crew over this
pass but the crew may have something to report or some
It's about a 6
communication they wish to make during this pass.
minute pass and we'll be standing by for anything that might come
through.
9 hours, 39 minutes, mission elapsed time, this is
mission control Houston.
Mission control, Houston, 9 hours, 47 minutes,
PAO
mission elapsed time. We passed out of range at the Santiago
tracking station with no communication taking place during that
And we'll be passing over the Ascenion Island station in
pass.
about 10 and a half minutes with an additional opportunity for
the crew to relay any information that they may have on their
Crew has gone beyond the scheduled
activities this evening.
sleep period beginning of the sleep period with their activities
trying to catch up with the items that were in the time line and
things they were unable to accomplish during a very busy first 10
Mission control not initiating any communication
hours today.
with the crew, just waiting for their reports on closing out
9 hours, 48 minutes, mission elapsed
their activities today.
time, this is mission control, Houston.
Mission control, Houston, 9 hours, 57 minutes,
PAO
mission elapsed time. We're passing within range of the
Ascension Island tracking station right now, and once again we'll
be waiting for any communication from the crew, but mission
control will continue to monitor things and watch any data that
We 1 1 not attempt to contact the crew during
may be coming down.
9 hours, 58 minutes, mission elapsed time, this is
this pass.
mission control, Houston.
*

Mission control, Houston, 10 hours, 12 minutes,
PAO
mission elapsed time. We're about to pass within range of the
There may not be communication
Indian Ocean tracking station.
again on this pass depending whether the crew has anything to
Crew is workinq on into their scheduled
relay to the ground.
sleep period, trying to catch up with some items that they had
Controllers
left over from the activities scheduled for the day.
here at mission control have indicated that presently there are
no plans to alter the time that the crew must got up in the
Flight controllers will be watching
morning to begin their day.
the data as we pass over the Indian Ocean station, and there was
some indication there may now be communication some talk with the
crew here as we pass over the station.

CAPCOM
you read?

Columbia Houston, through IOS for

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, through TOS for

minutes, how do

5

4

and

a

half
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minutes, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT
Hi, George, read ycu loud and clear, we got
finished with dinner, and we're starting to finish our other
F,nd

of tape.
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Columbia, Houston through IOS for four and
CAPCOM
minutes, how do you read?

a

half

We have
Hi, George, read you loud and clear.
SPACECRAFT
finished with dinner and we're starting to finish our up storage
in getting our spacecraft put together so we can have tomorrow
ready, we have not gotten around to doing a summary yet for you.
we copy that and one thing we'd like
Roger, T. K.
to get from you now if we could is, earlier you mentioned you'd
like to get back with us on, have Ron or Oscar step 4B and we'd
like for yu to go ahead and expand on that for us, if you could,

CAPCOM

over

,

.

No, we don't haven't had time, lost train the
SPACECRAFT
thought there, before we go topside see what I can find.

CAPCOM

Roger.

OK, George, I've got Ron or Oscar, the only thing I
SPACECRAFT
could think of was at the time we were talking about this I had
some general comments, they concern the status of material around
the spacecraft and just in general let me summarize the - after
we opened the payload bay doors, it was the - what makes a very
In fact,
spectacular picture of material around the payload bay.
around the entire spacecraft, it's not just around the payload
bay, it's very fascinating that after insertion and for a number
of hours after that, looking out the forward windows, with the
right lighting, you can see little particles that seems to be
steaming, they appear to stream by you. However, the payload bav
you see a lot of little white fireflies, they're all radiating
Right now I'm looking out the tail and
away from the spacecraft.
its a dark sunshining on the starboard side they've got a little
down from vertical {garble) from where its shield (garble) and
got some very bright things that are moving on when you set here
and look at it, it looks like a great deal, however, I suspect
it really isn't much at all, it's just a very bright background
And that is a fairly continuous ring and I can
yo see a lot.
not, I haven't had a chance to stop and look for a source or a
focal point.
My impression is that a lot of these mylar shreds
things like that and it may be some fluid, some ice that's
(Garble)
breaking off.
But it's been this way from insertion o.

And we were concerned with some
Roger, T.K. copy.
vehicle
during gravity
on
the
We
were
seeing
torging.
Do you think that has any impact on that? And, T. .<.,
gradient.
we're still seeing that torging.

CAPCOM

Rapid departure from being in attitude, quite
SPACECRAFT
frankly took me by surprise which T didn't - I haven't been
looked at it once not long after wo
T
monitoring it that close.
established it and I thought that probably one didn't work as

.
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well as we had inthe simulator but I was very much surprised when
I
(garble).
I really had worked out.

CAPCOM

Roger, T.

SPACECRAFT

K.

We're going LOS now.

would guess, 40 minutes from sound we turn quite
just buttoned things up and reastabl ished it.
The second attitude you gave me seemed to depart much less
rapidly - our - my impression was that neither of them wre
cycling that they departed, they just strating pickingup a rake
and I do indeed have my flash evaporators off so I don't know
what to say about that.
a ways out

I

so

I

CAPCOM
Roger. T. K., we copy.
For information, we'll
still seeing that torging on the vehicle and trying to find its
source, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

so the torging that was bugging me during the

(garble)

Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
10 huirs, 19 minutes
mission elapsed time.
On that pass over the ndian Ocean,
station commander T. K. Mattingly reporting that the crew had was completing their dinner and they were trying to finish out
the items they still had remaining for the crew before getting to
bed tonight.
Mattingly also remarked about the number of
particles apparently that were either streaming from or going
pass the spacecraft, and that he'd not had sufficient time to
observe any particular source for those.
END OF TAPE
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(Garble) and tonight, Mattingly also remarked
PAO
about the number of par tides apparently that were either
streaming from or going past the spacecraft and that he had
not had sufficient time to observe any particular source for
Mattingly noted that those might be shreads of mylar
those.
material or some frozen fluid, but again, had not had any time
At 10 hours, 20
to really anaLyze that situation any further.
Houston.
Control
Mission
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is

SPACECRAFT

Air

CAPCOM

This

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

to ground one.
is

Houston.

You're

S

By.

Roger
I

don't see any keying from you

Mission Control, Houston, standing by for
PAO
Ten hours, 37 minutes
acquisition of signal through Guam.
Mission Elapsed Time.
Houston
10 hours, 44 minutes
Mission !ont rol
PAO
We've just passed out
Orliit number a.
Mission Elapsed Time.
Tt will be about another 31
of range of the Guam station,
minutes before we reacquire or havo another opportunity to
That'll be over the
speak with the crew if that is necessarv.
Santiago station.
,

END OF TAPE
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PA0
During the end of orbit number 16 for
Columbia.
minutes
across the Southwest Pacific to Hawaii
19
for the next station contact followed by almost continuous
comm across the states with Buckhorn, Goldstone, Myla, Bermuda
followed by Dakar as the orbit precesses back into the network
stations.
Will be back in 18 minutes in Hawaii.
Mission
Control at 23:29. This is Mission Control, Houston.
Spacecraft Columbia will be acquired through the Hawaii
tracking station in about 25 seconds.
Brief gaps across to
the states.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston.
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

We're here.

CAPCOM

Roger, standing by.

Your over Hawaii for

SPACECRAFT
Listen Columbia, I've got
the CFES if your interested.
CAPCOM

a

3

couple of words on

Go ahead Hank.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I just got through collecting a sample
I'm about ready to move the sample to the collectors
driven down.
But just some general observations on the
device.
There are very small bubbles flowing around the
babbles and the bumper flow on either side of the ejection
tube and also the
with an extra tail on and the flew of the
sample slow enough that you can see it separating.
However,
the thing is following me and it will do it also when the
voltage off the polar tends to make little s turns as it goes
from bottom to top.
one.

•--

CAPCOM

Okay,

Hank.

Thank you, we copy that

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and Houston, let me give you a couple of
comments about that attempt to take the flow in the orbited.
The only evidence of flow that I think we got was a couple of
vernier firings which have possibly long persistance.
Those
times were adatated.
We seem to have some discrepancy on our
times too.
It appeared to me that wo got a lighted earth limb
in the last two exposures which probably over exposed those
two and came earlier than they indicated on CAP and if i want
to do much more of this, maybe you can give me some kind of a
guide about how to bias it and maybe two minutes in one
direction or something like that.
I got caught with the
exposure open and I wasn't sure what to do so - I finished it.
CAPCOM

Copy, T. K

.

.

We'll work on it.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and I'm just goint to leave this gear
available because I suspect we'll need to do this again.
CAPCOM
We copy.
And Columbia, Houston.
over the state in about 3 minutes.

We'll see you
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Okay.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston, through the states for 19
Standing by.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston, through tho states for 18
Standing by.

SPACECRAFT
Alright, sir.
We're trying to get some pictures
now.
If you keep an eye on the pipeland and let us know if we
do anything or miss something or have something coming up or
if we have an opportunity to miss something.
CAPCOM

Okay,

looks to us like it is lunchtime.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston.
You should be getting an
operator call from the CFES shortly.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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Hey, that's kind of impressive on the (garble)
SPACECRAFT
It was pretty clear,
where we went - where we can see Houston.
Just about an hour
and there were little puffy clouds forming.
and a half later when we came back by, you guys had disappeared
underneath a layer of clouds, and there is a redder, the
And that
impression size buildup out in the Gulf just off shore.
same pattern held throughout the Gulf coast, and the (garble) of
Florida.
Those are rather dramatic changes on hand.

Okay, T.K. we can see that on the radar, but we
CAPCOM
haven't see the light of day yet, so we will have to take your
word for it.

SPACECRAFT

I

don't think you'll want to see it.

Columbia, Houston, we are 20 seconds LOS.
CAPCOM
next at 20 after.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.

Dakar

is

Thank you.

Columbia, Houston with you through Dakar, and
CAPCOM
Ascension for 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Brewster,

CAPCOM

Go ahead sir.

thank you.

Houston, Columbia.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I am kind of in a dilemma about what you may
see, looking ahead that you gotta a TV pass set up and I know you
are planning, on our, we had been talking about doing a VTR dump
instead of a live, but I just looked at what we were trying catch
that last time, and it looks to me like it we just don't have a
functioning VTR.
However, it might be a playback circuit rather
And if that was the case, I guess we
than a record circuit.
could do something quite different with it. What I would like to
do is when we come up next time is start with a dump to you from
the VTR and see how that goes, and then plan the switch after
about 30 seconds or to (garble), so at least we would qot
someth ing
CAPCOM

We copy.

And if we've got a little time so if you want to
SPACECRAFT
suggest an alternative plan, that's fine, but what I had, what we
had recorded looks like it is available.
T.K. we assume from what you've said, that you
CAPCOM
tried to playback the latest recordings you took, and it was
unsuccessful

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

It

just jumps and flickers.

.
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thank you.

The picture on the monitor's and on the CCTV at the
time that the picture is taken, looks good, and I tried it with
several cameras on sure it's not one camera.
It's only when you
play a tape back that it gets jerky and jumpy, and makes single.

SPACECRAFT

T.K. we think your
CAPCOM
Okay, we copy that, thank you.
suggestion for the VTR is a good one and we'll plan on going with
that

Okay, and I will come up ready to dump a piece of
and
then
I will be prepared to switch
it over live or hang
VTR,
on to it until you call.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger.
And T.K. while we are talking about the
reminder that the time limit on having the VTR in the
record mode is 4 hours and after it has been in that mode for
hours, it needs a 30 minute cool off period.
VTR,

a

SPACECRAFT

Roger,

4

I've been pretty stingy with it.

CAPCOM
Okay, sir.
Columbia, Houston, we are 30 seconds
LOS, Botswana is next at 38.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, at 1 day 0 hours, 32
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia is out of range at
Ascension. Next station Botswana in 6 minutes.
During the next
Merritt Island pass, Commander Ken Mattingly will again
END OF TAPE
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Mattingly will again try to dump the video tape
PAO
He plans to try a live
That is not successfull.
recorder.
television pass at Merritt Island. That pass beginning at 3
hours 19 minutes mission elapsed time. One day, 3 hours, 19
minutes.
Air to mission control center shift handover is
about 25 minutes away.
A team of flight controllers directed
by Chuck Lewis preparing to take over from flight director
CAPCOM on this upcoming shift is
Harold Drawn and his team.
Brewster Shaw. One day, - this is mission control, correction
The
The present CAPCOM is Brewster Shaw.
on the CAPCOM.
oncoming CAPCOM will be George Nelson. We're about 3 minutes
1 day, 35 minutes mission
20 seconds away from Botswana.
This is
This is Shuttle Control Houston.
elasped time.
Shuttle Control at 1 day 38 minutes mission elapsed time.
Columbia is approaching acquisition through Botswana.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston.
Standing by.

Through Botswana for

4

Okay, Brewster, I'm trying to update my page 4It's the last thing on the message you sent us
How about
this morning and I'm not sure I got a good copy.
giving me pitch, yaw and overdrawn purply please.

SPACECRAFT

25 of the CAP.

CAPCOM
over

Roger.

Pitch is +90, yaw +348, omacron +270

.

That's 90, 48, and 270.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

The yaw was 348, 348 over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, 348.

CAPCOM

That's correct.

Thank you.

Okay, can - do you have any idea what our
SPACECRAFT
general plan is to do this 7,OV toniqht and then move into the
tail sun tomorrow morning and then follow the normal sequence
of maneuvers from that point on?

CAPCOM

That's the current plan, yes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

You know

I

won't change.

Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
That's right.
seconds LOS, Yarragadee next at 55.

SPACECRAFT

I

We're 20

can't say that.

Botswana has loss-ofThis is Shuttle Control.
PAO
Next acquisition through Yarragadee in 12 minutes.
signal.
At 1 day, 43 minute3 mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle
Control Houston. This is Shuttle Control 1 day 55 minutes
mission elapsed time. Columbia is coming within range of the
Yarragadee station.

STS-4
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8

Over

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're still here.

Roger, T. K.
Sometime during this pass I'd like
CAPCOM
teleprinter
message were going to send
to discuss with you a
Hawaii
that
has
to
do
with
your gg.
up over
Okay.
Lets see.
I'm still timing out my tab
SPACECRAFT
activity. Moving in on another 30 seconds or so.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

Thirty seconds or so, give you one (garble)

CAPCOM

Okay, just yell when your ready.

1

Okay, Charlie is off, LED is off, and we have no
SPACECRAFT
cover LEDs illuminated, and I guess we visually confirmed that
status, no joy.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that,

SPACECRAFT

Okay I'm ready, go ahead.

Roger sir, you
CAPCOM
maneuver to gravity gradient
Hawaii a teleprinter message
should the vehicle leave the
torquing we saw before.

thank you.

have coming up at 25 past the hour,
and we are going to send up at
that will give you some assistance
gravity gradient due to the type of

Okay, you said it's coming up at 25, you mean the
SPACECRAFT
message is coming up at 25 or you'd like execution at 25?

CAPCOM

At 25

is

the time to initiate the gravity gradient

SPACECRAFT

Oh, let's see here, what hour
next hour you mean?

is

that? It's not th

CAPCOM
Yes sir it is, at 5 minutes past the hour is
initiate for the manuever and then at 25 past the next hour is
the initate the gravity gradient itself.

SPACECRAFT
(garble)
Okay, and your going to send some data
that might help in knowing what to do in
<?se we have the same
responses we had yesterday.
CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, be looking for that.
And Brewster, when we
come up on the next before we have TV here at this live pass,
would the (garble) people want us to show a hand sketch of what
they are seeing or do they pretty much understand what's going
on?
CAPCOM
We'll ask them that, T. K. and want to make sure
that we're in sync here, the next TV we have is a dump over Mila
at 3 hours 19 minutes, on page 4-20.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM

4-21, my mistake.

SPACECRAFT

I

here

just got,

flipped the wrong page in my hymnal
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CAPCOM
And T. K. the answer to your question is
affirmative, we'd like to see whatever you can show us on the
CFES.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And T. K. a little bit of
teleprinter message we're going to send
at sunrise the gravity gradient uncorks
procedure will just help you get it set
reinitialize at sunset each time.

clarification on the
you, if it turns out that
the way it has been, this
up,

and we'll

SPACECRAFT

And reinitialization is at sunset, okay.

JAP COM
at 21.

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Alright sir

20 seconds LOS,

Hawaii

is

next

PAO
This is Shuttle Control Columbia has passed out of
range at Yarragadee.
No;.' over North Central Australia.
With the
next acquistion through Hawaii in 17 minutes.
The crew will
attempt to reestablish Columbia in a gravity gradient attitude at
1 day 1 hour 25 minutes, Mission Flap sed Time.
There's been a
problem in Columbia maintaining that attitude whenever they've
attempted it, they'll give it another try.
And at I day 1 hour 5
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, this s Shuttle Control Houston.
,

i

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, the change of shift
briefing is estimated for 11:40 a.m. Central daylight time,
briefing with the off-going Flight Director Harold Draughn.

END OF TAPE
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Estimated at for 11:40 a.m. Central daylight time
room 135 at the JSC Newscenter, this is Shuttle Control.
Columbia, Houston, through Hawaii for

CAPCOM
over

8

minutes,

.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM
Have you five by T. K., we're going to send you two
teleprinter messages, the first will be the one we talked about
earlier, the second will be a follow on to your gas experiment,
probably a last try at it.
SPACECRAFT
Alright, sir will you give me the times to start,
do you want me to defer going free until 125, or would you like
me to go ahead and start now?
CAPCOM

T.

K.

whenever your happy with the rates you can go

free

SPACECRAFT

You're there at 122.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy.

Okay, Houston, since we have no opens, would you
like for us to try to do something on our own to make this thing
work? Or are we going to be working in conflict with other
folks

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Stand by one.
Columbia, Houston, in response to
your question, we are working on some further procedures probably
have them ready for you late tomorrow, in the meantime we will be
taking our gravity gradient DTO data, and we'll use the test for
that.

So,

SPACECRAFT

we'd like you just to sit tight then.

Alright sir,

I'll do that,

thank you.

Columbia, Houston, we're 1 minute LOS stateside is
next at 31.
And the Crystal team is signing off, we sure enjoyed
working with you today, and the Bronz team will pick you up over
the states.
Have a good day.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you very much, you guys are

a

lot of

fun to work with.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Hawaii has LOS.
Acquisiton through the Buckhorn California station in a minute
and 50 seconds.
We'll stand by for that. Change of shift news
conference scheduled for 11:40 a.m. Central daylight time, room
135 at JSC Newscenter, Flight Director Harold Draughn, who is now
breaking shift here in the Mission Control Center.
Flight
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Director Chuck Lewis, and his team taking over. CAPCOM on this
shift will be heard starting this next stateside pass is
We're about a minute away from
Astronaut George Nelson.
day 1 hour 30 minutes, Mission
At
acquisiton, we'll stand by.
Elapsed Time.
1.

And Columbia, Houston, with you through the states
for 16 minutes and the Bronze team is wishing you a good day.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Alright Houston, we're just trying to get

a

couple

of pictures here.

CAPCOM

Roger.

This is Shuttle Control, the CAPCOM who greeted the
PAO
crew that time is Mike Coats, the backup CAPCOM on this shift.
And Columbia, Houston, we've got a few notes, we'd
like to pass up at your convenience.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay Mike, can you hold off for about
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CAPCOM

That's affirmative,

T.
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K.

SPACECRAFT
Just now coming up on the Texas Gulf Coast again,
and we've been tracking this rather large cloud formation all
morning and when we came by a few refs by, Mike it was just sort
of a (garble) around the Houston area.
Really impressive the way
it rolls in an hour and a half we are current looking down
over
.

.

.

CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
at

it Mike.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that T. K.

You can even see Scholls field when you look down
That's a (garble) stand out pretty neatly.
Roger, we copy that t. K

.

,

that's really amazing.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, that was Ken Mattingly
reporting he could see Scholls field, that is the municipal
airport at Galveston, Texas.

SPACECRAFT
I'd like you to tell Bob that the path he picked up
for the video tape, was absolutely perfect and I decided to go
with the 16 instead of the VTR we had so much trouble with it
this morninq, so I guess (garble) perfect pass.
CAPCOM

Roger T. K. we'll pass

it

on to nob.

SPACECRAFT
(garble) another chance before we get through
here.
Really neat SLS stands out, we're passing south of Miami
now and the SLS is loud and clear from here.
You can see a
(garble) and you can even see (garble) and I'm passing an area
now that is south of Miami just before you turn into the (garble)
looking down at Homestead and Miami International, and whole
complex up and clown the coast there and moving out now into the
Windward Islands and they offer some of the most vivid colors,
green, blue green, it shows the current and next thing was the
brown land and blue free water, and the white clouds, it's almost
pretty enough to vake a picture.
Just to put a final topping on
it I will take the camera around so it's on the horizon, and look
in the direction, almost in the direction of motion up off the
moon at the same time.
CAPCOM
beaut f ul

Roger, we copy all

that T. K.

sounds real

i

Well
SPACECRAFT
enjoy it, kinda
airborne
,

CAPCOM

I

in

didn't want to bore you, but I knew you'd
spite of Henry's comment when he got

Roger, Ken, we're looking forward to seeing those

.
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movies
Okay, I'm through playing here for a while if you
SPACECRAFT
would like to give me some work to do, I'll be glad to talk to
you about it.

Okay, T. K. first note here, sunrise is running
CAPCOM
about 1 minute and a half, earlier than the CAP indicates and
getting earlier by about 13 seconds each revolution, Moon set is
getting later each time, the glow experiment PI would like yc a to
take nominal exposures, glow experiments, don't worry about the
Earth rim, just start the photos at Moon set and be advised
another opportunity exists on page 4-22, at 4 hours and 9
Sunrise is at 4:21.
minutes.

could look at that.

SPACECRAFT

Sure wish

SPACECRAFT

And in case you didn't get all of that Mike,

END OF TAPE
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It (garble) Mike, it turned out that the moon is
SPACECRAFT
(garble) really overpowers everything else when it's out there,
you see everything, and on this last pass, we didn't see a thing
or watch a Moon set.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that T. K.

And since the Moon set is getting later and the
SPACECRAFT
earlier, I could get them all in a lot easier
getting
sunrise is
little of that (garble) second pass, I guess,
off
a
knocked
if we
you tell me to knock 30 seconds or so
unless
with
it
stick
I'll
off of it.

And Columbia, Houston,
Roger, T. K. stand by.
Be advised that we'd like you to save the
stand by on that one.
nylon ring or washer from the VTR for post-flight anaylsis, and
also we're planning a VTR dump over Mila next time, on Rev 19, in
about 3 hours 19 minutes, we planned to have you begin the dump,
we'd like to be watching the dump onboard, we'd like to command
an A sine mode from down here and if there is no joy on the VTR
dump we'd like you to switch to the live telecast, over.

CAPCOM

You guys must have someone pretty smart
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
figuring out those new angles, this thing seems to be holding
pretty good today.
And Columbia, Houston,
Roger, we concur with that.
CAPCOM
you again at
to
talk
we'll
seconds,
we're going LOS in 30
good today.
sounding
are
sure
guys
you
hour,
Ascension on the

SPACECRAFT

Alright sir, we'll be there.

CAPCOM

Roger.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia is out of range
Next station is Ascension in 8 and a half minutes.
at Bermuda.
During this pass over the Gulf Coast, we had a travel log by
Columbia's Commander Ken Mattingly, reporting on the cloud
Said he could see Scholls
formations along the Texas Gulf Coast.
field in Galveston, and goorl view of the Miami Florida complex.
As Columbia went over Flori li he was taking 16 mm movies during
The data acquisition camera could be heard in the
this pass.
Apparently a very
background during the air to ground there.
And
and scenery.
weather
of
terms
good pass for photography in
holding
is
attitude
gradient
gravity
the
he reports that so far
Columbia entered gravity gradient at 1 day 1 hour 22
very well.
There were some
minutes this morning and no problems so far.
and
attitudes
gradient
gravity
the
with
problems yesterday
At 1
today.
yet
up
cropped
not
have
those
but
torquing problems
Shuttle
is
this
Time,
Elapsed
Mission
minutes,
day 1 hour 52
Control Houston.
PAO
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This is Shuttle Control, at 1 day 1 hour 59 minutes
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time, we're standing by for acquisition of
Columbia through Ascension.

CAPCOM
for

8

And Columbia, Houston, with you through Ascension
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir.

And Columbia, Houston, Sunnyvale PAYCOM would like
to talk to you for a few minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

I'll be there in just a second.

PAYCOM
do you read?

Columbia, this is Sunnyvale on air to ground

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

1,

how

Roger Columbia, we've got an update for you, about
PAYCOM
Over the next hour, any activity that you
your tab activity.
feel would assist the operations would be appropriate, and we
suggest at your convenience tabs Bravo Alpha, Bravo Bravo, and
experiment C, power OFF.

END OF TAPE
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then ON cycling in

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I just didn't want to mess up anything
else
that might be going on (garble) look like
we're at a poin wV e
a little dickering might not hurt.
PAYCOM
Roger Columbia, we've looked at the memory
loads
we've got and we don't have any problem with
you taking^ any
<y of
those actions.

SPACECRAFT
another, but

I

I

don't have any insight to say one is better than
just thought I wanted to help.

9er
C °^ mbia
lol^nf
m J°
some
ot hh.
the meters
on Lll.
'

SPACECRAFT

'

and we'd like to get a reading of

Okay, I'm ready to give you
R q
?
S

a

Bravo Alpha,

if

you'd

at
^haV

doesn,t q uit * have what we need, what
YOU m ° Ve the
select switch to
e o
,
r and! give
the
orbiter
position
us the voltage that you see.

w^S°H^

,

-

SPACECRAFT

Okay, how bout 31?, no call it 30 and a
half.

PAYCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

what else would you like?

^

C M
2 Kr

I

understand 30.

^

5.

o?biJe? amp??

" e d like you to move the (qa^le) select
switch to
US a readin
and then finally the

SPACECRAFT

Okay, on hybrid

PAYCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

And which amps did you say you wanted sir?

'.

S1

^

I

got about 29 and a half.

29.5.

r^I^

thd
° rbiter 3m P s
just
iis^o
^ S themeter.
to tho
the right of the voltage

SPACECRAFT

Okay its the one that has been fluctuating,
ar ° Und

"'about
PAYCOM

that s the m3ter
'

'

U

°r

3

To

I

it's

recaH i?'goU up

Roger, understand.

C
And Co umbia ' Sunnyvale, that's all we
have for you
n^
now, °l.it
we'll -turn you iback to Houston, thank you.

.
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Okay,

CAPCOM

2

I'll talk to you later.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we've got about
more minutes through Ascension.
SPACECRAFT
seen the amps
kick a little
Don't want to
amps

PAGE
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and a half

Okay sir.
Just a minute ago I said I thought I had
go up to about 40, I was sitting here watching it
bit, and I guess maybe 30 is a better number.
mislead someone into thinking we had very high
Okay, we copy that T.

K.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS we'll be
with you again through Botswana at 11 and be advised if you need
F5L jet go ahead and reselect it, you may get a leak message in
the next half hour or so.
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

that's which jet?

Roger F5L T.
Is

it

Roger,
Okay,

K.

getting cold?
it's

a

transducer bias again.

thank you.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Columbia is out of range at
Ascension, but Botswana will have acquistion in 2 and a half
minutes, we'll stand by for Botswana.
Mission Elapsed Time is 1
day 2 hours 8 minutes.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, with you through Botswana for
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

8

Okay sir.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston 30 seconds to LOS, we'll talk to
you again through Yarragadee at 32.
PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Columbia's had Loss Of
Signal with Botswana, next station is Yarragadee in 12 and a half
minutes.
At 1 day 2 hours 19 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time this
is Shuttle Control Houston.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you through Yarragadee for

and a half minutes, over.

END OF TAPE
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Columbia, Houston with you through Yarragadee for
CAPCOM
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Rog

5

we hear you.

,

Roger, we copy you, we got a couple of notes
CAPCOM
concerning the glow experiment and gg when you're ready to copy.

Okay, I show it's time for
Alright, just a second.
SPACECRAFT
me to go here in a couple minutes, (garble) better give it to me
first.

Roger T. K. we just advised you to go ahead and use
the 400 second exposure and as soon as the Moon sets start using
it, if you see any sun coming up go ahead and close the aperture
and stop it.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

it's looking real good to
And T. K. concerning gg
right now, we almost set the pitch limit but it was diverging
slowly and it's now re-converging, we'd like you to let us call
the (garble), however if you see it's outside limits during LOS
we'd appreciate a report on that.

CAPCOM

,

us

SPACECRAFT

Okay, yes I'm really impressed.

CAPCOM

Roger that.

SPACECRAFT

And Houston,

CAPCOM

Go ahead Hank.

I

got some words on the CFES.

Okay (garble) lot of bubbles forming on the left
SPACECRAFT
side of the tube, stand by one, some of them are rather large,
I'd say most of them are on the order of 3/16 of a inch in
diameter, there's one big one at the top just before the exit
it's about 3/4 of an inch in diameter and there are several that
are 3/8 of an inch or more, one almost a half an inch, but a
whole lot of little bitty bubbles, there all collected along the
left-hand side.

CAPCOM
Roger, we copy that Hank.
And Columbia, Houston,
Hank can you verify that the bubbles are in the electrode baffles
front and back?

SPACECRAFT

Can

I

what?

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds from LOS,
we'll talk to you again through Guam, at 44.
PAO

This is Shuttle Control, Yarragadee has lo3s of
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Columbia
signal.
Next station Guam in 5 minutes, bO seconds.
still maintaining the gravity gradient attitude looking good in
And during this pass, Hank Hartsfield reported a
that attitude.
lot of bubbles in the left side of the continuous flow
electrophoresis experiment. He gave estimates of varying sizes,
we hope to be able to take a look at that experiment during the
next pass over the Merritt Island of Florida tracking station.
At about 1 day 3 hours 19 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time.
At 1
day 2 hours 39 minutes. Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle
Control Houston.
PAO
This is Shuttle Control at
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, Columbia
acquisition through Guam.

1

is

day
25

2 hours 43
seconds away from

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, with you through Guam for
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

6

Okay, Mike.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're 15 seconds from LOS,
we'll talk to you again through Hawaii at 57, and we see the spec
76 comm message on the fault message, we assume that's from the
VTR?

SPACECRAFT

I

sure hope so.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Columbia's moved out of
range of the Guam station, moving toward Hawaii which will pick
up the Spacecraft in 5 minutes 50 seconds.
At 1 day 2 hours 51
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Shuttle Control, at 1 day, 2 hours 56
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia is approaching
acquisition through Hawaii.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, with you through Hawaii for
minutes, over.

8

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

CAPCOM
here for you,

And Columbia we've got a cryo note here, we've got
at your convenience.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, standby.

And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds from LOS we
CAPCOM
will talk to you again in 2 minutes through the states.

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

And

I

am still waiting for you to give me

the call on these recorders.

Roger, T.K. we will wait for those through the

CAPCOM
states

This is Shuttle Control.
Hawaii has LOS.
Next
During
acquisition is through Buckhorn in a minute and a half.
this stateside pass we expect television during the Merritt
Island Florida pass, either a dump from the video tape recorder
or if that tape recorder is still not functional live television
real-time television from onboard of the continuous flow
electrophoresis experiment. We will standby for acquisition
through the states, in about 45 seconds.
Mission Elapsed Time 1
day 3 hours 6 minutes.
PAO

CAPCOM
for about

SPACECRAFT

14

And Columbia, Houston, with you through the states
minutes.
Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, we've got
CAPCOM
All when you get a chance.

SPACECRAFT

a

switch on panel

Go ahead.

CAPCOM

Okay we would like the cryo H2 tank 4 heater B to
This will help us troubleshoot the H2 tank 4 heater
OFF
And when you get a chance on panel 02 we would like to
anomaly.
got a read out of the Cryo H2 tank 2 quantity.
.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Mike, you got

OFF.

CAPCOM

Roger we copy.

a

cryo H2 tank

4

heater B is
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You asked me to
Mike, you cut out just at the end.
SPACECRAFT
position heaters in tank 4 hydrogen B to OFF. You asked for some
reading and I didn't understand what that was.
On panel 02, we would like to get a
Roger, T.K..
read out of the cryo H2 tank 2 quantity, and help us check our
quanity transducer problem.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

45%.

Roger, we copy 45%, and be advise that we may have
CAPCOM
to make our recorder call during TV downlink over Mila.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, when you have the time we
CAPCOM
would appreciate any more words you have on CFES bubbles.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

and Hank just

finished drawing you

a

sketch.

CAPCOM
Roger.
And Columbia, Houston, if bubbles run the
electrode baffle chambers there on the left side, they tell us
that's probably normal operation.
Okay, you know you can't look at that thing and
SPACECRAFT
All I could tell is that they're
tell exactly where they are.
not mobile like the bubbles that are flowing along with the cross

wal 1
And Columbia, Houston,
Roger, we copy that Hank.
we may have a short 40 second LOS here, let us know when you are
ready on the TV and we will give you the go for that.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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Now were with you again
And Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
through Mila for about 4-1/2 minutes.

Whatever - you're
Okay, I'm just waiting for you.
SPACECRAFT
(Garble) 3 ring circus the CFES called for
waiting for us.
Are you ready to try
Henry's (garble) in the middle of all this.
some downlinks?
We'd like TV control to command and
Roger.
CAPCOM
downlink to enable Ken.
And I've got downlink
You got command and enable.
I'll start it running when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT
VTR.

CAPCOM

You have a go, Ken.

Our picture is flickering very badly and I don't
SPACECRAFT
know whether what you get does it or not but it's shaking around
So
and by now it's not even a recognizable picture on my screen.
Because
press
on?
that
before
we
knowing
of
do you have any way
the next thing I'm going to show you requires some explanation.

CAPCOM

Okay, we got a good picture down here, Ken.

SPACECRAFT

You do?

CAPCOM

Affirmative.

If I
SPACECRAFT
Okay, well then all I can do is to time it.
can't see it up here and for right now knowing it's only my
playback capabilities that's bad, what you're looking at is a
picture of oms 4 and actually we set the cameras up during the
OMS 3 to 4 per iod ...

Break, break, T.
CAPCOM
wideband to continuous record.

Alright.
SPACECRAFT
about the PCM?

CAPCOM

K.

We'd like you to take the DFI

You got wideband miscion continuous.

No PCM call,

Ken.

How

Just 30 seconds and then back to

standby.

Now I've lost my train of thought on
Okay, Mike.
SPACECRAFT
what was on that channel but what we're trying to put together
was a picture that 3hows you OMS 3 preparations that would go
along with the intercom (garble), actually right after ignition
the camera (garble) they're good enough to hold up these cameras
they aren't quite in the center of the mass and so during the
burn the camera rotated around, you got a beautiful picture of
the ejection seat from what I saw before the playback stopped.
We'll see if Hentry can point the camera out the window for a

PAGE
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Looks like we ought to be going over
quick look at the ground.
I'll switch
that VTR stopped?
is
Hey Mike,
Mexico here.
(garble) TV?

We're still watching the picture down here, Ken.
the DFI recorder wideband mission back to
take
And you can

CAPCOM

standby

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM

And then to off, T.

SPACECRAFT

Say again.

And now you can take
CAPCOM
wideband mission power off.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

K.

it

off and OEX power off and

they are.

Okay, on the downlink here we saw just
to the ejection seat like you said we would.

CAPCOM

a

shift over

Okay, what you needed was some words and I couldn't
I don't
You want to switch over now to stop that.
see them.
take, so I
that
of
rest
the
was
on
what
think
I don't remember
do work.
our
tapes
of
some
know
that
Now
I
think I'll stop it.
to you
them
we'll
ship
and
them
to
cut
continue
I'll go ahead and
them.
of
out
sense
some
can
make
and hope that you

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT

You want quick tour with a live TV or not?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, T.

K.

Okay, Ken's going down the ladder now with
Okay.
He's going to turn
He's coming down in the middeck.
around here in a minute and get us a view on the CFES.

SPACECRAFT
the TV.

CAPCOM

Okay, we're seeing all of that down here.

You see the treadmills are all stowed away
SPACECRAFT
And what that
properly. Okay, he's centered up on the CFES now.
in the
sample
protein
device does, you know, that we put in our
buffer
or
of
a
flow
bottom, or some ether sample and there's a
fluid that carries the sample up to the top and it comes in a
very fine stream on the left ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

and right of each side of that electric field
that tends to separate the proteins because they all pick up
their own inherent charges, it's a very slow process it takes
several minutes for the fluid to transport from one from the
top from the bottom of the system to the top.
The end product
of course is what we're all interested in, and there's a great
future for this in developing new drugs and isolating and
biological materials that can only be there in microscopic

portions in

a

laboratory.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're about 10 seconds to
LOS appreciate those good words there flank, we'll talk to you
again here through Ascension at 37.
PAO
This is Shuttle Control, we've had Loss of
Signal through Merritt Island, next acquisition, Ascension
Island in 13 and 1/2 minutes.
First portion of this downlink
televison was from the video tape recorder that was video of
the crew during an OMS burn, then shifted to live television
the last minute and a half or so of the pass of the continuous
flow electrophoresis experiment on the middeck of Columbia.
At 1 day 3 hours 24 minutes Mission F.lapsed Time, this is
Shuttle Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
for

6

Columbia, Houston, with you through Ascension
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay Mike, we're here.

CAPCOM

Roger, read you five by and we'd like to verify
thai you deactivated the MLR on the last pass.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir,

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that T. K. 03:27

the time was 03:27.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS,
we'll talk to you again through Botswana at 48.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Ascension has Loss Of
Signal.
Columbia out over the South Atlantic moving toward
acquisition through Botswana in 4 minutes. Crew reporting
over Ascension that the mono dispersed latex reactor
experiment was deactivated at I day 3 hours 27 minutes,
Mission Elapsed Time. At I day 3 hours 43 minutes, Mission
Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

This is Shuttle Control at 1 day 3 hours 47
PAO
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia coming up on
acquisition at Botswana.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, with you through Botswana for
7 minutes, over.
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SPACECRAFT
Yes sir.
I'm sitting here marking up the entry
checklist for the post landing time when its all over, I guess
that's what you wanted me to do with that message, is that
right?
That's affirmative T. K. and while your marking
CAPCOM
things up we have a minor change to the CAP we'd like to give
to you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Okay, on page 4-24 of the CAP, we'd like you to
delete the FES restart, that's at 6 hours 40 minutes, since
our attitudes are changing tonight, I'd like to delete that
restart
SPACECRAFT
Okay, on 4-24, about 6:40, you say when you
leave gg, just leave the radiators the way they are.
CAPCOM
S where

Roger T. K. we'd like you to leave the FES
it

It's all flow with the radiator stowed.
SPACECRAFT
what you want right?

END OF TAPE
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Flow with the radiator stowed, that's what you want

ight?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, radiator stowed and FES off.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS
we'll talk to you through Guam at 4 plus 19.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
pass will be

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Mike thank you.
a

And Columbia, Houston, be advised that the next
PMC.

Okay, thank you sir.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Botswana has Loss Of
Signal, next acquistion through Guam, the Private Medical
Conversation will take place during the Guam pass. We'll stand
by during that pass if that Private Medical Conversation does not
go on through the pass we'll pick up whatever air co ground there
is at that time.
Guam acquisition in 23 minutes.
Crew
continuing to operate the continuous flow electrophoresis
experiment.
At 1 day 3 hours 56 minutes Mission Elapsed Time,
this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control at 1 day 4 hours 18 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time, Columbia has just started orbit number 20,
and is coming up on acquisition through Guam.
PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Columbia is beyond Guam's
range now, heading toward Hawaii, which we'll acquire in 6
minutes.
This Guam pass devoted to the scheduled Private Medical
Communication. At 1 day 4 hours 27 minutes, Mission Elapsed
Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Shuttle Control, at 1 day 4 hours 32
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia is approaching
acquisition through Hawaii.

CAPC
And Columbia, Houston, with you through Hawaii for
7 minutes, over.
\

SPACECRAFT
Okay Mike, and I just took a look at our attitudes
and I was just getting ready to intervene with GG, what is your
opinion?
CAPCOM
Roger, stand by, we're taking a look at it T. K
And while we're doing that, would you, panel All, we'd like you
to tank the cryo tank 4 heater H2, A switch to OFF and B to AUTO,
we think we've got H2 tank 4 heater failure here.

i

i
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Okay,

I've got on All, hydrogen, tank

4

2

A is OFF

is AUTO.

CAPCOM

Roger we copy, we think heater A is failed.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger we copy the CFES is put to bed.

the CFES

is

all put to bed for

today.

And Columbia, Houston, be advised that we'd like to
leave GG as is.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay that's fine.

And Columbia, Houston, when you get a chance we'd
like to get the times that you powered up the CFES today and the
time you powered it down.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay Mike, stand by one, I'll push down and get

that for you.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
Okay the time that I logged for sample one was 0
days, 20 hours 51 minutes.
And I powered it off at 1 day 3 hours
and 50 minutes.
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that Hank.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we missed the tire pressure
measurements over Guam, if you could turn the DFI power up at
this time, we'll get that now.
END OF TAPE
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Mike.

And Columbia, Houston, we are 30 seconds
Roger.
minute LOS we will talk to you through Buckhorn.
Okay

Columbia out of range in
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
Hawaii, moving toward acquisition through Buckhorn in a minute
Hank Hartsfield reporting during this pass that he
and a half.
has shutdown the continuous flow electrophoresis experiment for
today.
We will standby for Buckhorn acquisition. Columbia will
miss the Merritt Island station during this pass, as it skirts
down the west coast of Central America, and will cut across to
We are about 1
South America to Ascension after Buckhorn LOS.
minute away from Buckhorn.
And Columbia, Houston with you through Buckhorn,
and you can turn the DFI power off at your convenience.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay those are off.

Roger, copy that Hank, and be advised there is
CAPCOM
state message, teleprinter message onboard, that was sent up
Hawai i

just took it off the telepress.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Mike,

CAPCOM

That's affirmative T.K..

I

a G
in

thank you.

you still there?

Okay. Finally found me a place where I could use
Looking at this radiator
the tail to shield the sun.
And I think I
performance.
Not radiator, but payload bay liner.
can say verbally that the only thing I see that all of the things
The ones in the bottom all
that look like dacron cloth blankets.
look like they have had a little air trapped under them, but
But, I'd bet if you were to push on
the've taken a little set.
It looks like all those on the
them, they go right back down.
bottom and I'll get a picture of them when the sun (garble)
now.
The stuff on the back of the bulkhead and sides that all
And just at the side I was looking at
looks perfectly clean.
the, I had my binoculars out and was looking at things on the
tall end, and L went around and looked, and from where I am it
Not even
doesn't look like we've got even 1 ding on the OMS POD.
a little scratch, they're just as clean as when they were put it
on

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that T.K.

that's good news.

And
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Columbia, Houston, we are 25 seconds from LOS, we will talk to
you again through Botswana at 23.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you then.

Buckhorn has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
The elevation angle at Ascension is too low to talk to
signal.
Columbia during this orbit, so the next station will be Botswana
Columbia's Commander T.K. Mattingly reporting
in 33 1/2 minutes.
during this pass that he's been looking over the OMS pods with
That's the area where we had some tile damage
his binoculars.
He said the OMS pods looked very
during the last flight.
At 1 day 4 hours, 50 minutes,
No dings no scratches.
clean.
Control, Houston. This is
Shuttle
Mission Elapsed Time, this is
At 1
acquired
at Botswana now.
being
Shuttle Contori, Columbia
Time.
Elapsed
Mission
minutes,
day 5 hours 23
Columbia, Houston with you through Botswana for
CAPCOM
you are enjoying your meal.
we
hope
minutes,
END OF TAPE
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MUSIC
How are you doing?

SPACECRAFT

Hello, there Robert.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy all that, T, K,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Robert.

CAPCOM

T.

K.

this is Mike, we copy.

excuse me, I thought it sounded like Bob came
sorry Mike. On the spare electrode we had, I
could ask (garble) or somebody you think can found
Sure
We can't find the spare.
out where that thing was stowed.
enough, we've lost the original.

SPACECRAFT

Oh,

I'm
back in.
wonder if you

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia

CAPCOM

Roger we copy you T. K,

SPACECRAFT

Oh, okay, did you hear my last rambling question?

CAPCOM
now

That's affirmative Ken, we're looking into

it

right

Okay, gonna have to go get some of these
SPACECRAFT
(garble) down there at the Cape to find out for you.

Roger, Ken we're on the phone right now, checking

CAPCOM
on

it.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

And Columbia, Houston, we're checking on that, but
CAPCOM
you might check the STS Locker up there, on by R5, pilot side

over there.

SPACECPAFT

Sounds like

good plan, I'll check it right now.

a

And Columbia, Houston, Steve Holly says it's in
CAPCOM
there
in Pi.
bag
blue

SPACECRAFT

And by george

,

a

you guys are right.

Roger T. K. and we're 30 seconds from LOS, We'll
talk to you through Indian Ocean here at 35.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

thank you Mike.

The
This is Shuttle Control, Botswana has LOS.
PAO
at
1 day 5
Indian Ocean station is next in 3 and a half minutes,
Control
Shuttle
is
hours 31 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, this

Houston
This is Shuttle Control, at 1 day 5 hours 34
PAO
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, the Indian Ocean station is about
to acquire Columbia.

CAPCOM
for 2

Columbia, Houston, with you through Indian Ocean
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

123 okay that's it.

(garble) Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, we're copying you here, we
CAPCOM
to go through Indian Ocean, over.
seconds
got about 45
Okay, we're just having a little trouble getting
(garble) middeck.

SPACECRAFT
over

STS-4
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Roger, we copy, your about 30 seconds to go at
CAPCOM
Indian Ocean, we'll talk to you again through Guam at 56.
Okay.

SPACECRAFT

This is Shuttle Control, Loss Of Signal now at the
PA0
At 1
Next station is Guam in 18 minutes.
Indian Ocean station.
Shuttle
is
this
Time,
Elapsed
Mission
minutes
day 5 hours 37
Control, Houston.

This is Shuttle Control at 1 day 5 hours 55
PA0
Elapsed Time. Guam is about to acquire
Mission
minutes,
Columbia

Columbia, Houston, with you through Guam for
CAPCOM
minutes, over.
Is that you Houston?

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
Guam for

6

6

That's affirmative Columbia, we're with you through
minutes, and standing by if you need us.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, just making some good ole barbeque. Want

some?

CAPCOM

Roger, sounds good Hank.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia's crew is in the
PAO
midst of the evening meal period aboard the spacecraft, we don't
Hank Hartsfield had
expect much conversation during this pass.
stand by.
We'll
nice words to say about the Barbeque.
And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds from LOS,
CAPCOM
we'll talk to you again through Hawaii at ten minutes after.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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Okay, we'll see you then.

Columbia is out of ranqe
This is Shuttle Control.
Columbia on its 21
minutes.
6
in
1/2
next
is
Hawaii
Guam,
at
orbit of the Earth now. At 1 day 6 hours, 3 minutes Mission
This is Shuttle
Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
Control at 1 day 6 hours 9 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We are
standing by for acquisition through Hawaii.
PAO

And Columbia, Houston with you through Hawaii for
CAPCOM
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

8

Aloha.

And Columbia, Houston
And we read you 5 by, Hank.
you can expect the teleprinter message onboard VTR
troubleshooting message disregard the partial message that came

CAPCOM
up.

Okay we follow yellow line over there, we thought
SPACECRAFT
we would go get it soon as we get free.
Roger, and it looks like you'll propably get a FI
CAPCOM
valve fail leak due to the bias low cold terperature, qo ahead
and reselect as required, if you haven't already.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Mike.

CAPCOM

Roger.

You guys busy, or you just kibitzing?

We're not busy T.K..

This is a first
We are just finishing up (garble)
SPACECRAFT
(garble)
creams,
ice
two
(garble)
can
When you
class operation.
and
coffee,
of
cup
food
and
a
bought
off with regular ole store
neat.
kind
of
that's
watch the world go by,
.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that, that sounds like quite a meal.

tell you, I put in a plus for the freezer it
I
SPACECRAFT
(garble) cycle in the refrigerator
some
nice things.
does
really
tomorrow. That thing really works neat, it held everything
(garble)
And Columbia, Houston we have
Roger, we copy that.
gotta few things that we
we
pass
this
Hawaii
after
LOS
long
a
would like to pass up when you have a second.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

Roger Hank we gotta few things that we would like
to pass up when you've got a second.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

(garble)
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CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

2

Okay Hank we would like you to change the dead-band
for the maneuver for IMU line attitude at 650 and for the
alignment 1/2 a degree instead of 1 deg.ee.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

is

that right?

For the maneuver to the IMU align attitude,
Roger.
itself we would like for you to have a
alignment
and for the IMU
And you can go back to 1 degree for
degree.
a
dead-band of 1/2
attitude.
returning to

CAPCOM

Okay that's what
SPACECRAFT
(garble)
degree

I

wanted to know.

We go back to

1

And for your supply water
That's affirmative.
water tank B Bravo to 45%,
supply
dump
to
you
like
would
we
dump,
and we estimate it will be 45 minutes of dump.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, B to 45.

And Columbia, Houston, one last thing at this pass,
for the hydrualic thermal conditioning enable scheduled at 7:15
we would like you to report the position before and after the
hydraulic thermal condition enable, of the elevons out there,
(garble) interested in the elevon changes during the circ. pump

CAPCOM

activation

SPACECRAFT
them after

Okay, we are looking before we enable plus look at

And Columbia, Houston we are
Okay, thank you much.
CAPCOM
will talk to you again at
we
LOS
long
30 seconds to go before a
Botswana at 59.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay Mike see you later.
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This is Shuttle Control, Hawaii has Loss Of
The
Columbia misses the United States during this pass.
Ocean
Pacific
the
down
qoos
orbit
descending node of the 2lst
across South America, next acquisition through the Botswana
At 1 day 6 hour.5 18 minutes,
station in Africa in 41 minutes.
Control, Houston.
Shuttle
is
this
Mission Elapsed Time,
PA 0
Siqnal.

This is Shuttle Control at 1 day 6 hours
Shuttle is approaching
ninutes, Mission Elapsed Time,
Botswana.
acquisition throuqh
PA 0

CAPCOM
and a

"58

Columbia, Houston, with you through Botswana for
half minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Hello Houston.

CAPCOM

Roger, wo read you loud and clear Hank.

6

Just let you know where wo are, we think we're
T.K's working on the IMU alignment and I'm getting
set up for the water dump soon as he's through.

SPACECRAFT
caught up.

Roger, we copy that Hank.

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to a
CAPCOM
minute LOS, we'll talk to you again through Indian Ocean.

SPACECRAFT

1

Okay, we'll see you tnere.

This is Shuttle Control, Botswana has LOS however,
than a minute,
the Indian Ocean station will see Columbia in less
Mission
minutes,
hours
6
At 1 day 7
we'll continue to stand by.
Elapsed Time.
pA0

CAPCOM
and

a

And Columbia, Houston, with you through IOS
half minutes, over.

,

for

8

And Columbia, Houston, if somebody's up on the
from
flight deck, we'd like you to take the right ADT to inertial
LVLH please.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

Roger, we just wanted
CAPCOM
during sleep.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

it

there so we could watch you

(garble)

Columbia, Houston, Hank we can see that without the

power being on.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll put the switch in inertial

instructions

m
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CAPCOM

(garble)

I

didn't realize this

Okay, we see that,

is

the one we

PACK

2

(qarble)

r

thank you Hank.

Hey, Mike, at the time (qarble) about the point 5
SPACECRAFT
degree deadband, I didn't realize that this w^s the one wo just
did a water dump (qarble) and T presume vou meant hold that
attitude throuqh the water dump, is that correct?

Roger, stand by T.
about that for a minute.

CAPCOM

Okay, and
SPACECRAFT
already have them.
Roger, T.

CAFCOM

T

K.

K.

we're gonna have to think

can read you the

IMtJ

numbers unless you

can you read those to us, we don't have

them.
it's 0. star 74 and 47 IMU number 18 is a +.1
Okav
-10, IMU number 2, -14, -19 -0 2, IMU number 3, is -21, +2 3,
07 00 00.
(garble)

SPACECRAFT
+

,

06,

-33

END OF TAPE

.
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was

+

And Columbia, Houston, understand IMU
CAPCOM
was that true?

plus

SPACECRAFT

Negative.

CAPCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

CAPCOM

And T.K.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

1

X

.

S

.18.

+.18.

you can go back to

sir

1

degree dead-band.

thank you.

And Columbia, Houston, we see the water tank A
inlet valve is closed, that is not in the a procedure, and you
can go ahead and qet the water dump started, the nozzle
temperatures are getting pretty high.

CAPCOM

sav again about the valves.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, Columbia say again.

SPACECRAFT

What did you sav about the tank A inlet valve?

CAPCOM

Roger.

We show that tank A inlet valve is closed.

You told me to just to dump tank
T'hat is correct.
SPACECRAFT
dumping
A, if I dump A it's goinq to
without
dump
B
can't
I
B.
first then A, okay.
goes
B,
B
dump
I'll
Okay
go (garble).
Roger, Hank B goes first and we are 30 seconds to
LOS and we will talk to you again through Guam briefly and be
advised we're planning a brief tag up at Hawaii.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay see you then.

Columbia has moved out of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
range at the Indian Ocean station now, and heading toward Guam
acquisition at that station in 17 1/2 minutes. At 1 day 7 hours
16 minutes Mission Elapsed Time this is Shuttle Control,
This is Shuttle Control at 1 day 7 hours 33 minutes
Houston.
Mission Elapsed Time. We have AOS at Guam now. Telemetry shows
the water dump in progress at this time.
And Columbia, Houston with you through Guam for
CAPCOM
about 2 minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

(garble), Houston, read you loud and clear.

And Columbia, Houston be advised
Roger, Hank.
CAPCOM
message up this pass.
teleprinter
we're sending a
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CAPCOM

Okay.

2

(garble)

And Columbia, Houston we are
That's affirmative.
CAPCOM
about 25 seconds to r.OS and wo ve got several thinqs we want to
1

tag up with you at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT

Okay we will be ready for you.

This is Shuttle Control, Guam has LOS now we're in
Next acquisition is Hawaii 7 1/2
the key hole for awhile.
minutes. We are 1 hour 22 minutes awav from crew sleep period.
And at 1 day 7 hours 37 minutes Mission Elapsed Time this is
day 7 hours
This is Shuttle Control,
Shuttle Control, Houston.
Hawaii has acquired Columbia.
45 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.

PAG

1

Columbia, Houston with ycu throuqh Hawaii for
CAPCOM
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

8

Go ahead.

Roger, T.K., we've got several thinqs we would like
to pass up when you've got a moment to copy.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

Okay, we had a pretty short pass there at Guam,
CAPCOM
We would
we're not sure you got all of the teleprinter mess&qe.
noint
no
check
Re
advised
that
SM
please.
like you to check it
summary
on
your
voice
Columbia
And
tonight.
will be required
tonight we'd like you to give us a nozzle film magazine status,
and we'd like to know if you did the third glow or biter glow
experiment today, and did you get the 400 second exposure on
And we planned to dump the OPS recorder time between 9 and
it.
9:20, unless you'd like us to wait later.

And Columbia, Houston, a brief tag up here, the GG
CAPCOM
summary, for your information the largest excursions we saw
during the GG today were 8 degrees
END OF TAPE
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Tho
CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston.
A brief tag up here.
GG summary for your information the largest excursions we saw
during the GG today we're 8? degrees in yaw, 3 degrees in pitch,
and 2S.1 degrees in roll.
The new
And Columbia, Houston.
anomalies we saw today were first of all the cryo tank 4, H2,
heater A failed, R seems to he working fine.
We're planning how
to manage our cryos for the PRSD now.
Tho vernier jet FSf. AUX
injector temperature was bias low.
The jet is cooled in the
bottom sun.
You may get a false fail leak, there's no impact on
that, just rosoloct the jet and leave tho RM disabled.
The qas
Additional PBR is
battery checkout is on teleprinter messaqe 9B.
And
in work and should bo coming up to you a little bit later.
We got a
VTR trouble shooting is in teleprinter message 11 A.
real good downlink today from the VTR of your oms 3 burn.
Okay.
really sorry all the confusion on that
T
(garble) today.
We had some other stuff we put together and when
saw what it looked like I thouqht it was the recorder rather
I
than the playback loop itself.
We played back a IFM tape at your
suggestion and it worked just fine.
So, I'm reallv confused now
but if it works, we're going ahead and try and make plans and use
it that way.
can answer quickly the question about nozzle.
Wo
I
did activate it but I have not had a chance to take any films
with it. We may qet some later on South America on that last
pass, but we but we went over, my quess is, somewhere around
Buenos Aires. There is an awful lot of lightning activity right
after sunset.
It was rather spectacular.
If we go anywhere near
that area again, we'll try to take a shot at it.
The nozzle is
one of those things you got to be sitting at the window.
It's
not - you can't just pick up the camera when you see it.
You got
to go get all your stuff together and it's just - I don't want
that to be convenient and probably won't tommorrow. And we're
gonna have to work it in the off hours and on the following days
when there aren't quite as many pacing items.
But, we haven't
forgotten it. The glow experiment, I can tell you right now, we
did both exercises and took both 400 second exposures.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, T. K.
CAPCOM
We copy that.
And Columbia,
Houston.
Looks like you'll be passing over Buenos Aires on this
pass here about 20 minutes or so and you might also be advised
that we've got volcanic activity over Java and over El Shacone
That'll be a good photo opportunities if you
again in Mexico.
have that opportunity.
And be advised that we're going to update
some gyro biases to your IMU's here.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Mike.
I wish we had more time to look out
the window but we keep getting our attention split and we get
fractured.
feel like today we didn't do anything all that
I
efficiently. We spent our time inside, we got distracted out and
vice versa and so our plan tonight is to make a better do a
better job on having the cameras available for pictures of of
opportunity for things like the nozzle and the geology kind of
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We're positioning that around the windows now with the
stuff.
Wo got caught a couple of times today with the right
right film.
ideas and the wrong equipment.
It appeared to us that
Roger, we copy that, T. K.
CAPCOM
you've been right on top of things all day today.

SPACECRAFT

That's called an altitude advantage.

We'd
And Columbia, Houston.
Roger, copy that.
enable
conditioning
thormo
lik" to remind you to do the hydraulic
place.
in
reports
positioning
that was scheduled at 7: IS with the

CAPCOM

Yes sir, we were waiting for sunrise so we could
SPACECRAFT
see the elevators and th<*n - that's just the example I was
Then we started taking pictures of the water
talking about Mike.
dump and then we started talking to you and now we're going to go
do our VGO.
And Columbia,
Thank you.
Okay,- copy that, Ken.
CAPCOM
talk to you
we'll
and
LOS
till
seconds
20
We're about
Houston.
again through San Diago at 8+12.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay, we will see you there.

.
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1.

12.

We'll

see you there.

This if? Shuttle Control. Columbia passing out of
Next station if? Santiaqo Chile in 19 minute??,
ranqo at Hawaii.
Wo do intend to later today to send
Coluirhia on orbit number 22.
eshoot nq procedure for
uo on the teleprinter an additional t r oublr
on
4 m nutes M s
day, 7 hour:
At
the qetaway special
Houston
Elapsed Time, this if? Shuttle Control,
p AO

l

.

>

1

i

i

f? i

minute
day, 8 hours,
This is Shuttle Control at
PA0
away
minutes
almost
11
still
is
Mission Elaosed Time. Columbia
private
the
Followinq
Chile.
from acquisition throuqh Santiaqo
tho crew is in
medical conference, the flight surqeon reports
headache
liqht
a
having
Martsfield reports
qood health.
aspirin and
taken
has
Me
queasiness.
accompanied bv occasional
Scopedex.
take
to
and
aspirin
take
was advised to continue to
other than
sickness
motion
for
Sconedex
Neither crewman has taken
followinq tne
the planned preventive dose taken by Hartsfield
short sleep
had
a
crew
the
noted
The fliqht surqeon
launch.
lunch today.
skipped
had
Hartsfield
period last niqht and that
to qe<-. a
hoped
and
dinner
qood
a
eat
Crew said thev planned to
private
the
on
summarv
the
of
end
the
That's
qood niqht's sleeo.
Elapsed
Mission
minutes
hours,
3
day,
8
medical conversation at 1
Time, this is Shuttl. Control, Houston.
1

This is Shuttle Control at
PAO
Columbia
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Santiaqo.
throuqh
from acquisition
And Columbia,
Over
nutes
for 4-1/2 mi

CAPCOM

1

day, 8 hours, 1?
about 30 seconds away

Houston, with you throuqh Santiaqo

.

What are vou quys doinq?
(q?rble)
Okay
SPACECRAFT
thouqht we had them all for toniqht.
.

CAPCOM

Roqer.

I

Say aqain Hank.

We're down here tryinq to qet the freezer qoinq
SPACECRAFT
thouqht you had
T
again and the teleprinter is peeking away,
sent us the last one.

That's a negative Hank. We've qot a
CAPCOM
troubleshooting procedure for the qas coming up to you now.
let me tell what I did with that thing,
Back earlier in the day, I had already tried changing
'(garble).
batteries in that thing. Andn the battery I got out of the
The thing wouldn't even turn the gas
locker was apparently dead.
the
control on. We couldn't get any readinq so I took it, put
and
I
original back in, got out the multimeter, per your message

SPACECRAFT

Oh,

STS-4
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can't read any voltage on any of the batteries for some reason or
another and I know that 2 of them are good enough to light up the
LED' s.

Roger. We copy that Hank and the teleprinter
CAPCOM
message comes up as additional procedures for you.

SPACECRAFT

Hey Mike.

CAPCOM

Go ahead T.K.

If it's all »"ight with you guys, I'm going
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
to go ahead and try to catch this nozzle pass this time so we can
say we got that one started on today, but that will mean that I'm
going to be a, probably won't be able to answer all your
Don't mind using a few more few
questions intelligently by 9:30.
more minutes to work on it, well I'd like to do that.

Columbia, Houston, we'd like you to pass up
Roger.
CAPCOM
You've got a
the nozzle pass and get to bed on time tonight
night's
good
n
to
oet
you
busy day tomorrow and we'd like
sleep.

Over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, wo 're 30 seconds from
CAPCOM
We'll check in with you again at Botswana at. 35.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Botswana at 35.

Okav.

I,OS.
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This is Shuttle Control, Santiago has LOS.
Columbia on orbit number 22, proceeding towards Botswana now,
At 1 day, 8 hours, 18 minutes,
that station in about 17 minutes.
Control, Houston.
Shuttle
is
this
mission elapsed time,
PAO

This is Shuttle Control, at 1 day, 8 hours, 34
PAO
elapsed time. Columbia coming up on acquisition
mission
minutes,
Botswana.
through

Columbia, Houston, with you through Botswana for
CAPCOM
minutes, over.

5

Okay, we are talking over various things and in
SPACECRAFT
general let me summarize our opinions of things we've seen and
teleprinter traffic and our general impression of tomorrow. Yes,
it's a busy day, I think right now, we are in the condition that
T don't have any qualms at all
we can handle it for some pad.
about doing things, but we do need to be careful to pick the
things to do that are the big ones, and not try to throw in a
bunch of little things, the kinds of things that were, We allow
to catch ourselves, I don't mean it was due your sending things
And when we work a bunch of little
to us but we got distracted.
problems and then the little problems preoccupy you, and not get
And having trouble with the HP 41 approach
the bigger ones done.
because alarm probes could just barely be heard and I guess it's
due to the noisier cabin environment than what I expected, or
maybe there's some other phenomenon, I'll get to that later in
But at any rate, I cannot count on those things
the flight.
popping in, it means that I have to keep reading the flight plan
and that's taking an inordinate amount of time that I haven't
intended and I'm still looking for a way around that. We've also
had some troubles with the HP timer module stopping a couple of
times, so I'm keeping a close look at it and I'm going to switch
But in general, I think our
to the backup unit for tomorrow.
And
items and pursue them.
big
the
take
lot's
would
be
strategy
as
much
as
doing
to
forward
looking
is
and
shape
good
is
in
Hank
he can do with the arm.
Roger, TK, we copied all
you for your comments.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

that and concurred,

thank

(garble)

Roger, Columbia, Houston, we lost a little bit on
the last transmission, be advised your state vector is go for the
next Edwards opportunity.

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, we're going
to you again through IOS in a couple of minutes.

CAPCOM

PAO
signal.

F,OS,

we'll

talk

f.huttle Control, Botswana has loss of
Columbia will he picked up by the Indian Ocean station
Thi:>

is

tf 6 j

179 GMT 15:14

in about a minute and 40 seconds,

we'll standby.
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And Columbia, Houston, with you through Indian
CAPCOM
Ocean for about 5 minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, read you loud and clear.

And Columbia, Houston, regards to your last
CAPCOM
comments, we plan to help you keep an eye on things tomorrow.
Pass up flight plan reminders, and systems to configurations,
you think you'll need it.

if

Okay, Mike, you folks, both your team and your
SPACECRAFT
predecessors did a really good job of cathing me sleeping and
really appreciate that,
I
heading me off at the pass today.
things and I thought
appropriate
cause you called up some very
for us, and we really
all
it
told
everybody really jumped in and
appreciate it.

Roger, TK, a couple of last things here. We plan
CAPCOM
Your
to dump your voice recorder between 9 and 9:55 tonight.
guys
you
think
we
and
tomorrow,
Edwards
for
state vector is go
have done a super job today.
Okay, Mike, I guess you didn't catch the last end
it ready by, it'll be close if
I won't have
comment.
of my last
I'll be close.
I make it by 9,

SPACECRAFT

End of tape.

.
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Hey, Mike, I guess you didn't catch the last end of
SPACECRAFT
(garble) would I make
T won't have it ready by
my last comment.
do the presleep
to
time
I'll be close, but it's
it by nine.
that.
things first so you can look at

CAPCOM
on between
SPACECRAFT

...

Just be advised that
Roger T.K., we copy.
about an hour.
for
o'clock
after 9:00

(garble)

Thank you very much.

Okay sir.

And Columbia, Houston, there's a Hawaii pass about
CAPCOM
We're
30 minutes after you start your sleep here at about 9:25.
let us
Hawaii,
at
us
call
could
if
you
but
you,
call
not going to
an
us
give
or
recording,
voice
with
the
finished
know if you're
over
it
turn
to
going
We're
it.
appreciate
we'd
on
it,
estimate
to the Ivory Team after we sign off here.

SPACECRAFT

All right sir.

They sound like they must be

a

pure

team.

CAPCOM

Roger that.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

gets worse with the timeline.

And Columbia, Houston, you're 1 minute to LOS and
get a good night's sleep and have a good day tomorrow.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Thank you sir and you guys have been there

a

long time.

The Indian Ocean Station
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
talk to the crew anymore
to
attempt
won't
We
has loss of signal.
is Guam in 20
Columbia
The next station to see
tonight.
to give a call at
Mattingly
Ken
We have asked Commander
minutes.
status whether
the
us
give
and
now
Hawaii about 30 minutes from
Control
in
the
Here
recorder.
he's through with the voice
we
have an
as
soon
As
underway.
is
Center, a shift handover
we'll pass
Briefing,
i
f
-Sh
t
Chango-of
estimate on the time for the
Time,
Elapsed
Mission
minutes
52
hours,
1
day,
8
At
that along.
Houston.
Control,
this is Shuttle
This is Shuttle Mission Control at 1 day, 8 hours,
Director, John Cox and the Ivory Team have us
Flight
minutes.
54
Capsule communicator during this
of
STS-4.
control
flight
in
We now estimate the time of
shift will be Astronaut Rob Stewart.
the Change-of-Shif t Briefing with offgoing Flight Director, Chuck
This is Shuttle Mission
Lewis, to begin at 7:45 pm Central Time.
Control
PAO

Mission Elapsed
This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
We are now on orbit 23
Time 1 day, 9 hours, 21 minutes.
approaching Hawaii with the signal period of 7 minutes in
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duration here and capsule communicator won't initiate contact
with the vehicle but we will be standing by just in case there is
anything the crew wants to downlink to us.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia.

CAI>C0M

Good evening Columbia.

Houston's with you.

We completed our (garble) so I think we have
SPACECRAFT
completed all of our chores. Unless you have something else for
us, we're going to go ahead and reconfigure our COMM system for a
sleep configuration.

Columbia, did you complete your comments prior to
the AOS at Hawaii?

CAPCOM

was through with them at one zero
I
Let's see.
SPACECRAFT
guess.
I
one
five,
about
nine

Sounds good and we've gotten no traffic for
Okay.
CAPCOM
Sounds like it would be a good idea for you to
you down here.
get some sleep.

SPACECRAFT
the interest

tell you Robert,
going to bed.

I'll
in

it's hard to get up, muster

Maybe someday I'll find out.

CAPCOM

So I've heard.

SPACECRAFT

We'll save some for you...

END OF TAPE
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you to get some sleep.

I'll tell you, Robert, it's hard to get up. .muster
SPACECRAFT
the interest in going to bed.
.

So I've heard.

CAPCOM

Maybe someday I'll find out.

All right sir, sorry
Now, we'll save some for you.
SPACECRAFT
bed, but I guess
to
going
I'm
goodnight,
then
and
hello
to say
later then.
you
to
talk
We'll
do.
better
we'd
what
that's

CAPCOM
ascent team

is

Well, just sleep soundly tonight because your
awake.

All right.
the ball the other day.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
spaceship.

The ascent team was sure awake and on

Well, ycu must have done a good pref light on the

Alpha, that was one heck of a ride and you guys are
That's really not what he said when he
right on it all the way.
turned on orbit.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Well, we'll talk about that when you get back down.

Mission Elapsed
This is Shuttle Mission Control.
PAO
loss
of signal
had
We've
minutes.
29
Time, 1 day, 9 hours,
Commander, T.
Mission
from
down
call
last
that
and
Hawaii
through
cleaned up
finished
up,
had
they
that
indicating
K. Mattingly,
some apparent
with
and
the
day
for
activities
remaining
all their
up shop for
be
closing
would
they
that
indicated
T.K.
reluctance,
there
which
in
which,
period
sleep
their
into
going
day
and
the
orbit
Columbia
on
juncture.
this
at
remaining
7-1/2
hours
are
Mission
number 23 just passing down across the South Pacific.
Elapsed Time, 1 day, 9 hours, 30 minutes. This is Shuttle
Mission Control.
This is Shuttle Mission Control at 1 day, 11 hours,
Crew is still asleep and although there is, of
25 minutes.
course, no communication with them, the spaceship Columbia
continues to talk to the flight controllers downlinking system
status data through telemetry as it passes over ground
stations. We are now passing over the Santiago Chile ground
Telemetry indicates the vehicle continues to be healthy
station.
There is 5-1/2
and all systems onboard are functioning normally.
26
hours,
day,
11
hours remaining in the sleep period at 1
Houston.
This is Mission Control,
minutes.

PAO

Shuttle Mission Control, Mission Elapsed Time, 1
There's about 2 hours remaining in
14 hours, 52 minutes.
i« or. its 27th orbit of the
Columbia
the crew's sleep period.

PAO
day,
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Earth, presently over the South Atlantic Ocean, just in the range
The temperature onboard Columbia
of the ground station at Dakar.
is 81 degrees and steady, humidity, 37 percent, and the vehicle
continues to be in a very nearly perfectly circular of the orbit
No alarms
of 161.5 nautical miles by a 160.7 nautical miles.
have awoken the crew and dowrlink data continues to indicate that
everything onboard the Columbia is performing nominally. Mission
This is Shuttle
Elapsed Time, 1 day, 14 hours, 53 minutes.
Mission Control.

This is Shuttle Mission Control at 1 day, 16 hours,
About 30 minutes remaining in the crew's sleep
period.
Just approaching acguisition of signal with Columbia
and Flight Director Harold Draughn
Harold Draughn
over Dakar.
and his team of flight controllers have reported into the Mission
Operations Control Center and are being debriefed by the outgoing
team of flight controllers and the Flight Director, John Cox.
Dakar now processing downlink data from Columbia and flight
controllers are looking at that presently.
PAO

27 minutes.

,

END OF TAPE

.
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The CAR now
and the flight director, John Cox.
PAO
processing downlink data from Columbia and flight controllers are
loo'<inq at that presently.

Columbia, Houston, qood morning tigers. Got a good
CAPCOM
day for you today and everythina you need should be onboard.

Captain, we lovo that tune,
(garble), go on sailing.

SPACECRAFT
your

(garble)

can't stop

Columbia, Houston, we're 15 seconds LOS, see you
CAPCOM
over Dakar at CM, have a good hreakfast.

SPACECRAFT

Okav sir, thank you.

Columbia, Houston, throuqh Dakar for
CAPCOM
are recording voice aqain, and we're standing by.

6

minutes.

VJe

We got your water on
Okay, Houston loud and clear.
SPACECRAFT
didn't
have it (garble)
on,
just
pressure
board and the fuel cell

Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds
Okay, sounds good.
see you through Tndian Ocean
we'll
good,
LOS, fuel purge looks
about
27 after.
for a low elevation pass at

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir, see you then.

CAPCOM

Roger.

This is Mission Control, loss of signal through
PAO
Crew had been awake for almost an orbit before the wake
Dakar.
Next station in 12
up music of Oh that Tiger was beamed up.
Fairly low pass at 1
minutes will be Indian Ocean station.
degree, probably unlikely that we'll even use that station.
At 1 day,
8 hours, IS
After that, Yarragadee in 26 minutes.
minutes, Mission Control, Houston.
1

Columbia, Houston, with you through IOS for
CAPCOM
minutes, then we'll see vou next at Yarragadee at 4 1.
Columbia, Houston, through Yarragadee for
CAPCOM
minutes, standing by.

2

6

SPACECRAFT

Good morning, Houston, how do you read, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Read you

SPACECRAFT

Alright, thank you.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, did you call?

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir.

5

by,

T.K.

George?

,

.

,

/
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Go ahead.

CAPCOM

Hey just a note for those people that were worried
SPACECRAFT
That thing works
about the little laser and how it would work.
like a champ.

Okay, I'll he sure to oass that along to the
CAPCOM
individual.
appropriate

Columbia, Houston, 15 seconds LOS, we'll see you
CAPCOM
Valley in 2 minutes.
Orroral
through
Okay

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Valley for

4

Columbia, Houston, back with you through Orroral
minutes, standing by.

Interesting, if not significant
Okay, sir.
SPACECRAFT
We just gave the little refrigerator its first
category.
operational test, and it passed with flying colors.
Okay, wr>'re glad to hear that.

CAPCOM

Mi la
Columbia, Houston, we're ^0 seconds LOS.
CAPCOM
next at 2 6, and your wake up music this morning was provided
from your alma mater, the Auburn Tiger Band.

Tremendous, thought they sounded to good to be my

SPACECRAFT
old

(garble)

is

I

had on a record.

Houston, have about 5
This is Mission Control
at Merritt Island
acquisition
predicted
before
seconds here
Crew at this time
orbit
number
30.
on
nermuda
Launch area at
Hefore unstowing
should be finishing their morning breakfast.
Survey
Contamination
IECM
getting
the
and
arm
remote
the
Instrument pulled out of its mounts
PAO

End of

,

tape.
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This is Mission Control, Houston, at about 5 seconds
PAO
here before predicted acquisition at Merritt Island Launch Area
arm
and Bermuda on orbit number 30, before unstowing the remote
out
pulled
and getting the IECM contamination survey instrument
of its mounts.

CAPCOM
for about

7

Columbia, Houston, with you through MI LA and Bermuda
minutes.
All right, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

loud and clear.

Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS.

CAPCOM
next at

Dakar is

41.

Okay sir.

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston, with you through Dakar for 4-1/2

CAPCOM
minutes

Powered up the RMS and doing the MBM check
Okay.
now and I had a check CRT light and I have a down arrow on the
(garble) position (garble).
(garble) pitch.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
do an item

12

Roger, Hank.
and an item

We copy.
11

to clear

You can ignore it and just
it

Okay, Houston, I'm having a little trouble
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
getting my second star to come in on this check and star
It looks like, my quess is, I'm just a little bit
attitude.
Do you have
I'm trying to maneuver it around.
close to the sun.
any limits on how far off I can get before it violates the
purposes of your test?

We copy.

CAPCOM

Stand by a moment

s
T.K., we don't think the sun
Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
until
star
that
Be advised we think you'll have
the problem.
If for some reason you cannot complete the DTO, we would
19:59.
still like to go ahead and use just the star data you have to
align the IMU.
1

That was my other question,
Thank you.
Okay.
59
and
then if no (garble) here,
about
ride this one til
I 'LI
(garble) or do you want
later.
(garble)
I'll align it with the
me to give it to you?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
here.

Columbia, Houston, T.K., we have the angle data
All we'll need is the times and you might try auto again.

SPACECRAFT
the sun.

was trying to get the same point away from
I
Okay.
I'll go back to the original attitude.

.

,
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Roger

We'll see

Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS
you at Indian Ocean on the hour.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

2

Okay,

and just got

two stars

in.

CAPCOM

Great, and we concur.

CAPCOM
8 minutes.

Columbia, Houston, with you through Indian Ocean for

Coming in loud and clear.
SPACECRAFT
RMS things to talk over with you.

CAPCOM

Roger.

I

You're loud and clear.

got

a

couple of more

Go ahead.

went over and checked out the backup
I
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
The payload release, backup
Everything worked well.
dryer.
came back to the primary
When
I
payload release worked well.
and did the save and
1-7
checklist,
of the
power, this is on page
light, and
CRT
light,
check
a
cancel, I got a control error
had
cat
ion
I
stagnat
checked
my
appropriate SM alerts, and I
for
position
shower
(garble)
for
down hours on control errors
Last night, I waited and talked to you about those and
(garble).
When T
went ahead and started to do the auto release check.
I
for 20
it
read
and
switch
those
hold
it
says
to
where
got down
When I got the talkback, I
seconds til you get the talkback.
also got a release light, so I got several things here I don't
(garble) still apear to be closed.
understand.
i

CAPCOM

Roger.

We're looking at

it

and we'll

you shortly,

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Can you tell me where
Roger, Hank.

I

am?

Hold for just a moment.

.

get back

to
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CAPCOM
shortly.

Roger, we're looking at it, we'll get back to you

SPACECRAFT

Can you tell me where

I

am?

Columbia,
Roger Hank, hold for just a moment.
CAPCOM
capture.
a
initiate
to
you
for
like
would
we
Hank
Houston,

From the (garble) position you want me to
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
switch?
capture
hit the

CAPCOM

Roger, hit the capture switch.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that the release light.

CAPCOM

Roger.

Now what about my control error and tank CRT
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
message, Do you want me to try to (garble) do that?
Hank, you can go ahead and clear those cycle of
CAPCOM
breaks and do an item 12, item 11.

Anything

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Hank, we think it's a transient when you came back

out of backup.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll

CAPCOM
press on.

Okay, Hank everything looks good to us you can

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

(garble)

(garble) auto release and

I

got the tank CRT

light.

CAPCOM

Roger

looks like the auto sequence stopped right in
flags on close and capture and on
I have gray
I have open and close at the same time.
(garble) and open.

SPACECRAFT
the middle,

It

CAPCOM

Roger

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM
Will be Malf

Hank, we want you to go to Malf book, page 12-10.
12, 1 foxtrot.

foxtrot.

SPACECRAFT

Malf,

CAPCOM

And we're 30 seconds LOS, we're see you in

1
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Yarragadee at 16.
Okay

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
you foe

8

Columbia, Houston with you through Yarragadee with
minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, can you talk a minute about this sorry mess?

CAPCOM

Roger

Okay, I've gone through the mal and it seems that
SPACECRAFT
block 3 is the one the applies and I opened the top, closed top
I
back at the same time, which, but I had some other talkbacks.
nothing
with
had a capture talkbdck which should never be there
there, in any event I concluded that block A was the right
answer, mircroswitch failure, and that I had the manual mode
capability, which appears to be true. The looking at the TV, the
spare drive in respond to the manual switch, however, every time
goes
I go to do a manual rigidize, -just after the derigid flag
release
a
get
off and just before the rigid flag comes on, I
it on the rigid and then I can hit the trig
I can drive
light.
and turn the release liqht out, I don't know what's happening
They appear to be fully closed
there, the snares do not move.
when the release light is off.

CAPCOM

Roger and copy.

Also our (garble) auto release sequence and it
SPACECRAFT
hangs up everytime by giving me a, the rigid flag will go out,
the derigid flag will go gray, I will get both the open and close
flag and a capture flag and the extend flag will be auto fold.
And that's repeatable with the auto release.
Hank, give us a minute to finish
Roger, Hank.
CAPCOM
thinking about this and we'll get back to you.

CAPCOM
you re ready

Columbia, Houston, Hank

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

I

have some info for you,

if

'

Okay, what we would like for you to do is to go *:o
CAPCOM
manual derigidize, open the snares, deselect, and then reselect
We would lik? for you to hold at that point until we
the arm.
pick you up at Orroral and at that time we will do the end
effector checkout, startinq on page 1-4.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM

And Hank

End of TAPE

.
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CAPCOM
you're ready.

SPACECRAFT

I
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have some info for you if

Go ahead.

Okay, what we would like for you to do is to go to
CAPCOM
manual dcrigidize, open the snares, deselect, and then reselect
We would like for you to hold at that point until we
the arm.
pick you up at Ocroral, and at that time we will do the end
effector checkout starting on page 1-4.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

And Hank, what we're thinking is that it may be a
CAPCOM
we
logic problem and that by deselecting and reselecting the arm,
will reset the logic.

You're doing something, cause I just did a manual
derig, I got a release flag, and a release light and a close
but I'm in derig and
I hit the trig and got rid of that,
flag.
extend talkbacks at the same time.

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston, we're about 15 seconds,
Roger.
CAPCOM
LOS, pick you up at Orroral in about a minute.
Okay, and we'll
SPACECRAFT
arm and reselected it.

CAPCOM

run check there,

I

deselected the

Roger.

Columbia, Houston, with you through Orroral for
CAPCOM
about 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you want me to run the check?

Houston, how

do you read?

Read you five by, Hank, we're just still our act
CAPCOM
together, just a moment.

reselected and
T
Okay, I'll standby for your call.
an extend
and
derig
a
have
I
still got these funny talkbacks.
I
talkback, and no open talkback.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, we're going to give you something to help on
Columbia, Houston, Hank, we'd like for you
that, just a moment.
hold vt
to go to end effector manual mode, hit the release and
for 3 seconds.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I

got all

three flags like

I

should have.

Okay, Hank, we're ready for the end
Roger.
CAPCOM
effector checkout on 1-4, you can press ahead.
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closed all that,

CAPCOM
Okay, Hank, you're looking good so far, we're ready
for manual rigid.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, but it don't look like the picture, that
picture's not right, is it?
It's looking good to us.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
What we're looking at is we have gray extend
talkback and oage 1-5 it shows a barber pole for the extend after
In the
the first stop on the erd effector capture switch.
meantime, we're going to press on with the end effector manual
control

to rigid,

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
barberpole,

Roger, we copy.

I

Okay, just right after the derigid flag, went
qot a release light and then I got the rigid flag.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

It

still looks closed in the picture.

CAPCOM
Okay, Hank, we're fixing to go LOS, we want you to
go ahead and maneuver to capture the IECM, but do not proceed
beyond that point, we'll pick you up at Mila on the island.
Okay, just for position and order, be ready to
SPACECRAFT
capture, but do not capture, is that correct?

CAPCOM

Affirmative.

Mission Control, Houston, Spacecraft Columbia, now
Pilot Hank
31 in its seven day flight.
Hartsfield having a bit of difficulty getting the end effector
checked out on the remote manipulator system, the robot arm
For today's survey of contamination in the area
aboard Columbia.
around the Orbiter, using the IECM, Induced Environment
And the people here in the MCC
Contamination Monitor package.
are hoping to have their procedures put together by the time we
come up on the states, in another 25 minutes through Mila and
Bermuda to aid Hartsfield in sorting out what the problem is with
the remote arm.
At 1 day, 20 hours, 35 minutes, mission elapsed
time, Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
in

the end of orbit

END OF TAPE

.

.
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At I day 20 hours 35 minutes mission elapsed time
PAO
Control Houston.
Mission
this is

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston, through the states for 13
,

over

Okay Houston loud and clear and we're the RM poised
SPACECRAFT
your assessment.
for
waiting
and

We want, first of all,
Okay Henry, here it comes.
CAPCOM
to verify that when you did the backup release checkout you had
good results, over.

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative on that.

CAPCOM

Understand that's affirmative.

Affirmative, I did, when I had it captured, when I
went over the backup system it failed to release, I got a normal
release this past load.

SPACECRAFT

What we'd like you to do
Okay Henry, that's good.
to
do a manual capture and
now is, in the manual mode, we'd like
good from that you
looks
If everything
rigidize on the IECM.
get an inadvertant
you
If however,
will be go to continue OPS.
GMT
180:11:35 PAGE 2
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CAPCOM

If
release again, we want you to do another capture command.
further
OPS
for
go
will
be
we
then
that clears the release,
over
.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I

got it.

Columbia, Houston, the data on the capture and
CAPCOM
good from down here, you are go for further
looks
regidize
Houston, we're 40 seconds LOS, Dakr.r is
Columbia,
operations.
planning this noon when we put the
future
your
For
16.
next in
leave it down for 2 hours the
to
not
have
do
you
away,
IECM
requirement is 30 minutes, 30 minutes only.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, understand.

CAPCOM

Roger

CAPCOM
standing by.

Columbia, Houston, thorugh Dakar for

SPACECRAFT

All right sir,

CAPCOM

We copy.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we'll be waiting at Indi at

7

minutes

the lever's released.

3

6.

SPACECRAFT
the

(garble)

Okay, and would we just typewrite that command in
checklist.

CAPCOM

Copy

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, standing by through Indian Ocean

for

8

.

minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger

SPACECRAFT

That's

CAPCOM

Okay,

loud and clear.

and

4

3

right now, check you later.

thank you.

There's a problem with the auto sequence, we got to
SPACECRAFT
It lost the ready light, so we had
point 2 and it powered down.
again,
to operate a command to point 3 to get the sequence going
now.
right
but it seems to be working
I don't know what happened,
Okay, we copy that.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Yarragadee

next at 51.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you then.

CAPCOM
standing by.

Columbia, Houston, through Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT
sequence

Hello Houston we're at point 10 now

CAPCOM

Copy, point 10.

SPACECRAFT

Damn

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we'll be LOS for about

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, for

SPACECRAFT

Okay Houston loud and clear.

CAPCOM
states at

Roger.
3

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

0

2

in

8

minutes

a

minute.

the

more minutes.

Columbia, Houston, we'll see you at the

•

Okay, see you then.
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LOS of signal
This is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
On orbit 31, 24 minutes to
through the two station in Australia.
the states with Buckhorn and Myla, Bermuda overlapping coverge
Meanwhile Hank Hartsfield
across the southern part of the U.S.
is doing the contamination survey using the remote manipulator
system robot arm and the IECM contamination monitor package which
has been unberthed from the hold downs in the cargo bay and is
being <-'aved around to sniff the contamination around the Orbiter,
Little bit behind the timeline
in and around the Orbiter.
because earlier, Hartsfield had some trouble getting the end
Apparently one of the
effector through it's checkout period.
talkbacks displays was not giving the right indication and after
several attempts and some consultation with the ground, was able
to get the end effector active and operating properly where the
snare wires would indeed grasp the graople fixture on the IECM.
23 minutes now till reacqu is i t ion of the spacecraft Columbia.
Over the states at day 1 22 hours 6 minutes, Mission Control
Houston

Columbia, Houston. With you through Buckhorn,
Mila, and Bermuda for about 18 minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
for about

Okay.
Roger.
minute.

a

And we're on page FS218 coming up on

the keyhole.

in a

keyhole

Houston you still, there?

SPACECRAFT

In

CAPCOM

Roger, we're here.

SPACECRAFT
Looks like

We'll be

Columbia Houston.

.16.

Okay, looks like we passing here south of you.
bit of cloud out there this morning.
good
a

We haven't had a chance to
We'll see at Dakar at 52.

Thanks for telling us.
CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston.
go out and look.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.

Okay, we're passinq the 418 now.

With you through Dakar
Roger.
Columbia, Houston.
minutes and 1 have a couple of planning notes that will fix
your near term planning if you have a few seconds during this
pass

CAPCOM
for

9

SPACECRAFT

Okay, be ready in

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.

CAPCOM
tail_ sun

Roger.
an(j

a

minute.

Go ahead.

I

got something to write on.

We would like for you to delay going to

tail after your IECM timer expires.

Also we have

.
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delayed the private medical communication until Botswana at 2
Also we think that it would be okay
days 0 hours and 50 minutes.
We
if plume survey completion is as much as 20 minutes late.
would rather that the plume survey was started as close to on
time as possible though and delay using up any slack time until
after that s over
1

Our intent had heen to do what we had to
SPACECRAFT
Okay.
here and make up the difference between and as I understand it,
we had to have to IECM down for only 30 minutes between the
Is
termination of this sequence and the commencer of the next.
that correct?

CAPCOM

That affirmative, T. K.

Right now it look to me like we'll probably have
SPACECRAFT
about - looks to me like we can have it in it's hold for about an
Re my quest right now.
hour and still start on time.

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Okay, that fine.

.

.
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and Houston, Columbia

SPACECRAFT

Go ah earl

CAPCOM

Let's make sure we're all in the same position that
SPACECRAFT
think I've qot
I
haven't misinterpreted anythinq here.
I
somewhere around 35 or 40 minutes left to go in this sequence the
think T
way Hank's been running it, and if that's about riqht, T
of
one
net
perhaps
can afford to use about an hour and 10 and
M
We
maneuvers.
1 put
the, perhaps even both of the continqencv
and
time
on
mess
this
of
And we'll try to qot him out
it down.
in
and
with,
work
to
end
that'll give you some slop on the other
suffer
may
stuff
of
kind
doing this, things like TV and all that
probably getting the
a little bit, but it seems to me that we're
a little more slack
up
most for our money's worth and we'll pick
And we'll be the last one to show you by the end of the
here.
day anyhow.

That sounds qood TK.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Loss of signal
This is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
reacquisition
from
away
minutes
7
32
through Dakar on revolution
the
Meanwhile
station.
Ocean's
through Botswana and Indian
IECM
the
with
continuing
are
loquacious crew of STS-4
The IECM has been unberthed at this point
contamination survey.
to 40
an hour and 46 minutes, and they expect to spent another 35
minutes
hours
day
23
4
At
1
survey.
contamination
minutes in the
this is Mission Control Houston.

Columbia, Houston, through Indian Ocean for

CAPCOM
and

4 5

a

minute

seconds.

SPACECRAFT

Okay Houston, loud and clear.

And if you have a second,
note for your future planning.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

I

have one other major

Wait a minute.

Roger, for your future planning, you have a go to
CAPCOM
implement TTR message 1 7 Charlie at the published time.

SPACECRAFT
again

Houston, you were cut out in the middle.

Say

Roger, you have a go to implement TTR message 1
CAPCOM
Charlie at the published time. Yarragadee is next at 2 7.
Columbia, Houston, with you through Yarragadee for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Hello there.

7

.
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And be advised if you're running short of time you
CAPCOM
of the
can delete the trim to attitude requirements for the rest
IECM procedure, your option.

We're in the
Okay, that will save a little time.
SPACECRAFT
we're
difference,
much
make
dark right now, don't think it will
to
25.
go
and
just about to finish up at point 24
CAPCOM
find out

it"

Columbia, Houston, we'd like to
Roger, good work.
you copied the go for teleprinter message 17 Charlie

last pass.

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative sir, sure did.

Before you
Roger, one other note before we go LOS.
pass them
and
positions
elevon
the
note
go tail to sun would you
alonq to us later.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

Okay.
See you

in Hawaii

at

54.

See you.

Columbia, Houston, through Hawaii for

6

minutes.

We're going through the
Okay, we're with you.
SPACECRAFT
of those remarkable thing
one
another
and
now
evaluation
control
when everything is (garble)
END OF TAPE
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Mis last data time out go for data collection.
6 seconds of the time we had when we started the

SPACECRAFT
were within
sequence
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that,

SPACECRAFT

Well

We

it's groat planning.

that's one way of saying it.

Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds LOS, over the States
test check you
at 4 after, and before you go to the loaded arm
attitude.
DAP and your

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
go Brewster,

Okay, it's my understanding
is that not true?

I

can lot the attitude

CAPCOM

We'd like you to go to tail -sun, T.

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

for

SPACECRAFT

Houston, you still

there?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

11

K.

minutes.

On the, this loader arm lest is the (garble)
Okav
SPACECRAFT
don't want to close in I
about manifold (garble) apply here.
link on page 3-5 of the (garble) checklist.
.

loaded arm has reference to left and
right manifold ones, and the forward manifold one is the onlv one
were concerned about, so you can do the procedure as written.
the

CAPCOM

T

SPACECRAFT

Okay good,

.

K.

that makes better sense,

thank you.

like a FES

And T. K. one clean up from the contain survey, we'd
(garble) on please.

SPACECRAFT
using it?

Okay, I didn't turn it on, cause we hadn't been
thought you were just going to continue to go with

CAPCOM

I

RADs only.

Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds to LOS, Dakar next at
of those tests done that's great work.
both
28, we see

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
jet

firings,

And remind me to call in on what I saw about
just (garble) not right now, but later.

CAPCOM

Wilco.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you for 11 minutes.

the
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SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're putting the IRCM down now.

CAPCOM

Roqer, copy.

CAPCOM
this pass,

I

Columbia, Houston, we have
have a couple notes for you.

a

couple minutes left

Okay sir, T didn't realize you were there.
SPACECRAFT
able to see our lunch time?
you
you, were
down at

CAPCOM

Yes sir, we got

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Ready to copy, qo ahead.

it

2

Did

32.

at on the hour you have a supply water
Roger, T. K
dump, and we'd like you to dump tank Bravo, to 10 percent, that's
And after the dump, close the tank Bravo inlet and
1 0 percent.
we'll let Charlie and Delta fill up, over.

CAPCOM

.

Okay, you want to do supply water dump on Bravo to
SPACECRAFT
10 percent, and when the dumps complete, close the inlet on
Bravo.

That's affirmative.
CAPCOM
Botswana, and that will be a PMC

Also, your next pass is
if you have time.

Okay, we're going to try to grab a cup of coffee
here and looks like we ought to be getting ready to take it back
out here on the hour.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that.

Columbia, Houston, we're 40 seconds to LOS,
CAPCOM
Botswana is next at 44 and the Crystal team is signing off, and
sure enjoyed working with you guys today, you really are a couple
of Tigers.

SPACECRAFT

Meow.

This is Mission Control Houston, Loss Of Signal
PAO
The
Island, Botswana in 4 minutes.
Ascension
through
contamination monitor package has been reberthed after being out,
attached to the end of the robot arm for approximately 3 hours
and ....
END OF TAPE
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robot arm far approximately 3 hours 14 minutes
PA0
around the
And sniffinq the atmosphere contamination
total time.
now
spacecraft at different locations. The IECM package is
Change-of-sh i f t is underway
reberthed and back on Orbiter power.
And Hal nrauqhon's team handing over to
here in Mission Control.
Chuck Lewis' team of fliqht controllers for the afternoon
Flight Director Hal Draughon is - will he in the JSC
shift.
At
newsroom at approximately for his change-of shift briefing.
from
day 2, zero hours 41 minutes and 3 minutes away
This is
station.
relay
voice
Rotswana
through
reacquisition
Mission Control, Houston.

Acquisition
Tn is i s Mission Control, Houston.
pA0
Hal
Director
Flight
through Botswana in about 35 seconds.
shift
9-hour
previous
the
Draughon off-going Flight Director from
daylight
central
a.m.
will have a change-of -sh i ft briefing at 11
Following that at noon,
in the JSC briefing room, building 2.
Center will
central time, George Hardy of Marshall Space Flight
Space
Kennedy
from
discuss the solid rocket booster situation
have
should
We
This will be carried by television.
Center.
acquisition at this time through Botswana.
Columbia, Houston, throuqh Botswana for another
CAPCOM
Looking forward
The bronze team is with you.
minute and a half.
some lunch.
enjoying
to working this afternoon and hope you're

SPACECRAFT

Hello, there, Bronze.

CAPCOM
seconds LOS,

30
Columbia, Houston.
You're loud and clear.
03
plus
at
next
1
Yarragadeo
Talk to you through

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

2 days 1 hour 3 minutes
Mission Control, Houston.
of signal
acquisition
for
by
Standing
Mission Elapsed Time.
seconds.
15
about
through Yarragadee in

p A0

Columbia, Houston through Yarragadee for
CAPCOM
Standing by.
half minutes.

7

and a

Houston, Columbia.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Columbia

I'd like to make sure that you're aware that LEDs
SPACECRAFT
It
alpha and bravo have never been lit in any of our activities.
make
to
want
sounds like - you think maybe they have been and
sure we're all singing the same song.

We
And Columbia, Houston.
We copy that.
Okay.
CAPCOM
sync.
in
all
we're
concur with that assessment and (garble)
Hawaii's next at 1 plus 29.
Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds LOS.
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Okay.

SPACRCRAFT

Mission Control Houston, 1 day 29 hours Mission
Elapsed Time.
2 days 1 hour 29 minutes Mission
Elapsed Time
station.
trackinq
Hawaii
the
throuqh
acquisition
Standin by Cor
pA0

-

Columbia, Houston throuqh Hawaii for 8 minutes.
CAPCOM
pass.
Standing by and we're sending you to up a state vector this
Georqe, you were talkinq just as we were firing.
Say aqain, please.

SPACRCRAFT

Just some information.
Roqer, T.K..
pass.
this
up
coming
vector
state

CAPCOM

There's

a

At Hank's suggestion, we decided to take
couldn't watch the arm from the
I
a look at this So I'm working the firing problems from the front seat
front.
And Hank's
where 1 can keep my eye on the IRCM at the arm.
And I get it all right here
working the arm stuff in the hack.
in front of me.

okay.
see if

SPACRCRAFT

Oh,

CAPCOM

Roqer, T.K..

Good teamwork.

The other neat thing is that it's not often you
nut with the attitude we
have to wear your sunglasses at night,
drill little holes in
about
got in the TRCM out there it'll just
your head if you don't.

SPACRCRAFT

Columbia, Houston, we see you finishinq
We copy.
At your convenience could you get us down
up your water dump.
the MKTs of the TRCM cycle time and deploy time.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
hour and

8

Last time was 2 days
just happen to have that.
what you wanted?
that
Is
time.
The cycle
minutes.
I

you ve got
'

i

t

last sent at

SPACECRAFT

It was

CAPCOM

Okay, Hank.

END OF TAPE

And the deploy time too if

That's affirmative.

CAPCOM

2

days

Thank you.

I

hour and 10 minutes.

I

.

.
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Okay Hank, thank you. Columbia, Houston, we're 40
CAPCOM
One note, we've
seconds to a 2 minute LOS before the states.
playback, so
tape
ICOM
our
on
voice
noticed we haven't had any
switches
in the
panel
the
have
you
I'd like you to make sure
voice.
the
record
to
us
you
want
right position, if
Okay George, what did you want?

SPACRCRAFT

Roger TK, if you want us to get the voice record on
the ICOM, we haven't been getting that, you might check the panel

CAPCOM
Al.

SPACECRAFT
oversight

Okay, unless you're asking for it,

CAPCOM

Okay.

CAPCOM
states

Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Houston

that was an

That's no problem.
Rack with you through the

Thank you.
-

-

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 1 hour 53 minutes
PAO
mission elapsed time. We're currently in a pass over the United
During the recent private medical
Orbit number 34.
States.
conference with the crew, the crew reported that they were
currently feeling very well and that pilot Henry Hartsfield took
one Scopedex last night and that he has had no further discomfort
Both crewmembers got 6 and a half
and that his headache is gone.
hours sleep. The crew is currently about a third of the way
through their RMS activities which are scheduled at this time.
At 2 days 1 hour 53 minutes mission elapsed time this is Mission
Control Houston.
CAPCOM
is next at

SPACECRAFT

2

Columbia, Houston,
plus 09.

45 seconds

till LOS.

Ascension

Okay, see you then.

Mission Control. Houston 2 days 1 hour 57 minutes
PAO
mission elapsed time we've just completed a pass over the
continental United States and we're about 11 and a half minutes
away from a period of communication with Columbia as it passes
over the Ascension Island tracking station on orbit number 34.
Repeat the announcement just a moment ago, a summary of the
private medical conference the crew had with the flight
That
Both crewmembers reported feeling very well.
surgeon.
pilot Henry Hartsfield took one Scopedex last night, and has had
no further discomfort and his headache is gone, and both
crewmembers got 6 and a half hours of sleep. At 2 days 1 hour 58
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2

minute mission elapsed time this is Mission Control Houston.
Mission Control Houston 2 days 2 hours 8 minutes mission elapsed
time we're standing by for acquisition of signal with the
Columbia over the Ascension Island tracking station in about 20
seconds
Columbia, Houston,

CAPCOM
for

6

standing by through Ascension

and a half minutes.

Okay, wo iust to point 55 on the plume survey.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Botswana

is

Copy that. Columbia, we're 30 seconds to LOS
next at 2 plus 19.

SPACECRAFT

Okay George

Mission Control Houston 2 days 2 hours 15 minutes
PAO
mission elapsed time. Just had loss of signal with Columbia
through the Ascension Island tracking station. Will reacquire in
Crew is
about 3 minutes over Botswana in Southern Africa.
system
control
continuing with their IRCM survey of the reaction
About
plumes and is progressing well through that sequence.
2 days 2 hours 16 minutes
halfway through that at this time.
mission elapsed time this is Mission Control Houston.
Columbia, Houston,

CAPCOM
7

standing by through Botswana for

and a half.

Okay, you all still, there?
SPACECRAFT
finished point 63.

CAPCOM
LOS.

Houston, we just

Columbia, Houston,
Roger, we copy.
plus
4 1.
next
at
2
Yarragadee is

45

seconds to

Okav George, and we just threw an extra diddy in
SPACECRAFT
there for ycu to get a good look at what the jets look like we
get -

-

END OF TAPE
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What tho jets look like, we qot
SPACECRAFT
play back on tho VTR.
Roger,

CAPCOM

a

PACE

1

little piece will

we copy.

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 2 hours 27 minutes,
CAPCOM
Just past out of ranqe with tho notswana
Mission Elapsed Time.
reacquire in about 14 minutes over
we'll
and
station
tracking
Commander T. K. Mattinqly reporting
pass.
brief
for
a
Yarragadee
through their Remote Manipulator
oroceedinq
was
crew
that as the
monitor and it's
contamination
the
with
activities
System
Control System iet
Reaction
the
of
observation
and
interaction
recordings of that
tape
video
some
obtain
did
they
that
firings
At
and at some point presumably we would be seeing some of that.
Mission
is
Time, this
2 days 2 hours 28 minutes Mission Elapsed
Control Houston.
Mission Control Houston, 2 days 2 hours 41 minutes,
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time were about to reacquire communication with
Columbia over the top edge of the range of the Yarragadee
tracking station.
Columbia, Houston, with you through Yarragadee for
and 1/2 minutes.

CAPCOM
2

SPACECRAFT

Hello there, we iust finished point 86.

CAPCOM

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, 25 seconds to LOS.

at

2

+

Guam is next

51.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

2 days 2 hours 44 minutes
Mission Control Houston.
PAO
ranqe through the
of
out
past
Just
Mission Elapsed Time.
over Guam in
reacquiring
be
We'll
station.
Yarragadee tracking
the end of the
nearing
their
that
reported
Crew
about 7 minutes.
the use of
that's
survey,
plume
IECM
the
in
activities
series of
that is
plumes,
the
evaluate
to
package
monitor
the contamination
hours
days
At
2
there.
2
Systems
Control
Reaction
the
the, from
Houston.
Control
Mission
is
this
Time,
Elapsed
Mission
44 minutes

Columbia, Houston, standing by through Guam for
and 1/2 minutes.

CAPCOM

read you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, your the same.

Columbia, Houston, I have a small correction to
CAPCOM
your teleprinter 18 Charlie when you have time.

7
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Go ahead George.

Roger T. K. on step 2, I'd like to delete the last
check
line and add the following, wait 3 minutes 20 seconds,
instrument motion complete, over.

CAPCOM

Okay, we're talking about message 18 Charlie, and
SPACECRAFT
make it wait 3
we re talking about step 3, delete that and
complete.
motion
inscrument
minutes 20 seconds and check
'

CAPCOM
in step

2,

Negative T. K
and insert what

.

I

We'd like to delete the last line
read up, over.

SPACECRAFT

Last line in step 2, excuse me.

CAPCOM

Okay.

CAPCOM
is next at 3
now on board.

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston, we're 40 seconds to LOS. Hawaii
+ 05, and a reminder that teleprinter message 23 is
Okay,

is

it

time critical?

Roger T. K. I would like to have you take
it in the next 10 or 15 minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

a

look at

Thank you sir.

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 2 hours 59 minutes,
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time. We've just past out of range of the
And we'll reacquire in about 5 and 1/2
tracking station at Guam.
Flight Controllers here in Mission Control
minutes over Hawaii.
that the
have noted from the data coming back from the Spacecraft
test
flight
the
of
One
crew has completed the IECM plume survey.
objectives on the...
END OF TAPE
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PAO
One of the flight test objectives on this flight.
According to the timeline, very shortly the pilot Henry
Hartsfield will be reberthing the IECM and it's position in the
And Commander Mattingly, he is due to begin an
payload bay.
exercise period in about 15-20 minutes, or so. Columbia is
currently on orbit number 35 out over the Pacific Ocean. And
will be passing within range of the Hawaii tracking station in
At 2 days 3 hours Mission Elapsed Time
about 4 and 1/2 minutes.
this is Mission Control Houston.

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 3 hours 5 minutes,
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time, we're reacquiring signal momentarily with
Columbia over Hawaii.
Columbia, Houston, with you through Hawaii for
and 1/2 minutes.

CAPCOM

7

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Houston, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM
background

Roger Hank, read you, you've got a squeal in the

SPACECRAFT

You really know how to hurt don't you?

CAPCOM
are next at

Columbia, Houston, we're 20 seconds to LOS, states
3

+

15,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and we're starting to press now.

CAPCOM

Okay.

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 3 hours 15 minutes
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time. During that last pass over Hawaii, crew
reported that their berthing the IECM, that is returning it to
Crew's pretty much on the
its parking spot in the payload bay.
timeline with that activity, and following that we're scheduled
at about 2 days 3 hours 30 minutes to powerdown the Remote
Manipulator System. We'll be reacquiring communication with
Columbia after this brief pass through a spot here between the
tracking stations, be reacquiring over the western United States
2 days 3 hours 14 minutes, Mission Elapsed
in about 45 seconds.
Time, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you through the states.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Your the same.

loud and clear.

Columbia, Houston, 20 seconds to a 2 minute LOS
CAPCOM
here over the states. We see a down and latched configuration,
looks good that's fast work Kenny.
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We're here to please.

SPACECRAFT

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 3 hours 23 minutes,
Mission Elapsed Time. The crew has just reported that they have
Flight Controllers here in Mission
the payload down and latched.
progress that the crew has made
the
with
very
happy
Control were
and getting many things
today
timeline
the
moving
along
and
in just about
communication
reacquiring
be
We'll
accomplished.
Elapsed
Mission
minutes,
hours
23
3
2
days
here.
minute
another
Time, this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO

Columbia, Houston, back with you for

CAPCOM
minutes

3

and 1/2

And Columbia, Houston, the entire IECM team is
CAPCOM
delighted with the events today, and want to give you a big thank
you for a job well done.

SPACECRAFT
to get

it

appreciate that very much. We worked awful hard
done, but 1 think it flowed fairly smoothly.
I

CAPCOM

Roger

CAPCOM

Columbia, we're 40 seconds to LOS, Ascension will

be next at

3

4

45.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're pressing on.

CAPCOM

Roger that.

END OF TAPE
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2 days 3 hours 29
Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
out of range of the
passed
Just
minutes mission elapsed time.
continental United
the
over
tracking station during that pa^
the contamination
reberthed
j-^i'od
time
Crew during that
States.
position in the
in
it's
oad
and
the
p,>
monitor and its package
They [re
TECM.
the
from
arm
disconnected
have
payload bay and
time
this
at
arm
mechanical
^
with
activities
doing a few other
reacquiring
be
11
Wo'
shortly.
down
that
power
and will
communication with Columbia in about 15 minutes as we approach
2 days 3 hours 30 minutes
the Ascension Island tracking station.
This is Mission Control Houston. Mission
mission elapsed time.
Control Houston, 2 days 3 hours 44 minutes, mission elapsed
We're about ready to reacquire communication with Columbia
time.
over Ascension Island.
>

Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
minutes, over.

Through Ascension for 4-1/2

We've
Okay, we're working along on step 7 now.
the
assessing
tried at once, no joy and we're kind of
situation

SPACECRAFT
.

Columbia, Houston, we're 30
Roger, we copy.
CAPCOM
Botswana is next, that's 3+55.
seconds to LOS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Massing out of range at
Mission Control Houston.
PAO
be reacquiring
We'll
station.
the Ascension Island tracking
2
over Botswana.
minutes
about
5
in
Columbia
communication with
Mission
This
is
time.
elapsed
mission
minutes,
da/s 3 hours 50
Mission Control Houston, 2 days 3 hours 55
Control Houston.
Standing by for acquisition of
time.
elapsed
minutes mission
signal over Botswana.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston.

Through Botswana for

7.

Okay, we've gone through step 7 a couple of times
SPACECRAFT
and we ended up going through 8, 9, we're working on 10 now.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT

And we had no success.

CAPCOM

Understand.

And t presume you'd like me to go
Okay, Houston.
ahead and pick up the IMU alignment.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

That is affirmative, T. K.

SPACECRAFT

Alright,

sir.

We're almost all on schedule aren't

.
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we?

You're looking real good. Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
Guam is next, at 4+27.
to LOS.
seconds
30
We're
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

2 days 4 hours 3 minutes
Mission Control Houston.
PAO
Just past out of range of the Botswana
mission elapsed time.
We have a long loss of signal period here
tracking station.
Columbia's
until we reaquire over Guam in about 23 minutes.
2 days 4 hours 3 minutes mission elapsed
currently on orbit 35.
Mission Control Houston,
time, this is Mission Control Houston.
Within range of
2 days 4 hours 26 minutes mission elapsed time.
the Guam tracking station at this time.

CAPCOM
over

Columbia, Houston.

Through Guam for 7-1/2 minutes,

.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

ko to hand over to
I'd
And Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
ovt.
minutes,
SUNNYVALE PAYCOM for about 3
1

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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Columbia,
PAYCOM
read?
do
you
How

this is Sunnyvale on air to ground

1

I.

Columbia, qo ahead.

SPACECRAFT

We'd like to perform our
Roger, Columbia.
PAYCOM
probaoscar cab now and them move to the log and update book and
perform a power status pad.
This

SPACECRAFT

is

Columbia, go ahead, please.

We'd like to perform a tab bravo
Roqer, Columbia.
PAYCOM
oscar now and then move to logging uodates book and perform a
Columbia this is Sunnyvale on air to ground
power status pad.
How do you read
1
.

Sunnyvale do you road Columbia?

Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

We've got you
Roqer, Columbia.
oscar?
bravo
tab
request for the

PAYCOM
catch our

sir.

dust

Yes,

PAYCOM

Roger, understand.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

PAYCOM

Roger, Columbia.

SPACECRAFT

Sunnyvale, can you read now?

PAYCOM
have you

Columbia,
r

by

i

Mi

i

s

by.

Did you

second.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

5

a

nvr

and out.

Sunnvvale on air to ground

is

1.

5.

I'm sorrv
Alright, bravo oscar number 1, on, on.
to
20, 1 alpha
number
is on and off, number 2 is cnrront.lv lft
off,
off, 1 bravo off, 1 Charlie on, 1 delta on, 1 echo
bravo is
4
4 alpha close,
(garble) st rot off, 1 golf off.

SPACECRAFT
1

1

cor

rod

.

PAYCOM

Roger, Columbia.

SPACECRAFT

Sunnyvale you

«U.

j

1

I

there?

Columbia, this is Sunnyvale. We copied all that
PAYCOM
o move in logging up updates now and do a power
and we'd like
pad
r.t at un
t

.

SPACECRAFT

Hello Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Go abend Columbia.

Houston here,

Wo

.
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if I'm getting through.
I can't tell
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
to Sunnyvale.
through
getting
not
Apparently I'm

We're copying 40 seconds left on
Roger, Columbia.
We'll have an RCS burn pad
4+41.
at
coming
Hawaii
at
this pass
through
the RCS burn card.
deltas
minor
some
also
for you and

CAPCOM
Over.

And Columbia, we're

5

seconds LOS.

Hawaii's next at 4+41.

Okay, we'll be there.

SPACECRAFT

2 days 4 hours 35 minutes
Mission Control Houston.
PAO
mission elapsed time. We pass out of range at the Guam tracking
We'll have about a 5-1/2 minute loss of signal period
station.
This is Mission
here before we pick it up again in Hawaii.
Control Houston. Mission Control Houston, 2 days 4 hours 41
We're within range of the Hawaii
minutes mission elapsed time.
tracking station at this time.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston.
Over.

SPACECRAFT

Through Hawaii for 7-1/2

Okay, we're here.

Roger, you're loud and clear.
an RCS burn pad that - you can copy.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

I'd

like to read up

Ready to copy.

Interconnect will be left oms to
Roger, T. K.
connect 4, TV roll 180, weight
burn,
burn,
RCS
The +X
RCS.
224425, TIG 002

CAPCOM

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
balls

plus

decimal

5

7
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plus all

Hey George, you're going to have to read slower
this is one of those tiny pads and I'm having a hard time fitting

SPACECRAFT
it.

CAPCOM

Okay TK where do you want me to pick up.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, TX where would you like me to

pick up on the pad

Help me out just a second, I'm coming. Okay, what
is interconnect left OMS to RCS and says +X RCS
And I qot
that little indication is in there.
whatever
select 4,
item 19
on
in
start
and
180 roll
is a plus something.

SPACECRAFT

I've got so far

2244250020545000
Roger TK

CAPCOM

,

+5 decimal

Burn attitude 8 decimal 0
balls.
Delta V total 5 decimal 7 TGO 0 0
HA164 HP160, over.
1 decimal 1 0.

7
3

2

plus all balls pi us all
0 decimal 0 2 7 decimal 4.
3 VGO 5 decimal 5 9 aU balls

Okay let's try +5 decimal
SPACECRAFT
0 3 0 decimal 0 2 7 decimal 4 5 decimal
point 1 0 164 by 160.
9 0 and plus

7

plus

7

0

0

0
2

plus 0 H decimal
5
3 plus * point

1

Roger TK, that's good readbaok and I have some
CAPCOM
delta's on the onorbit RCS burn card, if you're ready.
Okay, we're going to do this with reference to the
SPACECRAFT
checklist procedure for execution. Or did you want us to not do
that?

That's affirmative TK there are 2 changes, 1 in the
CAPCOM
crossfeed valve during the interconnect. We'd like the left OMS
A crossfeed valve open and leave the n crossfeed valve in GPC.
That's from the problem we were havinq before, over.
You want to use the A crossfeed
Okay, understand.
SPACECRAFT
make in the GPC.
will
OMS
left
the
to
the
n
and
valve

CAPCOM

Roger TK, and the n valve should already be in GPC

That's affirmative, and just make sure I'm on the
It's functional, but because of the way it
right track with you.
doesn't cut off, we're just gonna leave it there unless wo need

SPACECRAFT
it.

Columbia, Houston, 45 seconds
That's correct TK
The PAYCOM on last request requested a power status pad
to LOS.
on the log updates book and we'd like to get that down from you

CAPCOM

.
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SPACECRAFT
and see

if

CAPCOM

I

4
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plus 51, over.

Okay, I can hardly hear that guy so I'll go look
can find it.
Roger.

Mission Control Houston 2 ^ays 4 hours 49 minutes
PAO
mission elapsed time we passed out of range of the Hawaii
We'll reacquire for a brief pass through the
tracking station.
western edge of the tracking stations in the western United
States in about a minute and a half.
CAPCOM
over

Columbia, Houston, through Buckhorn for

3

minutes,

.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Columbia, would you like for me to read you

the pad?

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Roger, Columbia.
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Roger, Columbia

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

6

5

2

2865030

8

045652865040602865

5

at 2 days 4 hours and 52 minutes and
there are fluctuations in the third set of readings on all which
go up and make them, oh I'd say, 50 to 100 percent higher spikes.
0

3

5

to

6

0

40 seconds left in this pass.
Roger TK, we copy.
CAPCOM
Botswana will be next at 5 plus 31 and we see tank, water tank C
filling up you can expect your alert in about half an hour, and
at that time reopen the tank B inlet, over.

SPACECRAFT
Char lie.

Okay, we'll open tank B when we get the alert on

CAPCOM

Roger that,

Mission Control Houston 2 days 4 hours 56 minutes
PAO
During that short pass over the fringes of
time.
elapsed
mission
the western tracking stations, the western United States the crew
read back to the ground the results of the IMU alignment that had
We have a long period of loss of signal here as
just occurred.
Columbia passes down through the Pacific and out over South
America and without hitting any of the tracking stations along
there until we come to Botswana in Southern Africa in about 34
minutes.
At 2 days 4 hours 56 minutes mission elapsed time this
Mission Control Houston 2 days 5
is Mission Control Houston.
hours 31 minutes mission elapsed time we're about to pass within
range of the Botswana tracking station here in about 20 seconds,
Columbia on orbit number 36, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
over

through Botswana for

Columbia, Houston,

7

minutes,

.

SPACECRAFT

Hello there, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

And you're the same.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're maneuvering the attitude now George.

CAPCOM

Okay, we copy, we've got nothing for you this pass.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, do you need any data from the IMU alignment?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative TK
the torque ing angles and

What do you need,
SPACECRAFT
Or just the time or what?

CAPCOM

We'd like to got

SPACECRAFT

Okay stars

5

1

all,

it

and

2

2,

T

time?

guess, TK,

as advertised,

point

0

1

is
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1MU number 1 that'll all be a decimal point in front
the error.
IMU
of these numbers as I read them to you +2 5, +0 7, -0 2.
0.
-0
-1
7,
IMU number 3 +0 6,
number 2 -0 3, +0 0, +1 0.
Execution time 2 days 04 11 15.

CAPCOM

Okay TK we copy, thank you.

Okay, you also had asked me earlier about where the
SPACECRAFT
elevators were, and I remember we looked right after we finished
if anything
a lot of that RMS stuff and it looked like they were,
looked
Later
bit.
little
the outboard port elevon had moved up a
water
got
the
just
I
okay
to me like both the inboard elevons,
message you warned me about I'll take care of it, looked to me
like both inboard elevons were full up now, but it looks like the
outboard elevons are both come up just a little bit.

CAPCOM

Roger TK, we copy.

Okay, and we got one other that
SPACECRAFT
the aft starboard and the port forward ...
END OF TAPE

it

looks to me like

.
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... forward payload bay flood lights are probably
SPACECRAFT
not working as - and the same thing looks true of the forward That arrangement sounds like maybe I got a common
bulkhead.
common circuit somewhere.

before
T. K
Columbia, Houston.
Okay, thank you.
some
to
get
you
remind
to
Brewster
asked
you
shift
we came on
You'd like
comments on the RCS jet stern interaction test now.
time.
the
got
you've
if
now
that
get
to

CAPCOM

.

,

Just a second, I'll do that, one of the
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
things that was kind of interesting when did you get the chance
to file all those doublets and pulses let you identify what's
One of the things I hadn't
really characteristic and what isn't.
expected was that everyone of those pulses is two pulses and it
fires - you hear or feel which ever it is that's appropriate.
The - it goes bang bang when it starts or it stops, you get a
So maybe what you're getting is a solenoids rather than
bang.
the firing but when you see the plume door I guess the piece of
data that makes we wonder about that is when I (garble) kind of
It'll be 1 and then followed by another.
pulse (garble) also.
Even when you put in a single pulse and I'll make some notes on
all that stuff for detail but it was kinda of interesting to see
Some of it turned out to be nice
it wasn't a single clean pulse.
because of the jet
perhaps
others
single pulses but
at all.
that
us
give
configurations didn't
Okay, we copy all of that,

CAPCOM

thank you.

The ones that I seem to remember causing the most
SPACECRAFT
pulses and a two pulses and single pulse was
between
difference
in

the

roll

(garble)

Columbia, Houston. We're 1 minute
Okay, we copy.
from LOS at Botswana. We'll be with you through IOS in about 1
minute (garble) over.

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston.
Standing by.

Through IOS for 6-1/2

George, separate subject that is switch,
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
flipped over here and took a look at the nitrogen pressure in the
OMS and it looks like the left OMS nitrogen is a little bit lower
As I remembered it at the completion of our burns
than it was.
on day I.

CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
understand.

Roger, T. K., we copy.

George, you don't want
Am I correct?

We'll

look

(garble)

for

into it.
this

I
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We'll do it in flow down.

CAPCOM

That's correct.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, do you have any trouble (garble)

and a

2

.14,

.09,

.05.

CAPCOM

Roger, T. K.,

looks good to us right now.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston. We're 30 seconds to LOS.
Guam is next at 6404.

Looks

like a good burn.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

2 days 5 hours 47 minutes
Mission Control Houston.
PAO
about a 22 second
completed
just
Crew
time.
elapsed
mission
reaction control system burn which adjusted the orbit slightly to
improve the orbital geometry so that the end of mission
crossrange is more in line with what the crew was trained for.
That adjustment was done with the reaction control system and was
about a 22 second burn occurred completed just about 3 minutes
Columbia just past out of range of the Indian Ocean station
ago.
and will be reacquiring in about

END OF TAPE
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As
And we'll be reacquirinq in about 16 minutes.
PAO
elapsed
mission
2 days 5 hours 48 minutes
we pass over Guam.
Mission Control Houston,
This is Mission Control Houston.
time.
We're within
2 days 6 hours 4 minutes mission elapsed time.
Crew is
over.
minutes,
5-1/2
range of the Guam tracking station
crew
the
in
scheduled
period
just now beginning their meal
activity plan. Okay. We have about a 5 minute pass here at
This is Mission Control Houston.
Guam.

SPACECRAFT

Are you still there?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, Hank you're loud and clear.

Okay, you can tell Owen that starting up about like
SPACECRAFT
there will be some data on the tape for me and also
ago
5 minutes
just starting to record his.
he's
for T. K.,
One thing for us you can
Okay, Hank, we copy.
We missed the tire pressure readouts over the last state
If you could turn those on for a little bit here over
pass.
Guam, that would help out.

CAPCOM
do.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I'll go back and do that.

Ann Columbia, we also see your DPS
Okay, thanks.
CAPCOM
configuration, looks good and go for the item 48.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

thank you.

Hawaii
We're 1 minute to LOS.
Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
T.
dinner
and
your
enjoying
Hope you are
will be next at 6+17.
decreased
has
OMS
loft
the
on
pressure
K. for information the N2
The right N2 pressure has also
as a result of cool down.
Over.
no worry.
that's
decreased a little bit,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, hey those are qood words, thank you.

And Columbia going
Roger, we'll see you in Hawaii.
CAPCOM
thank you.
data,
pressure
good
tire
got
We've
hill.
over the

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'll take them out.

2 days 6 hours 10 minutes
Mission Control Houston.
PAO
They just passed out of range of the Guam
mission elapsed time.
tracking station and we have a about a 7 minute loss of signal
Crow is scheduled
period here before we reacquire over Hawaii.
to be beginning their meal period and at this point of the day,
the activities tail off to primarily some housekeeping
activities, fuel cell purqos, and that sort of thing, and they
get into their presleop activity at the beginning r of orbit 18
or 20
>
which is occurs in about an hour or an hour and
in
remaining
hours
than
loss
2
There is a little bit
minutes.
1

.
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scheduled to be awake.
2 days 6 hours 11
Control Houston.
is
Mission
This
minutes mission elapsed time.
Hawaii tracking
passing
over
the
Mission Control Houston. We're
the time the crew

is

stat ion

minutes, over.

CAPCOM

Hawaii for

SPACECRAFT

Hello Houston loud and clear.

8

Columbia, Houston.
Roger, and you're the same.
information we had an error on the ground. We were not
recording voice and haven't been since about MET of about 3 hours
We'll start recording again after this Hawaii
and 30 minutes.
pass though and if you want to get some comments on you can do it
Sorry about that, it was our error.
after that.

CAPCOM

For your

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 6 hours 20 minutes
PAO
Ground controllers and Mission Control and
mission elapsed time.
thermal experts have studied in - indications that they're
getting from the spacecraft as to the possible continued presence
of water on the underside tiles and have decided to go to a
bottom sun attitude tonight to be sure that they have baked all
Have avoided any possible problems
the water out of the tiles.
on entry.
That message will probably be relayed up to the crew
That attitude will be held
on this pass or perhaps the next one.
They are currently over the Hawaii tracking
during the night.
2 days 6 hours 21 minutes mission elapsed
station at this time.
This is Mission Control Houston.
time.
3 minutes left this pass.
Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
We've got a long LOS coming up and I've got one comment to get up
to you, over.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
ground.

Go ahead

.

Roger, T. K.
We just got some information on the
We're seeing some anomalies readings in our DFI ...

END OF TAPE
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Coming up, I've qot one comment to get up to you,

CAPCOM
over

I

.

Go ahe>id.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, T. K. we just got some information on the
Hrwi ,
CAPCOM
that lead
ground, we're seeing some anomalous readings in the DFI
out
baked
water
us to believe that we may not have gotten all the
planning
be
we'll
So
of the tiles on the bottom of the Orbiter.
And, we'll get that
tonight.
attitude
bottom-sun
the
to
on going
attitude up to you on the next pass, over.
,

Is that the venting kind of stuff?
Okay.
you got some temperture data your looking at?

SPACECRAFT

it's temperature data we're looking at.

CAPCOM

Roger T.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, well we'll be here.

CAPCOM
is

next at

SPACECRAFT

7

K.

Or have

Botswana
Columbia, Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS.
over.
dinner,
your
enjoying
+06, and hope your
Okay, well we'll get to it.

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 6 hours 26 minutes,
Columbia is currently on orbit number 37
Mission Elapsed Time.
station.
and is just past out of range of the Hawaii tracking
we're
and
here,
period
signal
of
loss
They have a fairly long
the
of
range
of
the
edges
of
the
going to be skipping out
Santiago tracking station and we'll not reacquire again until we
Here in
hit Botswana over Southern Africa in about 40 minutes.
up to
relayed
Controllers
Flight
the
Hawaii,
this last pass over
it
that
decided
had
experts
thermal
that
the crew information
again
attitude
bottom-sun
the
to
go
to
would be a good idea
be
tonight, cause of data they had seen indicated there may still
avoid
some water present in the tiles on the underside, and to
bottom-sun
go
and
ahead
go
they'll
problems
any potential
Elapsed Time, this
2 days 6 hours 27 minutes, Mission
tonight.
is Mission Control Houston.
PA0

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 6 hours 47 minutes,
of
Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia is passing just over the edge
slight^
the Santiago Chile tracking station, there may be a
opportunity here for a few seconds of communication. That|s a
very low elevation pass, and we don't expect any at this time.
This is Mission Control Houston.
PA 0

Mission Control Houston, 2 days 7 hours 6 minutes,
Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia is on orbit number 37, and we're
about to pass within range of the tracking station at Botswana in
Crew is running just a few minutes behind the
Southern Africa.
STS-4
timeline and should be finishing up their meal about now.
PAO
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Primarily some housekeepinq activities related at the end of they
of
are day, their only about an hour avay from the beginninq
to do,
purge
cell
fuel
a
have
They
their scheduled sleep period.
before
work
other
of
bit
little
and some documentation and then a
made to have
they can turn in this evening and attempts are being
their activities wrapped up through ...
CAPCOM

...Botswana for

SPACECRAFT

Hi

4

1/2 minutes.

there.

I've got a bottomHi T. K. your loud and clear.
CAPCOM
to copy.
ready
your
if
sun attitude to read up to you,

SPACECRAFT

Be with you

CAPCOM

Okay

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

in

about 10 seconds.

I'm all yours.

Roger T. K. we'd like you to maneuver to bottomis roll 310.4, pitch 233.0, and yaw 58.8,
attitude
sun, and the
Alpha 1 for both the maneuver and the
DAP
would like you to use
to
t
attitude hold, it's about an 8 minute maneuver, and we'd like
20
be in bottom-sun before sunrise, that comes up in about
minutes, over.

CAPCOM

Okay, I copy, be in bottom-sun at sunrise and the
SPACECRAFT
attitude is 310.4, 233.0, 58.8, using DAP Alpha 1, and we're on
our way.

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Okay, copy that.
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Okay George, that's started, anything else?

Roger TK I've got a couple of tag-up items for
First one we'd like to know if you're still using your HP
you.
If we start messing with the flight plan we may
AOS LOS program?
need that, over.

CAPCOM

have been using the calculators just as wo said
The AOS LOS I've been using for that and for map
we would.
updates and it has done rather well, you know it's got a power,
nut it
figure if it's within the nearest minute, that's fine.
sort
of
we've
well
programs,
prompting
The
does that for us.
haven't
programs
promtping
the
that
so
enough
altered the days
had a good workout, but I've had a number of instances of that
I'm going to switch to the other
program's timer halting.
Rut, that's sort of where
tomorrow.
try
and
tonight
calculator
stand on those.

SPACECRAFT

I

I

I

Another thing, for information
Okay, we copy that.
CAPCOM
And one other
there will be no SM checkpoint required tonight.
question we have, we noticed an S76 COMM blurred. We've seen a
few of those and one of them we think might have been a real
Can you comment on that- over.
camera overtemp.
In fact, most all but one of
Yes sir, I'm sorry.
them, that I'm aware of, were associated with our run in the
Every time we try to run that thing, we get those
VTR.
There was one camera overtemp and that was during one
messages.
of our morning RMS sessions and I believe that it was camera ...

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, we're approaching LOS, we'll pick you up
Columbia, Houston, through IOS for 9
next at IOS at 7 plus 14.
minutes, over.

CAPCOM

Okay sir, I don't know if I caught you as you were
over the hill, that was camera delta that had the overtemp.

SPACECRAFT

thanks

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

45 degrees.

Okay TK thank you, we copy camera delta on 45
CAPCOM
The OPS recorder will be
One other message for you.
degrees.
on dumping at Hawaii at
plan
W<->
7:50.
to
running from MET 7:30
then we could
longer
little
a
like
would
you
unless
plus 52
over.
+
at
8
20,
Santiago
at
dump
and
extend

7

tell you,
I
Why don't you just shoot for Santiago.
SPACECRAFT
thoughts
your
collect
and
stop
to
chance
been
a
hasn't
just
there
the
that's
and
dinner
off
for
time
took
finally
We
all day.
first break we've had, so it's going to take me a few minutes to

keep from rambling.
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The only anumolios we're
Okay TK, we'll do 'hi'.
CAPCOM
1
you had with the end
tho
problems
now won
^h
really trucking
o
tt.
and t ho pay load b ty
on
h
g-'t
you up a not
effector and wo
those.
we're
checking
and
down
reported
lights that you have
r

'

Mot hi mi Hi'it. wo
over
cut
you
,

1

»

t

t

1

noon on

found,

'

ho

iroiifvl,

hi*

'old

wo haven't

.

'oil you, I sure appreciate all your
Okay, wo
got
it
kind of hoc'ie thorn for uwhilo, but
was,
It
good and we're -joint} to muddle
prottv
come
out
to
all :;oem>d
k'°
ow
pi -lying with your su-:t ion out)
done
hln«n
along, we've
think
ho
middle of tomorrow
hy
other
things,
some
shoos and
together.
act
our
have
wo ro gonna

SPACECRAFT
help t.odiv.

1

.i

t

I

I

1

t

»

I

'

'

Columbia, Houston, TK vou know wo had this vi out
CAPCOM
Wo got
wo think you guys really did a super job.
day,
toughest
everything wo planned plu", a lot mot" done today.
hink wo it-- and toil
Okay, I'll summarize wh««r e
SPACECRAFT
you what we're doing, ind who knows whit wo mi-jht get don"
«vvl:5 ar; wo -jo nut
r
Thou-jht maybe you might o! for our
tomorrow.
with a little (garble) and ho p thorn out.
I

t

f

i

1

Roger, and TK could you give us
CAPCOM
Oid thoy all fail.
information on tho lights.
of

thorn

working,

any do tail

3

you can

'ill

a

T

lit'lo moro
once or w.vi
,

on->

in.

h<>m
toll you, I'll have to go t)ack ami look at
od
common
on
of
had
us
Wo turnod thorn on and both
mo
secure
to
So whon it came t
boy, it sure isn't vory bright.
stuff wo said, hoy lot's turn thom of ono it a time and r.oo if
Wo found that
there's anybody that isn't carryincj thoir woight.
wo
ho;;.>
turned
when
there was no apparont change in illumination
individually.
tho-n
chock
and
We'll go back
gave you off.
3
I

SPACECRAFT
individually.

t

I

t

i

t

CAPCOM

Okay, wo copy,

there's no rush on that.

Okay, Hank said he's going to do that now and
SPACECRAFT
heard something about it to amplify it, we'll summarize it.

it

wo

Columbia,
Okay thank you, we'd appreciate that.
still
vectors
state
You're
items.
cleanup
of
a couple
you
and
it
is,
when
teleprinter
on
the
that
up
get
We'll
no-go.
the
clear
up
....
4fl
to
item
the
for
have a go

CAPCOM
Houston,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

Okay,
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ilfl'li

nummari/o

wo will

it

hank you

•/<'

,

\

18

PAGE
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it.

approbate 'hot.

Columbia, HoiiMton, counlo <>! clean up items do.
CAPCOM
11 no go, wo 11 got that ui> on tho
Your nUtto vector ia
ho
om -18, clear
it
Aivl you havo a go for
is.
teleprinter wh^n
air
lock.
Mnind
lights
up tho cam
s

:

t

'

i

i

Oh,

SPACECRAFT

forgot

hank you,

t

about

all

i

t

if.

And Columbia, Houston, your Mate wl.nr is good
Aivl with th.it my slato
for cont rvt'Micv for tho next fiv<- nrhits.
is eloan horn, and wo -to got nothing olnf for you.

CAPCOM

i

'

wo

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Mount on,

CAPCOM

Co

H

mighty good.

that

Columbia?

ah. 'ad,

Columbia.

The pilot was -iio.it ly relieved to r,.-o that tonight
.SPACECRAFT
ill thi< told him »o do wan go to sloop, .md didn't, havo
That. i right Miko.
Colt' n ha* boon at it via in.
Vr
stowing
,\

'

.

.

CAPCOV

Columbia,

CAPCOM
will bo

wo

war.

1 1

next

SPACECRAFT

t

t

7

,

:

Okay,

1 1

r

ore

Hour.

and wo

*

'

i

on
11

vd
,

,

T

.

wo'ro
wait

K

.

4 0

for

sncomlr. to
your call.

i.OS

,

Cuain

thank you.

Ho Mission Control, at ? days, 7
of signal throuqh tho [ndian Ocean
loss
Had
2U mi nut <?r,
dialogue durinc) that pans,
lot
of
o I at ion, 'hero's not a
of tho mission to this point.
naturo
ul
succf"t«;f
tho
refloating
wo
will acquire again in 17
and
now,
iod
por
of signal
I, oss
Tho Ivory
of tho Earth.
orbit
18th
its
on
Columbia
minutes.
con tor
control
tho
in
arrivinq
now
lorn
control
is
flight
To<-,r. of
On cominq fliqht
and tagging up with tho off qoinq fliqht team.
hooking forward to tho change of shift
diroctor is John T Coy..
briefing with off going fliqht diroctor Chuck Lewis and tho
That press oonforonco, chanqo of shift dobriofinq
Bronze Toam.
And at. this point, no
schodulod for f>:30 p.m. central time.
If a chanqo
roason to oxpoct thoro'll bo a chanqo in that timo.
as
we have
sooms apparent we'll certainly notify you as quickly
on
riqht
is
On board Columbia, the crew
that information.
they
where
presently,
schedule, performing the fuel cell purqe
of
it
purge
to
system
force hydrogen and oxygen through the
impurities and preclude the chance that the cant imat ion would
inhibit the function of those electricity producing devices on
Also changing out the C02 absorber on board
board the vehicle.
PAo
hours,

This

is

.

.

Shut
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Sleep period
the vehicle which scrubs the air of impurities.
to be on
appears
everything
And
minutes.
41
about
hoc] ins in
At 2
tonight.
Columbia
aboard
nominal
and
on
time,
schedule,
Houston.
Control,
Mission
is
this
minutes,
28
hours,
days, 7
Sunnyvale, Houston com tech, air to ground,

PAYCOM

CAPCOM
<]

round

1

Houston, Sunnyvale,
do you copy the key.

PAYCOM
1

I.

read you five by, on air to

T

That's affirm, you get good keying on air to ground

.

CAPCOM
at

the same

Do you receive keying on air to ground

3,

and UHF

time,

do.

PAYCOM

Yes

CAPCOM

Roger, want to go to

PAYCOM

Yeah,

I

let's go to

2

2.

Shuttle Mission control, 2 days, 7 hours, 33
PAO
It appears that the change of shift briefing with off
minutes.
It appears
going flight director Chuck Lewis will be delayed.
time a
that
refine
we'll
now that it'll be at 6:45 p.m. and
becomes
as
it
reading
little bit more and give more precise
Acquisition
Columbia on its 38th orbit of the Earth.
available.
Control.
Mission
Shuttle
of signal in about 10 minutes,

Columbia, Houston, 1 minute left on this last pass
CAPCOM
I clean up item, we'd like an item 48
before the sleep period.
to the GNC computer
End of tape.
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cleanup item, woM like an itom 48 to the of (INC
Wo want, to thank you guys for qivinq n?i a super days
work and it looks like wo sure have a super vehicle workinq for
Get a qood sleep, the ivory team if; oominq on to
ur today too.
Ron's team will he back with you
watch you through the niqht.
tomorrow morning.

CAPCOM
computer.

We'll leave some
Okay sir, thanks an awful lot.
SPACECRAFT
Thank you very much,
notes on the tape recorder here shortly.
we'll seo you tomorrow.

CAPCOM

Okay, qood niqht.

This is Shuttle Mission Control, at 2 davs, 8
PAO
hours, 8 minutes, we're about 11 minutes awav from acquisition of
We've iust entered the crew's
signal through Santiaqo, Chile.
sleep period, now over. T.K. Mattingly and Hank Martsfield have
not been notorious for takinq advantage of the opening of the
window on the sleep period so, it's not inconceivable we may have
Columbia on
some voice contact when they're through Santiago.
it's
18 orbit of the Earth, now on the bottom Sun attitude to
attempt to cook out some of the moisture that the thermal
protection system on the bottom of the vehicle may have absorbed
during the thunderstorm while on the pad at Kennedy Space Center
The transducers on the under side of
in advance of the launch.
the vehicle have not reported any increase in these tomDoratures
yet, hut those transducers are buried pretty close to the surface
of the vehicle and well beneath the thermal protection system
tiles on the underside so it'll take a little while before those
increased temperatures begin to show up on the data hoards here
10 minutes away from acquistion of
in Mission Control Center.
Mission elapsed time 2 days, 8
signal through Santiago, Chile.
hours, 9 minutes, this is Shuttle Mission Control.
This is Shuttle Mission Control, 2 days, 8 hours,
just had a loss of signal throuqh the Santiago, Chile
station, we're waiting on voice contact with the crow. They're
Data downlink, data received
IS minutes into their sleep period.
and transmitted to the control center here indicates the vehicle
The thermal data on the
systems are performing nominally.
underside of the vehicle which is now in a bottom Sun attitude
indicates temperatures are beginning to come up just modestly and
it'll probably be quite some time before the underside of the
vehicle is cooked sufficiently to indicate a substantial increase
Loss of signal now for about 20 minutes,
in those temperatures.
as the vehicle goes up across the South Atlantic and across the
South African Continent. There'll be a reacqusition of signal in
Columbia on
about 24 minutes through the Indian Ocean station.
it's 39th orbit of the Earth at 2 days, 8 hours, 27 minutes this
is Shuttle Mission Control.

PAO

26 minutes,

PAO

This is Shuttle Mission Control,

2

days,

8

hours,
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minutes, Columbia on it's 39th orbit of tho Earth which is
just appoachinq tho coats t of South Africa, offqoing flight
director, Chuck Lewis and Brian's team just loft Mission Control
Center for building 2 and tho chanqo of shift briefinq with
fliqht director and the media should occur pretty close to on
This is Shuttle Mission
time at 7:45, 6:45 p.m. Central time.
rol
Cont
41

This is Shuttle Mission Control, at 2 days, 9 hours
minutes Columbia on it's 39th orbit of the Earth and just came
across tho trackinq site at Guam, downlink data indicates s/stems
One hour, 15
onboard are continuing to perform nominally.
minutes into tho crew's sleep period and all continue to look
26 minutes, this is
9 hours,
2 days,
qood onboard Columbia.
Shuttle Mission Control.
PAO
26

This is Shuttle Mission Control, at 2 days, 10
PAO
Columbia in it's 40th orbit of the Earth just
hours, 6 minutes.
crossed tho tip of South America, now cominq up across tho South
Atlantic Ocean, 2 hours into the crow's sloop period and no
communication and no indication that there's any activity onboard
In advance of tho sloop period the Mission Control
Columbia.
team updated tho TAMHU's moves, or tho table maintenance buffer
updates, which have the effect of increasinq the tolerances of
the onboard caution and warning alarm systems so that there would
not be any inadvertent alarms to disturb tho sleep.
END OF TAPE
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the effect of incrensinq the tolerances of the
onboard caution and warninq alarm system so that there would not
bo any advertent alarms to disturb the sleep of the crew.
Fliqht control
They've indicates evervthinq onboard the vehicle.
tomorrow's
out
team qoinq over the anomaly Ion and planning
At 2 days, 10
activities and refininq the timeline a little bit.
Houston.
hours, 7 minutes, this is Mission Control,
PA 0

.Shuttle Mission Control, 2 days, 11 hours, 8
Data continues
minutes, Columbia in its 40th orbit of the Rarth.
bottom sun
The
nominally.
performinq
to indicate systems onboard
beqinninq
is
period
sleep
the
durinq
attitude assumed by Columbia
and those
vehicle
the
of
underside
the
to stop the transducers on
fact of
in
a
are
as
increase
to
temperature numbers are beqinninq
out
burn
to
attempt
an
in
svstem
heatinq up thermal protect inq
The
tiles.
those
in
stored
maybe
some of the water that
vehicle's apoqee continues to be a 163.6 nautical miles, and
78
periqee 160.8 nautical miles, temperature onboard Columbia is
percent.
is
18
cabin
the
itv
in
humid
deqrees and steady, and
p A0

This

is

Shuttle Mission Control.

This is Shuttle Mission Control, all continues to
The astronauts Ken Mattinqly and Hank
be quiet onboard Columbia.
Hartsfield apparently nassinn a restful ovoninq with a little
Mission elapsed time
over 3 hours' remaininq in the sleep period.
Control.
Mission
Shuttle
is
this
hcurs,
now 2 davs and 11
pA0

Shuttle Mission Control, all continues to be quietPA0
All -,yr,tems are continuinq to perform
onboard Columbia.
the niqht the mission control team and the
Throuqh
flawlessly.
mission operations control center here in Houston have been
the fliqht plan for Wednesday s activities to assure
refininq
The
the accomplishment of the hiqher priority test objectives.
teleprinter,
by
new fliqht plan data will be upl inked to the crew
Just lens than 2 hours remaininq in the crew's
after the wakeup.
Mission elapsed time, 2 davs, \4
sleep period at this point.
hours, 26 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
•

This is Shuttle Mission Control, members of the
entry team of fliqht controllers have bequn arriving in the
mission operations control room in Houston, tanking up with the
crew
ascent team members in preparation for the handover from one
period.
sleep
crew's
One hour remains in the
to the next.
Columbia presently on its 43rd orbit of the Karth, just now
passing over the ground station at Dakar sweeping across North
Mission elapsed time, 2 days, 15 hours, 6 minutes, this
Africa.
is Shuttle Mission Control.
PA 0

This is Shuttle Control, at 2 days, 16 hours,
PAO
mission elapsed time. Columbia is on orbit 43, down over the
South Pacific Ocean. We're 9 and a half minutes away from crew
However, we will not have acquisition with
wake up time.
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In
Next station beinq Dakar.
Columbia for another 15 minutes.
fliqht
by
headed
team
control
Mission Control center the flight
director Harold Drawn is succeed inq the team directed by John
There will he no chanqe of shift briefinq followinq this
Cox.
No chanqe of shift briefinq at 2:30 a.m. central
handover.
The next chanqe of shift will be followinq the
dayliqht time.
shift which is now cominq on duty, that estimated to be at 10:30
minute,
At 2 day: 16 hours,
a.m. central dayliqht time.
Houston.
Control,
Shuttle
is
mission elapsed time, this
1

END OF TAPE
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rominn on duty, that estimated to ho at 10:10 a.m.
minute mission
At 2 days, 16 hours,
Central. Daylight Time.
elapsed time and this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
PA0

1

This is Shuttle Control at 2 days, 16 hours, 14
PA0
Columbia began it's 44th orbit
minutes mission elapsed time.
around the Earth a short time ago and is now about a minute away
Crew should have awaken 2S
from acquisition throuqh Dakar.
We have not been in contact since that time, this
minutes aqo.
Wo|vo
wake up.
is our first opportunity to talk to them since
Mission
the
in
here
completed the flf.qht control team handover
Control Center, flight director on this shift Harold Drawn.
We'll stand
CAPCOMs are astronauts truster Shaw and Rob Stewart.
by for-air-to ground throuqh Dakar.
We all
That's whv I tell von it's time to qet up.
so
went
evorvthinq
iful,
beautsaw the launch and it was just
what
know
you
and
liftoff
nominal
They said it was a
smooth.
know you're verv busy and working very hard,
Well
that means.
We all saw you
but T know you're enjovinq every minute of it.
both looked qood
you
and
Columbia
the
and Ken before you entered
because I'm
«-co
onq
talK
can't
Well, I
and looked rested.
busy, I just
you're
know
T
school,
to
qetting ready to go back up
all.
of
you
thinking
everyone's
that
wanted to let you know
the
you
wish
we
and
prayers
and
You're aH in our thoughts
he
thinkinn
I'll
and
Sunday
you
seeing
to
We look forward
best.
you take
and
Dravers,
and
thoughts
all
my
in
about vou and you're
(Wake
nye
nye
much.
you
verv
love
Daddy.
I
care of yourself,
up music).
I

1

,

.

Hello daddy, if that didn't wake you up I don't
Does it bring hack memories of Saturday morninq
know what will.
know you're having a great
know it does me.
wake up calls?
time up there, ^nd I wish I could be with you, mavbe one of these
I'm very pleased at how smooth the launch and flight are
days.
knew you all could do it, and of course you know
T
going.
Well y'all
everyone is thinking about you, we're all very proud
you on
see
take care, and Godsooed to a safe landing, and I'll
the fourth, and Dad, T love you very much.
I

I

.

The liftoff was
Good morninq, Happy Anniversary.
yesterday,
video
some
saw
You looked qood, I
just spectacular.
we've
problems
only
The
everything's quiet on the home front.
Mathew
lot
have
would
I
encountered is doing this wakeup tape.
Chow.
Puppy
her
eating
busy
bark a couple of barks, but she's
love you.
I
Take care and we'll see you on Sunday.

Houston, you still

SPACECRAFT

Hello,

PAO

You bet we are.

SPACECRAFT

That was

a

there?

mighty nice greetings this morning.

How
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to trv for 25 more?
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:
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0
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she wants

Okay, we're sure do that Hank.

Just getting started around here or try to
SPACECRAFT
incorporate all the messages in the CAP while Ken's cleaning up
little hit and (garble) I'll start getting breakfast started.

Message 28 and 29 and 10
Okay, that sounds good.
as you see and it is
update
your
CAP
Message 29 is
are current.
that we're going
ngs
of
th
couple
are
a
There
quite extensive.
interconnect,
and
morning,
this
quickly
to ask you to do fairly
supply
attitude,
release
gas
for
a
maneuver
QMS to RCS and a
the
right
off
coming
Those
purge.
cell
water dump and a fuel
continue
to
break
bit
of
little
have
a
bat, then you'll
implementing your CAP chanqes and your fuel cell purge can be
Over.
done auto versus manual as called out in the CAP.

CAPCOM

;

Okay, and I noticed that some of these things are
SPACECRAFT
critical, I guess vou want those done right at
time
called out
Ts that correct?
indicated.
the time

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

That's correct Henry.
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(garble and I noticed that some of these things are
quoss vou want those done right at
T
t ime cr i t i ca 1
Is that correct?
indicated.

SPACECRAFT
called out
the time

31

.

And Columbia, Houston, to
That's correct Menry.
plan, we're going to
overall
try and keep you advised of the
goinq to qo to tail sun
we're
spend today in bottom sun and then
spend mq toniqht in
after
eventually
for tho rest of the mission
Today is qoing
entry.
to
prior
then
PTC with a little bit of PTC
but the
update,
CAP
your
by
see
to he pretty heavy as you can
give
orobably
lighter,
bit
little
rest of the davs should be a
in.
items
list
shoopinq
you a chance to qet some of your

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Thank you Lewis.

We've got a short break
T his i s shuttle Control.
pAO
We'll stand by,
seconds.
few
a
of
Madrid
here between Dakar and
Madrid.
have a little bit of overlapping coveraqe through

Columbia, Houston, we're qoing LOS.
CAPCOM
through Yarragadee at 17: IS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We'll

We'll see you

see you then.

Columbia has moved out of
This is shuttle Control.
pAO
Next acquisition throuqh Yarragadee in 29
range of Madrid now.
Today is Hank Hartfield's wedding anniversary
and 1/2 minures.
received taped
and on this first air /ground pass of the day, he
will stay
Columbia
messages from his two daughters and his wife.
moisture
any
there's
in bottom sun attitude today to, in case
to bake that out.
continue
help
will
this
tiles,
the
left in
electrophoresis
Today is a full schedule for the continuous flow
with the
activities
additional
There will be some
experiment.
that
however,
experiment,
induced environment! contamination
remote
the
with
conjunction
experiment will not be used in
And there's considerable activity with
manipulator system today.
end stations
the tactical air navigation system today using tack
in tests to
Africa
and
Australia,
in the United States, Mexico,
on-orbit
for
helpful
be
miqht
determine whether that system
As time allows, the crew will also attempt to
navigation.
The time set out in today s
troubleshoot the getaway special.
days, 19 hours, 35 minutes.
2
is
fliqht plan for that activity
Elapsed Time, this is
Mission
minutes
At 2 days, 16 hours, 48
Shuttle Control, Houston.
^

This is Shuttle Control at
PA0
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia
from a short pass at Yarragadee.

days, 17 hours, 14
is about 30 seconds away
2

Columbia Houston throuqh Yarragadee for 4
CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds
by.
Standing
minutes.
We'll have a short pass through Oiroral in a couple of
LOS.
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We'll call you then.

minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Yarragadee has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
just skirts the edge of
orbit
Columbia's track on this
or
may not be able to get
may
We
the Orroral acquisition range.
At
stand by and see.
We'll
station.
communications through that
is
this
Time,
Elapsed
Mission
minutes
2 days, 17 hours, 20
Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO
signal.

CAPCOM
minute.

Columbia, Houston through Orroral for about
You're 5 by.

CAPCOM

a

Stateside next
Columbia, Houston, we're going LOS.
the fuel cell purge should be done

on the hour and a reminder,
prior to the gas release.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAGE
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see you at MI LA

50.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

sir, see you then.

PAO

This is Mission Control, Houston.
Loss of signal
through the two Australia stations, on orbit 77.
30 minutes
across the Pacific again to the states, during which time we will
likely get a television downlink from Ken Mattingly's activities
in the airlock as ho tries on the shuttle spacesuit for the first
time in space.
Also the crew were given siting data for a
tropical storm Carlota, which is out in the central Pacific,
south of Hawai
At day A, 19 hours, 20 minutes, Mission
Control
Houston
i

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston.
20 seconds
before acquisition through Merritt Island Launch Area. We're
hopeful of some downlink television from Columbia showing Ken
Mattingly in his EMU demon: tration in the airlock.
Should have
acquisition now.

CAPCOM
Bermuda for

Columbia, Houston, with you through M I LA and
12 minutes, ..tanding by for a go for TV.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

We're ready.

a\e y'all ready?

And we've got a picture.

SPACECRAFT
(garble), Okay, T.K
We're on T.V.
Okay,
Brewster, I just wanted to show what the middeck valve looked
like.
I've switched over to the midJeck camera now, and you
should have 10.

CAPCOM

Roger, we've got

a

good picture of him,

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Columbia, I tried to get that NOSL site,
but there wasn't much there.
Attitude of the spacecraft was all
wrong.
Looked at that coord, I did take a short shot at a tew
thunderstorms I saw popping in the distance, but I'm not sure
that

I

got much.

CAPCOM

Okay, Hank,

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir, are you reading T.K?

CAPCOM

Negative, we're getting no voice.

thanks for trying.

SPACECRAFT
I had
the wrong clip.
Houston, T.K.'s talking to
me on 2968, well I'm talking to him on 2968, and he's talking.
We're in EVA configuration on UHF, so you might want to
reconfigure UHF so you can hear him.
And also, he would like for
the docs to check and see if they're getting biomed on him.

.

.
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Like you to go 2597

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Ken, he'd like you to go to mode B and I'm
going to switch to 2597.
Okay Ken. How do you read?

CAPCOM

We heard you that time,

try again.

SPACECRAFT
Hi ranger.
Okay, I'm 2597.
Houston, we went to
that configuration, he couldn't talk to me so he's in mode A, and
I'm on 2597.
{garble), Columbia.

CAPCOM
We ready you five by, and it was our mistake on the
configuration. We don't have enough time left in the T.v. pass
to reconfigure.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
We got great video of the suit demo through, and wo
appreciate your setting
SPACECRAFT
I
tried to show you earlier that when you get that
extra suit out of the locker and get everything out of the way,
there's quite a bit of junk in the middeck just to clear the
access to the airlock.

CAPCOM
Roger, we enjoyed that picture, we were afraid
somebody had an accident there for a few minutes.
SPACECRAFT

(laughter)

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, we've lost the picture now, we
have you for about 5 more mintues through Bermuda.
SPACECRAFT

Your times up.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM
biomed

Columbia, Houston, we're getting negative on the

SPACECRAFT

There seeing no biomed.

CAPCOM

Roger.

END O p TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

(qarble)

CAP COM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

getting
Columbia, Houston, we're

CAPCOM
biomed
SPACECRAFT

They're seeing no biomed.

CAPCOM

Roger

.

1

negative on the

sot x^or^r-s^i^-ssi s^jxrvclean this burner up?

to
X Keep forgetting
See you then.
Okay, sir
SPACECRAFT
Does that help?
push my button.
Dakar for about 8
Columbia, Houston, with you at
CAPCOM
minutes
clear.
Brewster, read you loud and
SPACECRAFT

"e'd

U^^o^i M-S-KcSrSnSfS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, they the biomed switch.

Roger.
CAPCOM
already there.

It

should be channel

Could that be an BVA
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
that what you want (garble)

CAPCOM
have biomed.

Ei2?rmounts

Affirmative.
Thank you.

iSSKl!

Roger.
CAPCOM
on.
later
comments

S5
Copy,

Channel

-

fs

1

to EVA if it's not

1

or channel 1,

1,

to EVA.

Tout

is

And Hank, we now

S^-TeE !S

and we'd be very interested

in his

(garble).

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we've got

a

couple of switches
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ground to air, air to

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

We'd like for you to put Orbiter back in 2968 and
then set some switches on panel Al.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
to ground

Okay.
Okay.
1

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roger.

air

Panel Al, bottom row, like for you to go air
to air TR and put the EMU in bravo.

to TR and air

Say those again, Roy.

I'm up at Al

Bottom row, air to ground
in bravo.

1

to TR,

air

to

to TR and put the EMU

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
I'm ready for you to go to !;ravo.
put the Orbiter on 2968?
CAPCOM

I

should

Affirmative.

Loud and clear.
How me?
How do you read, Ken?
Loud and clear.
And all that noise has gone away or something.
don't know what we did.
I

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, T.K., we hear you

5

by.

You do?
How's the magic machine? Okay, and all
SPACECRAFT
the COMM sounds great here and I'm at the point where I would now
come down and get ready to close up the (garble) on the inside.
We take the duct out but for today's exercise, we won't do
that.
And, I guess it's appropriate to follow down our
procedures and I'm going to stay on the umbilical rather than go
to the EMU.
An interesting comment that might surprise folks,
dimension
between my heels and my shoulders doesn't seem to
the
This is a perfect suit fit.
have changed a bit.
I could do
Right now I'm only at half a PSI.
anything with it.

CAPCOM
Break, Break. Columbia, Houston, Columbia,
Houston, we're about 30 seconds LOS and we'll see you at Indian
Ocean at 26 and Hank, if you could prep the panel C3 PCM switch
to high sample please.
END OF TAPE
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I'm only at

Riqht now,

CAPCOM
Nroak break Columbia, Houston, we're about. 30
seconds to l,OS. We'll see you at Indian Ocean at 2 6.
Hank
you could put the panel CI PCM switch to hiqh sample please.

if

S 'ACECRAFT
Okay, I'll do that.
My watch timer went off and T
didn't hoar it.
At this point I depress the valve, and do a leak
chock

CAPCOM
for

7

and

S PACEC R A FT

Columbia, Houston, with you throuqh Indian Ocean
Columbia, Houston, how do you read, over?

1/2 minutes.
(

qarb1 e

)

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, how do you read, over?
Columbia, Houston, you're unreadable. Columbia, Houston, if you
copy we are a uhf-only site. We need you to qo back to the
simplex on the uhf.
Houston, Columbia, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT

(qarble).

CAPCOM

Okay Hank, we copy but you're weak.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Ken and I are usinq the EVA node, that's the
only way we can talk to each ether, or at least that's what we're
usinq to talk with each other.
Do you need something important
at this site?
CAPCOM
Neqative, we have nothinq important.
We do have
one switch on Rl, if you could catch it riqht quick.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead

CAPCOM
Roqer, we'd like to take the H2 tank
heaters to OFF.

SPACECRAFT

H2 tank

CAPCOM

alpha

is

alpha

OFF.

thank you and we'll be standinq by.

Roqer,
hear me can't you?

SPACECRAFT

3

3

You can

We're hearinq all your calls.

CAPCOM
Roqer, we'll be standinq by.
Columbia, Houston,
we're 45 seconds L.OS
We'll see you at Yarraqadee at 41, and we
would like for you to take the VFI recorders PCM switch to low
sample
.

SPACECRAFT

Okay we'll do.
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Columbia, Houston, with you through Yarraqadoe for
Wo re standinq by, he advised this is a uhf-

and 1/2 minutos.
oniy site also.
8

t

1

(garble)

read you

loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Roqer, we copy you.
Columbia, Houston, we're about
30 seconds to LOS
We'll see vou at Orroral in 1 minute.
.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) okay keep going, yeah,

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you at Orroral for

and

the what

(garble)
a

minute

1/2.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger

loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) what EMU doff (garble) a close one where
What are you talking about? Oh oh, I used it out of the
bottle here. Okay.
Now we're taken it to open.
Okay.
There it
is Main A.
is

it.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,
you at the states in I 9.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

see you then.

10 seconds

Okay,

to LOS.

there

END OF TAPE
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it

is

We'll see

-

-

it

is

.
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Okay.
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...

p AO
This is Mission Control Houston.
Crew of Columbia
now nearing tho oncl of the demonstration of tho Shuttle spacosuit
in tho airlock and also the RCS thermal soakback tost and should
start their lunch meal shortly.
Next station will be Buckhorn,
beg your pardon, yeah, Ruckhorn in 24 minutes.
We'll return at
that time.
This is Mission Control Houston at 4 days 20 hours
minutes.
Mission Control Houston, we have acquisition through
Buckhorn at this time.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston with you through the states.

SPACECRAFT

Hello there,

CAPCOM

Your

r

>

xid and clear.

:

by as well,

Henry.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston.
We're 20 seconds I,OS and we'll
be down for about a minute and a half.
Pick von up through Mi la.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Brewster see you then.

CAPCOM

Columbia Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir,

(garble).

loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston.
8 minutes left
have three flight notes at your convenience.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, standby

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM

Roger, Henry.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Roger, Henry.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM

Bottom of the panel, air to ground

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

in

this pass.

1.

First of all

a

switch on panel Al.

First of all

a

switch on panel Al

1

to off.

that's done.

CAPCOM
Okay, a little explanation of the reconfiguration
of the DFI PCM recorders.
We're trying to save tape. We have a
requirement to be in high sample the last 10 hours of tail to
sun.
Also for the thermal soakback and since we've made those
two non-coincident any longer we need to try and save tape so

I

GMT 183:11
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recorder.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I just (garble) one switch did yen have me do
something with the recorder?

CAPCOM

No sir.
We did earlier thonqh and
you to understand why.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I

I

just wanted

understand.

Also we're ready now to configure to PCS system
CAPCOM
number 1 plus put the N2 system to req inlet to close on L2 and
that's called out in your CAP update at the time of 4 days 16
hours 30 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I'll do '-hat next.

CAPCOM

And finally,
you over West Africa.

we have another NOSL opportunity for

SPACECRAFT

Okay, about what time

CAPCOM

That's in about

SPACECRAFT

Okay, they're looking for

is

that?

15 minutes.
it

CAPCOM
Okay, the exact time is 21 hours 48 minutes 15
seconds.
The latitude is 10 degrees north, longtitude 15.1 west,
use 1 magazine and it's a daylight pass.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, got it.

CAPCOM

And that's all we have for now,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you roger.

CAPCOM

You bet.

END OF TAPE

I

sir.

.

.

.
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Use one magazine and

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM

And that'

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

You bet.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, one more note.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

,

got

i

1 ",

PAGE
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it's a daylight pass.

t

all we have

for

now sir.

thank you Roger.

CAPCOM

Okay Henry, we've seen some hydraulic temperatures
the belly of the vehicle thai are cooling off a little faster
than we thought, and it means that we're going to have to
terminate the tail-to-sun attitude this afternoon after we do the
jet tests.
We'll be going at that time to a bottom-sun again,
and probably staying in that attitude until we go PTC the night
before doorbit.
Consequently, we'd like to go to high sample of
the DFI PCM recorder at this time.
in

SPACECRAFT

Well,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you got high sample.

CAPCOM

Thank you sir.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you then.

CAPCOM
standing

Columbia, Houston,

that's

a

quick change of plans.

Dakar next at 42.

through Dakar for

9

minutes,

by,

SPACECRAFT

Okay loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger

SPACECRAFT

Houston, you ready for an IECM cycle?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, we're ready.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, going to position

CAPCOM

Copy.

SPACECRAFT

On to position 2,

CAPCOM
procedures

Okay Henry,

that

1,

ON.

MARK.

looked good to us,

nominal

.

1
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SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Botswana on the hour.

SPACECRAFT

Alright, Botswana on the hour.

2

could you give mo some clarification on
BrewGtor
SPACECRAFT
(garble) T wasn't
what you want mo to do as post EVA ops, sir?
EVA recharge
post
of
sure the message you sent me to couple
you wanted to do
maybe
that
things and, the only thing I can see
battery shows it
the
wet,
was
it
case
was take the lithium out in
is reading about
Oxyqen
most.
at
charge
used one percent of it's
,

720.

recharge

is

required.

not

CAPCOM

T.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

That's affirm T.

K.

you can leave

Okay, we'll have
SPACECRAFT
here.
minutes

it

all

CAPCOM

K.

Okay,

a

Is

it

alright to leave the lithium
it

buttoned up

there?

in

in.
in

just

a

few

sounds good.

This is Shuttle Mission Control at 4 days 21 hours
Just had r.oss Of
Columbia on it's 79th orbit.
56 minutes.
Signal through Dakar and Ascension Island tracking stations.
Chuck Lewis on the Bronze Team of Flight Controllers reported
in the mission operations control room and our tagging up the
control team on duty, in relief of Flight Director Harold
Draughon, the change of shift briefing with Mr. Draughon will
This is
occur at 9:00 a.m. central time, in Bldg 2 room 135.
Shuttle Mission Control.

PAO

This is Mission Control Houston, 4 days 22 hours,
PAO
Onboard
have contact with the vehicle momentarily over Botswana.
gas
for
a
preparation
in
Columbia now the crew is setting up
release test involving the induced environmental contamination
moni tor

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, for

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

loud and clear.

Have you five by Henry,
CAPCOM
vou
have
a moment, no hurry.
CAP when

END OF TAPE

minutes.

3

I

have one update to your
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CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Yarragadoe at 18.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Houston loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger.

Houston,

1

soo you then.

through Yarraqadeo for

8

Columbia, Houston, do you intend to utilize the
CAPCOM
Hawaii pass for any TV VTR downlink?
(qarble)

SPACECRAFT

(garble) have we got any

SPACECRAFT

How far away

CAPCOM

That's coming up at 44, about

is

that Brewster?
25

minutes away.

Okay, we got a little piece of VTR I think we'd
SPACECRAFT
Remember this star ocultation we were telling
like to show you.
you about where the night horizon atmosphere appears to be a lot
higher than you see in the daytime? We'd like to send that down
and also show you a sun fetus seen by the TV camera.

CAPCOM
seeing it.

CAPCOM
panel C3

if

Okay that sounds great, we'll look forward to
And Henry, I have one switch request for you on
you have a moment.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, I'm scooting up there.

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, set

DFI PCM low sample.
it

at

low sample.

Okay, folks are working frantically down here
CAPCOM
trying to figure out a way to salvage the thermal attitudes and
maintain the budget on the tape and that's why we're switching
We should have a decision after the TMU
back and forth so much.
align this evening or this afternoon as to how we're going to
proceed for the evening.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Hawaii at 44.

to the show.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you there.

Looking forward

.
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Roger.

Shuttle Mission Control, 4 days 22 hours 2fi
PAO
minutes.
Have Loss Of Signal through Yarragadee Australia,
Columbia Pilot Hank
acquire again through Hawaii in 17 minutes.
Hartsfield indicated there'd he a VTR dump at that time of some
video recorded earlier of star oculation with the horizon and
Meanwhile, here in the Mission
sunset as seen from Columbia.
Control Center Flight Director Chuck Lewis is pulling the members
of his flight control team the Bronze Team assuring themselves
that everyone has a complete understanding of situations onboard
the vehicle and in preparation for the day of crew activities
ahead.
At 4 days 22 hours 27 minutes, this is Shuttle Mission
Control
This is Shuttle Mission Control, 4 days 22 hours 43
PAO
minutes.
We've had change of shift in the Mission Control
Flight now under the control of Flight Director Chuck
Center.
Expecting
Counsel communicator will be Michael Coats.
Lewis.
Flight
Director
Harold
briefing
with
off
going
change of shift
Bldg
occur
o'clock
central
time,
2
room
135.
Draughon to
at 9
downlink
video
through
Hawaii,
expect
of
momentarily
Have contact
Columbia.
star
oculation
as
seen
by
sunrise
and
Earth

CAPCOM
over

Columbia, Houston, through Hawa

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

i

i

for

7

minutes,

.

loud and clear.

Roger Henry, this pass we'm gonna teleprinter up
the first of your entry flight data file deltas, they are minimal
We'll finish
at this time due to the good shape of the vehicle.
those tomorrow morning for your review in the afternoon tomorrow.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.

Thank you.

And the Crystal Team is leaving now, Bronze Team is
CAPCOM
coming on and we've enjoyed working with you and we're going to
stay around and watch your TV.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Brewster can you tell me what time sunrise is
at our present location?
minutes and 40 seconds from now.

CAPCOM

5

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

END OF TAPE

I

thought maybe T'd get you

a

live one.

.
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SPACECRAFT
Yeah, I thought maybe I'd get a live one.
I guess
won't quite make it.
I
I'm ready to give you some downlinks if
you are ready to take it.
CAPCOM
in

We're ready T. K. and you have 6-1/2 minutes
the pass so you might make that.

SPACECRAFT

Well, we're going to try.

left

When you have signal

I

start

CAPCOM
picture here.

Roger, we're ready T.

K.

Okay, we have good

—

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I just lost mine.
you must have
dumped
T
Anyhow, what I'm looking at there
some reconfigurations on me.
is a picture taken the other night that has stars, there's a
little balls you see up on the riqht hand side of the screen.
That's the earth by moonlight on the left hand side and the
darkband that closest the the left hand side is part of the
vehicle structure. The darkband that runs down, catty corner
from the 3rd away to upper left down to about the middle of the
bottom is the Earth's atmosphere and those big white blebs that
are called stars are cutting through and there are 2 stars just
penetrating the white white line in the upper corner of the
picture.
Other stars and if you watch them, they keep on going
and they will eventually be occulted as they go down through the
earth's actual disk.
Knowing you'll look at it with a naked eye
and see this, the first thing you see is a bright line that
stands out away from the Earth and that looks like the Earth's
limb.
And then you start noticing that that sure is strange,
it's stars seem to set or rise across the Earth's surface.
And
then you watch it a little more and that line is much more
distinct and look like it's higher above the Earth's surface than
the daytime atmosphere.
And you see those 2 little stars now are
just about to bo occulted by the Earth's limb.
You'll think that
I
think we come up here in a few seconds.
Those 2 stars were
occulted.
When we get down here a little bit further, I think
you'll start to see some thunderstorms that show up on the
horizon in there.
They're too far away to see very clearly as
items but when they flash in the night, they're rather impressive
at the large volume of area that is covered.
That's not what's
causing the flicker right now.
Just a second, we shifted the
And here comes - is this in color, do you know?
tapes.
CAPCOM

That's affirmative, T.

K.

We have it in color.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and just a second.
You should be getting a
lets stop and shift over to camera delta.
Pardon me,
make it - we're going to ur, a flight dock camera and go alive
with it.
...

PAO

Okay,

Mission Control, Houston.

This next photo will bo
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Earlier scenes having been video taped to
live from Columbia.
downlinked.
The loop by the horizon is being ...
And Columbia we're getting live TV.
CAPCOM
looking at the horizon here.

SPACECRAFT

Looks like we

Okay, do you have any color on it?

And Columbia, roger.
That's affirmative.
CAPCOM
have a whole lot of color down here, a little bit.

We don't

Okay, the (garble) that was going to happen I'm
SPACECRAFT
going to try a couple of settings here as you suggested and see
See if I can bring the colors out
what happens with it.
better.
The scene that you really should be seeing is a total
Has a very bright light
bandwidth which confers to your serene.
blue mark next to the Earth's limb and it has an orange surface
and the sun is just about to pop up and it's going to overwhelm
most everything and there's a very light blue surface on the
And it's
outside.
It's really a beautiful color for you to see.
down
for it
take
it
Yeah,
Okay
watch
it.
the
same.
not always

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
and take it down before we burn it.
Okay, I guess
we're going to get a bright sun right smack in your eyes, so I'll
turn that thing off.
Okay, and all of a sudden it gets very
bright and what you see is a variation that's sometimes the red
area goes up from the surface, and when it's, particularly at
sunset you'll see an orange arc that covers the limb of the Earth
that's illuminated, and then the atmosphere above it, is a very
vivid orange, with a streak of blue over the top.
And when you
look toward the poles instead of being arcs which are consyntric
with the Earth's limb, they tend to flare away from it, and I
haven't figured out whether that's an optical illusion through
our geometry or if there's actually a difference in where the
layers stack up.
But the sunsets and sunrise do not look the
same whether you're looking in the plane of the orbit, the plane
of the ecliptic, or towards the poles of the Earth.
And we've
tried to catch it several ways, we may have it on 16 mm film.
CAPCOM
Roger, T. K.
We're going LOS.
in 2 minutes over the states here.

SPACECRAFT

We'll talk to you

Okay.

PAO
Mission Control Houston.
4 days 22 hours 52
minutes.
Loss of signal through Hawaii reacquiring in about 2
minutes through Buckhorn.
During that pass the payloads officer
Jerry Renacrude reported to flight controller Chuck Lewis that
the induced environmental contamination monitor gas release to
ask ... had been completed onboard Columbia.
During that pass we
got downlink video narrated by mission commander T. K. Mattingly
of the appearance of the stars over the Earth's horizon at night
and live video of sunrise as seen from Columbia as it comes up
over the Hawaii Islands.
Still some video stored onboard of the
recorded sunset scene that wo may anticipate downlink later on.
We'll reacquire again in about a minute.
Columbia is o:i it's
80th orbit of the Earth as the mission elapsed time 4 days 22
hours 53 minutes.
This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
And Columbia Houston.
With you for 19 minutes
through the states and the Bronze team would like to formally
wish you a good da/.

SPACECRAFT
good so far,

I

Okay, thank you very much.
Things are going pretty
think.
Spacecraft seems to be in good shape.

CAPOOM
Roger, and be advised that Sunnyvale PAYCOM would
like payload status report sometime after 23:10 on this pass.
You'll need the orbit ops checklist and the photo checklist.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston.
Columbia
presently over the Gulf of Mexico, almost directly over Houston,
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Mission Elapsed Time 4 days 23 hours
Mission Commander T. K. Mattingly is most probably
4 minutes.
sending up the treadmill at this time in preparation for an
exercise period with the treadmill designed by astronaut Dr. Bill
Thorton which although they have mechanical problems with it
earlier ir: the flight. They - jury rigged some repairs to it and
The off-going flight director, Hal
have it again operational.
control
on route to building 2 in that
Draughon has left mission
shortly in building 2, room
begin
briefing
should
change of shift
over the continential
period
of
signal
acquisition
Still in
135.
Control.
Mission
this
is
Shuttle
States,
United
in fact on orbit number

80.

And Columbia, Houston. We see your primary RJD's
off if we could and be advised the gas release
them
I'd
get
on,
looked very good to us this time.

CAPCOM

thank you.

Well that wasn't it.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston.

END OF TAPE

We have about 3-1/2 minutes
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minutes
And Columbia Houston, we have about 3-1/2
Sunnyvale
the
to
over
you
hand
We'd like to
left in this pass.
PAYCOM at this time for the payload status report.

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, this is Sunnyvale on air to ground
PAYCOM
How do you read?

1.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Sunnyvale.

PAYCOM
3 alpha and

line
Roger, Columbia, we'd like to get a status of
bravo in your bravo oscar tab.

3

Okay they're both on.

SPACECRAFT

Hold on.

PAYCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

They just now both came on, o-n

PAYCOM

Roger,

T

I

understand.

Both off, o-f-f.

understand.

cab PTV
And Columbia, we'd like you to turn to your
PAYCOM
01 page 2-2 in the photo TV checklist.
Okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

And refer to the second line of the scene
PAYCOM
Two activities are mentioned there. We've been
description.
and we d like to
running some operations over the past 10 minutes
period.
see if you noticed the first activity during that

Well,

SPACECRAFT

I

haven't really been monitoring

it

but

Til

look and see.

PAYCOM
verify

it

Tf haven't been able to
Columbia, Sunnyvale.
by now that means you probably can't see it.

we
Okay, at this point, it says since you called,
SPACECRAFT
at all.
have not verified any at that - at that line

Roger I understand Columbia.
PAYCOM
back to Houston, thank you very much.

CAPCOM
50 seconds.
it 23:22.

SPACECRAFT

We're with you for another
And Columbia, Houston.
Just a reminder you got a PMC coming up at Ascension
Okay.

And Columbia, Houston.
talk to you through Dakar at 23:19.

CAPCOM

Now I'll turn you

We're going LOS.

We'll

.

.
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Okay, see you then.

SPACECRAFT

Momentarily at 4 flays 23
Shuttle Mission Control.
pA0
We'll have acquired signal for 5 minutes
hours 19 minutes.
through Dakar.
Columbia, Houston. We're with you through Dakar
CAPCOM
and Ascension for 10 minutes, over.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
Houston.

Lour!

and clear.

And Columbia
Roger, read you loud and clear.
Ascension.
We're with you for 4 more minutes through

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

loud and clear.

In order to deplete the cryo tanks 3
Roger, Hank.
we'd like you to get
and '4 H? tanks 3 and 4 for the DTO tomorrow,
M2 tanks 4 heater bravo to
a switch back on All like the cryo
auto

CAPCOM

H2 bravo at auto on tank 4.

SPACECRAFT

We're 30
And Columbia, Houston.
Roger that, Hank.
CAPCOM
your
for
npdatn
vector
state
We just sent up a
seconds to LOS.
got
we
and
+
23
at
33
Botswana
information and we'll talk to you at
give
to
1 v ke
We'd
today.
RMS
a couple of notes concerning the
you at that time.
Okay,

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
for

8

I'll

be

ready.

And Columbia, Houston.
over
m inutes

SPACECRAFT

With you through Botswana

,

Loud and clear.

We've
We read you loud and clear.
Roger, Hank.
Columbia,
And
qot a few notes to pass up when you're ready.
got a couple of
We
checklist.
ops
PDRS
the
need
Houston, we'll
changes to that.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

The page?

In the PDRS ops checklist on page
Roger, Hank.
DAP
Under the section GNC 20 DAP configuration change
FS1-4.
item
vernier
rate
discrete
A13, we'd like to add a step, rotation
test
the
of
line
last
to
And on page FSl-S, on the second
3+0.3.
pause 10
sequence following A auto vernier, where it says
seconds.
seconds, we'd like to make that pause 60

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE
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And the rationale h(?i e is to minimize tho attitude
CAPCOM
deviations from our thermal attitude, this will give us a faster
maneuver rate back to the attitude and more time to get hack to
the attitude.
-

A test operation there, which pause (garble) make
SPACECRAFT
60, there's about 3 of them there.

that applies to all

of

them.

CAPCOM

Roger Hank,

SPACECRAFT

Going to make them all 60 second pauses.

Okay, I misunderstood you there Hank, just the last
pause down at the bottom of the page, under A auto vernier where
it days DAP rate;; the next one say pause 30 seconds, we'd like to
pause 60 seconds.

CAPCOM

Let's go back to the first page over then, cause
SPACECRAFT
Where it says, change DAP to A13 and you
didn't get that.
changed something, what was it?

CAPCOM
vernier,
0.

Okay, we'd like you to add,
All we're doing
item 3 to 0.3.

T

rotation discrete rate
changing DAP Al 3 to

is

from 0.2.

3

SPACECRAFT

Okay

,

T

got

it

Any tiling else?

Roger that Hank, a little bit more amplification
there at the end of your 60 seconds on those tests don't wait, go
Note on the RMS power up
ahead and continue on with the test.
and check out, based on our present RMS temperatures, you can
expect an encoder check alarm when the RMS select switch is
These are start up (garble) and you
placed in the port position.
Go ahead and reset the alarm with an item 12
can ignore them.
and an item 11 on spec 94, continue ops.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay

And one more note for you Hank, we have a request
at the crew' s convience if we do terminate the tail-sun attitude
today or ton ight, we'd like you to get some more theodolite data
Th s will provide some mid body deflection data for the
for us.
We'd like you to use the theodolite set up
tail- sun at t itude.
and activati on procedure on oage FS 4-2 of the orbit ops
check list, u sing only the forward starboard and port aft flood
Use the theodolite target pad on page FS 4-7, target
ights
And we
groups A and then only the longeron targets in group F!
this.
do
to
minutes
about
20
you
estimate it will take

CAPCOM

.

1

.

You
Okay, we're not going to bother the doors.
SPACECRAFT
hand
the
on
reading
get
a
0
and
longerons
to
shoot
the
just want
rai

1

.

.

.
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That's affirmative Hank.

CAPCOM

LOS,
And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to
CAPCOM
54.
plus
we'll talk to you throuqh Yarraqadee at 2 3

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll

see you

there.

hours 54
This is Mission Control Houston, 4 days 23
PA0
Acquire signal in about
Columbia on it's 80th orbit.
minutes.
crew just recently
fliqht
The
20 seconds throuqh Yarraqadee.
ht
And the f
Conference.
completed it's Private Medical
that
health,
qood
in
are
crewmembers
surqeon reports that both
are
Roth
report.
they've taken no medication since yesterday's qetting about 6
And reporting there
eating and sleeping well.
The
6 hours sleep last night.
about
They got
hours sleep.

^

—

CAPCOM
for

7

Yarraqadee
And Columbia, Houston, with you through
minutes, over
loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger Hank, we read you loud and clear.

This is Mission Control Hour, on,
PA0
of the launch of STS-4.
anniversary
the fifth
even.
Time now 5 days
J-

And
CAPCOM
you
to
We'll talk
the
on
somebody's
on
switch
bio med
please

we're coming up on
Mission Elapsed

Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS
And next time
again through Guam at 0 plus OR.
d get the
you
if
appreciate
flight deck wo M
position,
MS
the
to
panel RIO, channel
1

.

that's where

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

understand channel

SPACECRAFT

Negative.

CAPCOM

Okay,

END OF TAPE
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thank you Hank.

(garble)

is.
in
,

I

the MS position now.
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it
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PAO
Shuttle Mission Control mission elapsed time S days
2 minutes.
We'll acquire siqnal in about 6 minutes to Guam, and
at this time onboard Columbia pilot Hank Hartsfield is changing
out batteries in the tireless headsets that the crew uses.
And
we'll be getting rea^y to powerup the remote manipulator system
for some operations of the paylod deployment retrieval system,
which will be occurring forthcoming.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, with you through Guam for
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

4

Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM
Read you loud and clear Hank.
And Columbia,
Houston, we'd like to get a couple switches on Rl if somebody's
up on the flight deck please.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead

CAPCOM
Okay TK we'd like cryo 02 and H2 tank 3 heaters
bravo to OFF.
And Columbia, Houston, brief rationale on that,
the hydraulic
line is only a few inches from the H2 tank 3 line
and we think if we stop the flow out of tank 3, we may bo able to
keep that hydraulic line
temperature from decreasing any
further
,

1

1

SPACECRAFT
Okay, that makes sense.
got oxygen and hyrogen
1
tank number 3 P. heaters are OFF, so essentially we have all the
heaters on (garble) both hydrogen and oxygen now.
CAPCOM
That's affirmative TK, we turned off the 02 just to
keep the 02 and H2 tanks together

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
to you again

SPACECRAFT

Okay.
And Columbia, Houston, we're going LOS
through Hawaii at 0 plus 19.

.

We'll

talk

Okay.

Houston Commtech Ruckhorn Commtech air to ground
Loud and clear,

You're the same.

2.

how me?
Stand by for

(garble)

modulation.

Roger

Houston
Copy

5

12345678909876S4321
by 100 percent keen.

test
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Houston Commtech, Ruckhorn Commtech air to
ground

2

Stand by

1.

Mission Control Hour, ton 5 days 18 minutes.
About a
m?n,*« away rfrom acquisition
minute
of signal through Hawaii.
We
should
SnOUM
hear a report frsm Pilot Hank Hartsfielrl
on his progress
n
r ° m0t
ma " P"lator system and checking out that
P
°
^
payload deployment
and retrieval system for this morning's
l
S
HM5\°^ r *tions this morning will
-.
include the' survey
of°rn
"h a's
of
Columb
radiators along the sides of the payload bay
door
areas to investigate some bubbles that
have formed on the surface
t0rr
™* thOY WiU b ° Usi "9 th * RMS «lbow 'camera
to iT.Zrl
S
r0aS
AlS ° they U b ° d ° irV3 somo hanging
tesis wTth ^2 pMS
S
°
mC linlon
tests to understand and
*?
?
the interaction
between the deployed unloaded RMS and
the Columbia's reaction control system
jets.
We should havo
C ° ntact
ith Columbia momentarily on it's
81st orbit of the
\
F?r?h m
aPSO<1
>° mlnut "'
- "-Ion
.

:

E™?«^V

l

i

^

'

f

^
'

",

eS^L^

rt

™

'

Cont^\lou^on:
HawaH

for

8

^

tr^^"^'

™«

fl0UBt0n
'

w

'

te With

*™

"'"^

SPACECRAFT

Okay loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Houston,

Roger, road you loud and clear Hank.
And Columbia
listening through the states for 8 minutes.

we'm

end of tape
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thank you.

The RMS systems officer
Shuttle Mission Control.
director that his data
fliqhL
the
to
Arthur Schmidt has reported
has completed the
Hartsfield
Hank
Pilot
shows that Columbia
he is no turning the
that
and
radiator
survey of the port side
Once
side radiators.
starboard
the
to
attention of the cameras
radiator
the
on
appeared
have
which
bubbles
again looking for the
Columbia on orbit 81 approaching
systems onboard the vehicle.
Shuttle Mission Control your RMS
search.
of
the
the west coast
systems officer reports to the flight director, Columbia Pilot
Hank Hartsfield has completed the radiator survey and is now
moving to the RMS checkout procedures to accomplish the handling
Had loss of siqnal and will reacquire in about 8
test objective.
minutes through Mila, Florida. Columbia now in it's Rlst orbit
S
just approaching Gulf of Mexico and mission elapsed time is now
Shuttle
days 39 minutes, this is Shuttle Mission Control.
The RMS system's officer
Mission Control at 5 days 41 minutes.
reports that Hank Hartsfield is moving briskly through the
Reminds
handling checklist for the remote manipulator system.
interaction
the
the flight director that the upcoming task of
between the remote manipulator system and interaction control
system jets is one that must be performed during daylight in
order to get good images on the documentary cameras onboard the
This should be the last flight of Columbia in which
Columbia.
the remote manipulator systems officer will be a position here in
RMS will not bo flown on flight S and 6
mission control center.
and on flight 7 the remote manipulator system wiU be a function
of the RMU systems officer, RMU standing for remote manipulator
The RMU
systems mechanical system and upper stages system.
for the
flight
present
the
for
MOCR
officer is represented in the
bay
p.nyload
for
responsibilities
principal
first time having
doors, mechanical systems, hydraulics and auxiliary power units.
Reacquire signal again in about 4 minutes at 5 days 42 minutes
this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO

CAPCOM
seconds.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
for

f>

We're going LOS
And Columbia, Houston.
by.
We'll talk to you through Ascension at
Okay.

And Columbia,
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

10

*>

Okay,

Houston.

With you through Ascension

loud and clear.

And Hank, we'd like to verify that you did
CAPCOM
T1ICN maneuver on page FSl-10.

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

CAPCOM

Thank you.

a

-X

7/2/82
STS-4 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT t203j

Made
SPACECRAFT
then,
Reset it and
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made a false start in the plus
in then went (garble).

-

(garble)

will have to he done
you'tha? the TRCS arm interaction testthe data.
daylight so that the DACS can record

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I

2

m

understand that.

signal again
Shuttle Mission Control will reacquire
but we 11
presently
The vehicle is in daylight
in 3-1/2 minutes.
wh.ch
minutes
in about 9
c"oss (he terminator in the darkness
means we, there's enough time to ...

PAO

END OF TAPE
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..not enough time to complete the manipulator
development, remote manipulate system interaction test with the
reaction control system test, they'll have to rio that, on the
other side of the terminator which they will encounter west of
Hawaii about the Central Pacific in about 50 minutes from now.
At 5 days 1 hour 7 minutes, this is Shuttle Mission Control.

CAPCOM
for

7

And Columbia, Houston, standing by through Botswana
and

SPACECRAFT

1/2 minutes.

Okay

SPACECRAFT
Okay and can you tell us your best guess on
sunrise, sunset times this pass?

CAPCOM

Stand by,

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, sunset should be in 1 hour
that's 1 plus 18, then sunrise will be I plus 54

and

18 minutes,

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

thank you

PAO
Shuttle Mission Control, the CAPCOM Miko Coats
reported the sunset at I plus 18, which does not mean 1 hour and
18 minutes from now, it means Mission Elapsed Time of 5 days I
hour and 18 minutes, which is just a few minutes away.
Similiary, sunrise at
plus 54, '.'fleets Mission Elapsed Time of
5 days 1 hour 54 minutes.
And Mission Commander Ken Mattingly
interested in those times in order to budget the RMS RCS
interaction tests on this rev.
Mission Elapsed Time now 5 days 1
hour 12 minutes.
This is Mission Control, Houston.
1

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we have a minute and a half
before LOS, we need to zero the OMS RCS counter on spec 23.
That'll be an item 66 cued, item 7X cued, and item 6X cued again,
SPACECRAFT

Okay, got that.

CAPCOM
Roger T. K. that zeros our counter here on the
ground here, and we need that before the interaction test.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, and we're going to have to wait for sunrise.

CAPCOM

Understand.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're going LOS
seconds, we'll talk to you through Guam at I plus 42.
SPACECRAFT

in

30

Okay.

This is Shuttle Mission Control at 5 days 1 hour 18
minutes, we've had Loss Of Signal.
We'll reacquire again in 24

,

.
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minutes through Guam.
The CAPCOM Michael Coats advised the crew
to zero of their OMS RCS, or Orbital Maneuvering System Reaction
Control System counters onboard the vehicle and read up the
procedures for doing that which is qoinq to have the effect of
enabling the fliqht controllers here in the Mission Control room
to measure propellant consumption, as those jet firings consume
propel lants from storage areas onboard the vehicle.
Mission
Elapsed Time now 5 days
hour 19 minutes, this is Mission
Houston
Cont rol
1

CAPCOM
minutes,

And Columbia, Houston, with you through Guam for
standing by.

SPACECRAFT
question, T.
CAPCOM

Okay, we read you loud and clear, and we got
will talk to you.

8

a

K.

Roger, go ahead

SPACECRAFT
Okay Mike, on the detailed part of your new and
revised upgraded version of the CAP.
That looks like about 50147
were you turned critical this thing of doing our unloaded arm
test. Assume time critical in this case applies not to the time
but rather the desire to have it in daylight.
A second thing is
when I read the jet set up it reads to me like you want to
deselect F3U and then redeselect. it at the end of the test,
however, that doesn't make any sense to me and F3U is not
currently deselected.
CAPCOM

Roqer,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

stand by T. K.

SPACECRAFT
read

it

CAPCOM

If I garbled the transmission, I'm sorry,
over you'll understand what I'm saying.

if

you'll

Roger T. K. we understood your question here.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, what we desire T. K. is that
you leave F3U selected for the interaction test and deslected
after the test is over.
Well Mike, the problem is, am I supposed to have
SPACECRAFT
F3U deselected right now?
The end of the interaction test or the
hot fire thing, the last step on that thing said reset all the
jets, we just looked back to see if we had missed something.

CAPCOM

Roger, we're checking on it again T. K.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we think we found the
confusion factor here.
At 1955 in the flight, day six CAP
update, there was a call to perform step 3 and 4 for the forward
RCS thermal soakback, ETO 41207, and apparently you went ahead

GMT 182:16:06 PAGE 3
STS-4 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT t204j 7/2/82
nominal, which
and did step 5 of which is r econf igure the
F3U, and we need
reselected
And we need to, or
deselected F3U.
to select it for this interaction test.
Mike.
(garble), let me see if I can play it back
SPACECRAFT
re
we
since
and
test
We erred in doing step 5 on the soakback
we
mode
11
deselect
about 15 minutes from going into the
And at the
I'll deselect the others if appropriate.
press on.
what we
remember
to
trying
just
end of this we'll deselect again,
those two maneuvers
might have done and in between we have done
you - So
thing.
to go to the IECM, the gas release

^

END OF TAPE
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PAPCOM
Roger Tk we're already looking at that.
And
Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to !,os.
We'll talk to von in
Hawaii, and we're all set up now for the test,
just deselect rFlu
u
after this tost.
,

-

SPACECRAFT

<-

1.

j

Okay.

PA0
Tnis i: Shuttle Mission Control at 5 days
1
hour S?
minutes.
Vehicle's just approaching the terminator,
crossing
into daylight, and anticipate they'll begin the
rcs RMS
interaction tests, which are designed to better
understand
the
relationship between the firing of those reaction
control
systems
lets, and the amount of torque or twang it
imposes
remote manipulator system, or the electromechanical on an extended
arm.
The
dialogue through the Guam station had to do with
the
configuration of reaction control system jets and
the
misunderstanding on the deselection of when those
forward RCS
lots.
Columbia on it's 82nd orbit, we'll acquire
signal again at
Hawaii in about 3 and 1/2 minutes.
At 5 days 1 hour 53 minu es
this is Mission Control Houston.
'

APC 9*

.

£
Hawaii

for

,
7

And Columbia, Houston,
and 1/2 minutes.

we're standing by through
q

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we're about to get our last of
singularity points, and then we'll end the coupling the
test.

wpM?
we 11

M

R ° ger TK
Ko
-,k you again
be with
*

SPACECRAFT

trough

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

And Col,Jmbi a, Houston, we're going LOS,
2 minutes through the states.

^

Okay sir.
01

the

-

in

sta^s?

H ° USt ° n
'

y° U

again

f°r

'

Okay, we just finished run number

I

7

mi

™ tes

Mike.

Roger, copy TK

^f

RAFT
e re en =>°V in
9 thi *' the old arm most definitely
dimply
^ when
!?
moves around
you do this.

CAPCOM

'

Roger, we copy.

RA
1 V° U
ht?n you
the next time somebody aoes
fhrnnn
through rTf
life deciding to ?fly tail sun and do a lot
of things
fche P^oaS bay, you'd better
?° k n
think
long
and hard
; V!\ 6
y ° U reaUy W3nt t0 have a ""*band that's greater
than 1I*™
or S2 S
degrees.

^

'
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Mission Control Houston. T. K. Mattinqlv's r Pma rk^
dla ?°»» fo <t
crew experiencos while" ?ook?ng
out the art crow station windows into the
payload bay which,
during the tail sun attitude has the effect of
having to look
direct y into the sunlight, and of course,
producingM some
discomfort.
.

P

^

.

ln

oTt£ JS°

CAPCOM
seconds.

And Columbia, Houston, we're going LOS
in 30
Talk to you through Ascension 2 plus 3
6.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy.

(garble)

completing on test

3.

M ss f°n Control Houston, about 4
minutes
™;\ is of
,
acquisition
signal at 5 days 2 hours 14 minutes.
C » ttet tl Y
^ "8.5 nautical miles,
}
oerlaee
59 2 nautlc al miles.
Humidity
onboard the vehicle n
l
??®
fhl
?l deck; is
the flight
36% and steady.
Cabin temoerature is 80
steady.
on orbit 32, reacquire signal in
^bonHJ nminutes, this Columbia
about
is Shuttle Mission Control
»

aw™
away Fr™
from

oT^f?^
.
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Ami Columbia,
2-1/2 mi nut os.

CAPCOM
for

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roqer,

lour!
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Houston with you through Ascension

and clear.

road you

loud and clear

Unless wo forgot it Mike, wo doc Hod wo ouqht rerun
the test keys number 4 and when wo got the - to start test number
S, we had an end of film light in all the cameras -just as wo
started and wo elected to qo ahead and run it with the VTR qoinq
and take a chance that maybe there was some film loft in there.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, we cooy that T.

K.

And Mike, can you q vo us a warninq on the water
SPACECRAFT
what we're qoinq to havo there so we can qo ahead and qet
dump
a log up on some of these thinqs?
i

What we'd like
OKay, T. K.
nour.
about
take
1
to 15 percent and

CAPCOM

is

to dump tank bravo

Okay, that's bravo to IS percent and let me tell
SPACECRAFT
We had the oms tank, the right
one other we did durinq the burn.
durinq the false test ...
So
isolated.
helium
oms tank in the
not to repressurize the
elected
and
I
pressure
tank
got a little
And so it's low and
qo.
to
firinq
1
more
have
only
We
tank now.
a PVT
making
are
you
quys
case
it
in
repressed
not
have
I
convenient.
is
it
whenever
it
repress
can
we
And
calculation.
And Columbia, Houston, we're
Roger, we copy, T. K.
CAPCOM
You can go ahead and
going to go LOS here in a few seconds.
repress the right oms and appreciate the thoughtf ulness there in
And we'll have a NOSL opportunity
waiting to repress that one.
for you at Botswana at 2+46.

Okay, based on what T saw last night, late at night
SPACECRAFT
Maybe we'll get a
over Africa there was an awful lot of stuff.
chance to do that. Our problem today has been lack of attitude,
compatibility with our opportunities.

CAPCOM

Roger, understand, T.

K.

These communications, Shuttle Mission Control,
PAO
these communications still coming through the tracking station at
Ascension Island even though the elevation is less than 1 degree
meaning that the line of site for Columbia from that tracking
We will
station is just under 1 degree over the horizon.
CAPCOM, Michael
and
Botswana
through
reacquire again in 4 minutes
some
for
opportunity
some
Coats indicated there would be
during that
takes
data
lightning
survey
night/day optical sensing
of the
some
and
attitude
sun
tail
in
Columbia's
overflight.
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"ouston, with you through Botswana

Okay sir

CAPCOM
And TK, we've got
you're ready to
o copy.
rrinv

SPACECRAFT

GMT 183:17:43

a

NOSL opportunity for you
when
'

Give me till Monday.

Go ahead,

I

got paper out.

CAPCOM
Roger, you've got a thunderstorm system
off th*
west coast of Columbia, just south of
Panama.
It' 11 be northeast
V
9 roun tra k at MET 3 hours and <52 minutes.
The
?
?
,L °,Z
<i
rGGS
th latit
degrees
west
81
latit
Latitude.
de" Tt'U
it 11 be d
daytime, and one magazine would be good.
1

^

T

^<

spacecraft
Okay.
You know, one of the things, I've taken
several rolls of film on powering cue,
and some of the power is
hG davtime it's very hard for me to
tell
that
the kind of stuff that's of interest,
or if we're just get t i ng
lots white pretty cloud pictures.
At least at night
G e
actlvlt y'and from seeing areas of transitionsI can tell
n
^.pan't ^ust see if the big clouds have somefrom day
Uah n?n' in them, it doesn't look to me
lightning
I was wondering
wonderina
where you wanted us to expend our efforts.like.

^

^

i

^

CAPCOM
back to you.

SPACECRAFT
shoot

'

it

for

Okay, we'll talk about that a little bit,
and get
It's not bad, it's just that I don't
want to just
the sake of shooting it, without
getting some

meaningful information.
CAPCOM

Understand

SPACECRAFT
And Mike, I don't know if you copied
the comment I
made the other day that neither Hank nor
I
have
been
able to hear
any tones from the detector.
I checked the detector
against
the
CRT and it's working.
At least when I point it at the CRT
I can
hear the sounds, but when I was pointing
it right smack at what
had to be a huge thunderstorm and saw
it in the viewfinder, I
still got no tones, and I just assume
that it's a long distance,
and it probably is a little too weak.
Just because it's visible
doesn't mean it's good enough.
CAPCOM

Roger, we copy.

Missio Cont 1 Houston. That detector
f'.
wnicn T.
Shich
T K
K. MatJlLJ;
Mattingly was making
reference to is an instrumentonboard the vehicle, with the purpose of
assisting the crew in
n
y
lectr cal activ ^y ^ich might be
f
p oduc?ive
for
or the night optical? sensing of
lightning experiment.
Mission

^

^n^V'

.
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Mission Control

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds from LOS.
We'll talk to you aqain throuqh Guam at 3 plus 18.

SPACKCRAFT
PAO

Okay see you then.

This is Mission Control Houston at > days 3 hours
minutes. Columbia on it's 83rd orbit of the Earth 4 minutes
away from acquisition of siqnal throuqh Guam.
At this point in
the crew activity plan Columbia's Pilot Henry Hartsfield is
performinq a water dump, purqinq the vehicle of the water
produced as an artifact of the interaction of hydroqen and oxyqen
in the fuel cells as those 2 substances move across a common
membrane and produce electricity.
They also produce potable
water, and the accumulation of that water needs to be dumped from
time to time.
It's expelled from the vehicle throuqh a heated Tshaped valve heated in order to preclude the formation of ice on
that valve, facilitate the flow of water throuqh it, and the
valve is T-shaped in order to evacuate water in both directions,
in opposite directions simultaneously, so as to neutralize any
thrust affect it miqht have.
Additionally, the crew is
approachinq it's eveninq meal timeline, it's actually dinner for
the crew, and they are, in fact, about 3 and 1/2 hours away from
sleep time.
And they will - 14
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PA0
...away from sleep timo and thoy will oat an
evening meal with the anticipation of sunrise as thoy approach
the terminator almost directly over Guam.
We'll have acquisition
signal with the crow in about 2-1/2 minutes at 5 days 11 hours at 5 days 3 hours 16 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
.

CAPCOM
minutes

And Columbia, Houston.

SPACRCRAFT

Okay, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger,

With you through Guam for

7

read you loud and clear.

SPACRCRAFT
Hank, did you guys ever decide whether you'd like
light colored clouds or dark color clouds?
CAPCOM
Roger, T. K.
They'd like to go ahead and get this
NOSL opportunity you noted, in the daytime.

SPACECRAFT
We'll do that but for those things that are targets
and opportunity here, do they have a druther?
CAPCOM

Roger, we're still checking on

it.

SPACRCRAFT
Okay.
CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston.
We understand that the NOSL
opportunities at night are preferable hut they would like to get
the daytime ono as well.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Fine.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS.
We'll talk to you again through Hawaii at 3+32.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7-1/2

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Read you loud and clear, flank.
And Columbia,
Houston, we're 30 seconds from a long LOS here.
We'll talk to
you again at Botswana at 4+22 and just for your information, T.
we dld see 4 short pulses on jet F3U this morning but it
was
not a major impact of thermal VTO.
•

'

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger, Hank.

PA0

This is Mission Control Houston.

that's good news.
And we'll talk to you later.

The vehicle's
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Presently just had Ions of
on it's 81 i-d orbit of tho Earth.
plan - flight path now
fliqht
Tn tho
signal through Hawaii.
America continent and we
South
takes us down (qarhlo) across tho
track
inq stations and will
States
miss all the main land United
it's almost halfway
until
aqain
Columbia
not acqire signal from
position.
Tn 40 minutes we'll
present
it's
around the world from
days,
At
5
1 hours 4 2
Botswana.
throuqh
have contact aqain
Houston.
Control
Mission
minutes, this is
CAPCOM

Okay.

We're approaching
This is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
Flight control team has made
acquisiton signal throuqh Botswana.
There
the decision to stay in the tail sun attitude overnight.
was some consideration of braking atttitude in order to perclude
of being extremely low temperatures in the vicinity of hydraulic
Temperatures on that
lino supporting the nose gear system.
system around that hydraulic are stabilized and so there won't be
a need to break the sun tail attitude to compensate for that.
Looking also at the 10 second reaction control systems burn,
thermal soakback test that we may yet perform before the end of
Ahout 2 hours 20 minutes before the crew begins a sleep
the day.
We'll have acquisition of signal momentarily after a
period now.
long 40 minute LOS mission elapsed time, 5 days ...
,

END OF TAPE
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PAO
this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
for

7

And Columbia,
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

5

fJMT

183:19:21

days

PACK

1

hours 20 minutes

4

Houston, with you throuqh notswana

loud and el oar Houston.

Roqer flank, wo road you loud and clear, and we've
got another NOSL opportunity we'd like to talk to you about if
you've qot some time.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Okay Hank, this is an interesting opportunity.
We're not sure it fits in too well, it's up to you whether you
There's a typhoon, typhoon test in the South
can get to it.
It
China Sea just south of Hong Kong approaching the coast.
Not
too
long
from
now.
It's
a
an
MET
of
4
plus
4
9.
comes at
night/day transition and no grating is required. That's at a
latitude of 17 degrees north, 110 degrees east, and it's up to
you whether you can get it.
It comes during your IMU maneuver
and so forth, so it may not he possible, but we'd like to pass

it

on to you anyway.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

if

we can get

a

chance, we'll

try to take a

look
And Columbia, Houston, we've got
for you here when you've got a chance to copy.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

a

few more notes

Okay, go ahead.

Okay Hank, the cryo configuration for sleep
CAPCOM
tonight, you can go to it right now, on panel All we'd like the
02 and H2 tank 4 heaters bravo to OFF.

SPACECRAFT

2

CAPCOM

That's right.

tank

4

bravo heaters OFF on tank,

Tank

4

is

that right?

H2 and 02 heaters bravo to

OFF.

SPACECRAFT

There's no heaters now on tank

4

That's correct Hank, and as a matter of
CAPCOM
information, we'd like you to stay in the tail sun att itude
tonight with a 10th of a degree deadband, which is what you've
And we have a suggestion to help us during the, for
got now.
summary dump tonight, we'd like to request that you
crew
your
turn off one CRT when you start your summary, and then when
you're completed with your summary turn off another CRT, and
that'll give us exact times to look for on the tape.

.

.
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Now,

PACK
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you're really locking

in

try tha t

CAPCOM

Okay, we may have missed just a little bit last
so we think this will really lock it in.
And Columbia,
Houston, we're -just curious, have you been sleeping with the
shades up on the aft windows?
niqht,

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

CAPCOM

Roqer,

we copy you're affirmative.

SPACECRAFT
TK's been sleeping on the aft flight deck, and I've
been sleeping in the middeck.
CAPCOM
Roger, we copy that Hank.
And Columbia, Houston,
we've got a short LOS here of about a minute. Talk to you
through IOS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
minutes

And Columbia, Houston, with you through IOS for

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

8

loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Roger Hank, we read you loud and clear, and we're
just curious if you have a chance to, if you could elaborate on
how you been sleeping, as to constraints and so forth.

SPACECRAFT
I've been sleeping in that sleep restraint every
night, been sleeping like a log.
That's the greatest thing
going.
We have it stringing up to the lockers, T think it's on
row 43.
I hook it in the top locker, down in the bottom locker
and flow

into it.

CAPCOM

Okay, copy.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, can you see the angles?

CAPCOM
Roger Hank, we got all that on telemetry here.
don't need the IMU results, thank you.

We

SPACECRAFT
Hello Mike, can you have somebody find out where
the urine collection screen is located - the spare?
CAPCOM

Roger, we're checking on that Hank.

SPACECRAFT
We can't seem to find the thing.
it's in MF57 (garble) we didn't find it there.

The cue card said
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Hank,

That's our

PAGE

1

ycu might try looking
hf-st guess.

next,

SPACECRAFT
MP71 Charlie.
Anri this MAP here says you want the
deadband to be 1.0 and I thought you briefed me earlier it was
going to be at (garble) .1 deadband.
B

CAPCOM
stay in

.1

Roger, Hank.
deadband.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

And

that's bravo

SPACECRAFT

What's that.
back to tail sun now?

CAPCOM

You're correct.

Is

Go ahead, Hank.

2

We'd like you to

DAP, Hank.

there any reason why

I

can't go

You can go back to tail sun right

now

SPACECRAFT
These things, anything marked time critical.
don't understand that.
CAPCOM
Roger, Hank.
critical thing.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

That's sort of

(garble)

a

I

not later than time

contact.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston.
We're 30 seconds to LOS.
We'll talk to you through Guam at 4+56.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, and you want me to go ahead with this fire?

CAPCOM

Roger, Hank.

Say again on your

last transmission.

SPACECRAFT
Yeah, there's a forward RCS thermal soakback one
engine fire here scheduled at 4:48 for a 5 o'clock fire.

CAPCOM
Roger, Hank.
You're go for that one.
And
Columbia, Houston with you through Guam for 4 minutes, over.
SPACECRAFT

Houston,

CAPCOM

Roger, Hank.

loud and clear.

We read you loud and clear.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, propulsion systems
engineers reported to the flight director ...

CAPCOM

Columbia Houston.
We're 20 seconds to LOS.
talk to you through Hawaii at 08.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We'll

STS-4 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT t2 L uj 7/2/82
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We saw the burn, looked

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston.
Once again the
propulsion systems engineer, William Gurstameyer reported to the
flight director that he ...

SPACECRAFT

You still there?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, Hank.

SPACECRAFT
sample after

Do you want
10

the PCM back

to high sample or

low

minuces?

CAPCOM

Rack to high sample.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

PAO

This is Mission Control Houston.
Houston again had
the advantage of a little unexpected commentary of air to ground,
beyond what we thouyht we would be able to acquire durinq that
pass over Guam.
The propulsion systems engineer, William
Gurstameyer reported to the flight director that he was able to
see and afirm that the crew had accomplished the forward RCS jet
30 second firing saw the firing test concluded and reported that
it appeared to be a qood test and we subsequently had loss of
signal through Guam.
We'll reacquire again in about 6 minutes,
through Hawaii as Columbia accomplishes orbit 84 of the Earth.
About 1 hour and a half away from the crew sleep period.
Hour
and a half away from the crew sleep period they'll begin presleep
activity fairly soon which involves stowing some gear and
configuring cabin lighting and window shades.
Mission Elapsed
Time now 5 days 5 hours 3 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, with you through Hawaii
8 minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Houston.

CAPCOM

Roger, Hank, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston.
Hank, did you find that
spare urine screen? We can search some more if you didn't.

SPACECRAFT

Yen,

CAPCOM

Okay,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Hank did you find that spare urine screen, we can
search some more if you didn't.

SPACECRAFT

Yes,

CAPCOM

Okay, thank you.

it

was right where you said.

SPACECRAFT

I
don't know about you, but r sure had a hard time,
still haven't found what it's listed under in the
stowage list.

in

fact

I

CAPCOM

Yes,

we can understand that, T. K.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we need the strain gauges on
the tire pressure.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll get them.
the item 48s?
CAPCOM

Roger Hank,

Do we still have a go for

your go for item 48s.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, we can give you a quick
summary of our plans for tomorrow right now if you'd like or we
can wait till Botswana at 5 plus 58.

SPACECRAFT

Why don't we wait till

CAPCOM

Okay Hank, we'll do that.

CAPCOM
DAP Bravo.

And Columbia,

SPACECRAFT

Thank you transition, copy.

CAPCOM

Roger that Hank.

Botswana Mike?

Houston, we'd like you to go back to

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, you can turn the strain
gauges off, we got the tire pressure, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, we're 40 seconds to LOS,
talk to you through Santiago at 36, and wo saw the item 48
to your GNC machine, wo didn't see it to the SM machine.

we'll,

SPACECRAFT

Thought

CAPCOM

Okay Hank, we'll talk to you at Santiago at

I

got

it,

but

36.

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir, thank you.

lot me to it again?
5

plus

.

.
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Mission Control Houston, we have loss of signal
PAO
We acquire again in about 20 minutes
on orbit 84.
Hawaii
thorugh
EECOM systems officer reported to
The
Chile.
Santiago
through
was performing an auto purge of
crew
the
that
director
the flight
which is accomplished by
vehicle
the
onboard
cells
the fuel
forcing them through the
and
oxygen
and
hydrogen
increasing
it of contaminants which
purge
to
flow
of
race
higher
at
a
system
while they fly those
electricity
of
production
the
inhibit
might
Mission Elapsed Time now 5 days 5 hours 17 minutes,
systems.
this is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
for

4

And Columbia, Houston, with you through Santiago
minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT

Alright sir.

CAPCOM

And we read you loud and clear T. K.

And Columbia, Houston, if you haven't done the
CAPCOM
theodolite readings already you can qo ahead and drop that for
tonight. We'll get it tomorrow.

think we thought that was
I
SPACECRAFT
You want them now? We can do it.

if

wo

lost tail-sun.

That's a negative T. K. we'd like to skip it today
And you've got
tomorrow after we leave tail-sun.
it
do
then, and
out.
it figured

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Sorry, we misunderstood.

No, you understood correctly, you had it psyched
CAPCOM
out just right, we would like to do it after we leave tail-sun.

And Columbia, Houston, we're going through
CAPCOM
keyhole, we'll be with you in about 10 seconds.

SPACECRAFT

a

short

Okay.

And Columbia, Houston, we're about SO seconds to an
LOS, we plan a short tag up here at Botswana if it's okay with
you, and we're taking orders down here for Petey's Barbeque
tomorrow at lunch if you guys want anything.

CAPCOM

think we can probably think of something.

SPACECRAFT

Oh,

CAPCOM

Roger

SPACECRAFT
ready

Okay, what's the time at Botswana,

CAPCOM

Okay, T. K. we should be through Botswana at

I

so wo can be

5

plus
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58.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll try to be on time.

SPACECRAFT

Mr.

Newton and the laws of physics willing.

This is Mission Control Houston, we're 16 minutes
PAO
away from acquiring signal through Ascension Island on orbit 84
about a little less than an hour away from crew's sleep and the
crew's been pretty close to the timeline throughout the day so no
reason to expect that we will go beyond their sleep period, that
Mission
there should get then bedded down on time toniqht.
Mission
is
this
minutes,
42
hours
5
days
now
5
Time
Elapsed
Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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- - 42 minutes this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
Mission Control Houston 5 days 5 hours 57 minutes mission elapsed
time, Columbia is about to pass within range of the tracking
station at Botswana on orbit number 84. We're about 45 minutes
away from the scheduled crew period today.
Standing by for
reacquisition of signal with Columbia.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, Houston, with you for
minutes through Botswana, over.
SPACECRAFT

5

and

1/2

Be right with you.

CAPCOM

Roger.
Okay our tentative plans for tomorrow,
right now we plan on the normal wakenp time.
We olan to delete
the LlA test, we're looking to do the FCS checkout in the
morning, and right now we're planning on using APt; 1.
We want to
do the cabin free water inspection, after that, followed by the
forward RCS 2 let thermal soakhack, that's DTO 41206.
And then
we'd like to do the theodolite measurements, with groups A and E
again.
We're trying to work in 3 hours of free time in the
afternoon for your stowage and entry review, and we're looking at
working in a NAV base stability test with your IMU alignment at
the end of the day.
Questions?

SPACECRAFT

Do theodolite settings for which groups?

CAPCOM

Roger,

that's groups alpha and echo.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, so you're gonna delete the LlA, you're gonna
do the FCS checkout in the morning on APU
probably.
We had no
free water last time
looked, can
look tonight and set sat sty
that.
1

I

CAPCOM

I

i

Roger, standby TK

SPACECRAFT
Then you're gonna do a forward RCS soakback, and
some theodolite measurements
a NAV base stability t*»st
which
thought we got into the other day, didn't we?
,

CAPCOM

Roger TK

,

and wo needed

,

a

T

second one to finish un

that DTO.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and what are some of the other things that we
didn't get done then? You don't have your stratification tost on
here, or the TACAN tracking.

CAPCOM
Roger ami except for those things, the dav is
pretty nominal TK, which mentis we'll bo doing that stratification
test at 15 percent
SPACECRAFT
the nomi na

Oh,
1

I

understand now, okay.

Those are deltas to

.
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That's affirmative, and we'll be making a couple
CAPCOM
changes to the stratification test, and they'll be up on your
teleprinter then.
Okay, now I'm with you, so just give me one more
time the, when do we start preentry stowage and things like that?

SPACECRAFT

Roger TK, if you look in your CAP then where it
CAPCOM
the payload bay door performance at 0050, at
starting
talks about
Now that's when we plan to have
minutes.
and
50
hours
0
6 days
review.
stowage
your
I'm
And how many hours have you allocated now?
SPACECRAFT
asking these questions not with respect to the regular flight
plan, but with whatever mod you've added to it.

CAPCOM
hour

for

Roger TK we're looking at about
the meal there.
,

3

hours, plus an

Probably started
Okay, T think we can hack that.
SPACECRAFT
Did you see the mess we had this
cleaning up a little bit.
morning Mike?
CAPCOM

Roger, didn't look that bad to us.

(Laughter) I don't think the mean free path between
SPACECRAFT
objects couldn't have been more than a foot and a half.
And Columbia, Houston, we're about 30 seconds to
CAPCOM
short LOS, and we'll talk to you through Indian Ocean at 6 plus
mi nut es

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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We're about 30 seconds to
And Columbia, Houston.
We'll talk to you through Indian Ocean at 6 + 6

CAPCOM
short LOS.
mi nutes

Okay

SPACECRAFT

We're with you through

And Columbia, Houston
Ind i an Ocean for 9 minutes, over

CAPCOM

.

Wc thought
We were just talking about it.
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
telling
would
be
(garble)
We
we'd give you a nightly summary.
then
you
do,
didn't
and
did
you how much of the flight plan we
real
the
to
gone
we've
then
Rut
probably wouldn't see it all.
You know as much about it as we do and I think
time flight plan.
In terms of
we did everything that you sent up to us today.
off your log
check
can
you
that
(garble)
extra there's nothing
questions you
of
list
that
on
everything
looked
at
We have
book.
We have
ideas.
some
was
think
it
we
and
degree
gave us in some
down
ideas
all
our
get
able
been
haven't
get
not been able to
to
the
tape
talk
even
to
time
been
hasn't
there
because
in ink
But, we have looked at it all and we've taken I hope a
recorder.
representative (garble) of TV and 16 mm to help illustrate the
So I guess the only thing we can say
points we wanted to make.
about the log is I like the everything else was a planned
activity and minimized anything that (garble) doesn't have to be
done so we can start getting our, I want to get together our
spacecraft tidied up and start mentally thinking about what we're
going to do on entry date.

understand

CAPCOM

Roger that, T.

SPACECRAFT

Mike, you still there?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, T.

K.

I

K.

don't know how long you have to fly in
this thing to, ah, guit being amazed by it and impressed with
It is
what it does, but it sure is a lot longer than a week.
you
characteristics
the
and
operates
it
really remarkable the way
of
and
thought
never
that
you
things
little
have.
A lot of the
You're gonna
it's just really been a fascinating couple of days.
Tell

SPACPXRAFT

real

1

y

love

i

ya,

T

t

We copy that T. K. it's a remarkable
Ah, roger.
It's okay to do that
And Columbia, Houston.
flying machine.
free water inspection tonight if you like.

CAPCOM

Okay, I'll do that
SPACECRAFT
standing almost on top of it.

vector

is

the next

minutes

I

'm

You're state
couple of more items for you.
We're still tracking
good for the next 5 revs anyway.
Okay,

CAPCOM

in

a
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We think it's going to be okay for
after your last RCS burn.
For you
that on the teleprinter.
update
we'll
And
Edwards.
next
information, you're up to 175 miles now.
it

SPACECRAFT

Every little bit counts.

If you're up on the flight
And Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
deck there you can take the PCM recorder to low sample on panel

C3.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Henry's on his way.

Sorry, Mike.

What we need was that the PCM
Roger, Columbia.
CAPCOM
recorder to low sample on panel C3.
just did that

SPACECRAFT

Thought

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Mike, vou still

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, T.

SPACECRAFT

Dry as a bone.

I

thank you, Hank.

there?
K.

And Columbia,
Dry as a hone.
Roger, we copy that.
CAPCOM
Houston, we got about a minute and a half left in this pass and
we'd like to say goodnight from the Bronze team, And wo got one
We'll be turning it over to the
more shift with you tomorrow.
We don't plan to call you again tonight unless you
Granite team.
If you think of anything you want to put on your
call us.
summary, tonight we'll be looking at the fault messages here,
your CRT off will be the start time and second one - the last one
We're 30
And Columbia, Houston.
off will be the stop time.
Have a goodnight.
seconds from r,OS
.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

sir,

thank you.

5 days 6 hours 15 minutes
Mission Control Houston.
passed out range of the
has
iust
mission elapsed time. Columbia
Re another
number 85.
orbit
beginning
Indian Ocean station and
minutes
about
20
crew
in
the
with
chance of communicating
although flight controllers from the Bronze team just bid the
crew goodnight and said that they would not try and contact them
If the crew had any need to relay a message to the ground
again.
Bronze team of flight controllers
give them a call.
could
they
is going offshift here in Mission Control and being replaced by
the Granite team and the off going ...

PAO

END OF TAPE
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And Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds from LOS.
good night.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

sir.

thank you.

5 days 6 hours 15
Mission Control Houston.
PAO
Columbia's just passed out of
minutes, mission elapsed time.
range of the Indian Ocean station and beginning order orbit
Re another chance of communicating with the crew in
number 85.
about 20 minutes although flight controllers from the Bronze team
just bid the crew goodnight and said that they would not try and
contact them again. If the crew had any need to relay a message
Bronze team of flight
to the ground they could give them a call.
control and being
mission
controllers is going offshift here at
flight director
offgoing
and
the
replaced by the Granite team
briefing currently
shift
of
Chuck Lewis is scheduled for a change
time in
daylight
pm
central
scheduled for approximately 5:00
elapsed
time.
mission
minutes
hours
16
6
building 2.
At 5 days
Houston.
Control
5
Mission
Houston.
Control
This is Mission
about
to
We're
time.
elapsed
mission
minutes
hours
35
days 6
pass within range of the Guam tracking station for a brief pass
This is Mission Control Houston.
of about 4 minutes.

PAYCOM

Voice control Guam 6^5.

Mission Control Houston, 5 days 6 hours 40 minutes
PAO
Columbia's on orbit number 85 and about 4
mission elapsed time.
minutes away from passing over the Hawaii tracking station. We
don't expect any communication with the crew at that time unless
Currently
they have something to really relay down to us.
scheduled to have the change of shift briefing with offgoing
bronze team flight director Chuck Lewis at approximately 5 pm
Repeating that
central daylight time, building 2 room 135.
5 days 6
schedule for approximately 5 p.m central davlight time.
This is Mission Control
hours 41 minutes mission elapsed time.
Houston
This is Mission Control Houston, 5 days 6 hours 53
Just passed out or range at the
minutes mission elapsed time.
Offgoing flight
orbit
number R5.
Hawaii tracking station on
left the mission
just
bronze
team
has
of
the
director Chuck Lewis
shift
briefing in
of
way
to
the
change
is
on
his
room
and
control
or
minutes
in
about
should
begin
8
briefing
building 2.
That
is
this
elapsed
time,
mission
minutes
hours
53
days
6
so.
5
Mission Control Houston, 5 days 7 hours
Mission Control Houston.
Passing within range of the
elapsed
time.
mission
minutes
11
It's
Santiago, Chile tracking station for about a 6 minute pass.
possible we may have some communication between the spacecraft
The flight controllers
and the ground on this particular pass.
had some information they're discovered they would like to relay
up to the crew and their observing to see if the crew is still
active so that they don't interrupt them after they've already
PAO

j

\
i
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tried to settle down to try to get to sleep tonight.
Since we
are about half an hour into the scheduled the crew sleep
time.
At 5 days 7 hours 12 minutes mission elapsed time.
This is
Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, how copy?

SPACECRAFT

Fine, how are you?

CAPCOM
Okay, sorry to bother you while you're doing your
work tonight but we have observed that either R in cryo
tank
H2
tank 1 is failed.
Correction, that's H2 tank 2 heater B is
failed.
What we would like to do is have you set up the switches
tonight such that we can use some of at H2 and also reduce
the
possibility of waking you up in case one of the other heaters
fails.
So if you would, we'd like both B heaters off in
tanks
and tank 2H2 and both A heaters check them at auto.
1

1

SPACECRAFT
Okay, let me check that.
Okay, Dave what T got
hydrogen tank 1 and 2, the n heaters are off and the
A heaters
are auto.
The oxygen tanks have A in auto.

is

CAPCOM

Okay, that configuration looks good for us tonight
and we hope we don't have to talk to you again,
although we

enjoyed it.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, sure appreciate you guys watching the store
while were playing, thank you.

CAPCOM

Roger, bye.

SPACECRAFT

Bye

PA0
Mission Control Houston, S days 7 hours 17 minutes
mission elapsed time.
Columbia's just passed out of range of the
Santiago tracking station where wo had a brief exchange
of words
hero with the ground controllers in mission control
regarding
switch configurations for heaters on the crvogonic
tanks.
Ground
controllers noticed a problem with the heater on tank ?
of the
hydrogen tank, cryo tank, and the crew was advised to
set the
switches in the configuration that would keep the system
in the
proper shape during the night.
Crew is once again bid a
goodnight and the spacecraft is on it's last leg of orbit
number
8j, 5 days 7 hours 18 minutes mission elapsed time, this
is
Mission Control Houston.
.
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PAO
Mission Control Houston, 5 days, 9 hours, 8 minutes
mission elapsed time.
Space Shuttle Columbia is now passing
within range of the Ascension Island tracking station on the last
leg of orbit number 86.
Crew has been asleep for some time now
after TK Mattingly, Shuttle Commander, left a rather lenghty
report of the day's activities on the tape recorder for ground
controllers to view this evening.
The crew has about five and a
half hours remaining in the sleep period and they'll be getting
up about 12:30 or so a.m. Central Daylight Time and to begin
their Saturday, the day before entry.
Columbia's currently in a
slightly eliptical orbit with an apogee of 177.5 nautical miles
and a perigee of 160 nautical miles.
Crew is experiencing a
rather cozy 80 degree cabin temperature with a humidity of 35%.
Flight controllers here in Mission Control are continuing tc
assemble the teleprinter messages and plan the crew's activities
for tomorrow.
At 5 days, 9 hours, 10 minutes mission elapsed
time, this is Mission Control, Houston.
This is Mission Control Houston, at 5 days, 9
PAO
hours, 47 minutes mission elasped time, Columbia is currently
within range of the Guam tracking station and data is coming down
from the spacecraft.
Flight controllers here in Mission Control
are observing the systems onboard and Flight Director John Cox
has noted, called around the room for the status on all systems
and every thing appears to be going well at the present time.
The vehicle is on orbit number 87 and about to swing down over
the Pacific Ocean, will be within range of the Guam station for
about 5 minutes here and then it will be about another 35 minutes
before we reacquire over Santiago, South America.
Columbia is
currently in a sliqhtly eliptical orbit 175.8 nautical mile
apogee and a perigee of 159.5 nautical miles, taking I hour 30
minutes and 52 seconds to circle the Earth each time. Crew has 4
hours and 51 minutes remaining in their sleep period.
They're do
to get up about 12:40 a.m. Central Daylight Time to begin their
activities on the 7th day of onorbit.
5 days, 9 hours, 48
minutt;3 mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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Mission Control, Houston, 5 days, 12 hours
Elapsed Time. Columbia is currently passing within ranqe Mission
of the
Santiago, Chile Tracking Station on orbit number
88.
This
is
about a 2-1/2 minute pass.
Data coming down from the spacecraft
indicates that all systems appear to be functioning
normally and
the spacecraft is in an orbit of 175.1 nautical
miles by 59 9
nautical miles, taking 1 hour and 30 minutes and 5i
seconds to
circle the Earth. Crew has about 2-1/2 hours remaining
in their
sleep period. They are scheduled to get up at about
12:40 a.m.
Central Dayliqht Time to begin their 7th day of on-orbit
operations. Saturday will primarily be a day of preparing
for
re-entry, will include the Flight Control System
checkout.
There
will also be a Forward Reaction Control System
thermal soakback
test and a test of the Power Reactant Supply and
Distribution
System.
Consumables onboard the spacecraft continue to look
good._ At 5 days, 12 hours, and 2 minutes Mission
Elapsnd Tim^.
this is Mission Control, Houston.
.

.

]

PA0
Mission Control, Houston, 5 days, 13 hours
3
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Spacecraft Columbia is on'orbit
number 89 of the Earth.
It's about an hour and 36 minute? before
the crew is scheduled to wake up and the first
ooportunitv to
talk to the crew will probably be in a little
more than ? hours
after they pass oyer the Da .'tar Tracking Station,
and that will be
on orbit number 91.
Crew's day on Saturday is fairly busy. They
have some activities planned including a Flight
Control, a Flight
Reaction Control System thermal soakback test checkout,
tpsting
the Power Reactant Supply and Distribution
System, and checking
out the Flight Control System.
That's a typical day before entry
activity.
Operations of the payload bay doors have been
deleted.
Columbia's orbit right now is about a 176 nautical
miles by
59 nautical miles.
At 5 days, 13 hours, 4 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time.
This is Mission Control, Houston.
PA0
Mission Control, Houston, 5 days, 13 hours 10
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
The Chanqe-of -Sh f r
currently scheduled for 1:00 a.m. Central Daylight Brief inn
Time here at
the Johnson Space Center with off goinq
Flight Director of the
Granite Team, John Cox, may be cancelled. We're
cons dor no
cancelling that scheduled briefing for lack of interest
We'll
make that decision and announce it in about 30
minutes.
This
is
Mission Control, Houston.
i

i

i

PA0
Mission Control, Houston, 5 days, 13 hours, 38
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia is on the
last portion of
orbit number 89 and just about to pass over the
coastline
of
South America.
Crew has about an hour left remaining in their
sleep period.
Flight controllers here in Mission
continuing to review the teleprinter messages whichControl are
will be going
up to the crew shortly, describe their day's
activities for them
n
a
h ° Ch * nfie-of-Shift Press Conference
which was
inh«'?'
? 1°rfor 1:00
oI a.m. Central
scheduled
Daylight Time with off going
i
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Granite Team Flight Director, John Cox, has been cancelled.
Repeating that, briefing, the Change-of-Sh i f t Press Conference
with off going Granite Team Flight Director, John Cox, has been
At S days, 13 hours, 39
canceller! due to lack of press interest.
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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At 5 days, .13 hours, 39 minutes, mission elapsed
this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, at 5 days, 14 hours, 40
minutes, mission elapsed time. Columbia's alarm clock should be
sounding now.
This is the time for astronauts Mattingly and
Hartsfield to wake up.
Mission Control won't be greeting them
for another 49 minutes, when Columbia reaches Dakar, the next
tracking station.
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 15 hours, 28
minutes, mission elapsed time. Columbia is on orbit 91 and
approaching acquisition through the Dakar tracking station, this
is the first pass of the day.
We'll be greeting the crew for the
first time today.
In the mission control center, the Crystal
Team headed by Harold Draughn has relieved the Granite Team.
CAPCOM's on this shift are Brewster Shaw and Roy Bridges. We'll
standby for the Dakar pass.

SPACECRAFT

And good morning to you,

CAPCOM

Good morning, T.K.,

SPACECRAFT

Just

fine,

sir.

too.

how are you today?

What's going on?

CAPCOM
Well, first of all I have to apologize for the
quality of those recordings. They come from a long way back.
hope that you and Hank recognize them.
SPACECRAFT

(laughter)

CAPCOM
guess

Well, we can discuss

SPACECRAFT

That's

a

trying to find an answer

for

that.

during the debriefing,

it

We

I

good plan.

CAPCOM
Actually those who are sent to you folks from your
brothers of Delta Tau Delta and Delta Chi, respectively.

SPACECRAFT

Well,

that's mighty nice,

thank you.

CAPCOM
And we assume that the first two pages of the CAP
(jot onboard last pass, and the rest of it's coming up.
The CAP
summary we think wr* 1 get about M I LA next pass.
'

SPACECRAFT
n

i

ght

1

,

Didn't we tell you the teleprinter broke last

?

CAPCOM

Well, enjoy your day then.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, yeah, we got them.
Brewster, the first

I

have

a

quick question,
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CAPCOM

About

SPACECRAFT

Didn't we toll you the teleprinter broke last

a Mir.A

1

next pass.

n ight

CAPCOM

well enjoy your day then.

SPACECRAFT
Enjoy the day.
Yeah, we got them.
One quick
question, Brewster, the first item at 15:40 refers us to the
weather (garble) checklist page 5-2 and I haven't message 53B
that said the pages 4 and 5 I assume that
you really want us to
operate from that (garble) procedure on message 53B, is that
correct?
CAPCOM

That's affirmative, Hank.
And Columbia, Houston,
looking at a fuel cell message you got, we see nothing
wrong with the fuel cell and we'd like to confirm it with the
we are

TCE.

SPACECRAFT
Brewster, we
anything to look at either.
CAPCOM

l-iink we

(garble).

We don't see

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Fuel cell three was (garble) at the time and, at
least it was when I got over there, I notice now that fuel cell 3
instead of being off scale high that the 02 flow is dropped down
on the limits, (garble) it's still way too high, but it's not off
the scale anymore.

CAPCOM

We copy.

PA0
This is Shuttle Control, Dakar has lost of signal
but we'll get a little bit of overlapping coverage through
Madr id

CAPCOM

Yeah, FCS checkout, we'll be using

PAO

We'll continue to standby.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

(garble)

see you number one.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, the data shows you're well up on
the step this morning and we'll see you at Yarracadee at 16:07.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PA0
This is Shuttle Control, Columbia has moved out of
range at Madrid now.
Next station is Yarragadee in 28 minutes.
Music played up to the crew at Dakar where their college
faternity songs, the Delta Tau Delta Fraternity for TK Mattingly,
Delta Chi for Hank Hartsfield.
At 5 days, 15 hours, 39 minutes

.
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Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control at
minutes mission elapsed time.
Columbia
through Yarragadee.

CAPCOM

PAGE

5

is

days 16 hours, 6
appoachinq acquistion

Columbia, Houston, through Yarragadee for

5

mi nutes

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, sir.

CAPCOM

5

by.

SPACECRAFT

During the mist of all this it probably sounds like
trivial question, but are we scheduled for some TV today and if
so, what time do you currently have us scheduled for?

a

CAPCOM
exact time.

Yes we do have some options,

standby I'll get the

CAPCOM
T.K. the only one we have scheduled at this time is
a VTR playback at MI LA at 5 days, 20 hours, 2 minutes, that about
4 hours from now, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay and do you know what, how long that one is?

CAPCOM

Standby, we'll check.

CAPCOM
T.K. that's on rev 94 and that pass
minutes long.
SPACECRAFT
Okay and what
can you answer that?
CAPCOM

is

20 hours,

0

about

8

the sunrise out on the west coast,

Standby, we'll check.
minutes, 17 seconds.
seconds prior to AOS MILA.
is

is

T.K., sunrise for that pass
So it's about 20 or 30

SPACECRAFT
Okay that's after, after we cross the west coast.
Alright we'll plan on starting with VTR then.
How's the weather
over the U.S. today, just a broad brush treatment, we have
relatively clear skys or is it getting cloudy.

CAPCOM
Standby, one, we'll check, we haven't had our
weather brief yet.
SPACECRAFT

(garble)

look out the window but it's dark.

CAPCOM
Right. T.K. we think the weather's going to be
pretty good, mostly clear.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
(garble), just a broad brush treatment.
relatively clear skies, or is it getting crowded?

got

CAPCOM
Stand by one.
weather brief yet.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

We'll

check.

Yeah,

1

Have wo

We haven't had our

look out the window, but

CAPCOM
Right.
T.K., we think the weather
pretty good, mostly clear.

SPACECRAFT

PACK

it's dark.
is

going to be

that was my

impression, and I'll do whatever
far, I haven't been able to
day yet, but I would rather
instead of doing VTR
I'd rather use live from coast to coast
If we, but we'd have to move it back later in
the day in order to
do that, so that's my druthers.
I'll take this period if we
can't do that and whatever your call is is fine.'
No big deal as
long as I know about it.
fits

in your schedule 'cause, so
simulate a master picture of the
,

CAPCOM
Okay.
T.K., we copy that and we have no problem at
all with the moving the TV around a little bit,
however you think
it s going to work out best for you folks.

SPACECRAFT
If we could get one of those revs that
runs, you
know you only have a few revs that run up over the
states, i* we
get
e of tnose whe " it's daylight of one coast
to the other
°fu
T ?2
r
other,
I'd prefer
that, otherwise I've got a tape I saved from
early in the mission, but without a recorder to play it
back and
screen it, I'd have a little trouble with it.
CAPCOM
Okay.
Copy that and we'll continue to look for the
sunrise times and compare them to your revs and see
what we can
work out and help you out there, and over Orroral,
we'll have the
CAP summary coming up to you on the teleprinter
which should helo
you out with the overall picture.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you, sir.

CAPCOM

And we're 15 seconds LOS.

SPACECRAFT

See you then.

PAO

Orroral

is

next at 15.

This is Shuttle Control.
Columbia is out of range
About a minute and a half of no signal and then
reacquire at Orroral Valley.
We'll stand by

at Yarragadee.

we 11

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Houston, loud and clear.

i

through Orroral Valley for

4
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CAPCOM

We have you too, Hank.

SPACECRAFT

Brewster, are you there?

CAPCOM

Yes, sir.

PAGE

SPACECRAFT
We have a picture we'll bring back and, we're not
sure who to dedicate it to, but if it comes out, it's a picture
of Hank with today's update floating through the middeck and
it
makes a rather impressive roll of paper.
CAPCOM
Yes, sir.
We'd figure that that would get us
within field goal range.

SPACECRAFT

All

right.

That sounds like

a

winner.

(garble)

Obviously,

CAPCOM
Well, we figured that we had a hundred yards of
paper and we're on about the 30 yard line and going in.

SPACECRAFT

I
thought you were going to amend our summary at
the day, that we had enough consumables for the
remainder of the flight plus extension, except wo would have to
be coming in early because we'd run out of teleprinter paper.

the end of

CAPCOM

That

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, we'll

^

is

a

concern.
see you over MI LA at

1- «

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PA0

Tnis is Shuttle Control.
Columbia is out of range
now.
Next acquisition through Merritt Island in 31
minutes.
Considerable biplay at Orroral over the length of the
crew activity plan update this morning.
It's about 10 pages
which equates to about 10 feet of teleprinter paper.
At 5 days,
16 hours, 21 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
This is Shuttle
Control, Houston.
at Orroral

PA0
Th is is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 16 hours, 50
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
The Merritt Island Station is
about to acquire Columbia.
Crew should be in the Flight Control
System checkout as we get AOS at M I LA

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, with you through MILA.
We have
a keyhold coming up in 25 seconds that'll last about
a minute.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay.

We have you loud and clear.
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system checkout as we qet AOS at M

PAO
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1

f,A

We have
Columbia, Houston, with you through MH.A.
CAPCOM
r
That'll la;t about a minute.
.n'coivl'i,
a keyhole cominq up in 2
>

Okay, wo have you

SPACECRAFT

loud ami clear.

And we'll take this time to look
CAPCOM
con f qur a t ion

at

your

i

SPACECRAFT

(

q

r

b1 e

)

the keyhotd,

Hank, we'll pick you

CAPCOM
in a minute

We're qoinq

CAPCOM
qo

Columbia, Houston, we're back with you ami ready

in

i

t

already started t
I
Okay, qot you loud and clear.
(qarhle)
through
sy.5tem,
tell you is when we brouqht up the
percent.
readinq
77
war,
tank
conf iqurat ion water quantity in
down, in
pressure
went
on
the,
And when I turn into more supply
percent.
hundred
to
came
a
up
the tank, and the quantity

SPACECRAFT

,

we copv,

thank you.

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Go for APU start?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Over

.

APU number I
PAO
speed and
normal
at
started

is

beinq used for this test.

It

has

Columbia, Houston, could you verify the DFI PCM
CAPCOM
recorders and continuous record?

SPACECRAFT

Thank you, Brewster.

CAPCOM

Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT

Everythinq looking okay to you, Houston?

CAPCOM

Yes it does so far, Hank, looks qood.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Houston, we have

a

qo for shutdown?

That's affirmative, Hank. You're go for APU
CAPCOM
We'd like all 3 of the hydraulic
shutdown and post shutdown.
circ pumps to GPC.

.

.

and

,

nar»

1

I.OS,

Dakar at

those old valves drip,

,.

i

spi:nn«ls

10

ff.pi
.„ n can tfii
You loally
Okav.
S PACKCR AFT
pretty impress ve
Hi ^
'

2

(uarbKO

you.

w'ro
wf
iii,»„.M.m
r<
Houston,
Columbia,
us.
in
«i<wv1
r'-al
lookod

CAPCOM
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I

•h.ink

Okay,

PACKCRAKT

07

.

AI R AilVMINI) THAN Si 'K

, TS -4

S

.

.

.

iJ

k
T.K.,
And T
that.
l^avo thorn in TP.
,

CAPCOM

<-'opv

with the taoans,

SPACKCKAFT

Wilco.

AO
PAO

This

is

is

n
in
;

twrt
imk

2

whon vou finish

loss of signal
Rhuttlo Control, Bermuda has

Shuttle Control, Houston.
Thi

shuttle control,

„

^nutos, .ission^Ma^! ti^.

at

Stands,

—

days, 17 hours,
on
by for ac.ui
5

6

through Dakar
throuqh Dakar.
Columbia, Houston, with you
tost.
-lust finished the century

CAPCOM

SPACKCRAFT

(()l1

rblo)

DFI
Columbia, Houston, we'd Hko the
Copy.
vatato
oonsor
riconWs in low sample, picas*, to
At least tho switch
noliovo it is, Brewster.
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

I

CAPCOM

Thank you, T.K.

SPACECRAFT
nrowster?

no you have an

CAPCOM
Ocean at

indication contrary of that,

We're looking, Hank.
2

Columbia, Houston, Indian

C
>

you that

We copy, T.K., thank you.

CAPCOM
oan

^nal.

"hm

has loss of
This is Shuttle control, Madrid
Ocean
Next Itation is the Indian
c

^5

St.™;

i

checkout. cnecKing ?uSsit
Prepar itory to.
.

t

,9

ioS?sr.uSu:. .!s™.tru«n?..
pND op TA pR.

is.

.
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PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Madrid has lost of
signal.
Next station is the Indian Ocean station in 10
Crew continuing to conduct the fliqht control system
minutes.
checkout, checkinq fliqht control surfaces and instruments
preparatory to entry and landing tomorrow at 5 days, 17 hours, 15
minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 17 hours, 24
PAO
minutes mission elapsed time, Columbia will be within ranqe of
the Indian Ocean station shortly.

CAPCOM
mi nutes

Columbia, Houston, with you at Indian Ocean for

SPACECRAFT

I'm clear.

And be advised, T.K., the radar altimeter bite
CAPCOM
nominal during that check and no further action required.

8

is

Roqer, just had a note here to be sure to voll you,
forgot to tell you at the time.

SPACECRAFT
I

CAPCOM

Roqer.

Houston, we're ready to go back to D2 unless you
SPACECRAFT
have something here you want to look at.

Columbia,
CAPCOM
Roger standby I'll let you know.
about 17:45 so
until
for
you
to
stay
in
OP
say
Houston, we'd like
the
test
over
Australia.
get
tacan
we can
thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, good call,

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, we made a mistake on that
to go out of OP state is 17:58.

time,

the time

SPACECRAFT

17:58?

CAPCOM

Affirmative.

Columbia, Houston,
CAPCOM
Yarragadee at 41.

SPACECRAFT

30

seconds LOS see you

Alright, sir.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia's out of range of
the Indian Ocean station moving toward acquisition through
17 hours, 34 minutes mission
Yarragadee in 7 minutes.
5 days,
elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO

This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 17 hours, 40
PAO
Columbia's coming up on
minutes mission elapsed time.

.
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acquisition through Yar raqadoe on orbit 92.

CAPCOM
eight and

a

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston, with vou through Yarraqadee for
half minutes.
Okay and up.

Columbia, Houston, we're
You're a lot clearer.
CAPCOM
until you qet into Orroral.
minute
for
about
a
you
going to lose

SPACECRAFT

Okay see you then.

Columbia, Houston, with you
minutes.
half

CAPCOM
a

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

at

10

in

Orroral for five and

seconds LOS, see you at

MII.A

6.

SPACECRAFT

Okay see you then.

We qot

Orroral has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
At 5
Next acquisition at Merritt Island in 30 minutes.
signal.
days, 17 hours, 56 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle
Control Houston.
This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 18 hours, 25
PAO
minutes mission elapsed time. We're standing by for acquisition
through Merritt Island.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston, with you over the States for 12

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Okay, you're

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

loud and clear.
5

by and we're standing by.

Got the right onboard elevon temp under sump pump
SPACECRAFT
(garble) off and on here.
system
2
number 2,

CAPCOM

Roger, copy we're checking.

SPACECRAFT

It

END OF TAPE
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(garble)
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SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

PACK,

1

Cot the right out hoard olevon temp under circ pump
SPACECRAFT
System 2 is triggering the alert off and on hero,
number 2.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

It's

to mi niiK

\ 1

for
fix

1

looks like from between minus 10

Roqer.

Columbia, Houston, to correct the temp problem on
like for you take circ pump number 2 to manual on
we'd
2,
minute, and then back to GPC and we'll work on something to

that

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
pump on for
it

indicating,

We're check inq.

.

CAPCOM
CAPCOM
system

Wo copy.

a

Columbia, Houston, we need you to leave the circ
We'll give you a call when to turn
little longer.

back to GPC

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Thank you.

T

was just about to turn

it

off.

And, Columbia, we would like the IMU align results
CAPCOM
when you have a minute.

The (garble) was .01, star 17 to 20.
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
Minus 09, minus
Starting with IMU 1, minus 01, olus 01, plus 04.
And they were parked
Plus 02, minus 06, plus OS.
04, plus 01.
at 5 days, 18 hours, 13 minutes, 24 seconds.

copy.

CAPCOM

(garble)

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we're ready for circ pump number

2

to GPC.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

You got it, Roy.

Roqer, Hank, and for your information, we would
modify DAP B2 for the rest of the day to show a 1
to
you
like for
degree deadband to save propellant, and we'll give you a reminder
later

CAPCOM

You want me to change DAP
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
DAP A.
on
presently
we're
and

B now

to

1

degree,

Just when you go back to B2, we would like
Right.
CAPCOM
you to set the deadband to 1 degree.
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SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we're 20 seconds LOS.

at

PAGE

2

Soo you

Dakar at 42.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Soo you

thon.

Bermuda has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
Dakar is
Ocean.
Atlantic
the
out
over
movinq
Columbia
signal.
number
orbit
on
now
Columbia
1
minutes.
in
station
next trackinq
is
This
Time.
Elapsed
Mission
minutes
hours,
39
days,
18
93 at 5
Houston.
Control,
Shuttle
PAO
minutes Mis.
Col umbia

This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 18 hours,
Dakar is about to acquire
Elapsed Time.

Columbia, Houston, with you at Dakar for about

CAPCOM
mi nutes

Okay, and I didn't qet you the
Do you want them now?

SPACECRAFT
night.

41

,)n

(garble)

7

last

Columbia, Houston, we'd like to wait until Orroral
CAPCOM
and we'll qive you a reminder.
Okay, just so I understand about the PRSD, if we
SPACECRAFT
get an alert on the cryo, prior to 19:50, what are we to do?
How should I do this?
Turn the heaters back on or iust (garble)
.

CAPCOM

Okay.

Stand by and we'll check on that.

Columbia, Houston, in answer to vour question,
Hank, on the PRSD test, if you get the alert earlier, we would
like for you to go ahead and do the test that's scheduled at
So as soon as you get the alert, start the test.
19:50.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Thank you.

Columbia, Houston,
at Indian Ocean at 19:01.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

30

seconds LOS.

We'll see you

Okay.

Columbia has moved out of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
range of Dakar on a track that takes it southeast across Africa
toward the Indian Ocean Station, the next tracking station in 10At 5 days, 18 hours, 50 minutes Mission Elapsed
1/2 minutes.
Time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
The
This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 19 hours.
PAO
END OF TAPE
Indian Ocean Station will acquire Columbia shortly.
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...5 days, 13 hours, 50 minutes Mission Elapsed
Shut tin Control, Houston.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 19 hours
Indian Ocean Station will acquire Columbia shortly.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston,

SPACE C RAF

Loud

CAPCOM

You're

SPACECRAFT
of

f

1

and

e a r

by

as

we

Keep on trying

to

5

8

Houston.

1

:

through Indian Ocean for

The

,

1

1

Hank

,

get

to APU

fuel

pump valve cooled

.

CAPCOM

Stand by one.

CAPCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

Ok ay.

CAPCOM

H enr y

SPACECRAFT

Go

We're go for that.

Hank.

?

ahead

CAPCOM
Yeah, we're looking at the data here, rates on the
vehicle and what's so, w h a t
a n d so forth.
We're wondering if
you could ask T.k. if he'd get it run * little faster.
.

.

.

SPACECRAFT

(garble).

CAPCOM

Well

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

shoot,

He
I

just

now

finished up.

guess we just missed
we'll

see you

at

it

then.

Yarragaaee

at

17.

SPACECRAFT
PAO
has

loss

of

minutes.
Time.
This
6

One seven.

See you

there.

This is Shuttle Control.
The Indian Ocean Station
signal with Columbia.
Next station is Yarragadee in
It's 5 days, 19 hours, 11 minutes Mission Elapsed
is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO

This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 19 hours, 16
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia approaching acquisition
through Yarragadee.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Houston.

through Yarragadee for

8
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Roger.

CAP COM

CAPCOM
relative

t223.j

have some more
Columbia, Houston,
to your TV option for today.
1

SPACECRAFT

Yes

information

sir.

T.K., it turns out that sunrise on the west coast
CAPCOM
21
is a little bit different than what we told you, and it's
you
give
would
that
pass
The first
hours and 43 minutes.
daylight all the way across would be orbit 96, and on orbit 96 we
could support TV through both Go Ids tone and MI LA, and the
timeframe of those passes would have you involved in the
theodolite sitings, but that could be shifted to one way or the
other to accommodate it if you wanted to use that particular
And your ground track would come in over Baha,
timeframe.
California and siort across south of the Rio Grande until you cut
through the bottom tip of Texas and out over the Gulf and the
Carribean over Puerto Rico.

SPACECRAFT
that

and

look

CAPCOM

Could you give us the ascending node
at it on the map here real quick?
Stand by

We

.

'

1

1

get

for

that

so

it.

think we've got it sorted out here.
Brewster,
SPACECRAFT
presume you picked
You're talking about 2 revs from now and
Is
that one because it wasn't daylight on the rev before it.
that correct?
I

I

We're just providing this to
That's affirm, T.K.
It's your call when you want to do it, and the
you as an option.
ascending node is 16114 for that particular rev, 96.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
161, okay.
between there?

All

rig lit,

what about the rev

Okay, we'll (garble) we're going to have
I'll get back with you over Orroral.
cut out here.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, back with you.

Okay.
SPACECRAFT
(garble) ready for,

in

a

short

think ve had some confusion there,
...are we Orroral now?
I

sir.

CAPCOM

Yes

SPACECRAFT

Are you ready for the (garble) measurements?

CAPCOM

Go

ahead.

And,

T.K.,

for

the rev

in

between, rev

STS-4 AIR/GROUNO TRANSCRIPT
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Uver.

we yet ourselves
Somewhere, we got sorvethiny that
is
node
IT you said 1, ascend, ny
sync here.

SPACECRAFT
oSt

is

t.2?3j
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the
And T.K. for the RKV in between, KKV 95,
CAPCOM
ascendinq note is that 17535 west, over.
Somewhere we got somethinq that we got ourselves
SPACECRAFT
talkinq
Tf you said, sending note is 161,
out of sync here.
about east or west?
for

96,

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

And for

SPACECRAFT

Okay, hanq on

95

REV 96,

it's 161 east.

it's 175, west.
a

second.

What I understand
T.K., we're 1 minute, T.OS now.
T.V. for this
right now thouqh is that you do not plan any
Is that correct?
upcominq MII.A pass.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

That's correct, sir.

Okay, then we'll talk about 95 or 96 or anythinq
CAPCOM
over the
For your information, the orbit 95 pass
else later.
us -.hat qood
showed
States, looks like it's the same one that you
States at
the
coveraqe of the other day. And we'll see you over
57.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

loss of
This is Shuttle Control, Orroral Valley has
pA0
half
and
a
in
26
Next acquisition through Buckhorn
signal.
to
The crew still determining when they would like
minuses.
or
96,
orbit
95
either
be
Seems to
provide the television pass.
93,
orbit
on
now
Columbia
the decision has not yet been made.
At 5
Buckhorn.
but will begin orbit 94 prior to acquisition at
Shuttle
is
this
time,
elapsed
days, 19 hours, 31 minutes, mission
Control, Houston.

This is Shuttle Control, at 5 days, 19 hours, 56
PA0
Buckhorn will acquire Columbia in
minutes, mission elapsed time.
about 30 seconds.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you through Buckhorn.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Copy, we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM

T.K., do you intend to start the maneuver now?

*

Just about to start our PRSD rotation.

Columbia, Houston?

GMT 184:10:27
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That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT

I think we have a
Hold off on that, please.
you're
Understanding, standby. T.K., which maneuver is that
I think we're confused.
going to do now?

PAPCOM

Orbit OPS
page 2-3, flight supplement on the
On P
qPACFCRAFT
got the
I've
rotation.
Checklist! We're about to do the pitch
to do
going
were
where we
tank 4 Powered up, and I thought that's
our stratification stuff.
We think that
T.K., we want you to hold off.
CAPCOM
for the
ready
not
you've gotten ahead of us a bit. We're
stratification maneuver test yet.

Okay,

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

sSo^LOS

tell me what you want then.

We're going to have a
Okay, standby a moment.
to you to try and clear
back
here, and we'll get right

this op.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, over.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

DAP loaded,
Okay, T.K., we see that you have in the
loaded a maneuver bic. to
or in the universal pointing display,
The
now.
We'd like you to accomplish that maneuver
sun
tai
think
I
hours.
of
stratification test, doesn't come for a couple
steps
the
with
you to go ahead
we mi, 1.6 you before, when we told
Those steps are 3 ust the powe
1950.
time
tLt are caUed out at
And we 11
a couple more hours.
up, the maneuver doesn't come for
get back with you on that.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
alright.
CAFCOM

Okay, Hank showed me a place later, but
Yeah, I'm sorry.

I

I,

okay,

think we didn't make that clear

to you.

SPACECRAFT

f'm glad you caught

it.

tracker
Columbia, Houston, we see that the star
CAPCOM
to auto
back
c,o
to
those
like
We'd
shutters are commanded open.
please
Just as soon as I get that stuff.
Sure,
SPACECRAFT

CA9COM
END OF TAPE

Okay.

.
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think we didn't make that clear to you.

I

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, we see that the star tracker
shutters are commanded open, we'd like those to go back to
auto please.
SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM

Okay

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Brewster we're back sync now.

CAPCOM

Yes,

sir.

SPACECRAFT
I

Okay, sorry about the confussion.
go ahead and do the theodolite sitings now?

Is

it

okay if

CAPCOM
Standby one. T.K., that's affirmative you may
go ahead with the theodolite sitings at this time and in the
mean time we'd like to get the primary RJD drivers off.
SPACECRAFT

Okay got you.
Do you want me to make sure that
the rest of the configuration is what you want.
Do you want
tank 4 to be
(garble)

CAPCOM

That's correct, T.K.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Columbia Houston, T.K. are you configured for
voice record?
SPACECRAFT

You mean the on voice, sir?

CAPCOM

That's riqht, yes.

SPACECRAFT

Goinq on.

CAPCOM

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Want it on?

CAPCOM

Yes we do, please.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, what do you want?

CAPCOM

Channel one to air to ground one, channel two to

ICOM A.

SPACECRAFT

Al

r

i

It's on now.

ght

CAPCOM
Thank you, sir. Columbia, Houston, we have a
NOSL target over Western Africa, do you think you'll have the
ma
I'

i

*>

.
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SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I

CAPCOM

Okay,

let me know when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead

expect so.

CAPCOM
Okay, the data start is, 5 days, 20 hours, 20
minutes, latitude is 18 north, longitude 15 west, use one
magazine, it's a day siting and there's thunderstorms over
western Africa. Over

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
Got that, I got one last night, shot
about a magazine's worth on that, they ought to be pretty
useful.

CAPCOM
is

That's good news and we're a minute LOS, Dakar

next.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Now we'll see you there at 18 after.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Columbia is beyond
Bermuda s range now.
Next station, Dakar, in two and a half
minutes.
A NOSL target was passed up to Ken Mattingly,
lightning and thunderstorms over western Africa, he will
attempt to get photography of that.
He reported they shot
about one magazine last night, another NOSL tarqet
opportunity,
We're about two minutes away from Dakar, we'll
standby for acquisition there.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Dakar for

SPACECRAFT
now, can't use

Okay we think w? must be coming up on the area
landmarks.
It's all overcasted.

CAPCOM

Copy

8

minutes.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Brewster, I took that, and the coord that
you gave me readily identifiable, and they had clear skys.
Off shore there was some here type build up and some on shore
to the south, it looked like it was dissapated.
Like several
hours ago they might have been a fairly extensive coverage but
there really isn't anything now.
I went and
took some
pictures of the clouds that were here, but doesn't look like a
very active, a very.

CAPCOM

Okay, T.K., we appreciate you looking.

SPACECRAFT
Okay I bet you five at night you see a lot of
lightning activity in this part of Africa whore I really
wouldn't have expect it and this in also the part where the
dust is blowing out of the deserts fill the atmosphere and
really obscures it.
And I don't know what the surface

2
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SPACECRAFT
...a lot of lightning activity in this part of
Africa where I really wouldn't have expected it, and this is also
the part where the dust that's blowing out of the deserts fill
the atmosphere and really obscures it.
I don't know what the
surface visibility is, but just from looking down, it's very
noticibly obscured and when you look out over an area of, yep I'm
sure it must be 500 miles at least, it is all very subdued as a
result of the, I presume blowing sand.
It must come up to a
fairly high altitude.
Maybe that gives you enough particles to
give you static electricity.
I don't know.
CAPCOM

Okay.

Thanks a lot for your comments.

SPACECRAFT
we never got back to resolving what we're
I guess
going to do about that TV pass, Brewster.
CAPCOM

Okay.

We're listening.

SPACECRAFT

If it's no big deal for you folks, how about this
I've lost track of the numbers.
It looks like thf
ascending nose about 176. That's west.

next REV?

CAPCOM

Okay, that's right.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

is

We had it 175 west.

that one convenient for you?

CAPCOM
Sure, if that will satisfy your purposes of the
window that will be fine with us.
And we can get some both at
Goldstone and Mila.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll be stand ingby and we'll be taking it
live from the spacecraft.
So we'll switch between the flight
deck and the middeck camera.

CAPCOM
Okay, fine and the time we have for the Goldstone
acquisition is 21 hours and 11 minutes, and we are 30 seconds
LOS, Indian Ocean is next at 39
SPACECRAFT

Alright sir,

CAPCOM

See you there.

thank you very much.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, Columbia Houston has
passed out of range at Dakar.
Ken Mattingly unable to find any
thunderstorms or lightning activity over western Africa,
speculates that, that condition had disapated, he did take some
photography of the cloud formations in the area.
And they have
decided on television pass over the United States on Orbit 95,
that's this next pass over the United States, with television at
both the Goldstone and Mila stations.
Columbia's next station is
the Indian Ocean station in 10 1/2 minutes.
At 5 days 20 hours
28 minutes this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

STS-4
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CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston with you at Indian Ocean for
about 4 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Roger, you're 5 by.
LOS, Yarragadee is next at 53.
SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston 30 seconds

Okay, Tom see you there.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control.
The Indian Ocean stations
has lost signal with Columbia.
Next acquisition through
Yarragadee in 9 minutes.
At 5 days 20 hours 44 minutes Mission
Elapsed Time this is Shuttle Control, Houston. This is Shuttle
Control at 5 days 20 hours 52 minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia will be within range of the Yarragadee station shortly.

CAPCOM
minutes.
minutes

Columbia, Houston with you at Yarragadee for 8 1/2
Columbia, Houston with you through Yarragadee for 7 1/2

.

SPACECRAFT

Hello, Houston loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Roger, you're 5 by.
Columbia, Houston now 30
seconds LOS we'll be seeing you at Hawaii at 20.
For your
information we will be shipping you an updated CAP for those
activities between 2200 and 2305 at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and for our planning purposes the time I've
got for us to be ready to come on warm with the video i? 2130 and
do you have a keyhole in that coverage or what's the total time I
should expect?

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Okay there's about

a

1

minutes keyhole.

.

.

,
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between 2200 and 2305 at Hawaii.

Okay, and for our plan purposes the time I've got
£or us to be ready to come on line with the video is 2130 and do
you have a keyhole in that coverage, or what's the total time I
should expect?

SPACECRAFT

Okay, there's about a 1 minute keyhole, you'll get
CAPCOM
about 5 minutes of coverage of 1 minute keyhole, and then about
10 more minutes.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia has moved out of
PAO
The spacecraft's now over the central part
range at Yarragadee.
up on the end of orbit 94, and the
Coming
of Australia.
Columbia will enter orbit 95 shortly
beginning of orbit 95.
And during the pass
before acquisition at Hawaii in 17 minutes.
orbit we'll have
this
during
States
United
continental
the
over
It will be live out the window, earth
television from Columbia.
viewing television. Columbia now in an orbit of 175 by 160
nautical miles with an orbital period of 1 hour 30 minutes 51
At 5 days 21 hours 3 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this
seconds.
is Shuttle Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston, with you at Hawaii

for

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia's in a keyhole,
it'll be another 30 seconds before we have acquisition throuqh
Hawa
aga i n
PAO

i

i

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir, do you have something for us?

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, negative.

We're striding by

Okay, Roy did you, could you tell me the timer, that
didn't copy them.
I
ask you about?

SPACECRAFT
T

be over
ke we
Okay, I'm sorry T. K. looks
CAPCOM
Goldstone at 2131 and that'll be about, a 5 minute pass, we'll
have a one minute break in coverage, and then we'll have 10
minutes through Mi la.
1

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's

i

'

1

1

fine.

And the CAP update message I mentioned that we
CAPCOM
would ship you at Hawaii, we had a problem with the site, we'll
send it to you at Goldstone, and we're also shipping up the last
of the deorbit switch list, entry switch list changes.

SPACECRAFT

Very good

.

You guys get

a

gold star.

.
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CAPCOM
Buckhorn at 30.
SPACECRAFT
PAO
sianal

Okay.

Hawaii has Loss Of
This is Shuttle Control.
And then we 11 have
next station Buckhorn in 3 minutes.

this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
> days 21 hours 29
This is Shuttle Control at
Columbia^ pass
™?nutes, we're standing by Cor
S
« o'U stand by.

p& o

S^TK^^S^

Buckhorn and
Columbia, Houston, with you throughyour go on the
rAPCOM
standing by for
Mila for 19 minutes, then we're
TV.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

car.

you hold of

f

just a second?

«e're

it's reestablish.

CAPCOM

Will do T.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, how do you the PLT?

CAPCOM

Read you five by.

SPACECRAFT

Yep.

now?

END OF TAPE

K

our downlink
Okay Houston, are you getting

.

.

.
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SPACECRAFT

Houston, how do you read the BLT?

CAPCOM

Read you five by.

SPACECRAFT

Yep, okay Houston are you getting our downlink now?

CAPCOM

Negative, we're standing by for your go.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM
picture TK.

Okay, we have

I'm ready.
a

I

just haven't activated it yet.

downlink.

And we have a good

SPACECRAFT

Okay go.
Hank go ahead,
Okay folks, Ken and T
have talked it over and, you know we've been up here having all
the fun here flying the spacecraft, but you know it takes a lot
of things coming together just right to make a spaceflight
good.
It't not done by the men that, and or the women in the
future, that fly these things.
You get a lot of help from down
there
We've been trying to tell you guys what we see up here,
it's very difficult to describe, and your work has contributed to
making the flight a success so far.
You also have to have a good
spacecraft, and T feel like we've got one of the best spacecraft
flying that, in fact in my mind, it's the best spacecraft that
ever has flown.
It's really been coorjerating with us, and our
hats are really off to the people who built this spacecraft and
made it work.
Our hats are off to all you folks, people down
there that have worked to keep us up here, and keep the flight
going so smoothly, and we just wanted to let ynu know how much we
appreciate it.
We also appreciate the effort, and the work of
all the American people who have made all this possible.
We'd
like to dedicate »-his hour of this transmission to the people of
Amer i ca

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, thank you very much for those
very nice words.
(garble)
(music)

SPACECRAFT
During the last week, we vn had many oDpor t un t es
to observe all the United States as being the (garble) around the
world like the clouds, the open seas and hills. We have worked
together with a very awesome and powerful way.
We wish there was
someway that we could have all of you come up and join us to
appreciate how beautiful this is.
nut we realize that can't be
done just yet, one day when we have a soace station we'll be able
to bring more people up, and we'll have more of an opportunity to
pursue this.
1

i

CAPCOM
signal.

Columbia, Houston, IS seconds to the loss of
And wo have lost signal on the TV Col umbia

i
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in or
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(garble)

.

.
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CAPCOM

1

Columbia.

Okay, we'll be back with you in a little bit.
you could cut in and out on the music a little.

SPACECRAFT
Now

if

Columbia, Houston we have

CAPCOM

a

picture.

Okay, we ace starting to come over the
Okay, there's Houston as we come out across the
(garble).
And there's an awful
Gulf, (gamble) over towards New Orleans.
of people that put this spacecraft together, and every day
we've been more and more impressed with the magnificance of
And the
the technology and the design that has made it work.
capability that is necessarv to make this all happen.
Probably the most important thing is that no technology can
And
work without the people and proper planning cooperation.
truly a program of the magnificence and size of this one more
Those of us of Columbia 4
and more (garble) of the people.
We hope you can see
would like to dedicate the (garble) view.
them with just one half of the clairity and the beauty of what
With a little imagination we hone
you can see from Orbit.
We're coming up now on
that you can join it with us.
(Mus ic)
Flor ida

SPACECRAFT

.

CAPCOM

Okay standby, Hank.

SPACECRAFT

Just

CAPCOM

Your' re on Hank.

minute

(garble).

Have you got

(garble)

it?

(Music).

From Columbia 4 to all of you thanks, and look
Okay it's off Hank.
happy birthday tomorrow.
me turn the radio off.

SPACECRAFT
forward to
IiPt

a

a

Columbia, Houston wo'vf lost the downlink we
want to thank you for a great show.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay
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Columbia, Houston. We've lost the downlink.
CAPCOM
want to thank you for a great show.

We

Houston, Columbia.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Columbia.

How about if we type up the deadband while we take
SPACECRAFT
It'll take us about 10 minutes to do
our theodolite sightings.
that and get the Sun out of our eyes.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, you're go.

SPACECRAFT

I

thank you.

And Columbia, Houston, you're CAP update message 67
CAPCOM
bravo should be onboard now.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, when does

it

first become effective?

Roger, the first activity is at 2200 at Ascension,
CAPCOM
however, we noticed that the 02 tank 4 count limits are perhaps
going to be reached earlier than the expected time of 22?5, so
you may want to get the message out and have it handy.

Okay, you can really tell, I had turn all the
They were, really it makes a
lights on to get the loads off it.
I'll bet it's gone up IS
difference in the cockpit temperature.
deg r ees

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
you at Dakar

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS.
at

5

We'll

see

4.

Okay.

Hermuda has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
signal, 3 and 1/2 minutes away from acquisiton through Dakar.
Here in the Mission Control the crystal team is handing over to
The crystal
the bronze team lead by Flight Director Chuck Lewis.
Flight Director Harold Draughon estimates his change of shift
briefing for 8:30 am Central Daylight Time in Room 13 ri at the JSC
Change of shift news briefing with Flight Director
Newcenter.
At 5 days 21
Harold Draughon at 8:30 am Central Daylight Time.
hours 51 minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle Control

Houston
Columbia, Houston, with you through Dakar for 6
CAPCOM
minutes and a reminder you will have a private medical conference
at Ascension.
Yea, hey, you guys might take a look at this tail
SPACECRAFT
think over the last
T
sun attitude we think it's important.

.

.
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couple of days we've been using the same attitude but the sun's
moved

CAPCOM
for you,

if

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston,
Roger sir.
you have a second.

I

have

flight note

a

Okay, go ahead.

When you get the
Roger, regarding the tank test.
the 02 tank 4
turn
you
to
need
we
alert,
02
temp
temp alert, the
follow it
bravo
and
67
message
your
to
go
then
and
heater OFF,
then go
and
alert,
the
get
you
after
right
DTO
the
and complete
reconfig.
do
the
and
ahead

CAPCOM

Oops, you lost me that time.
name of this substitute message.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Oh,

67 bravo

is

the

That's affirmative TK

Okay, and as I understand what you're trying to get
SPACECRAFT
across here is that we may get, we may expel the tank and start
getting high temperatures, and if we do, you want me to take the
heaters OFF, and then go ahead and complete the rest of the DTO.

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

If, for some
And TK one further clarification.
and do the
ahead
go
early,
message
reason, you do not get the
222S.
of
time
published
rest of the DTO at the

CAPCOM

,

This is what to do in the
Okay, yeah I understand.
SPACECRAFT
You wou d like to
warning.
with
a
interrupted
event that we're
at that point
measurements
stratification
your
do
ahead
and
go
instead of waiting.
1

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Apparently.

END OF TAPE

Looks like

it's gonna be a close

race.
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CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston 1 minute to handover for your PMC
and be advised we are going to try to get you a better tail-tosun attitude as soon as we finish this tank stratification test.

SPACECRAFT
Okay it's no big deal to us, I just noted that
apparently the sun's moved and if you want to we can dress it
up.
It's no problem for us.
CAPCOM

Roger, we would like you to wait until after the
tank test and then we will get you something better.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston at 5 days 22 hours
Processing data through Ascension now, this pass has
1 minute.
been reserved for private medical conferance between the crew and
the flight sergeon here in the Mission Control Center.
The
Flight Director Chuck Lewis, and the bronze team of flight
controllers have tagged up here in the Mission Control Center and
debriefing with the off going team for a handover will be the
baring - unexpected and unlikely event, this would be the final
shift by the bronze team and Chuck Lewis as the Flight Director
for STS-4.
The Harold Draughon change of shift briefing is
scheduled for 8:30 am. central time in the JSC news center
building 2 room 135.
At 5 days 22 hours 2 minutes this is
Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston we're 15 seconds to LOS son you
at Botswana at 11.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see vou there.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston through Botswana

f

or

5

minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, loud and clear.
Houston, Columbia the
(garble) here shows 15%, quantity.
I
show 11 and 7 onboard.
Do
you want us to wait until (garble) l's out or go ahead and do it
now?

CAPCOM

Standby

1.

We'd like you to wait and do

it

on time

T.K.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston we're going LOS.
And the crystal
team is signing off see you at Yarragadee with the bronze.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you tomorrow.

CAPCOM

Yes sir,

PAO

This is Mission Control, Houston handover has

we're looking forward to it.

.

,
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occurred in the mission operations control room.
Flight Direccor
ChucL Lewis now in place and the CAPCOM will be Astronaut George
Nelson. We will have acquisition of signal momentarily, Columbia
on Orbit 96, the crew, at this juncture in the crew activity plan
is doing a PRSD checkout Power Reactant Supply and Distribution
System and voice contact should be coming up momentarily at 5
days 22 hours 29 minutes, this is Shuttle Mission Control.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston the bronze team
through Yarragadee for 7 1/2 minutes.

is

with you

SPACECRAFT

Hello there bronze team, how £re you doing today?

CAPCOM

Just fine Columbia looking forward to the day.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we're just about passed about 50 degrees on
our way back to zero on the PRSD test.

CAPCOM

Okay,

thanks.

SPACECRAFT
(garble) started up and those temperatures really
dropped and 02 and H2 tanks when we started up here.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, do you want the theodolite readings?

CAPCOM

Standby

1.

Columbia, Houston, Hank you don't need
in the book and we'll look

to read those down just copy them down
at them on the ground.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.

We have completed that

CAPCOM
Roger.
Columbia, Houston 3C seconds to LOS.
Hawaii is next at 2255, and if you're not using the (garble) ADI
we'd like to get the mode switched to LVLH so we can watch it on
the ground.

Over.

PAO
This is Shuttle Mission Control, had a loss of
signal through Yarragadee of the theodolite readings mentioned by
the crew are some optical instrument readings using a surveyors
instrument and targets on the payload bay doors to measure
deflection.
PRSD Power Reactant Supply and Distribution Systems
checkout relates to the fuel cell, cryo and storage system
onboard the vehicle.
We'll have a long LOS of about 17 minutes
before we reacquire at Hawaii, Columbia on Orbit 96, Mission
Elapsed Time 5 days 22 hours 39 minutes this is Mission Control,
Houston

END OF TAPE

Columbia, Houston, through Hawaii for

CAPCOM
over
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minutes,

8

.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM

Roger, your the same.

Columbia, Houston, we see you reconfigured back to
CAPCOM
nominal after the burn, we'd like to go ahead and deselect the
forward jets from the orbit ops checklist page FS-55, and leave
them off until after the meal period at 6 days 3 hours and 15
minutes, over.
Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to
CAPCOM
LOS, states at 2305.

SPACECRAFT

a

2

minute

Okay.

Columbia, Houston, we're with you through the
CAPCOM
states for 17 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Hello Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Loud and clear, Columbia.

see (garble) PCM recorders at low sample at
2355, and it just says after the forwcrd RCS test, I assume, is
that number of minutes afterward or something like that or just
at this time close enough?

SPACECRAFT

Here

T

Columbia, your ahead of us once again, T. K. we'd
likj to leave that PCM recorder in high sample till we go out of
the tail-sun, over.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia again.

CAPCOM

Go ahead Columbia,

Okay, planning for this TACAN tracking thing, as 1
still need a start time, and a DAP change time from
And the AOS /LOS is kind of nice to know, but not necessary.

SPACECRAFT
read
you.

it,

I

Roger, Columbia, we're reviewing that teleprinter
that right now, and we'll have that up to you shortly.

CAPCOM
for

Okay, that's just 2 numbers, why don't you just
And I've
Your goinq to wear that machine out.
tell them to me?
got all the yellow paper, I can go into the business selling
telegrams when we get home.

SPACECRAFT
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Roger Columbia, they'll be a few other changes in
CAPCOM
that procedure, I can read it up to you if you like.
It's your call, I thought you were just going to
send me the times, (garble) the numbers that come out of the
teleprinter, top of the number is sometimes hard to read and it's
easy to get one wrong.

SPACECRAFT

It's
Okay Columbia, I can read this up to you.
CAPCOM
on
page
checklist
ops
orbit
the
qet
to
want
fairly short, if you
FS-32.
All set, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Roger T. K. and step 1 the next to the last line,
CAPCOM
to DAP A AUTO VERN, over.
that
change
we'll
Okay, we changed the "EP.N that was crossed out to
SPACECRAFT
NORM back to VERN

That's right.
CAPCOM
0 hours 26:34.

And step 2,

the start time

is

6

days

600:26:34.

SPACECRAFT

We'd also like to delete the pen and ink
Roger.
CAPCOM
that says when current tracking maneuver complete, continue in
step 2.
Okay, what do you do then if you don't, do you go
Is that the idea?
ahead and press on without waiting?

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

That's affirmative T.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

K.

And T. K. again in step 2, the third, the
below the GNC 20 DAP oonfiq call out.
right
to the DAP

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Roger.

CAPCOM

DAP A rote discrete norm is 1.3.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM
rate

WRM

END OF TAPE

changes

1.4 becomes 1.3.

Roger, and 3 lines down,
goes to 0.3 by 0.4.

SPACECRAFT

2

Gotcha.

the DAP R rote discrete
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...becomes 1.3.

Roger, and 3 lines down, the DAP B rate discrete
rate NORM, goes to 0.3 vice 0.4

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Gotcha.

Roger, over on the next page, the AOS /LOS times,
AOS is 0 hours 23 minutes, at 0:28:24 we go to B
sight
AOS,
the
AUTO NORM, sight LOS is 0 hours 32.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, 0.3, 0:28:24 and 0:32.

CAPCOM
A AUTO VERN.
drivers off.

And T. K. down in step 4, the change to DAP back to
And then we'll go ahead and turn the primary

SPACECRAFT

Okay, gotcha.

Okay, and one more, we're down where the GNC 20 DAP
CAPCOM
config is, we'd like to configure DAP to Al, and Bravo 2, and
that's the modified Bravo 2.

SPACECRAFT

That's modified to have

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we gotcha.

CAPCOM

Okay, and that's it.

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

1

degree deadband, right?

And T. K. one mistake I made, back on step 4 there,
CAPCOM
where we changed the DAP that should be B AUTO NORM, instead of A
AUTO NORM, and it should be B AUTO VERNIER.

SPACECRAFT

Up here in the beginning of step 1?

Negative, on step 4, the second line under the GNC
CAPCOM
universal pointing should be DAP B AUTO VERN.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, now

CAPCOM

Okay,

I

I

see what your talking about, sure.

think we got it right this time.

And Columbia, Houston, we see the pressure on the
right OMS down a little bit, we'd like to repress the right OMS
using the B leg, over.

CAPCOM

You'd like to repress the right OMS using the Bravo
SPACECRAFT
opening would you like to do that now?

.

.

.
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it's convenient.

CAPCOM

That's affirmative,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, now is as good a time as any.

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger,

if

PAGE

it's repressed and back and closed.
it

looks good to us,

thank you.

George, looking ahead, we've got a little extra
room here, we can go ahead and start cleaning up for, I was just
trying to remember which things we haven't done, the only one
that comes to me off the top of my head is we didn't get that aft
COAS CAL, which we might can do if you wanted it out of one of
these tail-sun attitudes, it looks to me like there's a star over
head generally with a small roll angel we could probably find
something

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger T,

K.

we'll look into that.

It's a good

idea

And
And Columbia, we're nearing a LOS here.
CAPCOM
at 32.
minutes
up
in
10
coming
pass
next
be
the
will
Ascension

SPACECRAFT

Okay

This is Mission Control Houston, Columbia passing
On orbit
keyhole in the tracking pattern right now.
96, the crew staying pretty close to the timeline, timeline
activities onboard right now, they're doing some theodolite
readings along the longerons and some targets on the payload bay
The numbers that CAPCOM George
doors to measure deflection.
Nelson read up to Mission Commander T. K. Mattingly were some
At
commands, changing commands to Columbia's digital auto pilot.
is
Mission
this
Mission Elapsed Time, 5 days 23 hours 24 minutes,
Control Houston.

PAO
through

a

Columbia, Houston, T. K. if you're still with us,
CAPCOM
it looks like the COAS CAL needs to be done in conjuction with an
IMU alignment to satisfy the DTO, so we won't be doing that
today, over.
(garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

And T. K.

END OF TAPE

you're breaking up now, going to LOP.
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{garble)

We'll
And T.K. you're breaking up now going LOS.
through
you
with
Houston's
Columbia,
see you at Ascension at 33.

CAPCOM

Ascension for

8.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston 40 seconds to
You're the same.
is next at 2345.

LOS.

Botswana

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll see you then.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston with you through Botswana for

8

1/2.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Columbia, Houston have one note to read up to you
CAPCOM
Just for your
it doesn't require you taking any data.
information if you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead George.

Okay we're gonna try and get some realtime data
CAPCOM
here to investigate the loss of 2 FES case that we've got on the
That's going to involve from MET 2 hours and 20 minutes
books.
to 4 hours and 22 minutes running an ATCS hydraulic interaction
test to evaluate the heat sink capacity of the hydraulic system
At 2 hours 20 minutes
in the hydraulic freon heat exchanger.
pumps
circ
2 and 3 and a timer
run
to
TMBU
up
a
we're gonna send
Then at 4
sequentially.
on
minutes
60
off
and
mode 1 minute
with the
pumps
circ
the
terminate
will
guys
you
minutes
hours 25
the CAP
in
done
that's
terminate
conditioning
thermal
hydraulic
time and
on
that
get
to
sure
to
make
you
for
we'd
like
So
there.
good
data.
some
us
get
should
it
Let me
You guys are getting more and more clever.
SPACECRAFT
Where does it normally
make a note so I don't forget that one.
get terminated?

CAPCOM
that's

4

Yeah, we'd like you to do it at nominal time and
hours and 25 minutes.

And if we see something funny in the
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
temperature we'll know why. Thank you.

CAPCOM
thing,

And Columbia, Houston, one other
Roger, that.
it would give us a little more data if when we do
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terminate the circ pumps ops you'd get an elevon position readout
for us.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, just out of curiosity.
I've been watching
those things, and the outboard started to go back towards trail,
now the starboard outboard is oh, it was just about a trail maybe
up to 5 degrees or so, and now it's up maybe 10.
Starboard
inboard is now close to full.
Port inboard is up full and port
outboard looks like it's a trail.

CAPCOM
LOS.

Okay,

Yarragadee

SPACECRAFT

is

thank you.
Columbia, Houston 20 seconds to
next at 0+6.

Okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston we'll be out of
voice contact fot about 12 minutes, this is Mission Elapsed Time
5 days 23 hours 54 minutes.
This is Mission Control, Houston the
Mission Elapsed Time clocks just moments away from cycling to 6
days even. Columbia on its 96th orbit of the earth. Onboard the
vehicle now mission Commander T.K. Mattingly would be working
with a food freezer system which is being flight tested during
this mission, and will be put in a water container under the
freezer and recording the time it takes for that food to
solidify.
And the pilot Hank Hartsfield will be doing some
payload activities cycling some switches on the monodisperse
latex reactor experiment, and a little work associated with the
Get Away Special which would be the Get Away Special Experiment
is going to be left on during entry, contrary to what the nominal
crew activity plan indicates about turning that experiment off,
it will infact be left on.
We will have acquisition of signal

END OF TAPE
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PA0
- - and during entry contrary to what the nominal
crew activity plan indicates about turning that experiment off.
It will, in fact, be left on.
We will have acquisition of signal
through Yarragadee in just under 7 minutes.
Mission elapsed time
now 6 days even.
This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston, through Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM
You're the same.
Columbia, Houston,
NOSL pad for you, if you're interested.

SPACECRAFT

5

I've got a

Say again.

CAPCOM
Roger, we've got a NOSL opportunity coming up over
Venezuela on this rev.
If you're interested, I'll read it up.

SPACECRAFT

What general time is it coming?

CAPCOM

it's

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
west.

0

hours and 56 minutes.

is

that all you need?

Okay, it's latitude 12 degrees north, 77 degrees
It'll be a daytime pass, and they're requesting one

magaz ine

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and that time was about 56?

CAPCOM
That's affirmative, and we're going LOS now.
will be next at 0 plus 18.

SPACECRAFT

Guam

Okay.

PA0
This is Mission Control Houston at 6 days 18
minutes, we'll have voice contact momentarily through Guam on
orbit 97.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, 'hrough Guam for

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir.

7

and 1/2.

CAPCOM
You're loud and clear. Columbia, Houston, we're 1
minute to LOS.
Hawaii is next at 0 plus 31, and we have the tire
pressure data now, you're go to get the strain gauges off.

..

.
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SPACECRAFT

Okay, and what station is this we're tracking?

CAPCOM

Roger sir,

SPACECRAFT

Ah

CAPCOM
already.

And Columbia, we show you're locked up and bearing

CAPCOM
minutes

And Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

it's Wake Island.

through Hawaii for

8

This is Shuttle Mission Control, now have
PAO
acquisition of signal through Hawaii momentarily. Mission
elapsed time is 6 days 32 minutes on orbit 97.
Columbia, Houston, we see you got the G23 OMS RCS
CAPCOM
message, you can ignore that.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

I'll do that.

Columbia is out
This is Mission Control Houston.
coverage
stations
tracking
of range right now, right in between
and
minute
1/2,
about
a
in
reacquire
from Hawaii and nuckhorn,
guidance
PAO

CAPCOM

a

short LOS, we'll see you over the states

in

41.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

That call by CAPCOM George Nelson in the blind.
PAO
Guidance Systems Officer reported to the Flight Director that
they've got good azimuth data from the TACAN test, going on with
the vehicle now, and they're gonna take a little harder look at
the data to verify, or to determine the quality of the ranging
Flight surgeon
information provided through the TACAN system.
indicated that as a product of the private medical conference
held recently with the crew, that the crew is in fact, in good
We will reacquire
health and no medical problems were reported.
Columbia on orbit
Buckhorn.
signal about a half a minute through
Mission Control
is
this
minutes
41
97 mission elapsed time 6 days
Houston

END OF TAPE
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PAO

—

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston back with you through the States.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.

CAPCOM
the States.

Columbia, Houston ]0 seconds to

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston back with vou through Mi la for

SPACECRAFT

Hi,

about a half a minute through Buckhorn.
Columbia on orbit 97 Mission Elapsed Time, 6 day 41 minutes this
is Mission Control, Houston.

a

I

minute LOS over

6

Houston.

Columbia, Houston we're 50 seconds
Loud and clear.
Ascension is next at l+ll, and I've got the water dump
to LOS.
numbers for you that's the last thing we owe you, so that we can
have minimum communications here while you're trying to do the
cabin stow. We'd like to dump tank nravo to 0%, over.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

that's Bravo to 0%.

Roger, and that dumps and little light
Hank.
for D tank,

CAPCOM

to make up

Shuttle Mission Control you had loss of signal.
All, obviously very quiet
in about 14 minutes.
again
Reacquire
in a varity of
involved
is
crew
the
as
vehicle
onboard the
pass was
that
during
Hartsfield
Hank
pilot
the
activities
involved in a meal preparation taking some of the Columbia food
stuffs onboard, and activating the food warmer in preparation for
the meal period which is still about 1 hour and 15 minutes
And the crew also involved in entry planning taking the
away.
uplink revisions to the crew activity plan that have been
teleprinted up to the vechicle and incorporating those in the
And updating the CRT stored
crew's onboard flight data file.
information and otherwise making preparations now for our entry
And the vehicle on orbit #97 presently reacquire
day tomorrow.
At 6 days 0
signal in about 13 minutes through Ascension Island.
Houston.
hours 59 minutes, this is Mission Control
PAO

Columbia, Houston with you through Ascension for
CAPCOM
1/2 standing by.

SPACECRAFT

6

Okay, thank you 3ir.

Columbia, Houston we're 1 minute to LOS. Botswana
CAPCOM
In order to avoid a water dump tomorrow
is next at 1+21.
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dump you've got going to
morning, we'd like you to continue the
get tank A down to 85%, over.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger.

tank A to 85.

Nelson

Mission Control, Houston, CAPCOM George
PA0
about the water dump
talking to Columbia pilot Henry Hartsfield
0" 0
the waLr being the product of
as those z
cells
fuel
oxvaen on the, which probably the
cell producing
fuel
the
substances move across a membrane and
that water
product
by
electricity, it produces water as a
The water
periodically.
dumped
^cumulates and it needs to be
will preclude the necessity
dump be?ng P-formed this afternoon
continues
Al
before entry.
of doinq that again tomorrow morning
as the crew accomplishes some
to be very quiet onboard Columbia,
We 11
deorbit day tomorrow
entry planning in advance of the
Mission
Botswana.
acquire signal again in 3 minutes through
is Mission Control,
this
minutes,
lapsed Time 6 dlys 1 hour 19
Houston

^^"^l

END OF TAPE
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We'll acquire signal
the deorbit day tomorrow.
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time,
through
Botswana.
minutes
in
3
again again
Houston.
this
is
Mission
Control,
minutes
days
hour
19
6
1

CAPCOM
7

Columbia, Houston standing by through Botswana for

1/2.

loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

You're the same.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

Columbia, Houston 1 minutes and a half left this
pass.
A couple of notes of information, we looked at a playback
We had all 3 TACANs locked
of the TACAN tracking test results.
on from 300 miles before the pass to 400 miles after, so we got
real good data on that, over.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

You guys did good work on that.

Okay, thank's, you guys did good work on that
The
one.
The next one is some good news on that teleprinter.
me
they
plan
on
directors
have
just
reported
to
that
flight
donating a dollar for every foot of teleprinter paper that we've
used onboard.
And our latest tally shows that we've used about
feet,
and
that
will go towards the post flight gathering
250
we've got planned on Wednesday.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Outstanding.

CAPCOM

And Columbia, we're 30 seconds to LOS.

Guam is

next at 1+53.

SPACECRAFT

$1.75.

Houston at a long 1,0
PAO
This is Mission Control
period acquire in about 18 minutes through Guam. Things continue
to be quiet onboard Columbia and the crew finishing up it's entry
planning and updating crew activity plans and computer memory
onboard Columbia, and performing some stowage activities, puttinq
away checklists and flight data file documentation again in
advance of it entry day activities tomorrow morning in
preparation for those coming up in the meal period in about 45
The evening meal, the dinner meal for the crew.
minutes.
Mission Elapsed Time now, 6 days 1 hour 36 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston.
,

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston through Guam for

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

bill again.

8

minutes.

Looks like you guys are running up your

GMT 184:16:19
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T.K. this
Roger, that.
CAPCOM
up.
coming
plans
nominal entry

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

is

a

PAGE

2

TPR describing our

You're very weak this time.

And Columbia, Houston the
Okay, how's that?
CAPCOM
nominal entry.
teleprinter coming u P is our plans for the
You're still weak George, but
Okay, I copy.
SPACECRAFT

I

copy

you

And Columbia, Houston I have another
Roger, that.
CAPCOM
over Central America this
SSsi opportunity for you coming up
would like to copy.
pass, in about 25 minutes if you
or daytime?
Is this gonna be at nighttime
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
must be daytime again.

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

window I don't
Boy, I tell you looking out the
be glad to
we'll
But
•re going to see an awful lot.
there.
much
take pictures of it, but there isn't

SPACFCRAFT

^arlotta
There Is a tropical
Roger, we copy.
minutes we n
side of Central A-enca, at 2 hours 22
on the west
"
use 3 magazines on this
? k
o start, they would like you to
V
over.
And?he coordinates are 19 north, and 115 west,
one!

CAPCOM

Okay, and
a second.
19 north, and 116 west, just
SPACFCRAFT
track
ground
Our
of that?
whe?e are we're gonna be with respect
be
to
Are we going
REV.
looks like it's a, lost track of the
off?
over that coordinate or one REV

over the
Roger, Columbia you should be right
CAPCOM
disturbance at that time.

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay, we'll certainly give it

a

try.
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CAPCOM
Roger Columbia, you should be right over the
disturbance of that time.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll certainly qive it a try.

CAPCOM

Okay,

thank you.

CAPCOM
And Columbia, we see your primary RJDs on,
if
somebody's on the flight deck, we d like to
get those off.
SPACECRAFT
Oh, your right, thank you.
'

CAPCOM
morning
and

And Columbia, it's Biq Rrother again, for
tomorrow
we're planning or. delaying our wake up ca 1
for an hour
half because we of the one rev slip on
the deorbit.

a

SPACECRAFT

Okay, so what time does that make

CAPCOM

Your on 1600 T.

SPACECRAFT
afternoon.

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger that.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM

K.

always did like getting up

I

it?

in

the

he's not so grouchy.

we concur Hank.

RAFT

y ° Ur

tak<?

number

nam<?

fank and social security

SPACECRAFT
vo was fine this morning until
only 3 o'clock nm in Houston.
CAPCOM

Roger that Hank.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Hawaii's next at

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

^

h

S

2

I

told him it was

plus 08.

Mif5f3ion

Control Houston, once again they
that pass, we've had a loss of siqLl
'
1
6 minUtGS thrOU * h the Hawaii
° Uri g that pass
the crew was advised of the
H
;„
?
h ° Pacific
ar * a which would be a good target
for
tnlf lu
/D
Ptl Cal SGnSing ° f
experiment? The
WD that' M ?^'inn r y °
T K Mattln 9 lv
instructed to turn
:
of? is a
tion Jet Driver
the
controls
for
which
are located
in f ! ?i?
h^S
had

a,

l

3
lot of* d la liog during
i

acki^aMon^ ^

^

'

^/

Mining

1

,

*

k

con-

na uo ft

?£Ti
this ?is

1
3

£.,
Mission

^

»

ta

Columbia.
Hawaii tracking Nation
At 6 days 2 hours 3 minutes,
e
Control, Houston.

«nd
anf1

r

!

\ in

1/2 minu tes.

'
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CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, through Hawaii for

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM

And your the same.

PAGR

2

8,

Columbia, Houston, if there's someone on the flight
CAPCOM
deck we see cryo tank 4, oxygen tank is depleted as far as we
want to got it, so we'd like to qot cryo 02 tank 4 heater Rravo
to OFF.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

It's off.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

I

passed that point 30 minutes ago.

Columbia, Houston, on that 02 tank, we think
CAPCOM
there's a slight chance that you'll get a temperature overshoot
that'll take you above the FDA limit, it's no concern.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM
are next in

SPACECRAFT

3

thank you.

Columbia, Houston, 20 seconds to LOS, the states
minutes.
Okay.

This is Shuttle Mission Control,
to the Flight Director during that period that

PAO

the EECOM reported
the crew had

completed the water dump from the fuel cells. The dump being
accomplished through a heated T shaped valve on the vehicle,
heated to keep the water from icing in the 100 degree below zero
temperatures on the exterior of the surface of the vehicle.
And
the heated nozzle precludes a chance that ice would form and clog
the nozzle preventing the dump, and T shaped in order to
neutralize thrust, it dissolves water in such a manner that it
exists the vehicle in opposite directions and neutralizes any
thrust affects that might have otherwise ...
END OF TAPE

.

.
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- - that ice would form and clog the nozzle
PAO
preventing the dump and T-shaped in order to neutralize thrust.
It expels the water in such a manner that it exits the vehicle in
opposite directions, and neutralizes any thrust affects it might
Reacquire signal again in a minute and a
have otherwise had.
At mission elapsed time 6 days 2 hours 17
half through Buckhorn.
minutes this is Shuttle Mission Control.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, through Buckhorn for

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear

You're the same.
CAPCOM
LOS, Botswana will be next at

2

5

minutes.

Columbia, Houston, 40 second';
plus 58.

Okay, and we did see that storm, it appeared to
SPACECRAFT
have a well-defined eye, believe it or not, even though its just
a storm not a hurricane.

CAPCOM

Roger that Hank, tianks a lot

This is Mission Control Houston nearing one of our
PAO
longer loss of signal periods for about 35 minutes before we
Hank Hartsfield reporting an
reacquire through Ascension Island.
optical sensing of
night
apparently good data take for the
Pacific area which was
the
over
storm
lightning experiment in a
We're
on rev 98 mission
this
orbit.
in
reported to him earlier
Mission Control
this
is
minutes
hours
24
2
days
elapsed time 6
This is Mission Control Houston, less than a minute
Houston.
away from acquisition of signal through Botswana on orbit 99
concluding a long LOS of more than half an hour since we last
Meal time onboard, the crew activity plan
heard from Columbia.
has this period budgeted, 1 hour period budgeted, as the evening
Mission elapsed time 6 days 2 hours 58
meal for the crew.
minutes this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
8 minutes.

Columbia, Houston, standing by through Botswana for

SPACECRAFT

Okay George

CAPCOM

And you're loud and clear.

Don't realize what
SPACECRAFT
till you have to pick it all up.

a

pig pen you've been through

Columbia, Houston, very short LOS
Roger that.
CAPCOM
before we pick up Indian Ocean.

SPACECRAFT

Hello Houston.

CAPCOM

And Columbia, through IOS for

6

and 1/2.

.
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2

Okay.

Columbia, Houston,
CAPCOM
at 3 plus 31.

30

seconds to LOS.

Guam

is next

Mission Control Houston we're loss of signal
PAO
Acquire again in 16 minutes
through Indian Ocean station.
Obviously very quiet pass, mission Commander T. K.
through Guam.
Mattingly's only remarks having to do with the experience of
stowing all the material that they'd collected over the past 6
Mission elapsed time 6 days 3 hours 15 minutes
days in orbit.
this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

through Guam for

6

minutes.

Columbia,
Roger, and you're loud and clear.
CAPCOM
Houston, you have a go to reselect the forward jets, we've got
all our data from the soakback tests, and the teleprinter coming
up is weather data.

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir,

CAPCOM

Roger

END OF TAPE

thank you.

.
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CAPCOM
is weather

..the soakback test
data.

a. id

Okay sir, thank you.

CAPCOM

Roger.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds LOS, Hawaii

3

I

the teleprinter coming up

SPACECRAFT

at

PAGE

is

next

plus 44.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, on orbit number 100.
minutes of loss of signal here before we pick up at Hawaii again,
Mission Elapsed Time 6 days 3 hours 38 minutes.
f>

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, standing by through Hawaii

Lor

8

and 1/2.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, a couple of short items.
On the
CAP update we sent up, there's one item that's out of place, just
a reminder that the payload post ops documentation is coming up
at 4 hours and 10 minutes, and that's a no later than time, over.
SPACECRAFT
We have just discovered that, and are in the
process of doing it, thanks for catching th--t, we just happened
to stumble on it.

CAPCOM
Roger that, and one other item, after you start the
maneuver to the nav base facility attitude number I, we'd like to
get a star tracker self test on both star trackers, over.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, would you like to see that now?

CAPCOM
now

Columbia, Roger T. K. we can go ahead and see that

SPACECRAFT
Well we're going to have to wait for darkness, on
this attitude
I don't,
well let me see maybe I can get the the
doors open.
Looks to me like my Y trackers going to be stuck on
the horizon.
I don't
think we'll make it now George, I'll have
to wait till we get a better geometry.
,

CAPCOM

Roger T.

K.

we concur.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, 1 minute to LOS.
minute LOS, Botswana will be next at 4 plus 34.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

A long

40

PAG R
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This is Mission Control Houston, we've had loss of
PAO
Have a long LOS period of
signal th-ou.h Hawaii on orbit 99.
halfway around the world
again
acquire
we
over 40 minutes until
the crew is
where
period
in
a
still
are
We
at Botswana.
activities.
housekeeping
and
stowage
some
cabin
performing
the air and
between
dialog
of
amount
modest
the
very
Accordingly
minutes,
hours
53
days
3
At
6
passes.
these
in
ground
are
the
this is Mission Control Houston.
This is Mission Control Houston, in about a minute
PAO
we're going to break this long LOS of over 40 minutes, and pick
up voice acquisition with the crew through Botswana, on orbit
Don't really expect a lot of dialog between the crew
number 100.
and CAPCOM, had a lot of activities to clean up before the end of
the day, and the hope is to get the crew to bed on time
And give them a good nights rest to make sure they're
tonight.
refreshed for the critical entry day activities tomorrow
About 2 hours remaining till the crew's sleep period
morning.
Mission Elapsed Time
begins.
T expect voice contact momentarily,
is 6 days 4 hours 33 minutes, this is Shuttle Mission Control.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, through Botswana for

and 1/2.

6

Alright sir, coming up on the first nav stars, and
we'll start the self test.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy.

Columbia, Houston, we're 20 seconds to
CAPCOM
LOS before IOS.

a

1

minute

This is Mission Control Houston, we're in a brief
PAO
Flight Director
LOS period between Botswana and Indian Ocean.
with his
check
room
to
the
Chuck Lewis has just gone around
for the
items
open
any
has
anyone
flight controllers to see if
assurances
received
and
period
sleep
crew, before they begin the
from each of his team members that...

END OF TAPE

.
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rA0
- Botswana and Indian Ocoan.
Fliqht Director
Chuck Lewis ban just qono around the room to check with his
fliqht controllers to see if anyone has any open items for tho
crew before they beqin the sleep period, and received
assurances from each or his team members that he has a healthy
vehicle on his hands, and that everythinq looks qood for the
evening.
Columbia on 100th orbit of the Earth mission elapsed
time 6 days 4 hours 41 minutes this is Mission Control
Houston

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, through IDS for 9 minutes.
Columbia, Houston, through Indian Ocoan for 8 minutes,
Columbia, Houston through Indian Ocean for 6 and 1/2
minutes.
Columbia, Houston, how dj you read?
Cut in voice Houston COMMTKC air to ground 2.
Cut in voice Houston COMMTKC air to ground 2.
Cut in voifo
Houston COMMTKC air to ground 3.
Loud and clear, how me?

Loud and clear, cut
IOS,

it

through please.

Houston COMMTKC, uhf how do you read?

Read you five by Houston.
Rog,

go ahead and remote

it,

CAPCOM will

uplink.

Roger

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston,
minutes, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT

through Tndian Ocean for

4

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Roger, you're the same, we had a ground COMM
problem.
I'd like to nand you over to Sunnyvale PAYCOM for
shott pass, there are no flight data file required.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAYCOM

Columbia, this

is

a

Sunnyvale, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT
Loud and clear, would you stand by just a second
please? Okay Sunnyvale, go ahead.
PAYCOM
Roger Columbia, we've got a 2-part final message
real quick here.
First, we would like a verification that
during TAR echo the LEDs for RF switch to umbilical did
i lluminate

SPACECRAFT

We haven't gotten to that one yet.

PAYCOM
Okay, that's no impact right now.
Sometime, at
your convenience, go ahead and downlink it to the CAPCOM, if

.

.
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SPACECRAFT

1

:

1

right

^^do^od

Hut. hopefully

^wtoo.

some succoiin

that

sir,

PAYCOM

Yofi

SPACECRAFT

when wo

got.

„ir.
PAVCOM
out.
Sunnyvale
sir.
vor,

CAPCOM

is

hack.

that

in

very tru«. an, than*

Columbia. Morton.

.1

--to

and

W

V- «.!»

loft thin

?

pass
SPACF.CRAFT

Okay.

timo,
:~ ^-.cr.
vmi'vp
cas
/™ *o got some
And Columbia, lust in
br
you
storm named Val that
*
is anothor tropical
tSor
plus 02.
passing iust north of at 1
you want to q lvo mo some
Okay, 5 plus 02 and
SPACECRAFT
look.
so I can know where to

^

CAPOM

,

,

coorcHn^Ls
CAPCOM

be 107 east,
the coordinates will

Roqer,

20

nor th

CAPCOM

^

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

just,

a

groundtrack, TK
little south of your

thank you.

-^"r u r

CAPCOM

h

h

r

tho

Ha^U°AOS

U

a "d

3

;t

plus

prior to that, over.

SPACECRAFT

ORay

,

we 1. do that
'

.

faster
YOU mean start the

roll rate?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

0*ay. that's

we'd
And another reminder,

like you to stay on 259.7.
the spin.

a g ood

roll.

W11

»U

to you

in
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Okay,
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'

1

talk to yon

1

1

in a

.

and Guam

noxt at

plus 09.

OAPOOM

Roqor,

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

PAO

This is Mission Control Houston, that last call

is

5

from Columbia, iust abbreviated as wo left range of the Indian

Ocean station, we'll be out of contact for about
before we pick up aqain throuqh Guam,

days

This

hours S2 minutes.

4

This

PAO

is

is

Mission Elapsed Time

i

s

i

t

a

keyhole

in

here.

minutes.

sleep period.
minutes.

3

degrees off the

And they have a fairly

and the next station of

We're about an hour and a half

And Mission Elapsed Time

is

a

pretty

ion of signal throuqh Guam,

long acquisition period throuqh Hawaii
8

6

Shuttle Mission Control.

brief pass, apparently low elevation less than

about

minutes

Mission Control Houston, we're loss than

minute away from reacqu

horizon and they'll be

17

6

days

aw.iy
5

from the

hours

Voice contact momentarily with Columbia, this

9

is

Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, through Guam for

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

3

minutes.
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We may have mossed you up, we went ahead and got

SPACECRAFT

our antennas sot up for

the notation

we copy that.

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

George, we had

Echo and Foxtrot,

test.

(garble)

a

positive completion off the tabs

anything?

In

them

fact we had to pull

out to do that

Roger Columbia, we copy that.

CAPCOM

And Columbia, be

advised you're now on your hundreth orbit after going

2

and

1/4

million mi les

don't even have to change the oil.

SPACECRAFT

Yep,

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS, Hawaii

is

next at

5

plus 20, and we'll be doing some talking over Hawaii

just to help us nail down the UHF antenna pattern.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, want us to talk back?

Maybe

I

respond

CAPCOM

Roger, we'd like some talkback also.

should say

STS-4
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PA0

This

3

Mission Control Houston, we're LOS again,

is

we'll pick up Hawaii

PAGE

in

7

minutes and they'll be some more dialog

than we've become accustomed to here in recent hours as we do

some S-nand antenna testing and the INCO has asked for some

discussion between CAPCOM and Columbia
affect this antenna test.
14

minutes,

this

PA0

is

in

order to more precisely

Mission Elapsed Time

is

fi

days

hours

5

Shuttle Mission Control.

This is Mission Control Houston, we're about

a

minute away from acquisition of siqnal throuqh the Hawaii
tracking station and again they'll probably be considerably more

communication between Columbia and the CAPCOM on this pass, as we
do some S-Band and UHF antenna checks as part of

objective.

Purpose of the FTO on this one

antenna patterns in

acquired on the earlier
6

days

to

fliqht test

determine actual

true onorbit dynamic environment..

a

data required from this flight

Elapsed Time,

is

a

5

3

is

And the

used to substantiate data

shuttle mission operations.

hours 20 minutes,

Mission

this is Mission Control,

Houston

CAPCOM

Colur.ibia,

Houston, through Hawaii for

over

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're with you.

8

minutes,

STS-4
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CAPCOM

Roqor T.
3

heaters off on

tank

END

OE^

TAPE

one

note for you.

We've got H2 tank

percent, and we're ready to get the bravo

down to loss than
112

K.
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Okay we're with you.

SPACECRAFT

We've got M2 tank 4
Roger TK, one note for you.
CAPCOM
bravo
down to less than 3 percent, and we're ready to get the
heaters off on H2 tank 4.

SPACECRAFT

That's done.

CAPCOM

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
the sky.

I

It's not often you get to do barrel rolls through
jess this is what all that T38 flying was about.

And TK, looking for topics of
Roger that.
CAPCOM
was sleeping in the sleep
Hank
conversation, we know that
here about, wondering where
discussion
some
There was
restraint.
the CDR was spending the night.

Well, it was suggested I might try the WCS or NAV
SPACECRAFT
was
I
Then I decided to just sleep on the flight deck.
bay 3B.
decided
gonna move around but, I thought it was so nice, I lust
just lay down flat behind the seats and I
I
to stay where I was.
tied the
tried it with or without a sleeping bag, and I've never
than
bag down, I just crawl in it more for thermal control
ay
And I just found that I just go in there and
anything else.
really
can
You
down and go to sleep, and it works like a champ.
flight dock,
the
on
problem
only
The
here.
up
do good sleeping
tempted
you're
hero,
is you got to remember to close the windows
to get up every 10 minutes and look.
Roger, we copy all that TK
CAPCOM
we're sending you a new state vector.

thanks.

,

And Columbia,

And you send a state vector to us now
Okay.
SPACECRAFT
George, do wo have to add a turn for the call?

CAPCOM

Say again TK, we didn't catch that.

If you send me one now, do
SPACECRAFT
term or something to take out (garble)

CAPCOM

t

have to add

a

(garble)

We're thinking about that TK.

Hey, you sent an
Then you guys are really bored.
SPACFCRAFT
elovon,
starboard
for
0
a
like
looks
it
update jn the elevons,
the way
all
almost
it's
like
looks
ourboard
while trie starboard
a good
it's
but
high,
that
quitp
not
is
inboard
up and the right
and
I
up
25 or 30 degrees up, the left inboard is all the way
down
can t see the right, the loft outboard, I imagine it's
somewhere

CAPCOM

Okay Hank, thanks wo appreciate that.

GMT 184:20:20
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your NOSL
All right George, we looked for
SPACECRAFT
in the right place
we're
opportunity, unfortunately that was, if
happened to be
ust
and the ground 3
in the sky our nose was high
at all.
anything
saw
never
We certainly
fight under the belly.
And TK we're wondering if
Okay TK, we copy that.
CAPCOM
after presleep.
tonight
you're planning on a summary message

We are
Well sir, I think we've done everything.
day.
the
handling
of
way
excellent
think! was an
I
We are
the end.
You cave us a lot of quiet time there at
gonna use
we're
things
are
out
The only things we have
*?owed
warmers and sleep stations and all the
U the' morning, like food
are set up, and we re
est of it right down to the cue cards
to work, and T think this
qonna get up in the morning ready to go
That's a good plan.
to end it up.
is realty the, that's the way
forget you get
Roger, we copy all that, and don't
CAPCOM
tomorrow.
an hour and a half extra sleep

coarrrRAKT

"whit

Okay.
SPACECRAFT
my clock to that.

What

our official get up time,

is

it'll be

1600 MET.

CAPCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

this

is

I'll set

your last shift then,

isn't

it?

I'm
Hawaii now
All right, we're right overhead
SPACECRAFT
and
window
the
out
Poking Sown, and just happened to look
and the whole island
there's an old volcano staring up at us,
-

CAPCOM

_

Roger, we copy that.

need some
George, are you guys hurting for, do you
SPACFCRAFT
spacecraft in order to conduct your
kin"d of transmission from Iho

test?

pass TK, and
We've cot a minute and 1/2 left this
we saw you go all the way
we' ve got plenty on that, thanks,
around once.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

Okay
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some
George, are you guys hurting for, do you need
SPACECRAFT
your
conduct
to
order
kind of transmission from the Spacecraft in
test?
K.
We got a minute and a half left this pass, T.
way
the
all
go
you
and we got plenty on that, thanks, we saw
around once.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay

CAPCOM

And Columbia, Houston, Santiago is next at

5

plus

47.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

SPACECRAFT

this?
Do you want to give us the tine to terminate

CAPCOM

And Columbia, you can terminate any time.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

This is Mission Control Houston, we've had Loss of
pA0
minutes.
Signal through Hawaii, pick up Santiago in about 18
the
patterns,
antenna
UHF
and
S-nand
of
Concluding that test
FM as
and
TM
flight test objective called, performance of S-Band
antenna
single
a
well as UHF voice communication operations using
that accounts
and
spacecraft
the
rolling
while
for each system
reference to
and
Mattingly's remarks about barrel rolls
for T. K
prelaunch,
done
T-38 flying, the vestibular training that they've
to
maneuvers
where they took the T-38's up and did aerobatic
remarks
several
condition their inner ears, and Major Mattingly's
being
as
are pleasantly referring to that T-38 flying
that
conditioning for the rolls which they performed during
they got
that
reported
And the EECOM
antenna test over Hawaii.
of
the
revolution
entire
their good communication through one
successful
another
as
spacecraft and that could be marked up
Columbia pilot Hank Hartsfield
flight test objective performed.
of the elevon
observations
radioing down that call, his
movement caused by
of
product
positions, on the vehicle as a
have the effect of
which
tests
earlier
cycling the circ pumps in
reporting those
moving the elevons around, and he of course was
we re }ust
activity,
pre-sleep
in
Crew now involved
positions.
orbit
about an hour away from beginning the sleep period on
Mission
signal.
of
ion
i
t
s
i
eacqu
r
from
And about 16 minutes
100.
Control
Elapsed Time, 6 days r hours 31 minutes, this is Mission
Houston
.

>

This is Mission Control Houston, coming up on
pA0
number
acquisition of signal through Santiago Chile, on orbit
flight
Flight Director John T. Cox, and his team of
100.
controllers the Granite Team taqged up in the Mission Control
be ready
Center, going through the debriefing process and we'll
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Looking
to assume flight control of STS-4 in a few more moments.
to a change of shift briefing with off-going Flight Director
Chuck Lewis. To continue Chuck Lewis's change of shift briefing,
we believe it's going to occur at 5:30 pm central time

CAPCOM

Through Santiago for

5

and 1/2.

Columbia, Houston, you're go for the item 48s in
CAPCOM
both major functions.
And Columbia, Houston, on the S-Band test over
CAPCOM
Hawaii we saw 2 full revolutions of the vehicle and had a range
of 40 to 50 DB's, we got a real good data on that.

Columbia, we're 30 seconds to LOS, IOS is our next
real pass that'll be at 6:18, get about 30 seconds through
Botswana before that.

CAPCOM

This is Mission Control Houston, acquisition of
PAO
Apart from a
signal again in 17 minutes through Indian Ocean.
the next real
Botswana,
by
briefly
very
pass,
very low elevation
station
Ocean
Indian
be
at
will
crew
the
talk
to
opportunity to
Director
Flight
with
briefing
shift
of
Change
The
in 17 minutes.
the
JSC
in
time
central
pm
5:30
occur
at
will
Chuck Lewis
Flight Director Chuck Lewis just
newscenter Bldg 2, room 135.
all
the flight controllers to verify
pulling
room
the
around
went
that the, each of the systems specialist is go for sleep and each
indicated that they indeed were and we've got a healthy machine
that's not going to need any input from the crew and that we can
look forward to the sleep period without any

KND OF TAPE
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around the room pulling all the flight
PAO
controllers to verify that each of the systems specialist is go
for sleep and each indicated that they indeed were, and we've got
a healthy machine that's not going to need any input from the
crew, and that we can look forward to the sleep period without
Sleep period begins
any mc:jor instructions to the flight crew.
in 45 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time 6 days 5 hours 54 minutes
Mission Control, Houston
this is Mission Control, Houston.
through the Indian Ocean
signal
standing by for acquisition of
Station

Columbia, Houston through Indian Ocean for
CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston through Indian Ocean for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

7

1/2.

We re here sir
'

Roger, that T.K. I've 2 pieces of information your
CAPCOM
good for the next 5 REVs and since we're tir/ht on
vector
is
state
we want to verify that, that DFI PCM recorder
recorder
tape
PCM
is low sample, over.

SPACECRAFT
we put

it

Okay let me go check.

Good catch,

it

was in high,

in low.

CAPCOM

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM

Negat i ve

SPACECRAFT

Hello Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM

Roger, T.K.

standing by.

Hey, we're gonna turn o L the lights off her--., and
SPACECRAFT
-»ore I
see what we can see in the dark so, do you need anything
easily.
very
around
to
move
able
do that? Because 1 want be
.

'

CAPCOM

Roger, T.K. we copy that.

We've got nothing for

you now.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir

Columbia, Houston this will be the last pass for
CAPCOM
It har? really been an outstanding
team
on STS-4.
bronze
the
forward to seeing you on runway
looking
we're
and
mission,
From
tomorrow morning and back in Houston tomorrow afternoon.
the bronze flight Chuck T.ewis and backup flight Randy Stone, Mike
and myself and the entire bronze MOCR team, it sure was a
pleasure and we're proud to have worked such a solid bird and
T.K. and Hank we'll go fiying with you
such a professional crew
guys anytime.
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We'll take you up on that soon.
SPACECRAFT
super, I really appreciate all your help, and
a few beer's when we get back.

I

2

You guys were
think we owe you

CAPCOM

Roger, sir, and we'll take you up on that.

SPACECRAFT

From Hank, good night.

We don't
And Columbia, 40 seconds to this LOS.
need
us the
you
tonight.
If
more
comm
to
give
you
any
intend
and
good
night
sleep
a good
Get
a
6+45.
Guama
at
pass
is
next

CAPCOM

entry tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Mission Control, Houston 6 days 6 hours 26 minutes
PAO
Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia has just passed out of range of
About
the Indian Ocean station on the beginning of Orbit #101.
19 minutes or so before we reacquire signal with the vehicle over
CAPCOM George Nelson signed off for
the Guam tracking station.
the evening and the flight on behalf of the bronze team Flight
This should be the last
Director Chuck Lewis and his people.
pass for the voice communication with the crew unless there is
some special items that come up or the crew has any need to talk
About 12 minutes away from the
with the flight controllers.
scheduled crew sleep time.
6 days 6 hours 27 minutes Mission
Elapsed Time this is Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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Mission Control Houston 6 days, 7 hours, 14 minutes
PAO
Columbia on orbit number 101 swinging out
mission elapsed time.
over the Pacific, about 9 minutes away from passing over the
ground station at Santiago and flight controllers at Mission
Control will see the data coming down from the Spacecraft,
observe the conditions of the systems at that time, everthing
The crew is in, currently is in the
continues to look good.
scheduled sleep period, although its doubtful that they're asleep
quite this early, they are gonna sleep about an hour and a half
Off goinq flight director Chuck Lewis from
later in the morning.
the Bronze team will be arriving shortly at building 2 for the
change of shift press conference, which we believe will begin as
6 days, 7 hours, 15 minutes,
scheduled at aoprox imately 5:30.
Control Houston.
Mission
is
this
time,
mission elapsed
Mission Control Houston, 6 days, 9 hours, 6 minutes
PAO
Columbia's just passed out of range of the
time.
elapsed
mission
station and data was coming down from
tracking
Chile
Santiago,
here in Mission Control had
controllers
Flight
Spacecraft.
the
determined that systems on board the vehicle continue to function
Crew has about 6 hours and 53 minutes remaining in their
well.
scheduled sleep period before they get up to begin entry
They'll be allowed to sleep in
preparations tomorrow morning.
about an extra one and a half because we're coming in a rev later
Columbia is on
then was planned, in the crew activity planned.
will he
America,
the last portion of number 102, out over South
Ascension
at
station
passing within a rango of the next tracking
6 days, 9 hours, 7
in about 6 hours, 6 minutes and 45 seconds.
Control Houston.
Mission
minutes mission elapsed time, this is
This is Mission Control Houstm at 6 days, 10
PAO
Spacecraft Columbia is
hours, 3 minutes mission elapsed time.
on orbit number 103.
station
within range of the Guam tracking
hours, have about
few
for
a
been
Crew is asleep now and have
get to sleep in
period,
sleep
their
in
almost 6 hours remaining
fact that
the
due
to
morning,
in
the
an hour and a half late
in
schedule
originally
we
than
later
orbit
we're coming in one
will
fire
crew
day,
entry
is
Tomorrow
plan.
the crew activity
the OMS engines to slow the Spacecraft down at about 10:10 a.m.
Central Daylight time and deorbit hum will reduce the Spacecraft
velocity by 308 feet per second bringing it in from it's current
Blackout during entry will
orbit of 175 by 160 nautical miles.
time and end at 10:56,
Daylight
Central
a.m.
10:42
at
begin
touchdown on the concrete runway at Edwards Airforce Rase,
At
California is estimated for 11:10 a.m. Central Daylight time.
the end of this 7 day flight, Columbia will have covered an
Crew is currently scheduled
estimated 2,922,000 statute miles.
to ho greeted by President and Mrs. Reagan as they step down from
6 days, 10 hours, 5 minutes mission
the Spacecraft tomorrow.
elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO

Mission Control Houston,

6

flays,

11

hours, 42
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Columbia has just passed out of
minutes mission elapsed time.
the range of the Guam trackinq station and data cominq down from
the Spacecraft indicates all systems are in qood shape at this
Fliqht Controllers here in Mission Control are currently
time.
reviewing updates to the crew activity plan, which will be
shipped up via the teleprinter and will be readv for the crew
The Granite
when they start their day in a little over 4 hours.
in Mission
here
team of Flight Controllers currently on station
looking
they're
Control is in their last shift during STS-4 and
the
watching
morning
forward to getting off duty here and, in the
a.m.
about
11:10
at
Columbia come in, scheduled for it's landing
Central Daylight time on the dry, probably the concrete runway at
At 6 days, 11 hours, 43 minutes mission
Edwards Air Force Hase.
elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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dayliqht time on the, probably ho concrrt-.n runway
11 hours, 41 minut.o;-,,
days
At
at Kdwardr, Air Forco Rnsn.
mission el apsod t imo, this R Mission Control, Houston.
PAO

t

fi

,

i

days, 12 hours, 4
Mission Control, Houston,
PAO
oniot
aboard the
AM is
minutes, mission elapsed time.
Control, tho
Mission
And
spacecraft, Columbia at this hour.
mossaqor, to qo up
t.ol
inter
t
or
ho
fliqht control lor:? aro pronarinq
at ion for doorbit
oronar
activities,
to tho crow, listinq Sunday's
about 11:10
T'.aso
Forco
Air
and no at Fdwards
and ontry and
scheduled
previously
The
tomorrow
morninq.
contra dayliqht t imo
for
tho
'\irlv
conference
pross
briefing
or
change, of shift
morninq hour Sunday, with tho offqoinq 'Ir.ini^ Team, fliqht
Con:- id«>r nq cancel lirvi that
director, ."John Cox, maybe cancelled.
we'll announce that
and
interest,
pross
of
for
lack
briefinq
days, 12 hours, r ninnies,
decision in about 10 minuter,.
mission olansod time, this is Mission Control, Houston.
fi

1

i

1

i

i

fi

Mission Control, Houston, 6 days, 11 hours, 7
PAO
Spacecraft Columbia is current!'/
minutes, mission elapsed time.
Crow has almost 1 hours romaininq in the
0 S
on orbit number
We're about an hour away from the next pass over a
sleep period.
ground track inq station whore fliqht controllers will see data
from the spacecraft, but ovoryth inq has boon qoinq well up to now
Systems onboard continue to function
throughout tho niqht.
dust a reminder that the chanqo of shift press
normally.
conference with the offqoinq Granite niqht director, Granite
Toam fliqht director, dohn Cox, scheduled for the oarlv morninq
hours, Sunday morninq has been cancelled due to lack of
days, 11
That, briefinq again has boon canco 11^1.
interest.
Control,
Mission
time,
this
is
minutes, mission elapsed
hours,
Houston
1

.

fi

fl

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Good morninq,

sir.

Wo know you're not up yet, T.K., but wo wanted to
We do not want you to purqo fuel coll
you.
to
qot a word a
We've
fuel cell purqo this morninq.
do
your
you
when
1
number
wo
iust as
timer,,
several
and
on
us
low
tranqiont
q".
TCF.
the
soon
see
for
you
IOS
at
We'll
morninq.
one
thin
purqo
that
not
soon

CAPCOM

wakoup.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

days, Ifi hours,
This is Shuttle Control at
PAO
And
mission elapsed time. This is wakoup time aboard Columbia.
Mission Control Center will q vo them a call in about 2 minutes
There has been an
40 seconds at the Indian Ocean station.
antenna failure at TOS, problem in movinq the antenna, but wo
CAPCOM, Brewster Shaw,
expect to got some communications there.
fi

i
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asking thorn
did talk to the crow briefly .it Bermuda on thin pass,
had neon
transient
not to purge the fuel eel! on schedule, that
prior
cell
that
purge
to
noticed on the ground and preferred not
official
the
before
That call camo about 30 minuter,
to entry.
The Mission Control center is properly decorated
wakoup time.
the connolos and a
for this Independence nay, American flags at
tattered to the
stripes
and
helium balloon decorated with stars
of an
version
paper
be
a
to
Mho it appears
capcom console.
should
Wo
console.
CAPCOM
the
of
Pncle Ram's hat setting on top
station
Ocean
Indian
the
through
be coming up on acquisition
shortly, we'll standby.
This is Shuttle Control, we are receiving S-band
PA0
The antenna
telemtrv downlink through the Indian Ocean station.
failure', so fat, has prohibited HHP uplink voice.

KND OK TAPE
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This is Shuttle Control we are receiving S-Band
telemetry downlink through the Indian Ocean station. The antenna
failure so far is prohibited UHF uplink voice. We'll continue to
standby
p A0

Columbia's out of range
This is Shuttle Control.
PA 0
No success with voice
of the Indian Ocean station now.
communications there because of antenna problem at the tracking
Next
station, we did receive telemetry from the vehicle.
minutes.
half
acquisition through Yarragadee in eight and a
Columbia is in orbit number 107, at 6 days, 16 hours, 9 minutes
mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
This is Shuttle Control at 6 days, 16 hours, 17
Shuttle coming up on acquisition
minutes mission elapsed time.
- This is my Country).
music
(Wakeup
through Yarragadee.
PAO

SPACECRAFT

Good morning again.

Good morning, Columbia, Houston with you through
CAPCOM
Yarragadee for 4 more minutes.
Alright sir, we're finishing our
you can tell me (garble).

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

(garble).

You're breaking up, T.K., say again please.

'When we took the gas sample, got
SPACECRAFT
one deep breath and coughed.
took
it
bottle,

a

little vacuated

We're looking into that, T.K.,
Standby one.
CAPCOM
meantime I've got a couple of quick notes for you.
SPACECRAFT

Maybe

in

the

Go

Roger sir, there's a possibility of getting some
CAPCOM
So we'd like you to cycle the
stars of opportunity this morning.
shutters on the star trackers through manual open and bnck to
auto and ensure they're in star track mode, and do a spec 21 and
resume and we'll see if we can get the stars.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

Go.

(Garble)

There's a possibility of getting some
Roger, sir.
CAPCOM
like you to cycle the
stars of opportunity this morning, so we'd
open and back to
shutters on the star trackers through manual
and do a spec 21 and
auto and insure they're in star track mode
stars.
resume and we'll see if we can get some

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

What else?

cool
We'd like to turn off the tacans and let them
CAPCOM
normal
the
at
on
back
down a little bit and then we'll turn them
time in the Deorbit Prep.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Sorry about that.

CAPCOM

Okay.

I

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Already set.

have

a

CRT timer

What else?
if

you're ready to copy.

Item 17 plus 00 plus 10, plus 00.

Over.

Thank you.

And, T.K., on the
You're way ahead of us.
Okay.
CAPCOM
is to confirm that
qas sample, the only suggestion we can offer
think we can
knob is tight and other than that we don't
?he
help you out.

Si

SPACECRAFT
v:e don't smell
CAPCOM

I

I

was iust pulling your chain.
them, whoever comes in will.

guess we're

a

We figure that

if

little slow this morning.

done
And Columbia, Houston, if you've not already
CAPCOM
s
There
do
so.
to
need
the water dump this morning, you do not
no water dump required.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Thank you.

Columbia, Houston, we're going to have
CAPCOM
We'll see you over Orroral.
break in COMM.

a

minute

See you then.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you for

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM

You're

*>

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, we see both star trackers wore

5

more minutes.

by as well.

.

.

like you to
After you got in darkness, we'd
target suppressed.
you over the states at 17.02.
cycle the shutters, and we 11 see
1

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Rrowster

CAPCOM

Roger.

PA0
of signal

We'll do it.

.

See you then.

Orroral Valley has loss
This is Shuttle Control.
Island in 10
Next acquisition is through Merntt
now.
37
hours
Wo' re
^nition clock s now counting
i

SSS ^io^l^i^!

-h^-,h^tte^ro?,

h

Mouston.

It's 6 days, 17 hours, 2
This is Shuttle control.
pao
umbia is In orhi t 108 conn nq up
Minutes Mission^'lapsed Ti.e. ml
Island, Honda.
on acquisition through Merritt
for 11
Columbia, Houston, through the states
CAPCOM
Standinq by.
minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, nr own tor

CAPCOM

Roger.

call out for the
Listen, we got a question on the
qPACFCRAFT
If we
that turned off early.
vacuum vent no^.le heat^ getting
from using any of the
do that now, don, that prevent us
f

ac

i 1

i

t

ies

Stand hy

CAPCOM

you

a

.

We'll

reminder before seat

find out.

ingress.

Would you do that ploso?

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

You bet.

data in the
Columbia, Houston, we see good star
to tail sun at
go
then
stars and
tal ™. You may torque'on those
your convenience.
table and clear to
Did vou say we got stars on
SPACECRAFT
torque now?

tapcom

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Do you have

CAPCOM

Yes.

CAPCOM

Runout of
Columbia, Houston, in order to keep the
that
use
CAP and
you refer to page 4-130 of the

your eyes,

if

(garble)?

We have them.

tail,

sun attitude,

it

would help you out.
Paqe 4-130.

Wilco.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Dakar at 18.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.
Thi-

See you then.
is

Shuttle Control.

Co.-Mi-wluTxt
END OF TAPE
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Bermuda has loss of
at na.nr in 4 .mutes.
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CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Dakir at 18.

SPACECRAFT

Okay see you there.

1

This is Shuttle Control, Bermuda has loss of
PAO
Columbia will next be acquired at Dakar in 4 minutes
signal.
At 6
they'll be overlapping coverage at the Madrid station.
days, 17 hours, 15 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle
Control, Houston.
This is Shuttle Control at 6 days, 17 hours, 18
PAO
Dakar will acquire Columbia
minutes mission elapsed time.
shor

tl y

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Indian Ocean

for

5

minutes.

Columbia, Houston, we're 20 seconds LOS.
Roger.
is next at 37.

SPACECRAFT

Okay see you there.

This is Shuttle Control, loss of signal through
PAO
Columbia now moving down across Africa towards
Dakar and Madrid.
acquisition at the Indian Ocean station in twelve and a half
minutes.
At 6 days, 17 hours, 25 minutes mission elapsed time,
this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
This is Shuttle Control at 6 days, 17 hours, 37
PAO
Columbia coming up on acquisition
minutes mission elapsed time.
through the Indian Ocean station.

Columbia, Houston, with you through Indian Ocean

CAPCOM
for

8

minutes.

CAPCOM
7 minutes.

Columbia Houston with you through Indian Ocean for

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT

Hello there.

Over.

We're having some antenna
Roger, you're five by.
CAPCOM
problems at Indian Ocean, just wanted to make sure we had good
call

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Sure my (garble) get up early.

Columbia,
sir.
see you at Yarragadee at 53.

CAPCOM

Yes,

Houston, we're 30 seonds LOS

GMT 185:08:14 PAGE
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Okay

SPACECRAFT

had
This is Shuttle Control, Indian Ocean station
pA0
6
in
Yarragadee
through
Next acquisition
loss of signal.
time,
17 hours, 47 minutes mission elapsed
days,
6
At
minutes.
this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

Shuttle Control at 6 days, 17 hours, 52
through
Columbia about 20 seconds away from acquisition
This

PA0
minutes.

is

Yar r agadee
for
Columbia Houston with you through Yarragadee

CAPCOM
minutes

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM

by.
Roger, you're loud and clear, we're standing

SPACECRAFT

Just gettinq

a

bite of breakfast now.

Columbia Houston,
That's a great idea.
CAPCOM
over Orroral.
LOS we'll pick you up in about a minute
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
minutes

9

30

seconds

Okay see you there.

Columbia Houston with you through Orroral for

5

.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, what's the

(garble)

messages,
Roger, we're sending you two teleprinter
CAPCOM
updates
Checklist
Entry
for your
71 Charlie and 77 Delta, that's
think
we
and
extensive
They're not too
and deorbit updates.
it.
of
end
that's the

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

it's the last niqht.

Columbia Houston
CAPCOM
37.
at
States

SPACECRAFT

30

seconds LOS see you over the

Okay.

of
This is Shuttle Control, Columbia's out of range
PAO
acquisition
toward
Orroral now, coming up over the Pacific Ocean
aboard
breakfast
having
Crew
minutes.
Merritt Island in 29
minutes
At 6 days, 18 hours 8
Columbia at the present time.
Control, Houston.
Shuttle
is
this
mission elapsed time,

END OF TAPE
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PAO
minutes.

but acquisition through Merritt Inland in 29
Crew havinq breakfast aboard Columbia at the present
time.
At 6 days, 18 hours, 8 minutes, mission elapsed time, this
is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control, at
minutes, mission elapsed time.
Columbia
through Merritt Island.

6

is

days, 18 hours, 37
about to be acquired

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston, witn you over the states for

SPACECRAFT

Alright, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roqer, You're five by.

SPACECRAFT

Houston Columbia?

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

12

SPACECRAFT

Okay to qo ahead and get the OEX power on now so we
can put our CAPs away?

CAPCOM

Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

And Columbia?

SPACECRAFT
We've misplaced message, 6 Charlie.
Had something
to do with the post landing change of the checklist.
Could you
read that to us, please?
CAPCOM

That's affirmative.
I'll read it to you over
Dakar, if that's okay.
We have about 1 minute to LOS here and
we'll be at Dakar at 54.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that'll be fine.

CAPCOM

And

if

it's convenient,

I

have one switch for you

on panel R12?

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'm about right there.

CAPCOM
Okay, we'd like for you to take fuel cell
valve to GPC.
SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

1

purge

.
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fuel cell

CAPCOM

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

CAPCOM

See you at Dakar at

I

purge valve to GPC.

5

4.

We had that off so we wouldn't purge,
SPACKCRAFT
when we did the purqe.

Roqer, it's just
CAPCOM
you of.
remind
forqot to
I

a

a

fuel cell

1

clean up item that we missed and

of
Th i s i s shuttle Control, Columbia has moved out
pA0
Dakar
station
Out over the mid Atlantic, next
ranqe at Bermuda.
At 6 days, 18 hours, 51 minutes mission
minutes.
half
in 2 and a
elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.
Th i s i s shuttle Control, Columbia's around 30
pA0
seconds away from acquisition through Dakar.

Columbia, Houston, with you through Dakar for 8
CAPCOM
Charlie at
minutes, and we are reseudinq teleprinter message 6
Dakar

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds LOS, see you at
CAPCOM
Indian Ocean at 1 3.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

T his is Shuttle Control, loss of signal at Dakar,
pA0
and a
next acquisition through the Indian Ocean r station in 10
from
away
seconds
minutes,
)3
6
half minutes. We're 5 hours,
mission
minute?,
hours,
3
19
days,
At 6
deorbit ignition.
elapsed 'line, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

This is Shuttle Control at 6 days, 19 hours, 13
Columbia about 20 seconds away from acquisition through
minutes.
the Indian Ocean station.
PA0

CAPCOM
and

3.

Columbia, Houston, with you at Indian Ocean for
half minutes.

Columbia, Houston, with you through Indian Ocean

CAPCOM
for

6

7

minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear.

Roger, you're loud and clear.
CAPCOM
see you at Yarragadee at 2
LOS,
seconds
30

Columbia, Houston,
9.
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SPACECRAFT

3

Okay.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia is beyond the
PAO
Next acquisition through
range of Indian Ocean station, now.
19 hours, 22 minutes,
days,
6
At
Yarragadee in 7 minutes.
Control, Houston.
Shuttle
is
this
mission elapsed time,
This is Shuttle Control at 6 days, 19 hours, 28
PAO
Columbia approaching acquisiton
elapsed time.
mission
minutes,
Yarragadee.
through

END OF TAPE

.
.

.
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1

This is Shuttle Control at 6 days, 19 hours, 28
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia approachinq acquisition
through Yarragadee.
PAO

Columbia, Houston, with you through Yarragadee for
CAPCOM
8-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roger.

CAPCOM
Orroral

in

1

Loud and clear.

You're loud and clear.

Columbia, Houston,
minute.

15

See you at

seconds LOS.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, at Orroral

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

for

2

minutes.

And Columbia, I have the MET times for your TMU
CAPCOM
attitude align maneuver and top sun maneuver if you want to mark
up your Deorbit Prep now, or T can hold them til later.

second,

SPACECRAFT

Stand by

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Roy,

CAPCOM

Roger, and T.K.,

SPACECRAFT

That's affirm.

a

I'll qet

it.

I'm ready.
are you on the

flight deck?

Could you first put on panel L2 the high
Roger.
I'm sorry, that's on panel Ll.
load duct heater to A/B?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Got

it.

On page 315 of your Deorbit Prep, the time
Okay.
for your auto maneuver to the IMU attitude is MET 6 days, 21
minutes, ...21 hours and 23 minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

I

just got my page here.

The time is...

Six days, 21 hours, 23 minutes, and the next page,
CAPCOM
6 days (garble)

that the initiate time you're putting

SPACECRAFT
down there?

(garble).

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, and we'll see you at Buckhorn

Is
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2

at 07.

SPACECRAFT

Alriqht.

Columbia is near the
Orroral has loss of siqnal.
we next acquire at
before
110
orbit
beqin
Will
end of orbit 109.
Four hours, 27
minutes.
25
in
Station
the Buckhorn, California
hours, 42
days,
19
At
6
iqnition.
deorbit
minutes away from
Houston.
Control,
Shuttle
is
this
Time,
Elapsed
minutes Mission
PA0

This is Shuttle Control at 6 days, 20 hours, 6
Columbia is about 20 seconds away
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
from acquisition throuqh Buckhorn.
PA 0

CAPCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston, with you throuqh Buckhorn for

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roqer.

Loud and clear.

You're

5

by.

Columbia, Houston, vou have
CAPCOM
closinq.
door

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.

a

qo for payload bay

Thank you.

And, Columbia, if you have a moment if anybody
on the fliqht deck, I have one switch on panel Ll.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

6

is

Okay.
need the hiqh load duct heater to A.

CAPCOM

I

SPACECRAFT

Duct heater to A.

CAPCOM

Af f

SPACECRAFT

(qarble)

i

rmat i ve

Columbia, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS
up at MILA in about a minute.

CAPCOM

.

Pick you

Talk to you there.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
12 minutes.

Columbia, Houston, back with you throuqh MILA for

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roger, and you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

I'll have to copy that IMU attitude you handed

Loud and clear.
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down, maneuver

3

time.
Hank,

on page 315, middle of the page.

days,

21

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Ready

CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Those attitudes still good?

6

hours,

23

minutes.

And Hank, on the next page, 317, the
Affirmative.
CAPCOM
middle of the page, I'll give you your too sun attitude maneuver
time if you like.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
still good.

Okay,

END OF FILE

Six days,
6

days,

21,

21 hours,
51.

51

minutes.

That attitude,

I

guess,

is

PACK
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SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Okay,

6

flays,

21

SPACECRAFT
qood

Oknv,

fi

days,

21,

M

hours,
r
> 1

.

1

minutes.

Attitude,

I

quoss,

is

still

.

Columbia, Houston, and Hank,
That's affirmative.
finish tho IMU alignment and you want to qo to top sun
attitude earlier than the time I qave you, that would he okay.

CAPCOM
if

you

thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Hank, we've noticed that the
days, 21 hours,
It should he
a little off.

Roy,

time typed in is
and 2 3 minutes.

f>

SPACECRAFT

Thank you, Roy.

CAPCOM
at t tude

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

f<

days,

21

hours, and 21 minutes for the

IMU

i

CAPCOM
Houston,

I

must have copied

it

wronq

Columbia,

read it wronq, sorry about that.
Maybe
LOS,
Dakar is next at 29.
seconds
1

10

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

sir,

thank you.

This is Shuttle Control, Rermuda has loss of
PAO
station is Dakar in 2 and a half minutes. Columbia
Next
signal.
That activity will begin
load bay door closing.
for
go
pay
has a
to start on this orbit
Scheduled
minuter,.
30
approximately
in
down near Botswana LOS. We'll standby for Dakar acquisition.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, with you at Dakar for

SPACECRAFT

Clear.

Okay, we're waiting.

CAPCOM

Great,

Got

minutes.

Columbia, Houston,

And you're loud and clear.
CAPCOM
seconds LOS, Botswana's next at 49.

SPACECRAFT

9

1

suited, and

1

30

halfway.

looks like you're running right on the line

then

SPACECRAFT

A little slow on the suiting,

but we'll qet caught

up here.

PAO
signal.

This is Shuttle Control, Dakar has loss of
The crew in the process of
Botswana next in 9 minutes.

7/4/A2
STS-4 AtR/OUOIlNn TRANSOU PT t?1Vj
pine,

no

the payload bay Moors.

<!MT

ISLlllK.

PW.K

J

muiih

i-Kr.
ho
t
ft.
Guam a,«».„...
ion „nt .,
*
has decided
-it
Crosswmds on rn™ay 7 are iq
deorbit ignition.
desiren
J
that
y n
which in below low point
nn . IpvoI
he
However
°
that same ^ve! at landinc tirno.
;
c
nd
w
wit to Guam to „ot observed ve oc t es of
t

toVlay

runway

desist

m^

f.

,.

1

,

.

;

minutes, mission elapsed time,
This

is

tni.,

Shuttle Control

wen
at

6

.

days,

20 hours,

47

throuqh Botswana.

CAPCOM
30 seconds.

END OF TAPE

Botswana for about
Columbia, Houston, with you at
Yarranadeo is next at OS.

.
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CAPCOM
30 seconds.

PAGE

1

about
Columbia, Houston, with you at Botswana for
Yarragadee is next at 05.

in
loss of signal at Botswana, Yarragadee is next
time
elapsed
mission
At 6 days 20 hours 50 minutes
15 minutes.
This is Shuttle Control at 6
Control Houston.
Shuttle
this is
Shuttle coming up
days 21 hours 5 minutes mission elapsed time.
on acquisition at Yarragadee.

PA0

through Yarragadee for

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Hello there.

CAPCOM

And we hear you five by TK.

8

and

1/2

the
Okay, just to make everybody feel good, we got
bring
to
waiting
Just
locked.
port 'door closed, forward and aft
the starboard in on time.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
we're happy

Well that's good news, we're not surprised, but
it worked out nominally.

knew you wouldn't be surprised. We weren't
I
SPACECRAFT
we're }ust
And we got 2 suited guys floating around, and
either
step.
next
the
onto
move
to
times
seating here waiting for the

CAPCOM

Great.

SPACECRAFT

Hello Houston, Columbia.

Go ahead. Columbia, Houston, go ahead.
CAPCOM
Houston, how do you read?

Columbia,

just closed the
I
Read you loud and clear now Roy.
SPACECRAFT
let me try
well
I closed,
starboard door, and it went nominal.
it one more time here -

we're 55 seconds LOS.

CAPCOM

TK,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and we're in good shape.

CAPCOM

Roger, we'll see you at Hawaii at

3

1.

This is Shuttle Control. Yarragadee has loss of
pA0
Commander
Next station is Hawaii in 17 and 1/2 minutes.
signal.
going
closing
door
bay
payload
T. K. Mattingly reporting the
Both crewmen suited, at 6 days 21
Those doors now closed.
fine.
Control
hours 14 minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle
Willis
officer
dynamics
flight
Houston. This is Shuttle Control,
The
predictions.
time
lapse
entry
Bolk has generated some later
interface
entry
minutes,
10
days
7
deorbit time remains the same,
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days 40 minutes 23 seconds, at a velocity of 24,438 feet per
second, and altitude of 411,273 feet and a range the landing
Begin blackout at 7 days 42 minutes 42
sight of 3,815 miles.
24,532 feet per second, and altitude of
of
seconds at a velocity
End blackout at 7
go of 3,276 miles.
to
range
and
327,947 feet,
feet per
12,269
of
velocity
a
seconds
at
44
days 56 minutes
and
miles,
go
496
to
range
feet,
175,275
altitude
second,
targeted
plot
is
This
minutes.
1Y
hours
1
days
at
7
touchdown
landing
the
to
go
1
to
7,
made
is
decision
if
a
22
for runway
reports.
by
the
minute
1
as
much
by
as
change
time could
7

END OF TAPE
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We're a little over 2 minutes away from acquisition
through Hawaii, we'll stand by for that pass.

PA 0

This is Shuttle Control at 6 days 21 hours 31
PA 0
Hawaii should be acquiring
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia any minute.

CAPCOM
minutes

Columbia, Houston, with you through Hawaii for

SPACECRAFT

Hello there.

7

ThiR is shuttle Control, telemetry shows that both
pA0
doors are closed and latched.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

can hear

it,

now it does.

Columbia, Houston, if it's convenient for one of
you, we'd like a GNC spec 1 for variable parameters.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, as soon as we finish alignment, you got

CAPCOM

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

You see the angles, Houston?

CAPCOM

Stand bv one.

it.

We have the angles Hank, and they

look good.

CRT

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Thank you Hank.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, the CRT is yours.

3.

Okay sir, thank you.
SPACECRAFT
torque these.

(garble)

do you want to

CAPCOM

Negative.

SPACECRAFT

Trying to (garble) Houston, disregard.

CAPCOM

Copy

Columbia, Houston, see you over the states at 42,
CAPCOM
we'll have the pads and the deorbit burn flight rules for you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

This is Shuttle Control, Hawaii has Loss Of
PAO
Buckhorn will pick up Columbia in less than a minute,
Signal.
we'll stand by.
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CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

PACK

2

with you throuqh the states for

19 minutes,

SPACECRAFT

Loud and c leaf

CAPCOM

Roqer

SPACECRAFT

Houston,

you ready

CAPCOM

Yes sir,

which one would you like first?

SPACECRAFT

Got

.

.

to read

some pads?

the del pad ready.

Okay, the del pad follows, burn attitude 155 130
345, 177 HP all balls, 308.8, 252, propellant all balls 200 left
OMS HP 118, 123 85 10 20 69 29, dump to 0 percent ox, XCG 1093.3,
-0.5, over.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
all balls, 2
1093.3, -0.5.

Okay, I copy 155 130 345 177 all balls, 308.8, 252
minutes, 118 123 85 10 20 69 29, (qarble) ox to 0,

That's a good read back Henry, continuing inertial
CAPCOM
attitude 186 001 029, left 000, Guam AOS EI -10, LOS EI -4.
Altimeter 2997, 00 44 35 11 400, left hand turn Edwards, 22 at
50K,

255 at 20,

END OF TAPE

250 at 40,

225 at 50,

225 at 40,

255
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1

Left hand turn, Edwards 2-2 at 50K, 255 at 20, 250
50, 225 at 40, 255 at 20, on the surface, 255 at
at 40,
2
then 1, over.
06, APU start

CAPCOM

225 at

CI-10, EI-4,
Okay, 186, 001, 029 all balls.
SPACECRAFT
at
255
20, 250 at 40,
Edwards
turn
22,
left
11400,
2997004435,
225 at 50, 225 at 40, 255 at 20, 255 at 6, ALT PU start sequence
2

then

1.

CAPCOM

That's good readbaok and maneuver pad next.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

Oms both TV roll, 1.80 + 0.3, -5.7, +5.7,
Roger.
CI is 14879 -0.5998, 065.832,
218581, 007, 0010 all balls.
124.237 propellant is all balls, pic 7 is not applicable.

CAPCOM

Okay, I have both engines 180 + 0.3, -5.7, +5.7,
14879, -.5998, 65.832, 124.237 all
218581, 007, 0010 all balls.
balls, the rest is A.

SPACECRAFT

155, 130,
Burn attitude follows.
Good readback.
+0297.59,
VGO
x
TGO
0252,
v
total,
0308.8,
345, 3816, 2729 delta
over.
balls,
all
HP
is
177,
HA
y all balls, z +082.61,

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
155, 130, 345, 3816, 2729, 308.8,
all balls, +082.61, 177 by 0.
+297.59,
seconds,

2

minutes 52

Roger, that's a good readback and we can go over
CAPCOM
the deorbiter burn flight rules if you like.
Sure, I'd like to clarify those things which
SPACECRAFT
Okay, nrewster it's pre TIG
constitute (garble) after ignition.
where we got the one orbit call I presume, only the 1 day rules
appl y

Pre TIG under I day.
That's affirmative, T. K.
DPS redundant set, RSS 2 av
X's go, X's go after APU hydraulics.
2 AA s and
dilemma,
2 IMU's,
bay fans in bay ?, 2 main buses, IMU
propellant
oms
under
limits,
RGA's, 4 RFS, port payload bay door

CAPCOM

1

SPACECRAFT

Your ro cutting out there, Houston.

CAPCOM

Okay,

'

under the MKC

.

SPACECRAFT

I

.

stand by

1.

Okay, T. K.

I'll pick up

as-

.

followed you up.

I'm through IMU dilemma.

AA s and
Next x under 2 IMU's, then
Okay, fine.
under the MFC line undo oms
RGA's, and that's for the RFS
Neither
propel ant tank, del pads last burn card and ignition.

CAPCOM

'

,

PAGE
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after
aft PCS tot propellant leak
under
Then
ignites.
engine
Ascension, over

2

gets an x?

CAPCOM

That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT

I

CAPCOM

added one for

2

AA and RGA

That's affirm.

tank values use for no
added one for propellant
I
qPACFCRAFT
Ascension.
And a propellant leak after
fgnitlon

END OF TAPE
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Over

CAPCOM

Okay, so the new X's I put in my card from the
one we had before, starting from the top on the APU hydraulic
gets an X.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT

I

CAPCOM

That's affirm.

added one for

2

AAs and RGAs

Added one for the propellant tanks and lUs for a
and
a propellent leak after Ascension.
ignition,
no

SPACECRAFT

That's correct, and there are no new X's under
CAPCOM
the post TIG column.
Okay sir, thank you very much.
SPACECRAFT
think about going to OPS 3?

What would you

Columbia, Houston, the
You are go for OPS 3.
CAPCOM
forward RCS leak message is F5L, and it's just cooling down,
no action required.
Okay,
SPACECRAFT
open it back up?

CAPCOM
at Dakar at

SPACECRAFT

No,
0

I

closed the manifold, do you want me to

leave

it

closed.

Columbia, Houston, see you

7.

Okay.

This is Shuttle Control, Columbia has moved out
Next acquisition through
of range of the Bermuda station.
will
be overlapping coveraqe
Dakar in 5 minutes, and there
Columbia's crew has a
Island
station.
through the Ascension
deorbit and entry
the
That's
to
OPS
3.
go to transition
Shaw on this
Brewster
CAPCOM
onboard,
and
program
computer
up
passed
States
United
continental
the
pass
over
long
That
information the crew needs for the deorbit maneuver.
A 2 minute duration
maneuver will utilize both OMS engines.
burn with a delta V, or change in velocity of 308.8 feet per
It's a retrograde burn resulting orbit targeted is
second.
Columbia's 2 hours 6 and 1/2 minutes
177 by 0 nautical miles.
At 6 days 22 hours 3 minutes
away from the deorbit burn.
mission elapsed time this is Shuttle Control Houston. This is
Shuttle Control at 6 days 22 hours 7 minutes mission elapsed
Columbia coming up on acquisition throuqh Dakar now.
time.
PAO

Columbia, Houston, throuqh Dakar and Ascension
for 10 minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir.

CAPCOM

And configure AOS.
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SPACECRAFT

Got it.

CAPCOM
please

Columbia, Houston, we'd like to configure AOS

SPACECRAFT

Okay, configure AOS or LOS?

CAPCOM

AOS,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you got it.

as in alpha.

Thank you.
CAPCOM
and configure LOS.

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston, Botswana at

2

1,

Okay sir.

This is Shuttle Control, Ascension has loss of
PAO
signal with Columbia, next acquisition through Botswana in 2
and 1/2 minutes.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, for

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

-

8

minutes.

Columbia.

Okay, I just wanted to switch (garble) on the
back end and back on panel R13, the payload bay door talkback
is barberpole, is that someway connected with the fact that
we'd powered it off, the power to that thing with - was SPEC
202. OPS 202?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Standby one.

SPACECRAFT

My picture list said it should indicate closed.

Columbia, Houston, we're 20
We're checking.
CAPCOM
seconds LOS, we'll pick you up at Yarragadee at 4 1, and have
an answer for you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

This is Shuttle Control, Botswana has loss of
PAO
through Yarragadee in 12 minutes.
acquisition
signal, next

END OF TAPE
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1

Columbia, Houston, we're 20 seconds LOS, we'll pick
Cor you.

you up at Yarragadee at 41 and have an answer

SPACRCRAFT

Okay.

PA0
This is Shuttle Control, Botswana has Loss Of
Signal, next acquisition through Yarragadee in 12 minutes.
The
crew right on the timeline in deorbit preparations, deorbit
maneuver scheduled 1 hour 40 minutes from this time.
At 6 days
22 hours 30 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Shuttle
Control, Houston.
PA0
This is Shuttle Control at 6 days 22 hours 41
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Columbia coming within range of
the Yarragadee station now.

CAPCOM
Columbia, Houston, through Yarragadee for
minutes, over.

SPACRCRAFT

Okay, we're climbing

in

7

the seats now Brewster.

CAPCOM
Okay, T. K. we copy, the last time we looked at the
doors everything looked nominal to us, we think they're all
latched up and closed.
If you want to chock a CRT disolav it's

on NFS SM 63.

"

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Guam

SPACRCRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Roger.

sen you

Vi

at

there.

DA0
This is Shut In Control.
f'nlurr'ui out of range
Yarragadee, moving toward acquisition through the G, Mm station
hi
6 and 1/2 mi nut or,
Ken Mattinqly and Hank Hart sfi nU
1(
n
seats now reviewing
ho door hit procn,|nron.
Wo have n report
from the Hrydon Flight Rosea rch facility in California, the
landing site for Columbia.
As of f,;30 am, Pacific daylight time
the nJSt.iraatP was that r>7,000 vehicles and 10^,000 noonlo
h.vl
assembled to view Columbia's landing.
^hat's as o!
30 am that
that big a crowd had assembled.
Columbia now
hout and 1 o
minutes away from deorbit.
Guam in about r minutes, at
2?
,i,-,y q
hours SO minutor, Mission Klapsod Time, thin is Shut Ho Control
Houston.
t.

.-,

.

j

t

|

,

t

fi

:

1

>

r,

'

PA0
This is Shuttle Control at
days 22 hours r^
minutes Mission ^lapsed Time.
r
Columbia about
second-, awav
from acquisition through Guam.
Columbia will hog in orbit number
112 during this pass at Guam.
r>

]

CAPCOM
Columbia, Hons' on,
configure AOS.

through Guam

>

for

1

minutes

t

q

TRI^cm

STS - 4 MR/CBOUHO

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roqer.
<-p11

e

«
further alarms.
Okay,

SPACECRAFT
that

1

2

in good shape,

is

K»P ,» .o.

^

we had had
^hah
appreciate that,

few hits on

a

temp.

and

x

WAS

28
t2,.J 7/3/8, GHT 185 = 13 =

SPACECRAFT

T

m

Roger.

CAPCOM

Co.-M..

Houston. H.waU at 07

confer. U».

Okay, Brewster.

SPACECRAFT

NASA 946, Houston.

NASA ^46

Houston 946, over.

rApr0M

ahead.
Ho,d ynu fivo tw co

NASA 946

Horn

>

700 0

ft.,

22924

i«

a

wi nd

10,000 240

uod.te,

2

!

,000

^

"^oo^

4

i

^

,

(

^
^

nds^ 24022

,

,„

Copy.

CAPCOM

„„

Wo mado one pn n S
NASA 946
h
of
,/ nn
off ^000 ft bocaunn
..nann
both
okay,
in-!
work
was
MLS

Copy.

CAPCOM
KNP OF TAP

the

V.

.

thoy mado us lovol
tho
, p) iro no , on
J
fine.
and 111 aro working
22,

r.inwav
-

(

M%2

^

,

,

.
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Copy.

NASA 946
We made one, pass as runway 22.
They made us wave
off at 5000 feet because of the traffic.
The papies are not on,
the bellows is working on okay.
Both channel 92 and 111 are
working fine.

CAPCOM

Copy

NASA 946
The thing about the winds that you have to take
into account is 1000 fast winds.
While we measured on takeoff
but you can't really believe, that 300 foot winds are reading 260
at 17 a thousand footers 260 at 20, 2000 footers 240 at 22, 3000
footers 255 at 17 even though the surface wind is very low.
The
- looks like you got effective wind component head wind of maybe
15 knots which is qood

CAPCOM

Okay,

we copied that.

NASA 946
The weather is clear.
It's clear out to the
mountains and it's clear up in the upper valley or upper by
Bakers Field, there is a fault bank over on the other side - as
usual, in the LA Basin.

CAPCOM

Roger.

NASA 946
The only clouds that are
consequence are east of us.

CAPCCM

-

which are of no

Roger.

NASA 946
Going to check in Charlie and see if we can get the
papies turned on.
Maybe it's just an oversite.

CAPCOM
Roger, we copy that.
make a pass to 17?

And we assume you're going to

NASA 946
That's affirm.
There's a lot of 30 or 40 airplanes
out here and we're sort of weaving in our way around them.

CAPCOM

Roger, we understand.

PA0
This is Shuttle Control.
That was chief astronaut
John Young flying NASA 946, one of the Shuttle training
aircraft.
A gulfstroam 2 ...

CAPCOM
after

and I'll
the CONUR pass.

talk to you again in about 30 minutes

NASA 946
Okay, we haven't gotten any surface winds off the
from the people on the ground there, out of on the lakebed.

.

.
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Okay, we copy that. We show the winds coming up
CAPCOM
little bit after sunrise about 5 knots.

NASA 946

CAPCOM
runway

a

Okay, what winds are you getting down there now?

The anomometer winds taken into coordinates for
17 where were 5 on the head and 5 across.

NASA 946

Okay.

CAPCOM

And at touchdown, -2 1/2 the last we got were 220

at 7.

NASA 94 6

Rog

That was John Young first
This is Shuttle Control.
PA0
report after shooting a landing approach in the Shuttle training
He'll continue to shoot approaches on
aircraft on runway 22.
both 22 and 17 and we'll update ...
NASA 946
thank you.

546, we'll get back with you here on the next

CAPCOM

Roger.

NASA 946

(garble)

run,

We have AOS with Columbia in 2-1/2 minutes.

Young will give the Mission Control Center here in
PAO
That
Houston, updates on weather and winds on both runways.
we'll
whether
decision
into
a
incorporated
be
information will
Control
the
in
here
getting
We're
landing.
try for crosswind
Center now in Houston a television picture from Dryden Flight
Research Facility the convoy is underway moving out into position
Columbia is on orbit 112, a minute and
for a runway 22 landing.
This is the last
a half away from acquisition through Hawaii.
scheduled full orbit of the Earth for Columbia on this mission.
hour 3 minutes 42 seconds from this
Deorbit comina I minute and
Columbia's about 1 minute away from acquisiton in
time.
Hawaii. We'll standby for that,
1

Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
Configure AOS.
SPACECRAFT

Hawaii

for

8

minutes.

Hello there.

Ruckhorn at 17 and T. K. we're
Columbia, Houston.
we are watching the winds
although
22
still planning on runway
than Guam if they pickup
later
no
17
to
closely and we would go
for the crosswind.

CAPCOM

t259j 7/4/82 GMT 185:14:01
TRANSCRIPT
AIR/GROUND
STS-4
We're ...
Okay, it's your call.
SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE
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Columbia, Houston, Buckhorn at 1 7, and TK we|re
CAPCOM
still planning on runway 22, although we are watching the winds
closely, and we would go to 17 no later than Guam, if they pick
up for the crosswind.

SPACECRAFT

it's your call, we're flexible.

Okay,

Roger sir, the Edwards weather is clear now, it's a
CAPCOM
there, and we're keeping a close eye on the
out
beautiful day
winds

SPACECRAFT

Okay, your timeline is working like a champ sir,

thank you.
Roger.

CAPCOM

This is Shuttle Control, we're still getting
PAO
Buckhorn acquisition in just over
telemetry data through Hawaii.
CAPCOM
a minute, we'll continue to stand by for Buckhorn.
at this
runway
Brrwster Shaw has informed the crew that primary
we'll
winds,
the
watch
time is 22, but that we are continuing to
pass.
next
make a decision no later than Guam on the

CAPCOM
AOS.

Columbia, Houston, through the states, configure
Columbia, Houston, through the states, configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT

All right sir.

SPACECRAFT

Houston

CAPCOM

Five by.

(garble)

and clear a COMM check.

Okay sir, - approximately
SPACECRAFT
for
a prestart check.
you're ready

CAPCOM

That's affirmative Hank.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

CAPCOM

Henry,

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

got

I

it

3

5

or

6

minutes.

Houston

gray.

looks good to us.

thank you.

NASA at 946 is sotting up for runway 22, and we're
NASA 946
about 3 minutes to high (garble)

CAPCOM

NASA 946 clear UHF.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, you ready for

CAPCOM

That

'

s

a

f f

i

rmat

i

vo

a

gimbal check?

GMT 185:14:07 PAGE
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Houston, radio check please.

Columbia, Houston, we're going in
Loud and clear.
CAPCOM
minute.
to handover, we'll see you in a

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, for

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

7

more minutes.

loud and clear.

Columbia, Houston, the gimbal check looked
Roger.
good on both primary and secondary.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir, thank you.

CAPCOM

targets.
Columbia, Houston, you're go to load your

SPACECRAFT

Roger.

monitors in
This is Shuttle Control, the television
Fl^ht
Dryden
at
crowd
the
of
the newscenter now have a picture
estimate
the
Control
Shuttle
Research Facility so Ear. This is
people.
th" Dryden now is 88,000 vehicles and 403,000
look good
Columbia, Houston, the target solutions
CAPCOM
to us in both machines.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, Ascension at

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

4

7,

configure LOS.

Columbia is out of range
This is Shuttle Control.
All the
Island in 12 minutes.
at Bermuda, next station Ascension
qood
look
units
orestart conditions for the auxiliary power
system on Columbia,
hydraulic
the
power
?nose are "he units that
control
moving the fl
for lowering landing gear, for
-b
ignition
APU 2 will be started at deorbit
surfaces.
minutes.
APUs 1 and 3 at entry interface -13
minutes.
PAO

END OF TAPE
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-5
APU number 2 will be started at deorbit ignition
PA0
minutes, APUs 1 and 3 at entry interface -13 minutes.

CAPCOM
PAO
burn numbers

CAPCOM

NASA 946, Houston.
This is Shuttle Control, we'll recap the deorbit

NASA 946, Houston.

The cj eor bit burn will be a retroqrade maneuver
pA0
the
second
using both OMS engines. Del velocity of 308.8 ft per
in
occur
to
scheduled
burn time of 2.52 minutes, that maneuver
Botswana
about 32 and 1/2 minutes from now, be just after the
of any
view
of
out
Ocean
Columbia will be over the Indian
LOS.
next
our
And
maneuver.
tracking station at the time of that
Guam.
contact with Columbia after the deorbit maneuver will be
Island.
Ascension
at
acquisition
Columbia's 9 minutes away from
We'll stand by for any further any conversation for 20..
,

CAPCOM

NASA 946, Houston, over.

The CAPCOM here in the control center and NASA 946
PA0
Time,
At 6 days 23 hours 38 minutes Mission Elapsed
at Dryden.
Houston.
this is Shuttle Control,

CAPCOM

NASA 946, Houston.

NASA 946

Houston, 946, over.

CAPCOM

Read you five by John, go ahead.

Roger, we see a little high surface winds, but
NASA 946
they're not enough to satisfy the cross wind DTO apparently.

CAPCOM
are going up

Okay, we copy that and the readings we're getting
high enough
a little bit but we agree they are not

yet

NASA 946

CAPCOM
the surface?

Okay.

Have you been able to make a approach to 22 down to

Roger, we did, we landed 2,760 ft down on runway at
NASA 946
to 286
196 knots in auto reflare and it was control air speed
with
closely
fairly
up
fit
that'll
knots at 2,500 ft, so T think
our pad.

Yes sir that looks good.
CAPCOM
or anything like that?

Did you note any shears

.

PAGE
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we sure didn't,

NASA 946

No,

CAPCOM

Okay,

NASA 946
though.

Gonna make one more pass Lo it and take
They still don't have the PAPAs on last run.
Okay, we copy that.

CAPCOM

NASA 946, Houston.

9

it's very calm out here.

that's good news.

CAPCOM

NASA

46

a

look

Co ahead.

Rog^r, we'll be talking to Columbia
CAPCOM
minutes, and we'll call you about 8:15 your time.

NASA 94 6

2

in

about

4

Okav.

This is Shuttle Control, that was another report
PA0
aircraft,
from astronaut John Young in the Shuttle Training
n
it
ion,
conversat
that
From
°£
flying landing approaches.
that
make
We'll
crosswinds.
for
try
appear probable that we will
For now, we will plan for runway 22.
decision at Guam.
This is Shuttle Control, the PAPA lights referred
position approach
to by John Young, are precision approach
nd cators

PA0
i

i

This is Shuttle Control at 6 days
PA0
Columbia's about
minutes Mission Elapsed Time.
Islano.
Ascension
from acquisition through

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

You've got it.

for

6

23
30

hours 46
seconds away

minutes, configure AOS.

state
Thank you sir, we're going to send you a new
you
give
we'll
secure,
vector over Ascension and when it's on and

CAPCOM

load for the --.

Columbia, Houston,
CAPCOM
the tarqets.
reload
onboard,

the new state vectors are

Control
This is Shuttle Control here in the Mission
PA0
flight
his
polling
is
Draughon
Center, Flight Director Harold
burn.
controllers for a go-no-go decision on the deorbit
KND OF TAPF,

.
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Columbia, Houston, the new state vectors are
Reload the target.

This is Shuttle Control here in the mission control
PA0
flight
Flight Director Harold Draughon is polling his
center.
burn.
deorbit
the
on
decision
controllers for a GO/NO GO
We'd like to see the vent doors
Columbia, Houston.
CAPCOM
closed before we give you a go for the burn.
Okay, we're just waiting for you to call.
SPACECRAFT
You've got it.
comes.

Columbia, Houston, vent doors look good.
GO for deorbit burn.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Roger.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, sir.

Botswana at

57

Here it
You are

configure LOS.

Ascension has loss of
This is Shuttle Control.
pA0
Botswana is next in 2 minutes 40 seconds. We'll
signal.
6 days 23 hours 57 minutes
This is Shuttle Control.
standby.
acquire Columbia
should
Botswana
mission elapsed time.
momentar i 1 y

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston for

SPACECRAFT

Alright.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston.

you at Guam at

7

minutes.

Have

a

good burn.

We'll see

30.

We're starting number

SPACECRAFT

Alright sir.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Test looking good.

2.

Botswana has loss of
n shuttle Control.
This
Next acquisition through Guam in 24-1/2 minutes.
maneuver.
Columbia's 4 minutes 10 seconds away from the deorbit minutes
days
At
6
Guam.
7
We'll got a report on that burn at
mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.
pAQ
signal.

CAPCOM
NASA 946

CAPCOM

i

NASA 946, Houston.

NASA 946, Houston.

NASA 946, go ahoad Brewstor.
Roger, we're standing by.

STS-4
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The PAPA lights
NASA 946
We just made another pass to 22.
are now on.
The most right outboard one is dimmer than the other
two when the white light is on.

CAPCOM

Copy that.

NASA 946
It has a dim out the right outboard one
don't know it you need to tell T. K. that or not.
I

CAPCOM

is

dim and

Okay.

Wind has picked up just a little bit. Tower is
NASA 946
calling 230 at 10.
reading down
I don't know what you guys are
there on the surface, but it doesn't look like it's picked up
very much.
May pick up a little more in the time that - between
now and time they come out of blackout my guess is, but it
probably won't pick up 2 or 3 knots.

CAPCOM

We copy.

There are no turbulence at all associated with any
this, repeat on the weather of the San Fernando Valley is
clear as a bell over to the LA Basin is where the clouds the low
level clouds are and they go all the way out to the coast.
It
looks like over by Oxnard, point Magoo and Vandenburg up that
direction. They look like there might be a little cloudy up
there but you really can't tell from here.
It might be able to
see the ground through the mountains up there.
NASA 946

of

CAPCOM

We copy.

NASA 946
The only thing you can really say about the
weather around here today is it's beautiful.

CAPCOM
Roger, we copy that.
we think we're going to go to 22.
NASA 946

Looks that way on the TV and

Okay.

PAO
This is Shuttle Control.
The president's
helicopter is now landing at Dryden Flight Research Center.
And
chase and photo T38's are taxiing out to take off at Dryden.
Pilot in the chase plane today are astronauts Guy Gardner and
Jerry Ross.
In the photo T38's Charles R. Justice, a JSC
aircraft operations pilot and Clarence Pete Stanley, a
photographer from JSC photo technology division.
END OF TAPE
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see you again in about 40 past.

CAPCOM

-

SPACECRAFT

Okay 45.

-

PAGE

This is Shuttle Control at 7 days 29 minutes
PAO
mission elapsed time. Columbia's about 30 seconds away from
acquisition through Guam. We'll stand by Cor a report on the
deorbit burn.

Columbia, Houston, through Guam for
CAPCOM
configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT

You got it.

CAPCOM

All

SPACECRAFT

Thank you sir.

3

6

minutes

APUs look good

This is Shuttle Control we're showing a perigee of
PAO
This is
i
0.8 nautical miles, so the burn was obviously very good.
and
1/2
runway
22.
land
on
7
Shuttle Control Columbia will
Shuttle Control all systems aboard
minutes from entry interface.
Columbia look very good.

Columbia, Houston, no delta T required.
CAPCOM
for maneuvers, all systems look good.

SPACECRAFT

You are go

Columbia roger

Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds LOS check wideband
CAPCOM
We'll see you over the states, have a
continuous.
mission to
winds are 230 at 10 on the surface.
The
trip.
downhill
good
,

right sir,

thank you.

SPACECRAFT

All

CAPCOM

And configure LOS.

SPACECRAFT

Wi Ico

This is Shuttle Control, Guam has loss of signal
PAO
now with Columbia, Columbia committed to enter the Earth's
atmosphere in 3 minutes 3 seconds. We may have a short bit of
It's
acquisition through Hawaii in about 9 and 1/2 minutes.
time
acquisition
of
possible that we'll get 1 minute's worth
Touchdown
not.
do
or
we
there, and we'll stand by to see whether
clock showing 32 minutes 10 seconds to touchdown on runway 22.

radio check

CAPCOM

NASA 913, Houston,

NASA 913

Loud and clear Houston, chase.

CAPCOM

Read you five by Guy.

STS-4 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT t263j 7/4/82 GMT
185:15:19
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NASA 913

Still,

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

NASA 913

Got you.

CAPCOM

NASA 946, Houston.

NASA 946

946 qo.

CAPCOM

Roger sir, do you have any further updates?

NASA 946

is

that firm now it's 22.

we're just about to make
anything's different.

No,

let you know

if

2

a

pass to 22. we'll

CAPCOM

Okay, we're AOS in

NASA 946

Okay, the last pass the MLS was working just fine

CAPCOM

We copy.

8

minutes.

13 Shuttle Control.
President and Mrs. Reagan
arriveda at. It
the Dryden Flight Research Facility and are
now
in route to a viewing area.
Shuttle Control Columbia should be
entering the Earth's atmosphere now.
This is Shuttle Control at
7 days 46 minutes mission elapsed time.
Columbia's about a
minute away from possible acquisition through
Hawaii, we'll stand
by and see if we're able to get any
communications there. The
spacecraft entered the Earth's atmosphere 6 minutes
ago.
Predicted landing time 7 days 1 hour 11 minutes.
11 minutes aft^r
ho r
Thls is Shuttle Control at 7 days 48 minutes
!B
mission'
J ;.
elapsed
time, apparently we'll get no contact through
Hawaii,
we
did see some radar contact, but no voice
communication, or
telemetry.

h™
have

•

END OF TAPE
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This is Shuttle Control at 7 days 48 minutes
Apparently we'll qot no contact through
mission elapsed time.
We did see some radar contact but no voice communication
Hawaii.
Columbia now on the track which will take it
or telemetry.
across the California coast between Santa Barbara and Ventura.
Crossing just a few miles south of Carpenter Ria.
PAO

EDWARDS

NASA 946, Edwards.

Track then goes up just south of Ohi across the
PAO
Condor Sanctuary over Lake Hughes almost over the town of
Goes just north of Lancaster and then a left turn into
Fairmont.
runway 22.

NASA 946

NASA 946 go ahead.

EDWARDS

Roger, John.

Did you get to make the approach to

22?

Everything is still nominal
That's affirmative.
NASA 946
you nomalize the touchdown airspeed - nomalize touchdown we're
3000 feet down the runway.

CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that,

if

thank you.

We expect acquisition with Columbia in about 7-1/2
PAO
minutes. We have a report now from the Dryden Flight Research
Facility.

Everything is
This is NASA Dryden Landing Control.
DRYDEN
in readiness to meet the Columbia when it touches down on runway
Approximately 2 hours ago the recovery and servicing convoy
22.
Once parked, the cooling and
moved to its site along the runway.
The technicians who
air conditioning equipment was activated.
will make this first inspection of the spacecrafts at a final
briefing and began putting on checking out their scapesuit which
Scape stands
will protect them in case of any propellant leaks.
The convoy
assemble.
for self contained atmospheric protective
trucks are
type
dinosaur
The
is made up of a number of vehicles.
Cooling
Orbiter
the
and
called the Orbiter Purge Transportor
The purge vehicle will be used to flow humidified
Transportor.
cool air through the cargo bay and remove any explosive or toxic
The coolant vehicle provides freon through the Orbiter 's
fumes.
cooling system to carry away residual heat from electronic
The convoy is led by a convoy commanders vehicle and
equipment.
includes the vans for scapesuits support umbilical access to the
vehicles and the cool access vehicle which is a logo light
As soon as the astronauts have indicated wheel stop, the
room.
scapesuit attained will inspect the Orbiter visually and use
sniffers to determine if there is any evidence of propellant
The purge and cooling trucks will stay about
leaks in the area.
400 feet downwind until the hazardous gas detection system has
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Wo'ro about 2-1/2 minuto*
Shuttle Control.
Touchdown clock
ucqu s t ion with Columbia.
,iwav from oxp^i't
r
showinq 14 minutos >0 socoivl:! to touchdown.
Thin

PAO

is

i

^ASA
down

(

Houston,

>4f>

t

ho

r

unw.iv

i

't-1«>.

W.-'iO

ntill

landinq

1000 foof

at

.

Wo'ro

.John.
Okay, that sounds qood
CAPCOM
from touchdown and wo 11 ho loavinq froo.
,

minutos

14

'

NASA

(qurbl o)

9 4fi

PAO
contact at

I

A

This is Shut tlo Control.
Mach 11.
1,000 foot.
Chaso, Hons tr)n.

CAPCOM

Chaso

CHASE

,

Roqor

CAPCOM

Chaso,

CHASK

Chaso copy.

Hour;

Wo havo

Standby lor

a

a

mark

C band

at

rudir

1?.

.

ton.

Mark 12.

That call hotps
That, was a mach 12 call to chaso.
PAO
south of
hiqh,
sliqhtly
miles
10
Columbia
is
Fido
says
him.
Control looks .solid.
groundt r ack
.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

You qot

Confiquro AOS

it.

Tho camora from Santa Anannis Poak
PAO
Altitude's 164,000 foot, mach 10.
Columbia now.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
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Columbia, Houston, you''<; 20 mi
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lor,

t

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPOM

Thit'.-i

SPACECRAFT

Undo r

I;?

r.

h

af'irmativo
t

a

nd

qoo.l

fU.it-'

»

<Jo

T.

K.

for
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you
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•

PAO
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ISC, 000 ft now, Mach R
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t
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.
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i

i

i

i

,

CAPCO*

Columbia, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Okay sir, nu

PAO

Columbia now

U8,000

Syr; torn.

ft,

con v*

r

'i

i

n

(

i

,

take TACAN

in.

Air Nav qa
nq tho Tart cm
210 miles to qo.
Columbia 10
convorqinu now
nr.

1

i

I i /.

i

i

1

i

t

ion

.

Columbia, Mount
chock body flap.

>n,

10

hi'ih

on «»n»T<tv

SPACECRAFT

Thank you

PAO

1?^,000 ft, M.ich

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston,

d

i

r,

r

oqa r d

SPACECRAFT

Okav

d

i

s

r

ona rd

PAO

Columbia

SPACECRAFT

bo advised your

1

)

Marh 7.1,

mil oh hi un on or<«i qy an

CAPCOM

if

»

.*?

a

j

r

.

(<

understand,
i

s

ind

r.imii'

.1,

nvor tho Channel

to qo
t

1HS.

ho ovap out.

(qarblo).

Islands now...

transmissions aro very qarhlcd.

PAO
Approach inu tho roast at 112,000 ft, Maoh 4.7,
cnerqy has convorqod now.
10^,000 ft Maoh 4, ranqo to qo 110
mi lor,
Columbia systems in tho control lookinq qood
.

CAPCOM
converqod

Columbia, Houston, positive scats, energy is

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

said positive seats, enorqy qood. Your

radio

).

.

1
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almost unusable.

Columbia is at 9 3,000 ft now at an altitude whore
Mach 3, 75 miles
seat
a could he used if necessary.
the election

PAO
to

(JO.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, take air data.

PAO

85,000 ft, Mach 2.6,

CAPCOM
transfer.

Columbia, Houston, we'd like

SPACECRAFT

Roger

range 62 miles.
a

pass to BFS

Columbia's crew still conducting the maneuvers to
PAO
The Dryden
aerodynamic data. 72,000 ft, Mach 1.8 44 miles to go.
long range camera has acquired Columbia, at 69,000 ft, Mach 1.6,
Columbia now about 5 minutes from touchdown, at
39 miles to go.
61,000 ft, Mach 1.3.
SPACECRAFT

Roqer

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, cameras.

PAO
miles.

Mach

.

.

Columbia in Mach 1.1 now at SI, 000 ft, range 27
,9 at 44,000 ft, range 23 miles.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, 42,000

SPACECRAFT

Rog e r

ft

approaching the hack.

.

Columbia touching the head in aliqnment circle now,
PAO
33,000
We'll shortly be starting a left turn into the runway.
knots.
258
ft, airspeed

SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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Columbia touching the head in alignment circle now,
PAO
will shortly be starting a left turn into the runway, 31,000
feet, airspeed 258 knots.
(garble) coming aboard on the right.

SPACECRAFT

Good show.

PAO

28,000 feet.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, surface winds 240 at

12.

Houston, could you find another transmission path?
PAO

20,000 feet at 286 knots

CAPCOM

TK surface winds 240 at 12.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

PAO
runway now

SPACECRAFT

-

-

18,000 feet now.

Columbia turning in to a head in, lined up with the
14,000 feet at airspeed 264.
Roger

.

Columbia on final and lookinq very good, 12,000
PAO
Columbia
feet, 9600 feet 282 knots, into autoland guidance now.
Mattingly
feet.
Ken
2500
until
guidance
autoland
will stay in
280 knots at 4200
will take over at 2500 feet for the landing.
feet
You're coming

-

NASA

3,000.

PAO

Gear's down and locked.

NASA

Outstand ing

gear down

Shuttle Control here, the unofficial landing time
PAO
To repeat, the unofficial
days 1 hour 9 minutes 40 seconds.
landing time 7 days I hour 9 minutes 40 seconds.
Columbia, Houston,
CAPCOM
message, disregard.

if

you get a cabin or PP 02

couple of those.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we got

CAPCOM
beaut i f ul

Columbia, Houston, welcome back to Earth, that was

SPACECRAFT

That's quite all right.

PAO

This is Shuttle Control, the convoy

a

is

approaching

7
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Columbia now.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Columbia, how

CAPCOM

Read you five by Columbia,

<io

you road?

how me?

Okay, we're, I'm on the wireless now, and Hank's
SPACECRAFT
We'll be proceeding with
gonna be coming up in just a minute.
our activities.

CAPCOM

Roqer.

Shuttle Control, the crew is safing the OMS pods
PAO
After that's been completed the convoy will be
systems.
and RCS
able to approach the vehicle.

SPACECRAFT
complete

Convoy

1,

this is Columbia, OMS RCS safinq

is

Columbia, Houston, you're go for the load
Roqer.
CAPCOM
test when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT

Roger.

Columbia, Houston, TK we would like for you to do
th^ Ll switch configurations on the middle of page 5-6 prior to

CAPCOM
the

load test.

SPACECRAFT

All

riqht.

This is Shuttle Control, the RMU officer here
observed the load test, that's the test of the hydraulic system
Ground crewmen are
involves moving the control surfaces around.
now, checking
Columbia
using sniffers around the thrusters on
systems
those
whether there are any leaks in
PAO

END OF TAPE
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..ground crewmen arc us inn sniffers aronn-1 the
thrustors on Columbia now chock inn whothor thoro am any leaks in
those systems.
PAO

load tost complete.

SPACECRAFT

Houston,

CAPCOM

Roger, cony Columbia.

CAPCOM
trans i t on

Columbia, Houston, you're go for tho DPS

i

.

pA0

computors

thank you.

Okay, Houston,

SPACECRAFT

Shuttle Control, tho DPS transition puts Columbia's
in a post-1 anding program con f qur at on
i

i

If do os not, wo
CAPCOM
run.
to
back
then

SPACECRAFT

'

11

want you to modo

it

to halt and

Wilco.

Rhuttlo Control, tho next oporation for tho crow in
this powordown is to roposition tho Spaco Shuttle main onqinos in
a down position.
PftO

Columbia, Houston, chock hydraulic main pump pross
CAPCOM
before doinq tho SSMF. repositioning
3 to normal

SPACECRAFT

Got you

SPACECRAFT

Okay Houston,

ahead and take

CAPCOM

it

won't PRO to ops, you want to qo
to off and bring it back up?
T1FS

That's affirmative T.

K.

mode

it

to halt

and then

back to run.

SPACECRAFT

Houston,

CAPCOM

Stand by.

T

have

a

qo for APU shut down?

Columbia, Houston, you're go for APU shutdown, be
CAPCOM
circ pump operation is not required.
hydraulic
advised

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you say no circ pumps.

CAPCOM

Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, APU hydraulic shut down complete.

CAPCOM

Roger.

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, request DFI PCM recorder to high

.

.

.

.

.
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sample

SPACECRAFT

Got

SPACECRAFT

Convoy

SPACECRAFT

Houston,

i

t

the APH shutdown's complete.

1,

I'm stand inq by for

your call on purqo

door s

CAP COM
pos t on i nq
thorn to OFF

Columbia, Houston, stand by on the vent door purqe
On oanel R2, we need the APU control switches, 3 of

CAPCOM

Columbia, Houston, qo for vent door purqe

i

i

pos

i

t

i

on nq
i

SPACECRAFT

Okay

Shuttle Control here, the convoy commander's
PAO
reported to Fliqht Director Harold Drauqhon that the hatch is now
Ground crewmen are now attachinq the coolinq unit to
open.
Columbia. The Fliqht Director has advised the convoy commander
that Columbia's in a staple position.

CAPCOM
messaqe

Columbia, Houston, you can iqnore the thermal APH

SPACECRAFT

Disreqard?

CAPCOM

Affirmative, disreqard.

SPACECRAFT

Okay

Columbia, Houston, we'd like for you to execute the
CAPCOM
ammonia boiler deactivation procedure on paqe 5-18.

SPACECRAFT

Let me qet to it.

CAPCOM

Paqe 5-18.

SPACECRAFT

5-18.

Say aqain that paqe number Roy.

And be advised Columbia we sent a teleprinter
CAPCOM
message to delete the first three steps of that. You want to
just start by turning the ammonia boiler A to Off and advise if
you got the rest of the teleprinter message.

Okay, Roy, we're qetting a (garble)
SPACECRAFT
got Lauren in and I'm going let him run that, I'm
station here.

CAPCOM

in
in

here now, we
that back

Columbia, Houston, Hank we would like to have you

STS-4 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT t2fi7j 7/4/82 GMT 185:16:21 PAGE
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turn the ammonia boiler off first.

CONVOY

Houston, Columbia's chanqo crew's aboard.

CAPCOM

Rocjer,

Lauren you're loud and clear.

And I just want to reaffirm with you that the
CONVOY
ammonia boiler is off.

Roqer, and Lauren, wo would like for you to
CAPCOM
water loop oumo
complete the rest of that procedure on panel Ll
,

END OF TAPE
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Roqer, and Lauren, wo would like for you to
water loop pump
complete? the rest of that procedure on panel Ll
n Limber 1 to OFF.

CAPCOM

,

Okay, pump

CONVOY

I

cominq OFF.

iko for you to take the
And wo would
CAPCOM
proportional valves both of them to interchanqor
1

CONVOY

Roqer.

CAPCOM

Roqer.

if

reon flow

And we have talk hack.

This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
confirmed purqe now.

CONVOY
activation

f

And Houston, Columbia.
you're ready.

The convoy commander has
I'll

orocood with LOU

CAPCOM

Roqer, oroceod

CONVOY

Roqer

CAPCOM

Lauren, when you got to panel
Columbia, Houston.
have a couple of other switches for you.
I

A12,

let me know.

CONVOY

Roger.

Lauren activation is done and on to page

V

17.

CAPCOM

Roqer.

CONVOY

And Houston, Columbia.

I'm ready for panel Al

now.

Roger, on the bottom row, I'd like for you to take
CAPCOM
the hydraulic heaters, bravo position, 4 of them to OFF.

CONVOY

(garble).

rest of the procedure

CAPCOM

is

And those are off.
written.

I

understand the

Affirmative.

And Houston, Columbia proceeding with RCS oms
CONVOY
heaters power down.

CAPCOM

Roger.

CONVOY

And Houston, Columbia.

Complete with page 5-17.

You need to turn off
Columbia, Houston.
Roger.
CAPCOM
switch on panel Rl, payload primary main C to off.

I
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Roger.
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That's complete.

Presidential party is
This is Shuttle Control.
PAO
to be leaving Columbia
crew
the
expect
We
Columbia.
enroute to
Take a short
Reagan.
Mrs.
and
President
with
shortly and meet
for
depart
will
crew
the
and
vehicle
the
of
inspection tour
is in
ladder
Step
Control.
Shuttle
is
This
examination.
medical
of
hanging
tradition
the
for
center
control
mission
place in the
control
operations
mission
the
of
wall
the
on
patch
the crew
This ceremony signifies successful completion of another
room.
That hanging of the plaque will take place after
flight.
soace
The President, First Lady and
Columbia.
leaves
the crew
the ramp to Columbia now.
approaching
are
Engle
Joe
astronaut
Crew should be emerging shortly. Here they come now down the
Crew has a hat with their patch on it for
(Clapping)
ladder.
the President.
END OF TAPE
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PA0
Cr ew has a hat with their patch on it for the
President.
The President and Mrs. Reagan now departing for
further ceremonies at Dryden.
The crew entering their transfer
van to proceed to the medical examination.
Greeting the
President and first lady there along with Joe Engle, just
before
they departed was George Abbey, Director of Flight
Operations at
the Johnson Space Center.
He and the crew of Columbia are now
making a walkaround inspection of the vehicle.
He-e in
Mission Control room the world map has baen replaced withthe
a slide
depicting the Mission Control Center patch, and patches from
all
4 of the oroital flight tests of Columbia.
And the plaque now
being hung on the wall of this mission operations
control room,
the STS-4 crew patch.
.

It's now final

6

alpha.

PA ?
An ^ control of Columbia now passes to the Dryden
Fl.ght Research Center from Mission Operations Control
in
Houston
)RYD

™

(garble) to begin it's taxi.
Senior pilot F
the Dryden Flight Research Facility is the pilot
of the
M7. We would once again like to request that anyone on
the
press tower that does not belong there, does not have
a camera
please remove yourself.
We just a few too many people on that
press tower.
We ask you unless you have photographic equipment,
please remove yourself down to the ground area.
We'd like to
thank vou for your indulgence this afternoon, this
no ning,
seems like after-v>on to many of us, and I'm sure
to many of
you.
Immediately following the takeoff of the 747 with the
Challenger on top, Pilot Fulton will circle the area moving
over
the general viewing sight on the east side of
the lakp, then come
from my left to right over the lake, dip the wings
in a
Presidential salute, and then fly to the Johnson Space
Center at
Ellington Air Force Base in Texas.
Following an overnight stop,
r
a a roc P tion for the STS-4 crew, the
Challenger atop
^-? l
?E
the 747 wnl
depart tomorrow morning for the Kennedy spao- Center
in 1-lorida.
Then on July 15th or 16, the Columbia will be mated
to the 74 7 and
t will depart for the Kennedy
; pd ce
Center with a
1
t0p at DUs Mr Forco n,1so>
fiarblo)
more
music from
JV.
the m
United!! States Navy Band, (music)
i-ulton of

«

^r

'J

,.

;

^

END OF TAPE
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(Music)
Just been informed that the President and
Mrs. Reagan and the other guests will be arriving at the platform
just moments after 11:00.
And I'm also happy to announce that
you will all be live on nation wide television, on ABC.
So thank
you very much for you indulgence.
Lt. Pages has graciously
accepted an invitation to play a f ,<w more melody's here, before
11:00.
So Lt. Pages, you're on stage again.
Thank you.
.

BAND

(Music).

Ladies and gentlemen, in just a few moments
President Reagan and Mrs. Reagan will be here with the
astronauts.
At this time I take my leave.
Thank you for being
such a great group out here.
And we'll see you next mission.
Thank you.
Ladies and gentlemen, the President of the United
States, and Mrs. Reagan, and Astronauts Mattingly, and
Hartsf ield.
(Music)

Thank you very much.
Good moaning. Good morning
ladies arc: gentlemen.
It's my pleasure to welcome you here, on
this v«ry happy special day, for America.
And it is indeed a
very special day for the Nation's Space Program.
Mr. President
in your inaugural address, you reminded us that it is time we
realize that we are too great a nation to limit ourselves to
small dreams.
And then you - END OF TAPE
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